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Foreword
The idea of a series of invited papers for publication in the NAFO

Journal was first raised by the Standing Committee on Publications
of the NAFO Scientific Council in 1985 as one way to enhance the
scope of the Journal and to stimulate broader interest in it. The
present paper, which documents the development of regulatory
systems for North Atlantic fisheries from establishment of the
international commissions to the present day, is very much the kind
of broad review paper that the Standing Committee had hoped to
attract. This paper should be of use not only to scientists but also
to fishery administrators and others trying to understand the
management of fisheries, how the present juncture was arrived at,
and what approaches may hold promise for the future.

September, 1996 T. Amaratunga
Assistant Executive Secretary
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization
P. O. Box 638
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
Canada  B2Y 3Y9
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Dedication
This year, Dr A. W. H. Needler celebrates his 90th birthday. It is

a great pleasure to mark the occasion by dedicating this review to
him in recognit ion of his immense contr ibution as scientist,
administrator, and diplomat, to the management of North Atlantic
fisheries.

R. G. Halliday and A. T. Pinhorn
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Abstract

The administrative and regulatory frameworks used to control fishing in each
North Atlantic management regime subsequent to declarations of 200 mile limits
are documented, and compared to those of the previous international commissions.
The apparent objectives underlying regulatory actions are examined, and trends
in stocks of the most important finfish species before and after extensions of
jurisdiction are described.  The primary elements of these regulatory regimes are
then compared.  In general, management authorities did not develop coherent
policies that reconciled conflicting social and economic aspirations and, as a result,
in the 1980s most fleets were overcapitalized, exploitation rates were high for
most of the important groundfish stocks, enforcement of regulations was difficult,
and non-compliance was a serious problem in many regimes.  Most regimes have
adopted new regulatory approaches in the 1990s.
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Introduction

Extensions of f isheries jurisdictions to 200
nautical miles in 1977, or about then, by most
countries bordering the North Atlantic changed
radically the political basis for control of exploitation
of marine renewable resources. These jurisdictional
extensions put most of the coastal fishing banks
within national jurisdictions. Previously, the fish
stocks on these banks were in international waters
and thus were accessible to everyone. Fisheries
were  regu la ted  th rough reg iona l  f i sher ies
commiss ions establ ished under  in ternat ional
conventions fairly soon after the Second World War.
These commissions, in revised forms, still serve as
fora for international management issues, but the
geographical area over which they have regulatory
authority is much reduced.

The change from internat ional  to nat ional
management of fisheries provided the opportunity
for divergent approaches to be adopted in the many
new regulatory zones. The two major international
f isher ies  commiss ions for  the Nor theast  and
Northwest Atlantic, which had many members in
common, had developed a fairly standard approach
to fishery regulation throughout the North Atlantic.
At the time of extensions of jurisdiction coastal
nations shared this common heritage. They also had
as guidance the consensus developing at the Third
United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
on coastal state authorities and responsibilities with
regard to fisheries. Despite this common basis there
was,  nonethe less ,  scope fo r  adopt ion  o f
substantially different objectives and management
strategies and of different methods, or tactics, for
implementing them.

This paper documents the administrative and
regulatory frameworks used to control fishing in
each North Atlantic management regime, examines
the apparent underlying objectives, and describes
concurrent resource trends.  Descriptions of the
work of the international fisheries commissions prior
to extensions of national jurisdiction to 200 miles
are  fo l lowed by  comparab le  descr ip t ions  o f
subsequent domestic management systems and of
the new internat ional  commissions outside of
extended fishing zones. The primary elements of
these regulatory regimes are then compared.

The purposes of this review are, firstly, to bring
together in a systematic fashion, information on
management in all North Atlantic regimes which is
often not readily accessible and, secondly, to
provide comparisons among regimes of the basic
elements of their regulatory systems and resource
trends. The review was motivated by a perceived
need to counteract ill-informed comparisons among

regimes which serve to confuse debate about the
most  appropr ia te  techn iques  fo r  regu la t ing
fisheries.

There has been a preoccupat ion in Nor th
Atlantic management regimes with what has come
to  be  ca l led  conserva t ion ,  i .e .  f i sh  s tock
management, but, of course, the scope of fishery
management  i s  much broader  than th is  and
includes, particularly, the economic performance of
the industry and the distribution of benefits to meet
the object ives of  society.   There are int imate
l inkages between conservation, economic and
social objectives in that any action taken in the name
of one category of  object ives has s igni f icant
implications to the prospects of attaining objectives
in the others.  Sometimes regulatory actions are
taken with multiple purposes in mind, and it is thus
not possible to deal exclusively with one aspect of
fishery management.  This paper is concerned
primarily with the regulation of fishing in the context
of the overall objectives, explicit or implicit, of
management  agenc ies .  I t s  scope inc ludes
regulation of participation in the fishery as well as
regulation of the amount of fishing and of how
fishing is conducted. The actions described are
those of fishery managers (administrators) who
carry the legal authori ty and responsibi l i ty to
regulate fisheries, of biologists who provide the
scientific and technical information and advice on
which regulatory decisions are largely based, and
of enforcement officers who implement managerial
decisions through surveillance and apprehension
o f  regu la to r y  o f fenders .  Exc luded f rom
consideration, however, are: evaluations of the
economic and socia l  e ffects  o f  management
policies; actions taken by management agencies
relating to the secondary, fish processing, sector
such as product quality or market improvement
programmes; and measures taken by government
agencies, other that those directly responsible for
fisheries management, relating to general economic
development, or social support, which result in
indirect subsidization of fishing activity.

The comparisons among regimes are limited to
the management of finfish species and indeed to
the s ix species which are of  greatest  overal l
importance to the finfish fisheries on both sides of
the Atlantic; the groundfish, Atlantic cod, haddock
and pollock (called saithe in Europe), and the
pelagic fish, Atlantic herring, Atlantic mackerel and
capelin.  Each of these species has stocks in
several  management regimes and th is a l lows
comparisons of the effects of different regulations
on stocks of the same species. These six species
were  a t  the  cen t re  o f  deve lopments  in  the
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international fisheries in the last 30 years and it was
events in these fisheries that provided the primary
incentive for extensions of jurisdiction.  As a result
of their importance, the effects of fishing on the
major stocks of these species is relatively well
described.

It was decided to restrict comparisons to stocks
in the Atlantic proper. Baltic Sea fisheries are not
examined although important stocks of cod and
herring occur there.  These stocks live in unique
conditions, particularly of low salinity, and are
managed through an international commission
specifically for the Baltic Sea (International Baltic
Sea Fishery Commission).  Stocks in the Skagerrak
and Kat tegat  are  a lso  exc luded.   These are
managed under terms of an agreement between
Norway, Sweden and the European Union (EU), and
a separate account for this special area would
introduce an unnecessary complexity.

Conventions and Methodology

References to  management  reg imes and
management agencies or authorities may seem
clumsy but it is in recognition that not all the political
systems of the regimes studied conform to the
simple coastal state model. The EU provides a prime
example where extensions of jurisdiction were
national actions by member nations but where most
of the authority to regulate fishing lies with the EU
itself.  Greenland and the Faroe Islands, however,
have authority to regulate fishing in their own zones
but responsibility for international relations resides
with Denmark. Thus polit ical situations can be
complex, and referring to management authorities
provides a useful simplification.

The term management institutions is used to
describe the organizational framework within which
the various players in the management process
interrelate. The international commissions are legal
inst i tu t ions,  establ ished by t reaty to per form
prescr ibed func t ions  in  re la t ion  to  f i sher y
management in a particular geographical area.  At
a domestic level institutional frameworks can also
be recognized that establish the authorit ies of
various parties in the management process.

The conceptual framework for management is
discussed in terms of objectives – the broadest
statement of  a management agency's pol icy,
strategies – the methods used to obtain objectives,
and tactics – the mechanisms used to implement
strategies (Hal l iday and Pinhorn,  1985).   For
example an objective of obtaining optimum yield
(OY) from the fishery could be pursued through a
strategy of fishing at the biological reference point,

F0.1, and the tactic used to effect this strategy could
be the implementation of a system of catch quotas.

When au thor i t y  over  a  mar i t ime zone is
extended, fisheries may be only one of the activities
over which jurisdiction is claimed. Zones come with
a  var ie ty  o f  labe ls  such as  te r r i to r ia l  seas ,
contiguous zones, exclusive economic zones and
fishing zones.  The baselines from which these
zones are measured may be defined by various
criteria. However, for present purposes there is no
need to entertain these complications and all zones
which confer jurisdiction over f isheries on the
claimant are referred to here as "fishing zones".

F ish ing  l im i ts ,  and a l l  o ther  d is tance
measurements, are given in nautical miles. Thus,
a l l  re ferences in  the text  to  mi les should be
understood to be nautical miles. A nautical mile is
equal to 1.15 statute miles and 1.85 kilometres.

Fish species are referred to by their common
names and for the primary species Atlantic cod,
Atlantic herring and Atlantic mackerel the "Atlantic"
is dropped for the rest of the paper, so cod always
means Atlantic cod and so on. A number of other
species are also referred to and, to avoid confusion,
a list is provided in Appendix Table 1 of common
and scientific names for all species referenced.

Catches referred to in the paper are nominal
catches. Nominal catch refers to that part of the fish
catch removed from the sea which is kept for use
either for human consumption or for fish meal. It
does not include fish discarded at sea. Nominal
catches are recorded as the weight of fish in the
round fresh condition, i.e. the weight of the catch
as it comes out of the sea before any processing.
The weight unit used is metric tons, sometimes
referred to as tonnes, and is equal to 1000 kilograms
or 2204.6 lbs (avoirdupois). This unit is referred to
throughout  th is  paper  as " tons"  or  us ing the
abbreviation "t". The total quantities of fish killed by
fishing should be taken into account in fishery
management and this would include discards, as most
of these are dead when returned to the water. However,
this is not possible except in a few specific cases
because data on discards are not generally collected.

For ease of reading, use of abbreviations is
avoided where practical. Acronyms for international
organizations are retained, as are country name
abbreviations, those scientific notations which refer
to  exp lo i ta t ion  leve ls  (because there  i s  no
alternative), and a few others for which usage has
become widespread at least in fisheries circles. A
list of all  abbreviations  which are introduced in
the text is provided for reference in Appendix
Table 2.
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The s tandard repor t  ser ies  produced by
management agencies, which contain much of the
specific information on regulations, catch statistics,
stock status reports, and the like are listed at the
beginning of the Reference section by management
agency. Citat ions in the main text of  specif ic
documents in these series are restricted to the
special cases where a direct quotation is made. The
usual citation procedure is used for scientific and
other sources.

Informat ion on management  systems was
obtained from literature sources and supplemented
by personal interviews with senior scientists and (in
most cases) administrators in each management
regime. Draft accounts were then provided to these
senior scientists for review, and correction of the
facts ,  regarding the i r  domest ic  management
system.

Many of the stocks included in this account are
shared between management  zones but ,  fo r
convenience, al l  are assigned to one zone or
another based on which management regime
appeared to have the predominant influence on
stock management.

Catch and resource trends were obtained from
stock  assessment  documents  produced by
internat ional and domestic scient i f ic advisory
agencies (Appendix Table 3). Most of the stock
assessments used were conducted in 1992 and thus
the last year of data in these was 1991. The last
year of data used in the actual comparisons in this
review is 1988, thus making the comparisons
insens i t i ve  to  the  input  parameters  used in
sequential population analyses. Stock assessments
were accepted as they stood, the only innovations
introduced by the present authors being the joining
up of data series from earlier reports with those of the
most recent ones, when this was necessary to extend
stock parameter estimates back to the 1960s.

The parameters used for each stock are for the
fished population. The fished population is defined
as  those  age groups  mak ing a  s ign i f ican t
contribution to the fishery. An age group was judged
to be making a significant contribution if it was at
least  10% recru i ted to the f ishery.  Thus,  the
estimates relate to that part of the stock that is
available to the fishery. In most cases this equates
to fish which are age 3 or age 4 and older. In the
case of fishing mortality (F), this approach averages
the F experienced by young fish which are only
partially vulnerable to the gear with the F on older
fish which are fully vulnerable, i.e. fully-recruited to
the fishery. A weighted averaging method is used,
i.e. the F at each age is multiplied by the numbers
of fish at each age before summing over age groups
and dividing by the total number of fish in the fished
population. Thus, variation in the number of recruits

has an important influence on the weighted average
F. Nonetheless, this is a good F to use for comparing
trends over long time series of data or among stocks
because it takes into account all the differences
resulting from changes or differences in fishing
gears or fishing behaviours.

The weighted F described above for illustrating
t rends is  not  comparable  to  the  Fs  used as
biological reference points for management such
as Fmax (Beverton and Holt, 1957) and F0.1 (Gulland
and Boerema, 1973). The latter are usually the fully-
recru i ted  F   (Nor thwes t  A t lan t ic )  o r  a re
representative of the unweighted average F over
some selected age range encompassing the last of
the partially recruited age groups and the first of
the fully recruited age groups (Northeast Atlantic).
Thus, the way of calculating reference points varied
among stocks and, indeed, sometimes for the same
stock over time. Nonetheless, it was necessary to
f ind a way to compare the f ishing mor tal i t ies
estimated to have occurred in the fishery against
those targets to determine the effects of regulation.
The first step was to decide upon what reference
points to use and what the values of those were for
each stock. The reference points Fmax and F0.1 were
chosen as these were the most widely used and the
only ones for which estimates could be located for
all stocks (except capelin for which these reference
points are not relevant). The source documents for
stock assessment data (Appendix Table 3) for the
period 1979–88 were searched for estimates of the
values of  Fmax and F0.1  and those were used for
the comparisons. Sometimes several estimates were
available for one stock but these were averaged to
give a s ingle value.  The est imates of  f ish ing
mortality in the fishery were then recalculated to
express the calculated F on the same basis as the
reference F, i.e. averaged over similar age groups
in the same way. Those estimates provided the basis
for conclusions as to whether the estimated fishing
mortalities in the fishery coincided with, or were
above or below, the reference levels. This raised
the additional complication of deciding what is the
same and what is different, a problem that does not
lend itself to statistical analysis. Thus, an arbitrary
cr i te r ion was adopted that  es t imated va lues
(averaged for 10 year study periods before and after
jurisdiction) which lay within 15% of the reference
level were considered to be at that level. The 10
year  s tudy  per iods  chosen were  1967–76,
representing the international commission years,
and 1979–88, representing the post-extension of
jurisdiction years. This allows a two year transition
between the two periods, providing time for new
measures, which may have been introduced on
extension of  jur isdict ion, to come into effect.
Although this whole procedure is quite crude and
arbitrary, the fact of the matter is that most decisions
were not difficult to make; mortalities in the fishery
usually deviated widely from reference levels.
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International Fishery Management:  Pre-200 Mile Limits

Th is  sec t ion  descr ibes  the  h is to r ica l
development of fishery management in the North
Atlantic during the international commission phase
prior to 1977. The modern role of international
commissions is  descr ibed later.  Af ter  a br ief
historical overview, the present section describes,
fo r  the  Nor theas t  and Nor thwes t  A t lan t ic
commissions, their authorities, organization and
scope,  the regula tory  act ions taken and the
measures adopted to achieve compliance with
these. Resource trends are not described here but
chapters below provide illustrations of these from
1960 (where data allowed) for stocks of the primary
spec ies  assoc ia ted  w i th  each pos t -1976
jurisdictional zone.

The term "Contracting Parties" is used here to
describe those parties that are bound by the terms
of a particular international convention (treaty)
which establishes an international commission. The
use o f  th is  genera l  te rm avo ids the need to
distinguish between nation states (countries) and
other possible members such as groups of states,
the EU being a prime example. Although there are
a number of legal terms to describe the procedure
by which a party signifies its agreement to be bound
by a treaty, ratification and accession being the
most common in the case of North Atlantic fishery
conventions, this is of no practical significance to
this study with respect to their rights and obligations
under these conventions.

Historical Overview

The first step toward international management
of fisheries was the development of a scientific
basis for management act ions. The inaugural
meet ing  o f  the  In te rna t iona l  Counc i l  fo r  the
Exploration of the Sea (ICES) was held in 1902, and
concern about the effects of fishing on fish stocks
was a primary motivation for i ts establishment
(Went, 1972). The functions of ICES, however, were
(and remain) to promote and encourage marine
research related to living resources, develop and
organize relevant cooperative research programs
involving its member countries, and publish or
otherwise disseminate the results of research
conducted under  i ts  auspices.  Thus ICES is
exclusively a scientific organization and carries no
regulatory authority. The original eight members of
ICES (Denmark ,  F in land,  Ger many,  The
Netherlands, Norway, Russia, Sweden, United
Kingdom (UK)) were northern European states, and
early scientific interest concerned adjacent waters.
Western North Atlantic states decided to form their
own fishery science organization after the First

World War. The North American Council on Fishery
Investigations was established in 1920, with a
membership consisting of Canada, Newfoundland
(which had yet to join Canada), and the United
States of America (USA) (NACFI, 1932). France
joined in 1922. This too was purely a scientific
organizat ion but,  l ike ICES, could advise the
governments of member states on the technical
basis for regulatory actions.

The results of ICES research were first used in
support of international conservation actions with
the conclusion of the Baltic Convention in 1929,
which provided for protection of European plaice
and flounder stocks in the Baltic Sea through area
and seasonal fishery closures,  minimum fish size
limits, and requirements to return small fish to the
sea. A second international convention in 1932
provided protection of European plaice in the
Skagerrak, Kattegat and Sound, again using fish
size limits. However, these conventions were of
limited scope with regard to species, area and
participating states (Tomasevich, 1971). A general
convention concluded in 1937 in London, UK, by
10 nor ther n  European s ta tes ,  was  t i t led  the
"International Convention for the Regulation of the
Meshes of Fishing Nets and the Size Limits of Fish".
It applied from the equator north and from 80°E to
80°W longitude, and minimum mesh and fish size
restrictions were specified for most of the important
species fished. The 1937 Convention did not legally
come into force and was overtaken by the Second
World War. Nonetheless, this convention was an
impor tan t  m i les tone  in  the  deve lopment  o f
international regulation of fisheries. The types of
regulation proposed were, however, not new as
simi lar  regulat ions were already embodied in
various national regulations. Indeed, mesh size and
minimum fish size restrictions already had a long
history; incorporat ion into Engl ish regulat ions
occurred as early as the 1500s (Burd, 1986).

In anticipation of the end of the Second World
War, another conference was convened in London
in 1943 to draw up a draft convention for regulation
of North Atlantic fisheries. This draft was intended
to serve as a basis for a further conference after
the war which would conclude a final convention.
Unlike the 1937 conference, North American states
also participated, although the USA only as an
observer. Despite full participation, Canada shared
USA doubts that North American interests would be
well served by a North Atlantic-wide convention
dominated by European states. The meeting was
successful in concluding the "Draft Convention
relating to the Policing of Fisheries and Measures
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for the Protection of Immature Fish". Despite North
American reservations it applied to the whole North
Atlantic, north of the Tropic of Cancer (23°27'N).
Conservation regulations were essentially the same
minimum mesh and fish sizes contained in the 1937
Convention.

The follow-up conference after the war was
indeed held, again in London, in 1946, and by this
stage i t  was c lear  that  separate solut ions to
conservation issues in the eastern and western
North Atlantic were preferred. The 1946 conference
concerned only the eastern North Atlantic east of
42°W and north of 49°N (but excluding the Baltic
Sea and Bel ts) .  The conference successfu l ly
concluded the "Convention for the Regulation of the
Meshes of Fishing Nets and the Size Limits of Fish".
Similarity to the 1937 Convention extended beyond
its title to the measures proposed for minimum mesh
sizes and fish sizes, although the minimum levels
were set rather higher in some cases. During the
conference the UK had pointed out that these
measures would not  in  themselves so lve the
overfishing problem and proposed a reduction in
the total tonnage of the fishing fleets. This, and
various alternative measures proposed by other
delegations, did not prove acceptable but the
Convention provided for creation of a Permanent
Commission to consider extensions or alterations
to the Convention’s provisions. It was seven years
before the Convention came into effect and the first
meeting of the Permanent Commission was not held
until 1953. A number of changes were made to mesh
and f i sh  s ize  regu la t ions  by  the  Permanent
Commission but no new approaches were adopted
to deal with conservation issues.

Dissatisfaction with the limitations of the 1946
Convention resulted in yet another conference being
held in London in 1959. The resulting "North-East
Atlantic Fisheries Convention", when it entered into
force in 1963, established the North-East Atlantic
Fisheries Commission (NEAFC) as a successor to
the Permanent Commission. Extensions of fisheries
jurisdiction in 1977 greatly reduced the relevance
of NEAFC and precipitated the withdrawal of many
members. A new NEAFC Convention, with provisions
appropriate to the new political circumstances, was
agreed to and came into effect  in 1982.  The
regulatory authorities and actions of the Permanent
Commission and the original NEAFC are discussed
below.

The western boundary of  NEAFC at  42°W
remained the same as that in the 1946 Convention.
The southern boundary was extended to the Straits
of Gibraltar at 36°N. Again, the Baltic Sea and Belts
were excluded. States adjacent  to the Bal t ic
recognized the need for cooperation in conservation

actions by concluding the "Convention on Fishing
and Conservation of the Living Resources in the
Baltic Sea and the Belts" in 1973 which established
the International Baltic Sea Fishery Commission.
The regulatory scope of the Baltic Sea commission
was wide, including regulation of gear and catching
methods, fish size limits, closed areas and seasons,
regulation of total catches and amount of fishing
effor t and their allocation between states and,
indeed,  "any  o ther  measures  re la ted  to  the
conservation and rational exploitation of the living
marine resources". The Convention applied to
waters wi th in nat ional  jur isdict ion as wel l  as
in te rna t iona l  wate rs  and thus  i t s  p rov is ions
remained relevant after extensions of jurisdiction.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the management
of Baltic Sea stocks is not discussed further in this
paper.

In the western North Atlantic, meanwhile, action
was also taken to establish a regional fisheries
commiss ion .  A t  the  inv i ta t ion  o f  the  USA,  a
conference was called in Washington, D.C., in 1949.
This resulted in formulation of the "International
Convention for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries",
which came into force in 1950. This convention
established the International Commission for the
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF), and applied
to an area the eastern boundary of which was 42°W
coincident with the western boundary of the 1946
Convention area and, subsequently, with that of
NEAFC. Its southern boundary was at 39°N. This
brought all the major international fisheries in the
North Atlantic under the regulatory authority of one
or other of the fisheries commissions. As was the
case w i th  NEAFC,  ex tens ions  o f  f i sher ies
jur isdict ions in  1977 made inappropr iate the
prov is ions  o f  the  ICNAF Convent ion .  A  new
international agreement, the "Convention on Future
Multilateral Cooperation in the Northwest Atlantic
Fisheries", was concluded in Ottawa, Canada, in
1978 and ratified in time to come into effect on 1
January 1979. This Convention provided for creation
of the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization
(NAFO) which, after a transition year, replaced
ICNAF. The regulatory authorities and actions of
ICNAF are discussed below.

The role of ICES in provision of scientific advice
on conservation of eastern North Atlantic fish stocks
became entrenched by inclusion in the 1946
Convention of a requirement for the Permanent
Commission to consult ICES. This provision was
perpetuated in the 1959 Convention establishing
NEAFC and this paved the way for ICES to become
the authoritative scientific voice regarding fishery
management in the eastern Nor th At lant ic.  In
contrast, the North American Council on Fishery
Investigations became defunct with the outbreak of
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the Second World War. The scope of ICES interest
extended to the western North Atlantic but, when
the ICNAF Convention was formulated in 1949,
neither Canada nor the USA were members of ICES
and were of an independent state of mind. It was
decided that ICNAF itself would be responsible for
ensuring that appropriate scientific advice was
available in support of its regulatory functions in the
western North Atlantic, primarily by coordinating the
work of national research agencies of member
states. ICNAF established a Standing Committee on
Research and Statistics (STACRES) for this purpose.
The subsequent  NAFO Convent ion  exp l ic i t l y
es tab l i shed a  Sc ien t i f i c  Counc i l  w i th  broad
respons ib i l i t i es  fo r  p romot ing  in te rna t iona l
cooperation in fisheries science and for provision
of advice both to the NAFO Fisheries Commission
and to coastal states. The scope of the NAFO
Scientific Council with regard to fisheries research
is thus comparable to that of ICES, although the
NAFO Scientific Council, unlike ICES, does not enjoy
the automony of its own separate international
Convention, being subordinate to the NAFO General
Council, and operates on a much smaller scale than
ICES.

The entire North Atlantic was subdivided into
f ish ing areas (F ig .  1) ,  in i t ia l l y  fo r  s ta t is t ica l
purposes, by ICES in the northeast and by ICNAF's
STACRES in the northwest (Halliday and Pinhorn,
1990; ICES, MS 1982). These statistical units were
subsequently used to define management areas
when catch cont ro ls  were in t roduced by the
international commissions, and continue to be used
for this purpose by both domestic and international
agencies with only minor modifications.

The Permanent Commission and North-East
Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC)

Authority, Organization and Scope. The 1946
"Convention for the Regulation of the Meshes of
Fishing Nets and the Size Limits of Fish" did not in
itself specify any conservation or other objectives
to  be obta ined through the Convent ion.  The
Permanent Commission establ ished under the
Convention was charged simply with consideration
of whether the provisions of the Convention should
be extended or altered. It is clear, however, from
the Final Act of the conference which agreed upon
this Convention that the purpose was to solve the
problems caused by overfishing. The Convention
Area extended from the northwest coast of France
(48°N) northwards and including the east coast of
Greenland (to 42°W) in the west and the western
Barents Sea (to 32°E) in the east (Fig. 2).

Contracting Parties were required to give effect
to  any  recommendat ions  fo r  changes in  the

Convention if these received unanimous approval
in  the Permanent  Commission.  There was an
immediate challenge by some Contracting Parties
to the scope of the Commission's powers based on
the legal viewpoint that any recommendations of the
Commission could concern only mesh sizes and
size limits of fish. This greatly restricted the scope
for conservation actions and caused steps to be
taken immediately to initiate work on a replacement
Convention. However, although the limitations of the
Permanent Commission were recognized during its
first meetings in 1953, it took until 1959 to agree on
a new Convention and it was 1963 before NEAFC
came into force.

The North-East Atlantic Fisheries Convention
did specify its objective as being "to ensure the
conservation of the fish stocks and the rational
exploitation of the fisheries of the North-East Atlantic
Ocean and adjacent waters". The Convention Area
extended north from the southern t ip of Spain
(36°N). The western boundary was the same as that
of the Permanent Commission but the eastern
boundary was at 51°E and thus included virtually
all of the Barents Sea (Fig. 2). Contracting Parties
were requi red to  apply  the prov is ions of  the
Convention and the Commission’s recommendations
within their own territorial waters. The Convention
Area was divided into three regions. Region 1
encompassed northern waters off eastern Green-
land, Iceland, Faroe Islands, northern Norway and
the Barents Sea, Region 2 was the North Sea and
west of the British Isles, and Region 3 was the
waters of the Bay of Biscay and off the Atlantic
coasts of Spain and Portugal (Fig. 2). Headquarters
of the Commission was specified as London, UK.

The Commission was organized on the basis of
committees, one for each of the three geographical
regions defined in the Convention. Contracting
Parties had the right of representation on a Regional
Committee if they had a coastline adjacent to that
region or exploited regional fisheries. Contracting
Parties which exploited elsewhere a stock which
was also exploited in that region could also be
represented. The regional committees performed
the duties of the Commission with regard to their
region and made draft recommendations to the
Commission as a whole. The Commission could,
however, modify the recommendations of regional
committees before forwarding those for action by
Contracting Party governments. The Commission
could make recommendations on the basis of a two-
thirds majority of delegations present and voting.

It was the responsibility of the government of a
Contracting Party to establish domestic regulations
implementing the Commission’s recommendations
by the date establ ished by the Commiss ion.
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Fig. 1. Statistical Areas defined by ICES and ICNAF for the Northeast and Northwest Atlantic (east and west of 42°W)
respectively.  (Heavy lines are Subarea and Statistical Area boundaries, light lines are Division and Subdivision
boundaries.)

However, a Contracting Party had 90 days within
which to lodge an object ion to a Commission
recommendation and, if it did so, was under no
further obligation. Furthermore,  once one objection
was received, others had a period during which they
could also object. If three or more objections were
received,  the non-object ing Par t ies were not
obligated to implement the recommendation either.

Compliance of vessels with NEAFC regulations
was the responsibil ity of the flag state but the
Commiss ion  a lso  had the  au thor i t y  to  make
recommendations for national control measures,
and for international control measures on the high

seas. This allowed a scheme of joint international
enforcement to be established in 1970 under which
inspectors from one Contracting Party could inspect
at sea, in international waters, vessels of other
Parties. Any legal proceedings regarding alleged
infractions of NEAFC regulations were, however, a
matter for the flag state of the vessel involved.

The primary purpose of NEAFC, as specified in
its Convention, was to consider, in the light of the
technical information available, what measures were
required for the conservation of the fish stocks and
for the rational exploitation of the fisheries in the
area. With regard to conservation of fish stocks, the
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Fig. 2. Convention Areas of North Atlantic fisheries commissions; ICNAF and its Subareas used for administrative and
regulatory purposes in the Northwest Atlantic, NEAFC (1959 Convention) in the Northeast Atlantic and its administrative
and regulatory Regions (boundary revision of 1970 between Regions 1 and 2 shown by dotted line), and the regulatory
area of the Permanent Commission (1946 Convention) (dashed lines).

Commission was also required to seek the scientific
advice of ICES, when possible.

The Convention allowed the following regulatory
measures to be proposed:

a) regulation of the size of mesh of fishing
nets;

b) regulation of the size limits of fish that may
be retained aboard vessels, or landed, or
exposed or offered for sale;

c) establishment of closed seasons;
d) establishment of closed areas;

e) regulation of fishing gear and appliances,
other than regulation of the size of mesh of
fishing nets; and

f) measures for the improvement and the
increase of marine resources, which could
inc lude ar t i f i c ia l  p ropagat ion ,  the
t ransp lanta t ion  o f  o rgan isms and the
transplantation of young.

The Convention also allowed for regulation of
the amount of total catch, or the amount of fishing
effort in any period, or any other conservation
measures, to be added to this list, but only on the
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basis of a two-thirds majority in the Commission and
subsequent acceptance by all Contracting Parties.
The Commission agreed in 1970 to add the following
regulatory measures to the list of possible actions:

g) regulation of the amount of total catch and
its allocation to Contracting Parties in any
period; and

h) regulation of the amount of fishing effort and
its allocation to Contracting Parties in any
period.

However, obtaining the required approvals by
the governments of all Contracting Parties proved
difficult and NEAFC was not empowered to set TAC
or fishing effort regulations until 1974. As a result,
a number of international agreements were reached
outside the framework of the Commission on catch
and e f fo r t  l im i ta t ions  to  dea l  w i th  press ing
conservation issues.

It  was clear in 1976 that the jurisdict ional
extensions planned by coastal states for 1977 made
NEAFC an  inappropr ia te  veh ic le  fo r  fu tu re
negot ia t ions  on  in te r na t iona l  management .
However, a process initiated by NEAFC in 1976 to
prepare a new or amended Convention more suited
to the new circumstances was successful in arriving
at a new NEAFC convention which came into force
in 1982. Although many countries, including all the
then EU countries, withdrew from the old NEAFC,
the organization continued to function through 1981
until the new NEAFC could take over.

When the  Per manent  Commiss ion  was
established in 1953, ICES set up a special Liaison
Committee to consider and provide advice on issues
relevant to the Commission. This Liaison Committee
cons is ted  o f  the  cha i rmen o f  re levan t  ICES
committees and a number of co-opted experts in
populat ion dynamics.  With the change in the
political situation in 1977, ICES replaced the Liaison
Committee with an Advisory Committee on Fishery
Management  (ACFM) .  Th is  commi t tee  was
constituted mainly of national members nominated
by the delegates from ICES member governments
and approved by the Council. These members are
scientific experts who are expected to serve ICES,
not national interests, during their tenure. The ACFM
has, in addition, a chairman and the chairmen of
ICES fish committees are also members. Many ICES
Working Groups determine the status of various
stocks and their reports provide the basis for ACFM
advice. The role of the ACFM is to give scientific
information and advice to fisheries commissions and
to  ICES member  gover nments ,  o r  g roups o f
governments (such as the EU) on such matters on
which they may request advice, or on such matters
as the Council or the ACFM  may consider relevant.
The Permanent Commission agreed in 1958 to

reimburse ICES for the work undertaken on its behalf
and this practice was continued by successor
commissions.

Regulatory Actions. Trawl regulations:  The
1937 convention required that a mesh size of
105 mm be used in waters off northern Norway and
in the Barents Sea, and of 70 mm elsewhere.
Exceptions were provided for specific fisheries for
pelagic and small bodied fishes and invertebrates,
i.e. the regulation was directed at the groundfish
fisheries. These measures applied to all trawls,
seines or other nets towed at or near the bottom of
the sea irrespective of material of construction. The
nets were to be measured when wet and with the
meshes stretched diagonally in a fore and aft
direction, a technique which became the standard
in international regulation. Although the convention
did not formally come into operation, a number of
count r ies  nonethe less  implemented nat iona l
regulations which were more or less in conformity
with the agreement.

For ty years later,  when jur isdict ions were
extended, the minimum mesh size allowed in trawl
nets (which then included midwater trawls) in the
Barents Sea and off Norway, Faroe Islands, Iceland
and eastern Greenland had increased to 120 mm
(110 mm for seine nets) but in more southern areas,
the North Sea and west of the British Isles, remained
at 70 mm, and further south had been established
at 60 mm. (A chronology of changes is provided in
Appendix Table 4.) The principle resistance to a
larger mesh size in southern waters came from
countries with important fisheries for European sole,
a small-bodied species which was well regarded
as a food fish and consequently highly valued.

In the 1950s differentials were introduced into
mesh size regulations as scientific research showed
that selection properties of netting varied with
material and method used in netting construction.
Great complexities arose with the introduction of
synthetic netting materials in the mid-1950s. Manila
was adopted as the standard material and the
selection properties of all other materials were
referenced against it. Thus regulations expressed
mesh s ize  fo r  man i la  ne t t ing  and de f ined
differentials for other materials which would result
in a trawl constructed from them having a size
selection equivalent to that of one made from
manila. The manila standard continued to be used
long after synthetic materials completely replaced
natural fibres in netting construction in the early-
1960s. The first differential introduced was actually
for gear type. It was thought that seine nets selected
for larger fish than did trawls using the same mesh
size. (Reference to seine nets here means Danish
or Scottish seine nets used to catch bottom dwelling
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fish.)  However, the tests on which this conclusion
was based used cotton netting in the seine nets and
the differential observed was perhaps a netting
material, rather than a gear, effect. There continues
to be relatively little information on selection of seine
nets. However, much research was conducted on
the selection of trawl nets and it was learned that
many aspects of net construction affected selection,
and the proliferation of synthetic twines made it
impractical to measure their diverse selection
proper t ies .  I t  a lso  became imprac t ica l  fo r
enforcement officers to identify in the field the type
of synthetic material being used. By the 1970s
sc ien t i s ts  were  advocat ing  d ispens ing  w i th
differentials, a view which was generally welcomed
in enforcement circles, but their removal from
regulation was gradual and did not start until after
1977.

Mesh size regulations in herring, mackerel and
capelin fisheries per se were not adopted. However,
these  spec ies  were  inc luded in  mesh s ize
regu la t ions  adopted genera l l y  fo r  indus t r ia l
fisheries, discussed below.

Minimum fish size regulations:  In the Northeast
A t lan t ic  min imum f i sh  s ize  regu la t ions  were
consistently used as supplements to mesh size
regulations in groundfish trawl fisheries conducted
to provide f ish for human consumption. These
regulations specified the size, in total length, below
which fish could not be retained aboard a vessel,
landed or sold. No tolerances were provided for any
unders ized f ish .  In  the 1937 Convent ion the
minimum size for cod and haddock was 24 cm,
whereas in the 1946 Convention it was 30 cm for
cod and 27 cm for haddock (Appendix Table 5
provides a chronology). In 1963 the Permanent
Commission established higher minimum lengths in
areas where large mesh nets were specified by
regulation. These regulations were carried forward
to NEAFC. Size limits were adopted for pollock
(sai the) in the mid-1970s, and in th is case a
tolerance was provided for undersized fish at least
for a transition period.

Size limits were adopted in the mid-1970s also
for pelagic species. A size limit for mackerel of
30 cm, approximately the size at first maturity, was
adopted for the North Sea, Skagerrak and Kattegat,
and subsequently extended to the west of Scotland,
to reduce catches of immature fish. This regulation
applied to the industrial fishery for mackerel only,
and by-catches of 20% by weight of undersized fish
were allowed. A size limit of 20 cm was established
for herring to the west of Scotland, and this was
extended to the North Sea and Kattegat. This size
corresponded to the size required by the industry
for food consumption markets. A by-catch of 10%
by weight of undersized herring was allowed.

Rapid development of industrial fisheries in the
North Sea and adjacent areas after the Second
World War introduced a new dimension to the issue
of minimizing the catches of small specimens of
spec ies  wh ich  suppor ted  d i rec ted human
consumption fisheries. The 1946 Convention, which
required discard of all undersized fish caught in
industrial fisheries, was modified at the time its
regulations came into effect in 1954 to allow for
retention of up to 10% by-catch, by weight, of
undersized fish of controlled species. This provision
was carried forward to NEAFC and maintained for
the duration of its existence.

Catch controls:  As already noted, NEAFC took
steps in 1970 to acquire the authority to establish
limits on total catches and on fishing effort and to
allocate shares to Contracting Parties, but did not
receive the necessary approvals until 1974. During
the intervening period Contracting Parties were
encouraged to enter into conservation agreements
on a bilateral or multi-lateral basis. A number of
such agreements were reached (Appendix Table 6).
The first of these concerned Norwegian spring
spawning herring. Iceland, Norway and the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) agreed to
restrict catches in the 1971–73 period (Anon.,
1973). Subsequently, NEAFC prohibited fishing on
this stock, although exemptions al lowed some
fishing to continue in Norwegian coastal waters. An
agreement was reached on catch controls for
Northeast Arctic cod in 1974 between Norway, UK
and the USSR (Anon., 1975a), but regulation was
taken over by NEAFC for 1975 and 1976. An
agreement was also reached concerning limitation
of groundfish catches in the Faroe Islands area,
particularly of cod and haddock, and which also
established subareas seasonally closed to trawling
and placed limits on the gross registered tonnage
(GRT) of trawlers fishing in the area (Anon., 1975b).
The primary fisheries were conducted by Faroe
Islands and the UK but seven countries were parties
to the agreement, which came into effect for 1974
and was continued in effect through 1975 and 1976.
No need was seen for NEAFC to become involved
in catch regulation in the Faroe Islands area.

Prior to acquiring authority to establish catch
limitations, NEAFC itself attempted to limit catches
indirectly through the use of seasonal closures, or
of complete fishery closures, complemented by
exemptions which amounted to de facto catch
allocations. The first such closure was implemented
in 1971 for North Sea herring when fishing was
prohibited in May and from 20 August to the end of
September. Similar regulations were agreed to for
1972 to 1974. North Sea herring was the first stock
for which NEAFC established a TAC and national
catch allocations, regulations coming into effect for
the year 1 July 1974 to 30 June 1975. Prior to these
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dates NEAFC had also adopted a prohibition on
fishing for Celtic Sea herring, with exemptions
equivalent to catch allocations, as well as the
a l ready ment ioned proh ib i t ion  on f ish ing for
Norweg ian  spr ing  spawning her r ing .  Wi th
acquisition of authority to establish catch limits
directly, NEAFC established such limits for about a
dozen stocks for 1975 in addition to those for North
Sea and Celtic Sea herring (Appendix Table 6).
These included North Sea cod and haddock, and
West of Scotland herring as well as the already
mentioned regulat ion of Northeast Arctic cod.
Restrictions were also imposed on the catch of
mackerel in the industrial fishery in the North Sea,
although only during the first half of the year. All of
these catch restrictions were extended to 1976 and
some new ones  added.  In  par t icu la r,  ca tch
restrictions on the mackerel industrial fishery were
extended to include the west of Scotland, and
indirect limitations were placed on the catch of
Northeast Arctic haddock by prohibiting directed
fishing for haddock once Northeast Arctic cod
a l loca t ions  were  taken .  The  imminence o f
extensions of jurisdiction and resultant changes in
approaches  to  regu la to r y  i ssues  prevented
agreement through NEAFC on catch restrictions for
1977.

Other measures:  Although NEAFC acquired
authority in 1974 to directly regulate fishing effort,
this power was not used. There was occasional use
by NEAFC of seasonal and area closures (other than
as devices to limit total catches). Two areas in the
Bay of Biscay were closed to trawling in 1970–73
to protect  smal l  hake,  apparent ly  as a  more
acceptable approach than mesh size regulation.
Also closure of the spawning area during the
spawning season of herring at the West of Scotland
was implemented for 1974 and subsequent years
to protect the spawning stock.

One of the biggest regulatory challenges in the
Nor theast  At lant ic  arose f rom the conf l ic t ing
interests of those engaged in traditional human
consumption fisheries and those participating in the
industrial fisheries. The focus of these industrial
fisheries was NEAFC Region 2, particularly the
North Sea, Skagerrak and Kattegat. The industrial
f isher ies were directed towards smal l -bodied
species which occurred in high densities, giving
high-volume catches, and required the use of small
mesh nets. Conflicts arose when industrial fisheries
were directed towards species which already
supported important human consumption fisheries,
but  a lso as a resul t  o f  by-catches of  human
consumption species in fisheries directed towards
other species suitable only for industrial use. These
by-catches could include large quantities of small
fish, below legal size limits, because of the small
mesh nets used.

The original 1946 Convention required all by-
catches in small mesh fisheries of undersized fish
of protected species, i.e. those for which minimum
sizes had been established in the Convention, to
be d iscarded.  Th is  apparen t l y  c rea ted an
impractical situation for those countries developing
industrial fisheries for herring and sprat, and these
Contracting Parties were successful in having the
Convention modified in 1954 to allow for 10% by
we igh t  o f  unders ized f i sh  in  non-human
consumption fishery landings (N.B. in landings, not
in catches). This provision was carried forward into
NEAFC regulations. Steps were taken in 1973 and
1974 to regulate the industrial fishery for mackerel
by imposit ion of a minimum size l imit  and by
prohibition of fishing in the first half of the year, as
already mentioned, but these measures related to
optimizing yield from the mackerel industrial fishery
itself. The prohibition of industrial fishing for herring
in 1975 reflected the priority placed on the human
consumption fishery at a time of severe resource
conserva t ion  prob lems.  A  ser ies  o f  fu r ther
restrictions was placed on small mesh fisheries in
1976 involving specific minimum mesh sizes, by-
catch limits on protected species of all sizes as well
as on undersized fish and application of these to
catches on board as well as in landings. Closures
of areas to small mesh fishing were also instituted,
the most important of which was closure to industrial
fishing for Norway pout of an area in the North Sea
off the northeast coast of the UK. This last measure
did not come into effect, however, as an objection
lodged by the primary industrial fishing nation,
Denmark, resulted in several other nations also
ob jec t ing .  Severa l  o ther  e lements  o f  these
regulations did not apply to Denmark, also as a
result of Danish objection, which reduced the overall
effectiveness of the new regulations.

Surveillance and Compliance. The NEAFC
Scheme of Joint Enforcement came into effect in
1970. Not all countries were able to participate in
the initial years and Portugal and Ireland were still
unable to do so in 1974. Several countries placed
reservations on below-deck inspections, the last of
which (that of the USSR) was withdrawn in 1974.
The scheme allowed inspectors to examine catch,
nets or other gear, and any relevant documents, as
deemed necessary to verify observance of the
Commission's  regulat ions.  At  the t ime of  the
scheme's initiation, NEAFC regulations concerned
mesh size and minimum fish size and it was not until
1974 that NEAFC clarified that inspectors were
entitled to carry out inspections relating to all the
recommendations in force at any time, not only
those relating to nets and fish size.

In addition to the international joint enforcement
activities, each country had longstanding schemes
of regulatory enforcement for their domestic fleets
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and, as well, inspected foreign vessels fishing within
national fishing limits. According to NEAFC meeting
reports, i ts Standing Committee on Infractions
appeared to be generally satisfied with the level of
compliance with mesh and fish size regulations in
the early-1970s.

Activities under the joint enforcement scheme
did, by 1975, give rise to expressions of concern in
NEAFC about  the  leve l  o f  compl iance w i th
regulations, however. Norway drew attention to the
fact that its inspectors had detected mesh size
violations in 23 of 59 vessels of five nationalities
(Underdah l ,  1980) .  Norway  a lso  ser ious ly
questioned the adequacies of national controls of
catches against quotas. However, the published
NEAFC reports clearly do not reflect all of the
concerns about regulatory compliance. Leigh
(1983) for example states "the Soviet and east
European fleets --- notoriously disregarded NEAFC
recommendat ions  concern ing  conserva t ion
measures". The Commission's own investigations
into the accuracy of catch statistics, reported to the
14th annual meeting of July 1976, caused UK and
Norwegian delegations to comment that, without
improvement in catch reporting, the Commission's
quota schemes were in fact all but worthless.

The International Commission for the Northwest
Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF)

Authority, Organizat ion and Scope .  The
International Convention for the Northwest Atlantic
Fisheries which came into force in 1950 was "for
the investigation, protection and conservation of the
fisheries of the Northwest Atlantic Ocean, in order
to make possible the maintenance of a maximum
sustained catch from those fisheries". The ICNAF
Convention Area extended from western Greenland
to New England (Fig. 2) and was divided into five
Subareas. At later dates two additional areas were
defined for statistical purposes, Statistical Area 0
east of Baffin Island, and Statistical Area 6 off the
mid-Atlantic of the USA (Fig. 1). These were not part
of the Convention Area, however, and thus ICNAF
did not have regulatory authority in these areas. The
Convention Area also excluded waters three miles
from the coast, the breadth of the Territorial Sea
when the convention was negotiated in 1949, in
contrast to the eastern North Atlantic where NEAFC
authority extended to the coast. The convention
required that the seat of the Commission be in North
America. Permanent headquarters were established
in Halifax–Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada.

The Commission was organized on the basis of
Pane ls ,  one  fo r  each o f  the  f i ve  Subareas .
Membership of the Commission did not provide
automat ic  representa t ion  on  Pane ls .  Tha t
representation was determined annually on the

basis of current substantial exploitation of resources
in the Subareas, except that coastal states had
automatic membership. As conservation measures
were first considered and decided upon in Panels,
membersh ip  in  these  was  impor tan t .  The
Commission could require reconsiderat ion of
regulatory proposals made by Panels but could not
prevent their transmittal to the governments of
Contracting Parties. Decisions were made by the
Commission and its Panels on the basis of a two-
thirds majority of the votes of all Contracting Parties.
This had the effect of attributing to absentees a
negative vote on all proposals. Hence proposals
often required a majority of more than two-thirds of
those actually present and voting if they were to
pass.

In i t ia l l y,  the  Convent ion  requ i red  tha t
Contracting Par t ies noti fy their acceptance of
proposals, and proposals came into effect only after
four months subsequent to acceptance by al l
Contracting Parties represented on a Panel. This
requirement for action by a substantial number of
governments resulted in long delays in proposals
taking effect. Thus, the procedure was changed,
effective 1969, so that proposals automatically took
effect after six months unless an objection was
received. Once one objection was received, other
Contracting Governments had a period during
which they could also object.  Nonetheless, i f
objections remained in the minority, proposals came
into effect for the non-objectors.

Compliance of vessels with ICNAF regulations
was the responsibility of the flag state. In 1969
ICNAF acquired the authority to make proposals for
national and international control measures to
ensure that ICNAF regulations were being applied.
This a l lowed a scheme for  jo int  in ternat ional
enforcement to be established in 1971 under which
inspectors from one Contracting Party could inspect
at  sea vessels of  other Par t ies.  Nonetheless,
prosecution and assessment of penalties for alleged
infractions remained the responsibility of the flag
state of the vessel involved.

The initial objective of ICNAF was, on the basis
of scientific investigations, to make possible the
maintenance of the maximum sustained catch
(which is the same as the maximum sustainable
yield – MSY). This objective was broadened in 1971
by modifying the Convention to one of achieving
optimal utilization of the stocks rather than MSY. The
Commission, in most cases, continued to aim for
MSY as representing optimum utilization in its view.
Also, although this amendment broadened the basis
for making proposals to include economic and
technical considerations, biological considerations
remained the primary basis for regulation.
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The Convention initially restricted the regulatory
measures the Commission could propose to:

a) establishing open and closed seasons;
b) closure to fishing of spawning areas or

areas populated by small or immature fish;
c) establishing size limits for any species;
d) prohibiting the use of certain fishing gear

and appliances;
e) prescribing an overall catch limit for any

species of fish.

The Convention amendment which broadened
the objective of management and the basis for
proposals in 1971 also provided much greater
scope in the nature of regulatory measures which
could be proposed. The itemized list was eliminated
and replaced by the word "appropriate" in front of
"proposals" in the text of the Convention. The
primary significance of this was to allow for national
allocation of overall (or global) catch quotas which
paved the way for acceptance of a comprehensive
catch quota cont ro l  scheme.  I t  a lso a l lowed
proposals for direct regulation of f ishing effort
which, although extensively considered, did not
receive wide application.

With announcements by coastal  s tates of
intentions to extend fisheries jurisdiction in 1977,
ICNAF, in 1976, recommended development of a
new international framework for cooperation on
fisheries management in the Northwest Atlantic. As
an interim measure ICNAF proposed to amend its
convention to exclude all waters within national
f ishery l imits from the Convention Area, whi le
providing for coastal states to receive scientific
advice on management of resources within their
zones if they asked for it. Although this amendment
did not formally come into force, the Commission
funct ioned effect ively on th is basis.  The new
international order was implemented 1 January 1979
when the NAFO convention came into force. The
members of ICNAF who had not already withdrawn
from the organization were requested by ICNAF to
do so effective 31 December 1979. Thus there was
an orderly transition between the organizations with
an overlap of one year.

The ICNAF convention made provision for the
Commission to conduct the scientif ic research
necessary  fo r  the  suppor t  o f  i t s  work .  The
Commission chose to obtain the information it
required by coordination of the work of national
research agencies through its Standing Committee
on Research and Statistics, the members of which
were scientists employed by Contracting Parties.

Regulatory Actions. Trawl Regulations:  The
ICNAF Commission was established at a time when

there was already a recognized need for regulation
of haddock fishing on Georges Bank. Trawl mesh
size in common use in this fishery was 73 mm and
large quantities of fish too small to market were
being caught and discarded (Graham, 1952). A
minimum mesh size of 114 mm was proposed in
1952 and came into effect in June 1953. Mesh
regulat ion was expanded to include cod and
extended to the Scotian Shelf, Gulf of St. Lawrence
and the Grand Banks in 1957 (Appendix Table 7).
In 1968 trawl regulations were extended to the
waters off western Greenland, where a mesh size
of 130 mm was established to match that recently
established off eastern Greenland by NEAFC, and
to Labrador, and a variety of species, particularly
flatfish, was included in the regulations. Pollock was
included in the 1968 revisions as a regulated
species but only off Newfoundland, whereas the
main fishery for pollock was further south off Nova
Scotia and New England. In the early-1970s, a mesh
size of 130 mm was applied in all areas. All ICNAF
mesh regu la t ions  were  spec i f ied  in  man i la
equivalents from 1957 with equivalents identical to
those of NEAFC being adopted in 1968. In southern
areas, where small mesh fisheries also occurred,
by-catch allowances of mesh regulated species
were generally 10% of the catch on board or 5 000
lb. No gear regulations were adopted for pelagic
species.

Catch Controls:  In the early-1960s, at the same
time that ICNAF was formulating the comprehensive
trawl regulations which came into force in 1968, the
Commission was concerned that those measures
would not in themselves be adequate to meet its
objectives. A scientific report, prepared on the
request of the Commission, advised in 1965 that
"there must... be some direct control of the amount
of fishing" (Templeman and Gulland, 1965). The first
measures to control the amount of fishing, and
hence the level of fishing mortality, were agreed to
in 1969 for application in 1970. The method chosen
was to control the total catch from each stock.
Haddock stocks off Southwestern Nova Scotia and
New England were the first to be placed under Total
Al lowable Catch (TAC) controls and, once the
Commission acquired the authority to propose
national allocation of TACs in 1971, catches from
many other stocks were also regulated (Appendix
Table 8). By 1974 virtually all stocks subjected to a
significant directed fishery were under TAC control.

In Subarea 5 and Statistical Area 6 an overall
"second t ier" TAC was established in 1974, in
addition to single stock "first tier" TACs. This second
tier TAC was set at a level below the sum of the first
tier TACs to address mixed fishery and by-catch
problems and to allow for species interactions
(O’Boyle, 1985).
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These actions put ICNAF at the forefront among
international fisheries commissions worldwide as
the f irst to establish control of overall level of
exploitation, to adopt TAC regulations, national
allocation of catch possibilities, and, in the case of
second tier TACs, the first to attempt multispecies
management.

Other Measures:  Gear regulations and TAC
controls were the primary measures used by ICNAF
to  regu la te  exp lo i ta t ion  o f  Convent ion  Area
resources. However, minimum fish size, fishing
effort, and closed area and season  regulations were
also adopted.

Minimum fish size regulations were considered
to be more effective than mesh size regulations for
reducing the catches of small fish in the case of
pelagic species. A regulation prohibiting the taking
or possession of herring less than 22.7 cm (the
regulation specified 9 inches) total length was
implemented for Subareas 4 and 5 and Statistical
Area 6 in 1972. However, the areas which supported
the juvenile herring fisheries which supplied the
"sard ine "  indus t r ies  o f  coas ta l  s ta tes  were
exempted. In 1976 the taking or possession of
mackere l  less  than  25  cm to ta l  length  was
prohibited. In the case of both herring and mackerel,
by-catch allowances of 10% by weight or 25% by
number of undersized f ish were provided for.
Minimum fish size regulations were not considered
necessary for groundfish species.

Area and seasonal closures were used by
ICNAF for several purposes; to reduce by-catch
problems in small mesh fisheries, to reduce the level
of fishing for particular stocks, to protect spawning
fish from disturbance, and to reduce interference
between fisheries. The most important use was to
address by-catch problems, which were most
severe off Nova Scotia and to the south. A series of
regulat ions were enacted f rom 1974 to c lose
increasingly large portions of the shallow water
areas on Georges Bank and further south to bottom
trawling by large vessels. A large vessel,  the
definition of which was initially 47.2 m (155 ft) but
was gradually reduced to 36.9 m (130 ft), resulted
in exclusion of the large distant-water factory
trawlers which were the primary vessels used in the
high volume small mesh trawl fisheries for herring,
mackerel, the hakes and squid. The intention was
to protect the species fished with regulation large
mesh gear, particularly yellowtail f lounder and
haddock. In 1977 these area closures were repealed
in favour  of  open window regulat ions.  These
regulations defined the areas and seasons when
fishing for particular species could take place, i.e.
the converse of closed area and season restrictions.

A window regulation was adopted also for silver
hake, argentine and squid fisheries on the Scotian
Shelf from 1977 which restricted these small mesh
gear fisheries to deep water along the shelf edge
during April to November, again to reduce by-
catches of large-mesh regulated species. In both
cases ,  a l though adopt ion  o f  w indows was
negotiated through ICNAF in 1976, these could be
looked upon as coastal state regulations, as they
applied to areas which came entirely under USA and
Canadian jurisdiction in 1977. Closure to fishing of
overwintering areas of red and silver hakes off
Georges Bank were implemented from 1970, initially
as an alternative to TAC control of exploitation level,
as there was inadequate scientific knowledge to
establish appropriate catch restrictions. Closures
of haddock spawning areas during the spawning
season were enacted for the same year on Browns
Bank off Southwestern Nova Scotia and on Georges
Bank and in the Gulf of Maine. These closures were
ostensibly to protect against disturbance of mature
f ish  dur ing the spawning act  in  the hope o f
improving spawning success, but were part of a
package of measures intended to reduce fishing
mortality (Halliday, 1988). Finally, capelin fishing off
the south-east coast of Newfoundland was not
allowed in a band adjacent to the coast from 1975.
This was to reduce the interference of the offshore
fishery in the ICNAF Convention Area with the
inshore migration of capelin, and the cod associated
with it, which supported the coastal fisheries (within
three miles and hence outside the Convention Area).

Proposals for direct control of fishing effort were
abandoned in relation to Subarea 5 and Statistical
Area 6 fisheries, because of difficulties in resolving
the technical issues involved, in favour of the
second tier TAC approach. However, regulation of
fishing effort was implemented in 1976 for Subareas
2–4 groundfish fisheries of non-coastal states. This
was a simpler regulation than that proposed for the
southern areas, although a substantial reduction,
40% of 1973 effort levels, was called for. Effort was
measured as days fished and reductions were
effected by scaling on the basis of each vessel
tonnage class and major gear type category for
each Contracting Party in each of five fishing areas.
Effort could be reallocated between vessel/gear
categories within Contracting Party fleets using
agreed conversion factors based on relative catch-
per-day fished. Limited transferability between the
def ined f ish ing areas was also a l lowed. This
regulation was in effect for only one year, so there
is insuff ic ient evidence on which to judge i ts
effectiveness.

Surveillance and Compliance.  The ICNAF
Scheme for Joint International Enforcement of the
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Fishery Regulations, which became operative in
1971, provided for inspectors to examine catches,
fishing gear and relevant documents to verify that
the Commission's regulations were being observed.
There were initial reservations by some countries
to below-deck inspections but these were largely
removed by 1973,  and the scheme was pro-
gressively strengthened.

Act ive  par t ic ipa t ion  in  a t -sea  inspect ion
activi t ies was l imited, most inspections being
conducted by Canada and USA – the coastal states.
The lack of authority of inspectors to take direct,
immedia te ,  remedia l  ac t ion  when apparen t
infringements of regulations were discovered also
limited the effectiveness of the scheme. Attempts
were made to rectify this problem by requiring
representatives of flag state authorities to be available
to receive reports of inspectors on a real-time basis so
that immediate action to prevent continuation of
violations by their fleets would be possible.

Although the ICNAF enforcement scheme did
not provide adequate deterrence to prevent serious
violations of its conservation regime, the scheme
did prove capable of establishing that disregard for
ICNAF regulat ions was widespread. The USA
inspectors discovered that fishermen were often not
even aware of the regulations in force for the area
in which they were f ish ing.  In  addi t ion,  USA
authorities concluded that most member nations
had no effective direct control over their vessels
from the time they left port until their return, a
situation they characterized as negligent (USA, MS
1976). Violations were by no means restricted to the
catch controls which were implemented at the same
time as the inspection scheme was insti tuted.
Infractions also involved mesh size regulations
wh ich  had been in  p lace  fo r  many  years .
Deficiencies found in log record keeping also
suggested that the historical record of catch and
fishing effort, maintained by ICNAF from the mid-
1950s, could not be taken entirely at face value.
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Management in National Fishery Zones

Introduction

Extensions of maritime jurisdictions to 200 miles
in the late-1970s radically changed the political map
with regard to regulatory authority over fisheries.
Th is  new map is  a lso  an  evo lv ing  one  as
jurisdictional claims are revised and boundary
disputes resolved. An overview of the present
situation (Fig. 3) follows, as introduction to more
extensive accounts in the subsections on each
national fishing zone.

The Northwest Atlantic jurisdictional map looks
simple in comparison to that for the Northeast
Atlantic (Fig. 3). Most of the Northwest Atlantic
continental shelf now lies within Canadian or USA
jurisdictions. The shelf off western Greenland in the
north and the area south of Newfoundland adjacent
to the French islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon are
exceptions. The southern and eastern edges of the
Grand Bank and all of Flemish Cap are important
continental shelf f ishing areas adjacent to the
Canadian zone, the fisheries in which remain under
international jurisdiction through NAFO. In contrast
there is a much greater number of national zones in
the Northeast Atlantic, but the EU fishery policy of
equal access to fishing grounds for EU fishermen
results in the combined zones of EU members being
treated as a unit for purposes of fishery regulation.
Thus the EU zone, from inclusion of Spain and
Portugal in 1986, encompasses all of the Atlantic
seaboard of Europe as far north as the north of
Scotland and includes the western and southern
parts of the North Sea. (The EU fisheries policy
applies also to the fishing zones around Madeira
and the  Azores . )  The  Nor th  Sea i s  shared
jurisdictionally with Norway. Norway also shares the
Barents Sea with Russia, has jurisdiction of a zone
around the islands of Jan Mayen in the Norwegian
Sea, and has established a fishery protection  zone
around Svalbard off its north coast. Iceland and
Faroe Islands each have jurisdictional zones which
encompass all of their adjacent continental shelves,
but boundaries with other zones still have some
important implications for management of fisheries.
Greenland waters, part of the EU zone in the late-
1970s, have been under the control of Greenlandic
authorities since 1985. While all of the continental
shelf in the Northeast Atlantic (except in part of the
Baren ts  Sea)  i s  enc losed w i th in  na t iona l
jurisdictions, there are species with oceanic or
partly oceanic distributions which are of commercial
importance. Thus, control of fishing in the areas of
international waters in the Barents and Norwegian
seas and to the south of Iceland and west of the

UK, which lie within the NEAFC regulatory area,
cannot be ignored by adjacent national authorities
if their fishery interests are to be fully protected.

In the following subsections, the management
regimes discussed are those of Canada and the
USA in the Northwest Atlantic, the EU, Norway,
Faroe Islands and Iceland in the Northeast Atlantic,
and Greenland which has links both to east and
west. The islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon are not
treated separately but are discussed in conjunction
wi th  Canada.  The  reg imes a re  o rdered
alphabetically. The accounts first review the history
of jurisdictional changes, boundary disputes, their
resolution, and their effect on fishery management.
Inst i tut ional arrangements for discharging the
regulatory responsibi l i t ies of the management
authority for fisheries are then described, followed
by ou t l ines  o f  management  ob jec t i ves  and
strategies adopted, regulatory act ions taken,
surveillance procedures and any assessments of
compliance with the regulatory system which are
available. Trends in stock parameters – catch,
popula t ion  b iomass,  recru i tment  and f ish ing
mortality – after extension of jurisdiction are then
compared w i th  those  in  the  pr io r  per iod  o f
management by international commission.

Canada

Fishing Limits .  Canada’s f ishing l imit was
extended from three to 12 miles in 1964, but of much
greater significance was the enactment in 1971 of
exclusive fishing zones which enclosed the Bay of
Fundy (Fig. 4) and the entire Gulf of St. Lawrence
(Fig. 5). The Gulf of St. Lawrence in particular is a
large sea area, and in 1970 supported fisheries
yielding almost 500 000 tons, about 15% of the
Northwest Atlantic catch. Most of this catch was
taken by Canadian vessels but there were important
foreign fisheries in the area, particularly those of
France,  Por tugal  and Spain for  cod.  Canada
negot iated f ishery agreements with Denmark,
France, Norway, Portugal, Spain and the UK, which
resulted in their phase-out from Canadian fishing
zones between 1972 and 1978 except in the case
of France. Vessels of metropolitan France retained
fishing rights to 1986 and those of St. Pierre and
Miquelon retained rights in perpetuity for coastal
boats and for as many as 10 trawlers no larger than
50 m. Canada had an existing agreement with the
USA on reciprocal fishing privileges, thus USA
fishermen were not affected. The 1971 jurisdictional
extension by Canada was motivated by the need
for resource conservation, although the benefits of
exclusive harvesting rights were also recognized.

J. Northw. Atl. Fish. Sci., Vol. 20
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Fig. 3. Fishing zones in the North Atlantic. (Depth contour is 200 m. Zonal boundaries are approximate and not
necessarily agreed between parties.)

The Canadian 200 mile zone became effective
in January 1977. The transition was initially a smooth
one as Canada had prepared the way by negotiating
bilateral f ishery agreements with the countries
having significant fisheries in the area to be claimed
by Canada, and also as a result  of Canadian
adopt ion  o f  a  regu la to r y  reg ime wh ich  was
consistent with that of ICNAF which it was replacing.
Fur thermore, Canada had negot iated through
ICNAF in 1976, the TACs and other regulations for
1977 corresponding to Canadian management
strategies. The bi lateral  agreements provided
assurances o f  access to  Canadian resource
surpluses in exchange for recognition of the 200
mile limit and cooperation in the management of

adjacent and overlapping stocks and also of salmon
on the high seas. Extension of jurisdiction left
boundaries with neighbouring coastal states to be
resolved. Further bilateral agreements on resource
conservation and sharing with neighbouring coastal
states provided for orderly conduct of the fisheries,
in  the  in i t ia l  years .  However,  each o f  these
agreements  qu ick ly  foundered.  In ternat iona l
agreements coordinated through ICNAF and NAFO
for management of stocks transboundary between
Canadian and international waters also proved less
than satisfactory from a Canadian viewpoint.

Canada and Denmark had reached agreement
on a common continental shelf boundary in the
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Fig. 4. (A) Canadian and USA jurisdiction claims in the
Gulf of Maine area put before a Chamber of the
International Court of Justice, and the Chamber’s
binding decision of October 1984 on a jurisdic-
tional boundary (line A–D).  Bay of Fundy clos-
ing line of 1971 also shown.

(B)The statistical grid in the Gulf of Maine area
as modified by NAFO in 1986 to incorporate part
of the international boundary into the line divid-
ing Div. 4X and Div. 5Y.  No formal boundary
changes were made in Subdiv. 5Ze but report-
ing of fishery statistics as coming from Canadian
(5Zc) or from USA (5Zu) waters was required.

Davis Strait – Baffin Bay area between Canada and
Greenland in 1973, and there was no disagreement
when f ishery zone boundar ies were declared
because claims were consistent with the continental
shelf boundary. Fishery agreements were reached
in 1978–80 between Canada and the EU (which at
tha t  t ime had regu la to r y  au thor i t y  fo r  the
Greenlandic fishing zone) on exploitation of shared
s tocks  o f  shr imp,  roundnose grenad ie r  and
Greenland halibut in Davis Strait. However, this
coopera t ion  ended in  1981 as  a  resu l t  o f  a
difference in views on TAC levels for shrimp and
also over EU insistence on linking this agreement
with other Canada–EU issues in more southern
waters (Parsons, 1993). Management of shared
stocks has since been pursued independently in
Canadian and Greenlandic zones.

Canad ian  and USA c la ims over lapped
extensively in the Gulf of Maine, particularly on the
northeastern part of Georges Bank (Fig. 4). An
interim agreement controlled fisheries in 1977 at
catch levels agreed within ICNAF in 1976, but broke
down in 1978. A long-term fisheries agreement was
negotiated in 1979 but not ratified by the USA. As a
result the jurisdictional issue was referred to a
chamber of the International Court of Justice in The
Hague. The Chamber's decis ion,  rendered in
October 1984, resolved the boundary question by
rewarding the northeast corner of Georges Bank to
Canada and the remainder to the USA (Fig. 4).
However, this did not lead to cooperation with
regard to conservation regulations, although there
are important resources which are shared by the
two nat ions,  par t icu lar ly  Georges Bank cod,
haddock and herring stocks.

The jurisdictional claims of France around St.
Pierre and Miquelon, beyond a 12 mile territorial
sea, were overlapped entirely by the Canadian claim
(Fig. 5). The fishing area primarily in dispute was
that of St. Pierre Bank. Agreements were reached
on catch limits for cod, the species of primary
interest to the two parties in the disputed zone, in
1977 to 1982 but thereafter a unilateral approach
was taken by France which great ly increased
exploitation of St. Pierre Bank cod. This action
introduced a period of intense dispute and a
progressive deterioration of f isheries relat ions
between the two parties. Agreements were reached
in March 1989, one of which referred the boundary
dispute to adjudication by an international tribunal
and another which established catch quotas for the
interim period. The Tribunal rendered its decision
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Fig. 5. Canadian and French jurisdictional claims in waters adjacent to St. Pierre and Miquelon put before an interna-
tional Tribunal, and the Tribunal’s binding decision of June 1992 on a jurisdictional boundary.  Canada claimed
all waters to within 12 miles of St. Pierre and Miquelon.  Gulf of St. Lawrence fisheries closing line of 1971 also
shown.

in June 1992 which gave France a 24 mile zone
southwest  of  St .  P ierre and Miquelon and an
approximately 10 mile wide corridor running due
south of the islands for a distance of 200 miles (Fig.

5). Subsequent negotiations on conservation of
shared resources in the St. Pierre Bank area led to
agreement in 1994 on cooperative arrangements for
a 10-year period.
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The continental shelf extends outside Canada’s
200 mile zone at the southern and eastern limits of
the Grand Bank – the "tail" and "nose" of the bank
respectively – and at Flemish Cap east of the Grand
Bank (F ig.  3) .  These have t radi t ional ly  been
impor tan t  f i sh ing  a reas .  Wh i le  F lemish  Cap
resources are largely isolated from those of the
Grand Banks, i.e. belong to separate stocks, the
resources inside and outside the Canadian zone on
the Grand Banks largely belong to the same stocks.
In  the  years  immedia te ly  fo l lowing 1977 the
management of these transboundary stocks jointly
by Canada and ICNAF, then NAFO, proceeded on
a cooperative basis, although increased parti-
cipation in ICNAF/NAFO Regulatory Area fisheries
by non-members of  these organizat ions,  and
inadequate control of fishing by members, to some
degree prejudiced these efforts. Beginning in 1985,
the EU challenged the prevailing approach within
NAFO of setting TAC levels for transboundary stocks
at the F0.1 level, consistent with the Canadian
management strategy inside its 200 mile zone. This
raised a serious problem of inconsistency in NAFO
and Canadian approaches which resu l ted in
substantial increases in exploitation. This issue is
dealt with in more detail below in the section that
provides an account of NAFO management.

Management  Inst i tu t ions .   In  Canada,
legislative authority for marine and inland fisheries
lies entirely with the federal government and this
power is exercised by its Department of Fisheries
and Oceans (DFO). However, provincial govern-
ments are involved in various aspects of fisheries
development such as processing plant licensing
and provision of loans for vessel construction.
Federal departments other than DFO have also been
involved in provision of financial aid for fisheries
support and development.

The  federa l  government ,  th rough DFO,
maintains a bureaucracy which is concerned with
a l l  func t ions  o f  f i sher ies  management  and
deve lopment  inc lud ing b io log ica l  and o ther
research, management planning and enforcement
of f isheries regulations. Management planning
invo lves  ex tens ive  consu l ta t ions  w i th  repre-
sentatives of the fishing industry through a complex
committee structure. The first of these consultative
committees was the Atlantic Herring Management
Committee established in 1972, followed by the
Offshore Groundfish Advisory Committee, which
became the  A t lan t ic  Groundf ish  Adv isory
Committee, in 1974. By the 1980s the advisory
function was served by a plethora of species, or
species group, committees established primarily on
the geographical basis of DFO administrat ive
regions. Decisions on management actions are
made by the federal  minister  responsible for

fisheries, usually in consultation with provincial
counterparts and other federal ministers depending
on the issues involved and their  impor tance.
Proposals for ministerial actions were, through 1992,
brought forward by the DFO bureaucracy, but in
1993 a Fisheries Resource Conservation Council
(FRCC) was established by the Minister to provide
recommendations on conservation measures. In the
initial year, 1993, the FRCC concerned itself only
with groundfish management but it is intended that
it systematically expand its role to cover other
spec ies  groups .  The  FRCC is  composed o f
members  o f  the  f i sh ing  indus t r y  and non-
government scientists, and reports directly to the
Minister, although its advice is public. When the
FRCC was formed, the previous Atlantic Groundfish
Adv isor y  Commi t tee  was  d isbanded and i t s
consultative role with industry was taken over by
the FRCC. As the scope of the FRCC expands it
would appear l ikely that i t  replace other such
groups. The Minister, of course, remains responsible
for establishment of overall fisheries policy.

F isher ies  research  i s  conducted a lmos t
exclusively by DFO, laboratories presently being
supported in each of three Atlantic regions. Prior to
extension of jurisdiction, however, there was little
in the way of domestic demand for scientific advice
and the products of this research were directed very
largely to the scientific committee of ICNAF for
application in its international regulatory program.
Implementation of the 200 mile zone did, of course,
greatly increase domestic requirements for scientific
advice and in response DFO scientists established
the Canadian Atlantic Fisheries Scientific Advisory
Committee (CAFSAC). This was necessary, due to
a decentra l ized organizat ion,  to  prov ide co-
ordination and consistency in approaches among
regions but equally importantly to provide a forum
for peer review of scientific analyses and to provide
a focus for documentation of the scientific basis for
management actions. Although controlled by the
DFO sc ien t i f i c  es tab l i shment ,  i t s  sc ien t i f i c
del iberat ions were open to outside scient ists,
including foreign scientists, on an invitational basis.
This committee was disbanded by the Minister at
the end of 1992 on formation of the FRCC. Although
DFO scientists remained responsible for producing
assessments of stock status, the FRCC was charged
with reviewing these and the data on which they
were based, and advising the Minister on research
and stock assessment priorities and methodologies.
This change appears to have been motivated by
d issa t i s fac t ion  w i th  the  re l iab i l i t y  o f  s tock
assessments and with DFO science priority setting,
particularly the emphasis on short-term rather than
longer-term stock projection. Ad hoc arrangements
for stock assessment review and generation of
advice on stock status were made within DFO for
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1993, and in 1994 a new, largely intra-regional, peer
review mechanism was implemented, the effective-
ness of which is yet to be established.

Canadian authorities received scientific advice
from CAFSAC mainly for stocks which lay entirely
within the Canadian zone. Those stocks for which
there remained a significant level of foreign fishing
were referred to the NAFO Scientific Council for
advice, particularly in the initial years after 1977.
These became fewer as foreign fishing within the
zone declined, but advice on silver hake is still
requested from the Scientific Council. As a matter
of practicality, advice on stocks overlapping the
Canadian zone-NAFO Regulatory Area boundary
continues to be requested from the NAFO Scientific
Council. Advice for stocks which occur in both
Green land ic  and Canad ian  waters  has  a lso
cons is ten t ly  been requested f rom the  NAFO
Scientific Council by both coastal states. In the
years immediately after extensions of jurisdiction,
scientific advice on the stocks in the Canada–USA
disputed area was harmonized through ad hoc
scientific discussions because the USA was not a
member of NAFO. After a few years, however, the
cont inu ing  lack  o f  coord ina t ion  be tween
management actions of the two parties made this
unnecessary. Scientific advice for St. Pierre Bank
cod was a t  t imes  reques ted f rom the  NAFO
Scientific Council and at others was the subject of
ad hoc bilateral consultations depending on political
circumstances.

Responsibility for enforcement of regulations
rests with DFO and is discharged through a corps
of land-based and at-sea surveillance personnel.
A fleet of ships is maintained by DFO for at-sea
surveillance. In addition, a policy of multi-tasking
the armed forces has made available air force
planes and naval vessels, including the occasional
submarine, for fisheries patrols. Air surveillance has
recent ly been conducted by pr ivate company
aircraft through contract with DFO. An important
decision was made in 1978 to establish an at-sea
observer program with both survei l lance and
scientific functions. Initially, observer coverage was
restricted to foreign vessels fishing in the Canadian
zone. Coverage of these vessels was 50–75% of
days-on-ground in  the  ear ly -1980s  and was
increased to  100% f rom 1987.  Increas ing ly,
observers were placed on domest ic vessels,
particularly large groundfish trawlers. At first, this
domestic vessel coverage focused on specific
problem situations but the trend was towards more
general coverage, including placing of observers
on some small groundfish vessels under 20 m (65
feet). However, with some high-priority exceptions,
coverage levels of domestic fleets was low.

Management Objectives and Strategies. A
fundamental review of marine fisheries management
policy was conducted by DFO in the early-1970s,
when the fishing industry was in crisis as a result of
decl in ing catch rates and a weak market  for
groundf ish  products  (Parsons,  1993) ,  and a
comprehensive statement of policy was published
in 1976 (FMS, 1976). A "guiding principle" ( in
present parlance, an overall objective) of the policy
was "best use" of fish resources, to be defined by
the sum of net social benefits derived from the
fisheries and associated industries. A large number
of secondary objectives were used to define best
use .  The  exp lo i ta t ion  s t ra teg ies  wh ich  were
consistent with a best use objective were not
defined in the policy. However, contemporaneously
wi th development of  th is pol icy,  Canada was
promoting, successfully, the adoption of an F0.1

exploitation strategy within ICNAF as a replacement
for Fmax. In the absence of any social and economic
analyses which could be used to define optimum
yield, F0.1 became the standard reference point for
setting levels of harvest for Canadian fish stocks.

Annual TACs were used to control the level of
exploitation of fish stocks in Canadian waters, thus
maintain ing cont inui ty wi th ICNAF regulat ion.
Initially, stringent catch controls were required to
encourage stock rehabilitation, and annual fishing
plans were developed that suballocated TACs to
interest groups, defined by vessel length and gear
used (and in some instances by vessel horsepower).
These  f i sh ing  p lans  a lso  coord ina ted the
deployment of mobile fishing fleets over the fishing
grounds, and over the operating season, to promote
full utilization both of fleets and of fish resources.
Inshore fleets, which came over time to be defined
as boats under 20 m (65 ft) in length, were given
preferential catch opportunities, as a matter of
social policy, through a system of al lowances.
Allowances were non-binding quantities, subtracted
from TACs, to cover the expected catches of these
inshore fleets, the remainder of the TAC then being
available for allocation as binding quotas to offshore
fleets.

Another  impor tan t  e lement  o f  Canad ian
management strategy was to balance catching
capacity of fleets to available resources. Limited-
entry licensing, first introduced in 1967 for the
Atlantic coast lobster fishery, was extended to the
herring purse-seine fleet in 1971, to large groundfish
trawlers in 1973, and to groundfish boats less than
20 m (65 ft) in 1976. Licensing policies not only
restricted the number of licences but also placed
contro ls  on the s ize of  vessel  replacements.
However, in the case of inshore groundfish boats
(<20 m) licensing controls initially allowed fleet
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expansion, again as an element of policy. By the
early-1980s, however, it was necessary to impose
strict controls on inshore groundfish fleet capacity,
to dispense with catch allowances in favour of
b ind ing quotas ,  and to  in t roduce a  sec to r
management policy which restricted the area of
operation of inshore boats to sectors adjacent to
home ports.

The general economic recession of the early-
1980s threatened the financial viability of some of
the largest fishing companies, resulting in another
large-scale government intervention in the industry
and the commissioning by the government in 1982
of an independent Task Force on Atlantic Fisheries.
The report of this task force (Kirby, 1982) proposed
new object ives which were accepted by the
government and subsequently guided DFO policy.
These were, in order of priority, 1) economic viability
of the fishing industry on an ongoing basis, 2)
maximization of employment at reasonable income
levels, and 3) Canadianization of the fishery within
the Canadian zone. The fish resources, at this
juncture, were at a fairly high level of abundance
and the task force did not address conservation
objectives or strategies. The F0.1 strategy, limited
entry, and the annual planning process remained
as  cen t ra l  e lements  o f  harves t ing  sec to r
management, but increasingly, individual quota
shares assigned to specific boats (IQs, or ITQs
when shares are transferable) or fishing enterprises
(called enterprise allocations) replaced global
allocations to fleet sectors defined on the basis of
vessel size and gear type, as recommended by the
Task Force. Some schemes involved elements of
transferability between quota holders, but none
involving full and free transferability of individual
quota shares have yet been implemented. The first
utilization of IQs actually predated the Task Force
by a number of years; they were introduced for the
Bay of Fundy herring purse seine fleet in 1976.
Enterprise allocations for the offshore groundfish
trawler fleets were introduced on a trial basis for
1982, also in advance of the Task Force recom-
mendations.

The rapid decline in the early-1990s of most cod
stocks, and those of a number of other groundfish
species, required that a large number of fisheries
be closed. This separated thousands of fishermen
from their primary or sole source of livelihood and
required that government f inancial  support of
unprecedented scale be provided to avoid extremes
of  soc ia l  hardsh ip .  Another  Task  Force  was
established in 1992 to review and recommend
actions "on incomes and adjustment in the Atlantic
fishery". This represented the first major study
specifically directed at social policy for the fishery.
This Task Force was requested to advise on how to

ensure stable, adequate incomes for those whose
employment was sustainable by the fishery and on
how to provide alternatives for those displaced. The
Task Force report (DFO, 1993) recognized that the
"adjustment" required was a reduction in groundfish
harvesting and processing capacity of about 40 to
50% and proposed creation of "fishing industry
renewal boards" to implement a reduction policy.
The need for clear policy objectives that give
expl ici t  pr ior i ty to ecological and commercial
sustainability was also stressed, and a warning was
issued against an exclusive preoccupation with
conservation. The effect of these proposals, and the
many specific recommendations of the Task Force,
on government policy will require the passage of
more time to determine.

Canada provides foreign access to stocks
wh ich  a re  surp lus  to  Canad ian  needs ,  in
accordance with Article 62 of the 1982 United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. Canada
also granted access to non-surplus stocks, on
occas ion ,  in  exchange fo r  var ious  fo rms o f
cooperation, but foreign allocations of non-surplus
stocks was terminated in 1986. Overall control of
foreign fishing in Canadian waters is through catch
allocations. Although the number of days on ground
is licensed, this is an administrative procedure only
and does not serve to limit fishing effort.

Regulatory Actions .  Canada retained the
ICNAF trawl regulations for the groundfish fisheries
until 1982 when  differentials based on net materials,
and for seine nets, were dispensed with (Appendix
Table 9). This resulted in an increase in mesh size
to 130 mm as trawlers had previously been able to
use 120 mm mesh and seiners 110 mm. The primary
mot iva t ion  fo r  th is  change was  to  s impl i f y
enforcement. In contrast to the ICNAF regulations
which specified the species and areas to which the
minimum mesh size applied, the new Canadian
regulations applied to all species and parts of the
Canadian zone unless specific exemptions were
given. Thus, pollock came under mesh regulation
for the first time in the Scotian Shelf-Gulf of Maine
area, where the fishery mainly occurred. In March
1991, a further increase in mesh size was imposed
in the southwestern part of the zone. This raised
minimum mesh size in traditional diamond mesh
netting (where netting bars are hung at 45° to the
water flow) to 155 mm and introduced a differential
for square mesh netting (where netting bars are at
90° to the water flow) for which the minimum was
set at 140 mm. The short-term effects on catch rates
of such a substantial mesh size increase were,
however,  more severe than the indust r y  was
prepared to accept, and a reduction to 145 mm
diamond and 130 mm square mesh was announced
in July of the same year. The original increase in
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mesh size was introduced because consultations
between DFO and fishermen in the Region affected
showed substantial support for an increase in the
size of fish caught and landed (Haché, 1989). Mesh
size in cod traps, fished almost exclusively along
the Newfoundland coast, and in groundfish gillnets
was also regulated throughout the post-extension
of jur isdict ion per iod, and longl ine hook size
restrictions were introduced in the southwestern
part of the zone in 1995. From 1994, reference to
specific mesh and hook sizes, and also to minimum
fish sizes (see below), for groundfish were removed
from regulat ions. These are now embodied in
"conservation harvesting plans", negotiated annually
between DFO and each f leet component. This
provides great flexibility to modify gear and fish size
restrictions to suit prevailing circumstances.

Reliance solely on mesh size regulations to
control the size range of groundfish subject to
fishing was modified by the introduction of minimum
fish size regulations in 1988. Thereafter, it became
illegal to catch or retain or have on board a vessel
cod, haddock and pollock of less than 41 cm total
length. In 1991 this minimum size was raised to 43
cm when fishing in the southwestern part of the
zone, coincident with the increase in mesh size for
that area. A minimum size was also adopted for
Atlantic halibut in 1988 at 81 cm total length. Fish
caught in cod traps were exempted from all these
minimum size limits. However, these minimum fish
s ize  regu la t ions  a re  un l i ke ly  to  have  had a
signif icant effect on the size of f ish caught or
landed, at least initially, as no procedures were
established for their enforcement. When undersized
fish by-catch allowances were set for cod fisheries
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence in 1991, these were
suff ic ient ly  lax that  a large propor t ion of  the
numbers of fish removed from the stock could still
be of undersized f ish. A f irmer approach was
adopted for 1993 for all Canadian waters using the
Icelandic concept of  real- t ime area closures.
Specific fishing grounds were closed for specified
periods to particular fleet sectors when their fleet
catch in a single day exceeded 15% of undersized
fish by number, as estimated by at-sea observers.
It was, however, made legal to retain all undersized
fish actually caught, to avoid wastage.

The ICNAF technical regulations for pelagic
fish, which consisted only of minimum fish size
regulations, were strengthened by Canada but no
new elements were added. The minimum fish size
limit on mackerel was retained, although modified
to 25 cm fork length, rather than total length, in
1986, which equated to an increase of about 10%.
The ICNAF herring size regulation of 22.7 cm total
length was discarded in 1977 in favour of a 26.5
cm fork length regulation (about 29 cm total length).

However, this regulation applied only in areas north
and east of the north-central Scotian Shelf. Thus the
f ishing areas which tradi t ional ly suppl ied the
sardine (small herring) industry remained exempt,
but development of fishing for small herring in new
areas was prevented. In the case of both herring
and mackerel, gillnet catches were exempted from
the fish size regulations, and by-catch allowances
were reduced to 10% by number, from the ICNAF
10% by weight or 25% by number.

Other than the innovation of real-time short term
closure of specified fishing grounds to protect
undersized fish (at least temporarily), there was little
use of closed area and season regulations for
conservation purposes other than those established
under ICNAF. Permanent closure of an area on the
eastern Scotian Shelf was instituted in 1987 to
protect juvenile (ages 0–3) haddock, initially from
capture by otter trawling but from 1993 from capture
by all gears. Some herring spawning beds were
closed to otter trawling and purse seining to protect
the spawn from disturbance. The ICNAF haddock
seasonal spawning area closures off southwestern
Nova Scotia and on Georges Bank from 1970, and
the window on the Scotian Shelf to minimize by-
catches in the small mesh gear fisheries for silver
hake, squid and argentine, adopted by ICNAF for
1977, were continued in Canadian regulation, with
some spatial and seasonal adjustments. The capelin
closure off southeast Newfoundland was dropped,
as  e l im ina t ion  o f  o f fshore  f i sh ing  made i t
unnecessary. There are many other seasonal area
closures in Canadian fishery regulations for both
pelagic and groundfish species but vir tually all
relate to direct gear conflict or indirect allocation
issues.

Catch controls established by ICNAF applied
to virtually all the major fisheries in the area claimed
by Canada in 1977. Canadian authorities retained
and enhanced these TAC controls as the primary
measure for regulation of exploitation levels. Some
TAC regulations had been adopted by Canada in
the early-1970s for herring stocks within its Gulf of
St. Lawrence and 12 mile coastal f ishing zone
around Newfoundland (Appendix Table 10) and
TACs had been in effect for southern Gulf of St.
Lawrence cod under ICNAF from 1974, but the
primary extension of catch controls to Gulf of St.
Lawrence waters  occur red in  1976–77 in
preparation for the post-200 mile limit regime.

An exploitation strategy of F0.1 is generally a
low level of exploitation. Establishing and enforcing
TACs at such a conservative level is difficult if there
is a large fleet which requires much greater fishing
opportunities to cover loan payments on vessels
and provide adequate incomes to captains and
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crew. Overcapacity was recognized in the Canadian
herr ing purse seine f leet ,  and the number of
l i cences  was  f rozen ,  p r io r  to  ex tens ion  o f
jurisdiction. The herring fishery had been essentially
domesticated before 1977, and the 200 mile limit
d id  not  present  new catch ing oppor tun i t ies .
Ind iv idua l  vesse l  quo tas  to  purse  se iners ,
introduced in 1976, were made transferable, on
retirement of the selling vessel, in 1983, with some
resultant reduction in fleet size.

In the case of groundfish, the crisis of 1974–76
stimulated the introduction of limited entry licensing
but the primary concern was to constrain investment
in large offshore trawlers, as the number of inshore
vessels was in decline (Parsons, 1993). Extension
of jurisdiction created high expectations for greater
catches and encouraged the view that greater
catching capacity was required to replace the
fishing effort of foreign fleets. In actuality, the target
fishing mortality of F0.1 was substantially below the
levels of F prevailing prior to 1977 on resources
traditionally harvested by the Canadian fleet. The
fisheries administration, aware that the domestic
groundfish fleet was already close to the capacity
required to exploit the resource at this lower F0.1

level, was successful in preventing a substantial
expansion of the large trawler fleet. However, the
capabilities of the inshore fleet to expand under the
favourable conditions of continued availability of
new l icences,  substant ia l  subs id ies for  boat
construction, and no catch limitations, was badly
underestimated. By the time these incentives were
removed in the early-1980s, there was already a
ser ious  overcapac i ty  in  the  ca tch ing sec tor
(Halliday et al., 1992). In the 1980s, management
efforts focused on how to contain this capacity so
that  TACs were not  exceeded.  Th is  invo lved
adoption of various indirect controls on fishing
effort, such as trip limits on catches of inshore boats
and seasonal closures, but direct controls on fishing
effort were not imposed. Increasingly, ITQ schemes
were adopted for some species and areas for
particular fleet components as a way to control the
utilization of fleet capacity by bringing market forces
to bear. However, caution on the parts of both
industry and government has limited the extent of
transferability under these schemes (Sutherland,
1994). The severity of the groundfish industry crisis
of the 1990s can be traced to the f leet over-
capital ization of the 1976–81 period (Schrank,
1995).

Surveillance and Compliance. Foreign vessels
licensed to fish in the Canadian zone were required
to carry observers on request. Observer coverage
was consistently high and from 1987 onwards was
essentially 100%. This, combined with aircraft and
surface surveillance, is thought to have resulted in

a high level of regulatory compliance. A different
problem is presented by unlicensed vessels which
may transgress zonal boundaries. In the Canadian
context this is most likely to occur in two areas
where foreign vessels are fishing in immediately
adjacent waters, i.e. on Georges Bank and the
Grand Bank. Transgressions of the Georges Bank
boundary by U.S. vessels were common in the
1980s, the primary attraction being the sea scallop
stock on the Canadian side of the bank, managed
autonomously by Canada. This illegal activity had
allocative significance and was of a scale sufficient
to adversely affect f isheries relations between
Canada and the USA until a fisheries enforcement
agreement was signed in 1990 (Day and Herbert,
1995; Herbert, 1995; Kraniotis, 1994). The important
finfish resources, however, are transboundary in
distribution on both Georges and Grand banks and
thus, from a conservation viewpoint, precisely where
the fish are taken is of less significance than is the
to ta l  quant i t y  taken  f rom the  s tock  overa l l .
Uncontrolled fishing of transboundary stocks in
waters  ou ts ide  o f  Canad ian  ju r i sd ic t ion  has
presented by far the more impor tant threat to
conservation (see USA account below and the
Section regarding NAFO management).

The level of regulatory compliance by domestic
vessels  is  more d i f f icu l t  to  evaluate as hard
informat ion is  scarce.  Observer  coverage on
groundfish vessels was low, except for the large
trawler fleet fishing for Labrador-East Newfoundland
cod wh ich  had 100% coverage a f te r  1986.
Enterprise allocations for companies owning fleets
of large trawlers, and trip limits for smaller vessels,
led to high-grading and to dumping of unwanted
species, although dumping of fish at sea is illegal
under Canadian fishery regulations. The greater
range of large vessels opened up opportunities for
misreporting the stock area from which fish were
captured whereas smaller vessels, which can avail
themselves of the many small harbours along the
coast, had greater opportunities for misreporting or
non-reporting of quantities landed and for providing
erroneous species designations. There are some
important cases where reliability of statistics from
the domestic fleet has been raised by scientists as
a pr imary l imi tat ion to the advisory process.
Groundfish stocks off southwestern Nova Scotia and
on Georges Bank are cases where there is reason
to believe that official catch statistics for under 65
feet boats, which dominate the fishery, represented
no more than two-thirds of actual catches (Angel et
al., 1994; Mohn et al., MS 1990). Also, Bay of Fundy
herring purse seiners are believed to have reported
no more than half to three-quarters of their catches
against IQs in the 1980s (which follows a long
t rad i t ion  o f  under- repor t ing  by  th is  f lee t )
(Stephenson, MS 1993). The level of compliance
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with mesh regulations is not known but a large body
of anecdotal evidence suggests that they were
regularly flouted, and groundfish minimum fish sizes
were generally ignored.

Resource Trends .  The cod stocks of  the
Northwest Atlantic have been divided into twelve
units for management purposes. Of these, seven
management units are managed autonomously by
Canada; northern Labrador cod, Labrador – East
Newfound land cod (a l though th is  has  been
challenged in NAFO –  see NAFO Management
Section), northern and southern Gulf of St. Lawrence
cod, Sydney Bight summer cod, eastern Scotian
Shelf cod, and southwestern Nova Scotia cod. St.
Pierre Bank cod, although shared with France, is
included here with Canadian stocks. However,
Flemish Cap cod, which is restricted to the NAFO
Regulatory Area, and the overlapping Grand Bank
cod are treated under the NAFO section. Also, for
Gulf of Maine cod, which is autonomous to the USA
zone, and the transboundary Georges Bank cod,
trends are described in the USA section. The
assignment of transboundary stocks to particular
management regimes was based on a judgement
as to which regime had the predominant influence
on stock trends. This is debatable in the case of St.
P ier re Bank cod and i t  is  c lassed under  the
Canadian regime largely as a convenience. In the
cases of Grand Bank and Georges Bank cod, the
agency  wh ich  a l lowed the  h ighes t  de  fac to
exploitation rate was chosen. This is not a comment
on resource distributions in relation to boundaries
or  on appropr ia te catch a l locat ions between
interested parties. It is simply a judgement about
which agency, in the post extension of jurisdiction
period, may have had the greater influence in
determining the overall exploitation level.

In the case of Canadian cod stocks, then, there
are eight, and five of the largest have had analytical
assessments conducted on them which allow trends
in catch, stock biomass, f ishing mortal i ty and
recruitment to be described over the time period
used in this paper. The two smallest, northern
Labrador and Sydney Bight summer cod, can be
ignored and the time series of data for the northern
Gulf of St. Lawrence stock is too short for present
purposes. By far the largest of the stocks is that off
Labrador and East Newfoundland (Div. 2J+3KL),
locally known as "Northern cod". In recognition of
i t s  over r id ing  impor tance to  the  Canad ian
groundf ish f ishery,  indices for  th is  s tock are
illustrated separately (Fig. 6). The other four stocks,
which all had very similar trends, are combined for
illustration (Fig. 7). The general pattern for cod
stocks is one of decreasing abundance in the 1960s
– early-1970s, a subsequent increase, but a decline
again in the late-1980s and the 1990s. Fishing

Fig. 6. Labrador–East Newfoundland cod:  trends in
stock parameters.

mor tal i ty trends were the inverse of those for
biomass and, for Div. 2J+3KL cod, recruitment was
much lower subsequent to the 1960s.

Haddock stocks on Grand Bank and St. Pierre
Bank once supported large fisheries but these have
been unimportant since the early-1960s. Most
catches were subsequently from Scotian Shelf
stocks, divided into eastern and western manage-
ment areas, which are in the Canadian zone, and
from Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank stocks.
Although the Georges Bank stock is transboundary,
it is treated in the USA section. Trends for Scotian
Shelf haddock (Fig. 8) were similar to those for Div.
2J+3KL cod.

Although there are a substantial number of
pollock spawning components on the Scotian Shelf
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Fig. 7. Other Canadian cod stocks:  trends in stock
parameters.

Fig. 8. Canadian haddock:  trends in stock parameters.

and Gulf of Maine there is a lot of mixing among
them. Under the ICNAF regime, and for a number
of years after extension of jurisdiction, all pollock
in these areas were assessed as a single unit.
However, after 1976 catch restrictions were applied
only in the Canadian zone, and the USA fishery was
unregulated. It was subsequently decided that it
was practical to manage the fishery in the Canadian
zone separate ly  f rom that  in  USA waters,  as
Canadian tagging experiments suggested that
emigration to USA waters from Canadian stock
components was not high. Thus, from 1990, pollock
on the Scotian Shelf and the Canadian portion of
Georges Bank were assessed and regulated as a
uni t .  The s ize of  the Canadian pol lock stock
increased greatly from 1970 (the earliest year in the
available estimates) until the early-1990s (Fig. 9).

There are a great many herr ing spawning
components in the area from Newfoundland to the
Gulf of Maine. Stock assessments are conducted
for these in a number of areas, i .e. in various
Newfound land bays ,  o f f  the  wes t  coas t  o f
Newfoundland, in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence
and off southwestern Nova Scotia, and these in
aggregate provide a description of overall stock
trends in the Canadian zone. Georges Bank herring
are transboundary, and there is also mixing of
juvenile herring in the Gulf of Maine and western
Bay of Fundy, but Subarea 5 herring are included
in the USA sect ion.  Canadian herr ing stocks
declined from the late-1960s but there was an
increase subsequent to 1980, apparently to a level
well above that of the late-1960s (Fig. 10). It has
not  been poss ib le  to  conduct  ana ly t ica l
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Fig. 9. Canadian pollock:  trends in stock parameters. Fig. 10. Canadian herring:  trends in stock parameters.

assessments for all of the important stocks in recent
years because of degradation of data quality, thus
the estimates of stock indices for the late-1980s
should be taken as no more than indicative of an
overall recovery of herring populations from the
depressed levels of the late-1970s – early-1980s.

There are northern and southern spawning
components in the Northwest Atlantic mackerel
stock, the nor thern component spawning pre-
dominantly in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. However,
both components overwinter primarily in USA waters
and,  as  a l l  Nor thwest  A t lan t ic  mackere l  a re
assessed as a single unit ,  this transboundary
resource is dealt with under the USA regime.

Five management units have been defined for
capelin in the Northwest Atlantic, one of which, the
southern Grand Bank capelin, is transboundary and
managed jointly with NAFO. The largest Canadian

stocks are those off  Labrador–northeast New-
foundland and on northern Grand Bank, and the
abundance of these is monitored through acoustic
surveys and commercia l  f ishery catch rates.
(However, the autonomous jurisdictional status of
northern Grand Bank capelin has been challenged
– see NAFO Management Section)  The remaining
stocks, separated into management units on St.
Pierre Bank and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, are
relatively small. Their abundance trends are not
monitored but precautionary TACs are applied.
Whi le there are many di ff icul t ies in obtaining
abundance estimates for capelin, and the time
ser ies of  est imates in  F ig.  11 should not  be
interpreted in great detail, several things are clear
nonetheless. Abundance of capelin off Labrador
and east Newfoundland was high in 1971–77 and
1985–90 w i th  much lower  abundance in  the
intervening period and also apparently after 1990.
Stock size estimates may not be in scale between
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Fig. 11. Canadian capelin:  catches and biomass.

high abundance periods but indicate that there was
undoubtedly a very large amount of capelin present
at those times. In contrast, catches have been small,
and stock fluctuations have resulted very largely
from natural causes.

The first catch controls and other measures
introduced by ICNAF for all major haddock stocks
in 1970–72 were intended to keep catches as low
as possible to promote stock recovery. Regulation
of the cod stocks at the Fmax level was introduced
in 1973–74 and for pollock in 1974. Regulation of
herring by ICNAF and Canada began in 1972 with
F0.1 as the primary reference point.  Canadian
regulation from 1977 aimed at fishing mortalities at
F0.1 or lower for al l  these stocks. Canada was
successful in reducing fishing mortality for cod
stocks in 1979–88 below levels prevailing in ICNAF
times, 1967–76 (Fig. 12). However, the F0.1 target
was not reached and fishing mortalities were still
somewhat above Fmax. For pollock, fishing mortality
was about Fmax in both periods, and for herring
stocks fishing mortality was maintained at about the
F0.1 level. Haddock stocks appear to have been
more heavily fished under Canadian jurisdiction,
well above Fmax. The actual level, as shown in Fig.
12, is uncertain because there were technical
problems in ageing the fish during this latter period,
but fishing mortality was no doubt high. For capelin,
however, the intention to keep exploitation rate very
low was clearly met, as catches were negligible in
relation to stock biomass. Thus, in the 1980s,
Canada did not meet its central strategic objective
of fishing groundfish stocks at F0.1, but appears to
have realized its regulatory intentions for pelagic
fish stocks.

Fig. 12. Canadian stocks:  fishing mortality in the ICNAF
and Canadian management periods in relation
to Fmax and F0.1.

Canada's difficulties in meeting its strategic
targets for groundfish resource conservation  can
be in large part attributed to a failure to balance
fleet capacity with resource availability through the
licensing and vessel replacement policies adopted.
No targets were ever established under these
policies which could be used as guidelines in
judging what constituted an appropriate balance,
and against which statist ics on the number of
fishermen, or on fleet capacity, could be compared.
As late as 1993, the Task Force on Incomes and
Adjustment in the Atlantic Fishery (DFO, 1993)
concluded that the provisions then existing could
not control the number of vessels or fishermen entering
the industry, nor could they limit the actual harvesting
power brought to bear on the resource. In broader
terms, an emphasis on maximizing employment in the
fishery has prejudiced attainment of the conservation
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and other objectives by encouraging greater demands
for catch possibilities than the resource can provide
(Angel et al., 1994; Burke and Brander, 1995).

The European Union

The European Economic  Communi ty  was
established in 1957. As its aspirations broadened,
its representatives came to refer to it simply as the
European Community (or to refer collectively to the
European Communities, as there are others for coal
and steel and for atomic energy). Ratification of the
Maastr icht Treaty on European Union in 1993
resulted in a change in name to the European Union
and this name is used throughout the present paper,
for simplicity, in reference to events prior to, as well
as after, 1993. There were initially six members –
Belg ium,  F rance,  I ta ly,  Luxembourg ,  The
Netherlands, and the Federal Republic of Germany
(FRG). Denmark, Iceland, and the UK joined in 1973,
Greece in 1981, Portugal and Spain in 1986, and
Austria, Finland and Sweden in 1995, bringing total
membership to 15. When Denmark joined the EU in
1973, Greenland was an integral part of Denmark
and thus also acquired EU membership. However,
Greenland subsequently achieved home rule and
withdrew. It has managed its own fishing zone since
1985. Thus, management in Greenlandic waters is
treated in a separate section. The Faroe Islands,
although also Danish, already had a substantial
degree of self-government in 1973 at the time of
Danish accession to the EU treaty. Although Faroe
Islands had the opt ion to jo in,  the home rule
government decided against it. Another special
case of some importance to fisheries management
in the Northwest Atlantic is that of the French islands
of St. Pierre and Miquelon situated adjacent to the
south coast of Newfoundland. In the period 1975–
86, these islands had the status of an overseas
department of France, hence were French territory
and were  sub jec t  to  EU f i sher ies  law.  They
subsequently reverted to a Collectivité territoriale,
placing fisheries in adjacent waters under French
national, rather than EU, jurisdiction. The fisheries
management issues which concern St. Pierre and
Miquelon have already been discussed under
Canada.

The EU members with a significant interest in
North Atlantic fisheries and management policy in
the post-extension of jurisdiction period were, until
1986, Belgium, Denmark (excluding Faroe Islands),
France, FRG, Ireland, The Netherlands and the UK.
Greece and Italy did not have significant fisheries
in  the  Nor th  A t lan t ic  (and Luxembourg  i s
landlocked). In 1986, accession of Portugal and
Spain increased the number of interested countries
to nine. The unification of East and West Germany
in 1990 further increased the importance of EU
fisheries. Among new entrants in 1995, Austria is

also landlocked, and the marine fisheries of Finland
and Sweden do not extend beyond the Baltic Sea,
or the Skagerrak and Kattegat, respectively, to any
important extent.

Fishing Limits .  Unt i l  the late-1950s most
European nat ions cla imed exclusive f isher ies
jurisdictions of three miles. By the early-1970s most
claimed some degree of jurisdiction over fisheries
in a 12 mile coastal zone. By 1975, Iceland had
extended its jurisdiction to 200 miles and progress
at the Third United Nations Conference on the Law
of the Sea had cleared the way for other North
At lant ic states to plan a simi lar extension. In
particular, Canada, Norway and the USA in 1975–
76 made clear their intentions to declare 200 mile
zones effective in 1977. A number of EU countries
had important distant water fisheries in the waters
to be claimed by these countries and it was obvious
that major disruption of EU fisheries was inevitable.
The member states of the EU decided, therefore,
that they too would claim 200 mile zones (or median
l ine boundaries),  around their  Nor th Sea and
Atlantic coasts. These various claims became
effective in 1977–78. (Portugal and Spain extended
their jurisdictions to 200 miles also, in 1977 and
1978,  respect ive ly. )  The  ou te r  bounds o f
jurisdictional claims of EU members, which define
domestic waters in the Northeast Atlantic within
which EU fisheries policies apply, are illustrated in
Fig. 13.

Extensions of jurisdiction by Northeast Atlantic
countries resulted in a great many conflicting claims
and a large number of boundaries between national
zones remain in dispute. However, the equal access
provision of EU fisheries policy greatly reduced the
relevance to fisheries of boundaries between zones
of member countries. Also, the EU negotiated
fishery agreements with third parties which included
rec iproca l  access  agreements  and,  when
necessary, included provisions for management of
shared s tocks.  These agreements  prevented
boundary issues becoming important in the contexts
of resource management and the orderly conduct
of fishing. A number of resources which occur in
the EU zone have distributions which extend also
into international waters. Furthermore, the UK claim
to a 200 mile limit around Rockall, off the west coast
of Scotland, has been challenged (Symmons, 1986).
However,  these c i rcumstances d id  not  ra ise
important obstacles to management in the study
period (but see also the Section on the new NEAFC).

Management Institutions. The authority for
management of fisheries in EU waters resides in the
political and administrative bodies of the EU rather
than with individual member states. From 1970,
when the first EU regulations for fisheries were
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Fig. 13. Outer bounds of jurisdictional claims of EU member states (heavy dashed line) which define EU domestic
waters in the Northeast Atlantic, and ICES Statistical Areas.  (Depth contours are 200 m – solid line, 1 000 m
– fine dashed line.)
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established, there was a gradual transfer of the legal
authority to regulate fisheries from member states
to the EU. After 1978, the power to adopt fishery
conservation measures belonged fully to the EU;
member states had no power of their own (Churchill,
1987a).  They could,  however,  reta in nat ional
measures in force as of that time and modify these
to deal with changing circumstances, but such
modi f ica t ions  cou ld  no t  embody any  new
conservat ion in i t ia t ives.  Thus,  wi th regard to
fisheries, the EU can be regarded as a single
coastal state (Churchill, 1987b).

Fisheries policy in the EU is dealt with primarily
by two of its institutions, the Commission, which is
the EU ’s administrative arm, and the Council of
Ministers, which is its legislative body composed
of ministers of the governments of member states.
The composition of the Council of Ministers varies
depending on subject matter. Fisheries issues are
normal ly  deal t  w i th  by the Counci l  meet ings
attended by the minister responsible for fisheries
in each member state government. The European
Parliament has an advisory role in some fisheries
matters. Fisheries legislation is initiated through
Commission proposals. Those proposals accepted
by the Council become EU law. (When proposals
are not accepted, it is for the Commission to bring
forward modified versions.)  The legal and political
functioning of the EU with regard to fisheries is
thoroughly described by Churchil l (1987a) and
Holden (1994).

Within the European Commission, a Directorate-
General for Fisheries is responsible for fisheries
matters. This Directorate-General was formed in
1976 in response to the emergence of fisheries as
an important issue for the EU. The Commission
established several external advisory groups, the
most important of which, from the viewpoint of
conservation, was The Scientific and Technical
Committee for Fisheries which was established in
1979 to advise on the biological status of fish stocks
and the technical aspects of their exploitation. A
requ i rement  to  ma in ta in  th is  commi t tee  was
subsequently incorporated into regulation in 1983.
I ts  scope was broadened in  1992 to inc lude
economic issues and thus it is now called the
Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for
Fisheries.

The EU depends primarily on ICES for biological
adv ice  on  the  s ta tus  o f  f i sh  s tocks  and fo r
projections of future yields. The Commission's
scientif ic committee tailors and amplif ies ICES
advice to meet Commission needs. Duplication of
effort is avoided as much as possible. However, the
new Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee
has the scope and membership to deal with a

broader range of technical issues than does ICES,
particularly the economic implications of regulatory
actions. The members of the EU scientific committee
serve as individuals, not as national representatives.
Appo in tments  a re  made by  the  commi t tee 's
secretary, who is a Commission civil servant, from
lists of national nominees. The Committee functions
on a democratic and independent basis. It can
establish its own agenda, in addition to accepting
an agenda from the secretary on behalf of the
Commission.

After extensions of jurisdiction, there was a
need to establish new l ines of communication
between fishery scientists and managers to replace
those previously provided by NEAFC. ICES took the
ini t iat ive by establ ishing a ser ies of dialogue
meetings with its clients, starting in 1980. As a result
of these meetings ICES reformulated its advice to
meet the expressed needs of the EU Commission.
The dialogue led to a formal agreement between
the two parties in 1986 under which the EU makes
annual financial contributions to ICES. In return,
ICES became obl igated to provide advice on
specific issues requested by the Commission. The
agreement also allowed for a closer association
between the ACFM of ICES and the Commission,
which resulted in the Commission being able to have
a sc ient i f ic  observer  in  a t tendance at  ACFM
meetings in 1987 and subsequent years.

The authority and responsibility for surveillance
and enforcement of regulations lies with member
states and not with the EU itself. However, the
Council adopted regulations in 1982 which required
member  s ta tes  to  es tab l i sh  mechan isms fo r
ensur ing  compl iance w i th  EU conserva t ion
measures. A particularly important element of these
regulations was establishment of an EU inspection
scheme to oversee the work of national authorities.
The Commission, on the basis of reports from EU
inspectors, can require member states to conduct
an  admin is t ra t i ve  enqu i r y  in to  perce ived
"irregularities". Inspections by the EU began in 1984
with seven inspectors. By the end of 1984, 12
inspectors were employed and by 1989 the number
was 18; two from each Atlantic coastal member
state.

Management Objectives and Strategies. The
Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) is the sum of a
number  o f  spec i f ic  po l ic ies  wh ich  address
regulat ion of,  or approaches for deal ing with,
various fisheries issues. A markets policy provides
a system of market support, an external fisheries
policy sets the framework within which the EU
negotiates fishery agreements with third parties, a
structural policy is concerned primarily with fleet
development, and a conservation policy controls
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harvesting activities. The conservation policy is
supported by legislation controlling the quantities
and distribution of catches, establishing technical
measures (i.e. minimum mesh sizes, minimum fish
sizes, area closures, etc.), and providing for fishery
cont ro l  and enforcement  o f  regu la t ions.  The
structural policy, which dates from 1970, initially
provided subsidies for  f leet  development but
progressively became a vehicle for fleet capacity
reduction and hence an adjunct to conservation
policy.

The initial conservation policy had the general
objectives:

"to ensure the protection of fishing grounds, the
conservation of the biological resources of the
sea and their balanced exploitation on a lasting
basis and in appropriate economic and social
conditions"  (Council Regulation (EEC) No. 170/
83, Article 1).

A revision to the conservation policy in 1992
resulted in this statement of object ives being
replaced by:

"As concerns the exploitation activit ies the
general objectives of the common fisheries
po l icy  sha l l  be  to  pro tec t  and conserve
available and accessible living marine aquatic
resources, and to provide for rat ional and
responsible exploitation on a sustainable basis,
in appropriate economic and social conditions
for the sector, taking account of its implications
for the marine ecosystem, and in particular
taking account of the needs of both producers
and consumers"  (Council Regulation (EEC)
3760/92, Article 2).

This very general guidance left the Commission
with scope to decide on the more specific objectives
on which its regulatory proposals to the Council
would be based. Commission actions to the mid-
1980s were interpreted by Churchill (1987a) as
embodying the following objectives:

A.1. in the medium and long-term, to optimize
exp lo i ta t ion  o f  the  l i v ing  resources  in
Communi ty  waters ,  tak ing in to  account
economic constraints,

A.2. in the short-term –

a) to take measures which will ensure the
continuation of each stock as a com-
mercially viable resource,

b) to decrease the fishing effort on over-
exploited stocks in order to ensure yields
which are stable from year to year and,

c) to ensure the highest possible catches
from the stocks consistent with a) and b)
and tak ing  in to  account  the  in te r-
relationships among stocks,

B. to maintain as far as possible the level of
employment and income in coastal regions
that are economical ly disadvantaged or
largely dependent on fishing activities, and

C. to adapt Community fishing fleets to catch
potential.

With regard to A.1. above, the Commission
accepted the ICES strategy of maintaining or
rebuilding spawning stocks, and proposed closure
of fisheries on stocks which were in danger of, or
had suffered, a recruitment failure. For A.2., also
consistent with ICES, the Commission proposed
exploitation at Fmax for other stocks by reducing
fishing mortal i ty by 10% each year for stocks
exploited above Fmax (Holden, 1984). However, the
Council did not find acceptable the Commission’s
proposals for reductions in catches, although these
were required to bring about reductions in fishing
mortality. The Commission modified its initial stance
in 1982 to one of achieving a stabilization of the
fisheries at the existing level of fishing mortality, but
the Council did not adopt any particular exploitation
level strategy; the primary value of TACs was as a
mechanism for allocation of catch shares.

The objective of maintaining employment and
income in disadvantaged areas and in those largely
dependent on fishing activities (objective B above)
stemmed from a Council resolution  in the Hague in
1976 which establ ished guidel ines for  pol icy
development in the new, extended jurisdiction, era.
It was implemented by providing, in TAC legislation
for 1982 and subsequent years, preferential catch
allocations to particular member countries based
on whether that country, or part of it, fit the definition
of being part icularly dependent on f ishing, or
disadvantaged. Greenland, Ireland and the northern
UK received this designation.

With regard to objective C, the EU addressed
the issue of adapting fishing fleets to the available
catch opportunities, as an element of its structural
policy. A Council regulation of 1983 on restructuring
and modernizing fleets made provision for financial
aid to those member states which produced plans
that sought a satisfactory balance between fishing
capacity and available stocks. Also in 1983 the
Counci l  made provis ion for  re imbursement of
member states which introduced programs for
scrapping and for temporary lay-up of vessels, and
passed regulations providing financial support for
fisheries diversification through exploratory fishing
voyages and establishment of joint ventures. A
revised pol icy was introduced in 1986, which
incorporated all the elements of structural policy in
one regu la t ion ,  w i th  the  same ob jec t i ve  o f
developing a fleet in equilibrium with resources. This
policy was valid for 10 years but was divided into
two periods, 1986–91 and 1992–96. Under i t ,
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member countries were required to submit plans for
fleet structural changes consistent with conserva-
tion regulations.

The EU was not faced with disposi t ion of
resource surp luses as  a  po l icy  issue.  Thus,
countries which had been fishing in waters which
became the EU zone in 1977, but which were not in
a position to offer reciprocal access arrangements,
were  exc luded f rom EU waters .  In  b i la te ra l
agreements with Norway and Sweden the issue of
shared stocks was an important one, and the three
states also reached a tri-partite agreement making
provision for joint management of shared stocks in
the Skagerrak. The EU – Norway agreement was of
particular importance, providing a framework for
joint management of shared stocks in the North Sea
which are of major economic importance to both
parties. Central to the agreement are "ownership
shares" based on the "zonal attachment" of shared
stocks. The defined level of "attachment" of stocks
to the zones of each state had a basis in biology
and in particular to the proportion of the stocks of
catchable size which are found in each zone.
However, the shares were not derived by any
specific formula. The initial agreement recognized
North Sea cod, haddock, whiting and plaice, and
North Sea and Skagerrak pollock and mackerel as
joint stocks. Other stocks, although occurring in
both zones,  were t reated as autonomous for
management purposes, e.g. sprat and Norway pout,
and in the case of the western mackerel stock it
was agreed to differ; the EU considering it to be
autonomous whereas Norway considered it to be
shared. The recovery of North Sea herring required
that this stock be brought under the agreement. An
ad hoc agreement was reached on a TAC and
allocations for 1986. A working group was set up to
define zonal attachment of herring stocks and an
agreement  was subsequent ly  reached which
provided for var iable shares as a funct ion of
spawning stock biomass.

Ownership shares in the framework agreement
did not correspond either to historical f ishing
patterns or the current level of interest in fishing
joint stocks. However, these shares provided the
basis for annual negotiations on catch allocations.
Negotiations on allocations involve the trading of
harvesting rights using a "cod unit" as currency. The
equivalencies between species were based on
relative market values during a period in the early-
1970s. While the agreement provided a basis for
resolution of sharing issues, it did not establish
criteria for setting the level of TAC and there was a
confl ict of objectives between the two parties,
Norway preferring TACs to be established at the
Fmax level.  Also, whi le there was provision for
reciprocal access to the other party’s waters for

harvesting of allocations, technical measures were
not standardized between zones, e.g. there were
d i f fe rences  in  mesh s ize  and in  d iscard ing
regulations, which created practical difficulties for
fishermen and resulted in enforcement problems.

Regulatory Actions. The first elements of the
Common Fisheries Policy adopted in 1970 made
provision for conservation actions by the EU within
the national fishing zones of member states (Wise,
1984). However, at that time, prior to extensions of
fishery jurisdiction to 200 miles, the multi-national,
high-seas, nature of the important regional fisheries
dictated that international action through NEAFC
offered the only practical solution to the most critical
Nor theas t  A t lan t ic  conserva t ion  prob lems.
Anticipating adverse effects on members from the
worldwide trend towards 200 mile fishing limits, the
EU Council, at a meeting in the Hague in October
1976, produced what came to be called the "Hague
Resolutions" which established guidelines for future
development of a new fisheries policy. In addition
to agreeing to extend jurisdictions to 200 miles, and
authorizing the Commission to conduct international
negotiations on fisheries matters on behalf of EU
members, these resolutions also affirmed the EU as
the s ingle body for  adopt ion of  conservat ion
measures. However, pending agreement on an EU
regulatory system, the Hague Resolutions  permitted
individual members to take measures protective of
the resources within their zones (provided that these
were non-discriminatory with regard to other EU
states and that the approval of the Commission was
sought before the measures were applied).

Catch Controls: It proved possible in 1977–78,
based on a complex of measures by the EU and by
the UK national government, to ban herring fishing
in the North Sea and to the west of Scotland and to
impose greater  rest r ic t ions on by-catches in
industrial fisheries (Wise, 1984). Nonetheless, it was
not until 1984 that the EU was able to implement a
TAC and national quota system which was legally
in effect during the period of fishing. Agreement on
a system had been achieved in January 1983, but
the actual regulations applied to the 1992 fishing
year (and regulations for the 1993 fishing year were
similarly too late). The importance of the January
1983 agreement, however, was in the success it
represented in reaching agreement  on catch
allocation keys for each stock and on acceptance
of a principle of "relative stability" of fishing activities
for each member state (Holden, 1994).

Whereas NEAFC, by 1976, had succeeded in
recommending TACs for 16 stocks of marine finfish
involving eight species in what became EU waters,
the first EU TACs for 1982 encompassed 82 stocks
of 22 marine finfish species. The driving force for a
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comprehensive EC scheme was the requirement for
a  fu l l  share-ou t  o f  resources ,  ra ther  than
conservation needs (Holden, 1994). Subsequent
changes to the TAC regime were made primarily to
take account of the changes in status of Greenland
and St. Pierre and Miquelon in 1985–86 which
resulted in deletion of the species and stocks in
these areas.  However,  in  1987 the p lan was
extended to include the waters off  Spain and
Portugal after their accession in 1986 and this
resulted in both the addition of new stocks and the
extension of the management areas of stocks
already in the plan. Modifications, other than those
brought about by changes in jurisdiction, included
the addition of three species (and hence 12 stocks);
angler f ish, megrims, and the pol lack (a close
relat ive of the pol lock (saithe)). Various stock
boundaries were modified also, but changes on the
whole were few. By the early-1990s, the TAC plan
contained provisions for 94 stocks of marine finfish
from 18 species (Appendix Table 11).

Trawl and Minimum Fish Size Regulations: It was
in January 1983 also that the Council was able to
adopt a comprehensive set of technical measures
of indefinite duration. These permanent technical
measures bore strong similarities to those adopted
by NEAFC some years earlier. However, mesh size
regulations dispensed with differentials in relation
to gear type, netting materials and net construction
(with a minor exception in the Irish Sea fishery), but
introduced greater geographical subdivision. This
resulted in some increases in the required mesh size
for cod, haddock and pollock, e.g. from 70 to 75
mm to 80 mm in the North Sea and west of Scotland
(Appendix Table 12). Groundfish fisheries in the EU
zone present fairly extreme examples of the mixed-
f ishery problem and this has made for severe
difficulties in deciding upon optimum mesh size
regulations. Exemptions for certain gears/species,
par t icular ly for  the common sole and whi t ing
fisheries, allowed the mesh size in the North Sea
and West of Scotland, the primary cod, haddock
and pollock fishing areas, to be gradually increased
to 100 mm by 1992. In more southern and western
areas of Region 2, mesh size was standardized at
80 mm. Minimum fish size regulations adopted in
1983 were essentially identical to those of NEAFC,
although those for Region 2 were extended to
Region 3 (Appendix Table 13). Significant increases
in minimum size for cod, haddock and pollock were
introduced in 1989, coincident with mesh size
increases, and minimum sizes were standardized
throughout the EU zone at 30 cm for haddock and
35 cm for cod and pollock.

By 1983 the ban on herring fishing in the North
Sea and off the west of Scotland had been lifted,
but EU regulation continued the prohibition on

industrial fishing first established under NEAFC
regulation. Minimum trawl mesh sizes of 32 mm in
Region 2 and 40 mm in Region 3 were imposed on
the herring food fishery in 1983–84, which codified
into regulation the mesh size typically used, and
mesh size for herring and mackerel throughout
Regions 1 and 2 was standardized at 32 mm from
1992 (Appendix Table 14). Industrial fisheries for
other species continued to be regulated at a 16 mm
mesh size. The EU minimum fish size regulations of
1983 con t inued the  NEAFC res t r ic t ion  on
possession of herring under 20 cm (Appendix Table
13). The NEAFC size limit for mackerel of 30 cm
was retained in the North Sea and not applied by
the EU to the western stock, but in 1992 a 20 cm
limit was established for this stock. Capelin do not
occur in commercial quantit ies in the EU zone
(although this was not so when Greenland and St.
Pierre and Miquelon were under EU regulation).

Essentially all of the important fisheries for the
six primary species in the EU zone occur in Region
2, with only mackerel being taken in significant
quant i t ies in  Region 3.  Region 1,  which was
redef ined in  EU leg is la t ion  to  inc lude a l l  o f
Greenland and St .  P ierre and Miquelon,  was
otherwise largely outside the EU zone. When the
status of these islands changed in the mid-1980s,
and the surrounding waters no longer came under
EU jurisdiction, technical regulations for Region 1
did no more than close a potential misreporting
loophole.

Other Measures: Area and seasonal fishery
closures were important secondary measures in EU
management plans, pr imari ly for  reduct ion of
catches of small fish, particularly of herring, in
various coastal waters. Another closed area was
established for mackerel off southwestern England,
and several areas were closed to redfish fishing off
Greenland while it was still part of the EU. A closure
was instituted off the Danish coast from 1987 to
1992 to protect juvenile cod (although trawlers using
a mesh size of 100 mm or greater were exempted)
and, more recently, seasonal closed areas were
used to protect  juveni les of  other groundf ish
species. The herring spawning area closure off the
west of Scotland, first instituted by NEAFC, was
continued in EU legislation. The Norway pout box
northeast of Scotland, which had been sustained
by the UK as an autonomous measure, was adopted
by the EU also. This could be viewed as another
measure to reduce the catch of small fish, in this
case haddock and whiting, but it also established
a balance between the competing interests of
industrial and food fisheries. Despite their fairly
extensive use, area closures were not popular, as
they  were  v iewed as  be ing d iscr im ina to ry.
Fishermen who traditionally used an area suffered
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losses, on its closure, for the benefit of fishermen
who fished the same resource elsewhere.

The Council regulation of 1983 on restructuring
of fleets introduced the concept of management of
f leets to target levels consistent with resource
availability. All states had plans approved by the
Commission which aimed at maintaining f leet
capaci ty  a t  1982/83 leve ls  th rough to  1986.
However, this program proved ineffective with only
two member states meeting their targets, while the
total fleet tonnage increased.

More stringent controls were introduced with the
new policy in 1986. Multi-annual guidance plans
established schedules for reductions in capacity
over the five years which constituted phase one of
policy implementation. The reductions in overall
fleet capacity were established through negotiations
at 2% in horsepower and 3% in GRT below the levels
in 1983, by 1991. The actual reductions required
were, of course, greater as capacity was above
1983 levels at the time the plan was implemented.
The results of the 1986–91 phase of the program
were viewed as, at best, a limited success. Several
countries ended the period with a recorded fleet
capacity which was actually greater than at the start
and i t  is thought that,  where reduct ions were
recorded, most were achieved through removal of
inactive vessels (Holden, 1994). A further deficiency
in the program stemmed from its failure to include
most inshore vessels. Nonetheless, the first phase
provided a vehicle for establishment and testing of
capacity control mechanisms.

However, the objective of balancing capacity
with resources required substantial fleet reductions
in the second, 1992–96, phase. A group of scientific
experts was established under the Commission’s
scientific committee to identify where imbalances
lay and to provide a basis for quantifying the
required reductions. The 1990 report of this group
indicated that an average cut of at least 40% should
be envisaged in fleet capacity throughout the EU.
Proposals for such large fleet reductions naturally
led to prolonged negotiations, requiring adoption
of  in ter im measures for  1992,  but  leading to
agreement of reductions in fishing effort over the
1993–96 period of 20% for fleets using bottom trawls
to fish for demersal species, of 15% for those using
beam trawls and dredges for benthic stocks, and
no reduction for other fleets. The reductions in effort
by the end of  1996 could be achieved by a
combination of fleet capacity reduction and fishing
effor t  restr ict ions through vessel t ie-ups (f i rst
introduced for vessels fishing cod and haddock in
the North Sea and west of Scotland in 1990). An EU
vessel registry was established, which recorded
vessel  character is t ics and f ishing act iv i ty,  to
alleviate accounting problems with earlier plans.

A Union-wide vessel licensing scheme came
into effect at the beginning of 1995, as required
under the revised CFP of 1992. This established a
minimum set of  informat ion to be included in
licences, which were to be issued by member states
(var ious  member  s ta tes  a l ready  ma in ta ined
domestic licensing systems). In addition to this
general  l icensing scheme, the Counci l  made
provision for issuance of special fishing permits,
again by member state authorities, to control the
fishing activities of specific vessels by time, area
and fishery. Permits provided a vehicle for effort
control measures for western waters (ICES areas
VI–X and south) brought into effect for 1996 when,
according to their terms of accession to the EU,
Spain and Portugal obtained access to these areas
on an equal footing with other member states. While
the objective of the specific measures adopted for
western waters  was to  prevent  f ish ing effor t
increas ing as  a  resu l t  o f  the  changed lega l
circumstances, a mechanism was created which
allowed for the management of fishing effort at
target levels for specific fisheries.

Survei l lance and Compl iance .  The  EU
regulations on enforcement adopted in 1982 and
as subsequently amended, required member states
to establish monitoring procedures, in particular to
establish a logbook system for all vessels over 10
m in length and to verify the accuracy of logbook
reports, to establish a system which would ensure
complete recording of landings, and to inspect
vessels to ensure compliance with regulations.
Members were also required to prosecute or take
administrative action when a violation was detected,
to notify the Commission of landings against quotas,
and to provisionally close national fisheries when
quotas were caught. Official closures were the
prerogative of the Commission. The Commission
was given authority to verify compliance with these
regu la t ions  thus  a l low ing appo in tment  o f
Commission inspectors.

Commission inspectors reported in June 1986,
after two and a half years of the EU inspection
scheme, that breaches of regulatory measures were
frequent and in some cases were so widespread
that they endangered conservation. Five states did
not have a system which allowed them to record
catches accurately, four were not in a position to
satisfactorily prohibit f ishing once quotas were
caught, and many had made little or insufficient
effort to enforce technical measures. Inspectors
were also successful in detecting specific violations
such as systematic falsification of landings data.
The Commission, in 1991, st i l l  considered the
surveillance and enforcement facilities of member
states inadequate. A report on available facilities
(EU, 1992) concluded that about double the number
of port-based inspectors were required, and at-sea
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Fig. 14. European Union cod:  trends in stock para-
meters.

Fig. 15. European Union haddock:  trends in stock para-
meters.

inspect ions and aer ia l  surve i l lance requ i red
substantial increases, although deficiencies varied
greatly among members. This shortfall in resources
available for surveillance resulted in a number of
enforcement problems such as lack of enforcement
of minimum mesh and fish size regulations and
deficiencies in landings reports. There were also
indications of falsification of landings data in some
member states. This led the Commission to propose
further strengthening of EU control over member
state enforcement efforts. However, member states
cons is ten t l y  res is ted  the  acqu is i t ion  by  the
Commission of enforcement powers. In a revision
of f ishery control legislation in 1993, however,
provision was made for Commission inspectors to
make por t  v i s i t s  w i thou t  no t ice  to  na t iona l
authorities, whereas previously one month’s notice
was required, and for pilot projects on real-time

positional monitoring of fishing  vessels through use
of satellites or other means.

Deficiencies in catch data for particular stocks
in EU waters were frequently identified by the ACFM
of ICES and, on occasion, these were sufficiently
severe to prevent calculation of stock size and
provision of specific advice on TAC levels. However,
in 1990, the ACFM made a radical departure from
its previous approach by advising that any TAC set
for groundfish stocks (cod, haddock, whiting and
pollock) in the North Sea would not produce the
reduction in fishing mortality that was necessary,
i.e. that TAC regulation was proving ineffective for
conservation purposes (ICES, 1991). It pointed out
tha t ,  a l though management  agenc ies  had
established TACs close to recommended levels and
repor ted landings agreed with TAC levels set,
fishing effort was not reduced and actual catches
( ra ther  than  repor ted  land ings)  exceeded
recommended leve ls .  Excess  ca tches  were
discarded, were reported as other species or as
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Fig. 16. European Union pollock:  trends in stock para-
meters.

Fig. 17. European Union herring:  trends in stock para-
meters.

coming from other areas, or were not reported at
all. The ACFM proposal was that fishing effort be
directly regulated, not the resultant landings.

Overall, Commission officials have not viewed
control and enforcement in EU waters as being
effective. Legislat ion concerning conservation
measures  i s  complex  mak ing i t  d i f f i cu l t  to
understand and implement, and resources for
enforcement have been inadequate. Some member
states are viewed as having a lack of polit ical
commitment to effective control. The probability of
apprehension for illegal fishing is low and penalties
tend to be inadequate to act as a deterrent (Holden,
1994).

Resource Trends. The EU shares North Sea
cod, the largest cod stock in its zone, with Norway
but this is treated as an EU stock here as the EU

has the predominant share and hence greatest
influence on exploitation levels. There is also a
number  o f  en t i re ly  EU cod s tocks  o f  some
importance to the west and south of the UK and
Ireland. As with cod, the largest haddock stock in
the EU zone, that in the North Sea, is shared with
Norway but the fishery is dominated by the EU and
it is treated here as an EU stock. There is also a
substantial haddock stock off the west of Scotland
which is completely in EU waters. Haddock also
occur off the southwest coast of the UK and Ireland
but these stocks are small. The large North Sea-
Skagerrak stock of pol lock is shared between
Norway and the EU almost equally but, arbitrarily, it
is treated here as an EU stock. Another important,
but smaller, stock occurs entirely in EU waters off
the west of Scotland. Pollock also occur off the
southwest of the UK and Ireland. The largest herring
stock occurs in the North Sea. While shared with
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Fig. 18. European Union mackerel:  trends in stock para-
meters.

Fig. 19. European Union stocks:  fishing mortality in the
NEAFC and EU management periods in relation
to Fmax and F0.1.  (Discontinuity in F0.1 line reflects
differences in ratios to Fmax).

Norway, the EU has the predominant share of the
resource. There is also a large stock to the west of
Scotland and a number of less significant stocks to
the southwest of the UK and around Ireland. The
western stock of mackerel occurs in EU waters
along the west coasts of the UK and Ireland and
the EU has claimed authority for its management. It
also occurs in Norwegian waters in the northern
North Sea and in the Norwegian Sea, in the Faroe
Islands zone and in international waters, and in
recent years an increasing proportion of the catch
has occurred in these more nor thern waters.
However, it is treated here as an EU managed stock
in reflection of the predominant EC influence during
the period analyzed. In contrast, the North Sea
mackerel stock is recognized as shared, but the
predominant share is held by Norway and it is
treated as a Norwegian stock. Mackerel also occur
in the Bay of Biscay and off the Iberian Peninsula.

Trends in these stocks of the primary species are
illustrated in Fig. 14–18.

It was a NEAFC intention, as an initial step, to
stabilize exploitation rates of Northeast Atlantic
resources and its first action in this regard was taken
in 1971 (with establishment of seasonal closures for
North Sea herring). However, a general system of
TAC regulation was not agreed to until 1975, and
NEAFC recommendations are unl ikely to have
great ly affected the level  of  f ishing. The TAC
cont ro ls  es tab l i shed by  the  EU were  com-
prehensively implemented only for the last five years
of the post-200 mile study period used here (1979–
88) and, even in these years, the purpose of TACs
was essentially allocative. This resulted in fishing
mortalities for groundfish stocks well above Fmax and
as high as or higher than prior to the period of EU
management (Fig. 19). The closure of the herring
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Fig. 20. Danish claim to jurisdiction in waters adjacent to the Faroe Islands, and ICES Statistical Areas.

f isher ies did, however,  great ly reduce f ishing
mortality in the late-1970s and early-1980s. By the
late-1980s, fishing mortality was again reaching
quite high levels but, averaged over the period
1979–88, did not exceed Fmax. Fully-recruited fishing
mortality estimates for mackerel are available only
for the post-extension period at which time fishing
mortality approximated the F0.1 level.

The Faroe Islands

The Faroe Islands obtained a large degree of
self-government in 1948, although they remained
part of the Kingdom of Denmark and the Danish
government retained responsibi l i ty for foreign
policy. When Denmark joined the EU in 1973, the
terms of accession provided for Faroe Islands to
also become part of the EU at any time up to the
end of 1975. However, the Faroese parl iament
decided in January 1974 not to join. Thus, it is the
Faroese government which has responsibility for
fisheries regulation in Faroese waters. The economy
of the islands is almost entirely dependent on
fishing.

Fishing Limits. The fishing limits around Faroe
Islands were set at three miles from the coast in

1901, in accordance with the provisions of the North
Sea Fisheries Convention of 1882, to which Denmark
was a signatory. Denmark declared a 12 mile limit,
from straight baselines, around the Faroe Islands
in 1961 and a 200 mile zone effective from March
1977. In fact, the jurisdictional claim of 1977 in large
part did not extend to 200 miles, boundaries being
constrained to the northwest by Iceland, to the
southeast by the UK (and hence the EU in the
context of fisheries) and to the east by Norway (Fig.
20). Only to the north-east was the boundary not
constrained by the claim of a neighbouring state.
There are "grey zones" where the Faroese claim
overlaps with those of the UK and Iceland but these
are small and do not generate significant conflicts
in a fishery management context, and the boundary
between Faroe Islands and Norway was agreed to
in 1979 (Dagenhardt, 1985).

The Faroese 200 mile fishing zone boundaries
corresponded well with the boundaries recognized
for the fish stocks of most importance to Faroese
coastal, or "home water", fishermen; the Faroese
cod, haddock and pollock stocks occur entirely
within the Faroese fishing zone. Thus, management
of these stocks lies completely in Faroese hands.
Some resources of secondary impor tance are
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shared. Redfish and Greenland halibut stocks in
ICES Statistical Areas V and XIV are recognized as
being shared with Iceland and Greenland. Also,
blue ling distribution extends over the Faroe Islands
– EU boundary. Blue whiting and Norwegian spring
spawning herring are shared on a multi-national
basis, as well as occurring in international waters.
The distribution of the western mackerel stock also
extends into Faroese waters in some periods.

Management  Inst i tu t ions .  The  Faroese
government has responsibility for fishery regulation
in home waters and shares responsibi l i ty with
Denmark for international fisheries negotiations and
trade (Olafsson, 1987). However, it was not until
1986 that a fisheries directorate was formed to
provide a centralized administration for fisheries
and a focus for policy formulation (Hoydal, 1987).
The government ’s Fisheries Research Institute,
which conducts biological research and fisheries
development, became part of this directorate. In
addition, the fishing industry supports a Fisheries
Council which advises government on social and
economic issues and aspects of policy. The fisheries
directorate is responsible for enforcement through its
Inspection and Rescue Service which was first formed
in 1976, and at-sea surveillance is supported by patrol
vessels and helicopters (Ziskason, 1989). Naval
vessels from the Danish naval station at Faroe Islands
also support fisheries enforcement.

Faroese authorities receive scientific advice on
the major fish stocks in their zone through ICES. A
1988 agreement between Denmark, on behalf of
Faroese and Greenlandic home governments, and
ICES formalized arrangements through which ICES
was required, in return for a financial contribution,
to  meet  reques ts  fo r  adv ice  and to  a l low a
representative (for both home governments) to
participate as an observer on the ACFM of ICES.

Management Objectives and Strategies. Prior
to extension of jurisdiction to 200 miles, the Faroese
fishing industry was heavily dependent on middle
and distant water fisheries, only about 15% of catch
tonnages being taken in home waters. The home
water fishery was prosecuted almost exclusively by
hook and line vessels of less than 50 GRT. In the
early-1970s, about 70% of the catch around Faroe
Islands was taken by non-Faroese, mainly UK,
vessels.

The first objective of the Faroese government
after obtaining home rule in 1948 was to reserve as
much of local waters and fish stocks as possible
for domestic fleets and it pressured the Danish
government ,  which remained responsib le for
externa l  a f fa i rs ,  for  ju r isd ic t iona l  ex tens ions
(Guttesen, 1992). An international arrangement

relating to fisheries in waters surrounding the Faroe
Islands was subsequently negotiated between
Denmark and six other countries (Anon., 1975a).
This arrangement, which was in effect in 1974–77,
recognized both the conservation needs of cod and
haddock stocks in the area and the need for
preferential access to these resources by Faroese
vessels given the exceptional dependence of the
Faroese economy on f isher ies.  The measures
introduced in this arrangement included catch limits
by country, seasonal closure of specified areas to
trawl fishing, and a freeze on the size of trawlers
which could be used in these areas at other times
of the year. In addition to these provisions, NEAFC
regulat ions on minimum trawl  mesh s ize and
minimum fish sizes were also in effect for Faroese
waters when jurisdiction was extended in 1977.

Faroese authorities took a pragmatic approach
to fisheries management in their new zone, the over-
r id ing  cons idera t ion  be ing the  sa t i s fac to ry
economic performance of the industry. The initial
view was that technical measures, particularly
closed area and mesh size regulations for protection
of spawning grounds and juveni le f ish, would
provide adequate protection for the fish stocks. No
specific biological reference points, such as F0.1 or
Fmax, were chosen as resource exploitation rate
ta rge ts  in  re la t ion  to  e i ther  conserva t ion  o r
economic object ives. Closed areas were also
extensively used to avoid gear conflicts.

The coincidental extensions of jurisdiction by
North Atlantic states in 1977 necessitated major
adjustments in the Faroese fishery because of its
heavy dependence on middle and distant water
grounds. However,  Faroe Is lands was able to
compensate for loss or limitations of access to these
grounds by displacing foreign fishermen in Faroese
home waters (Danielsen, 1986). In addit ion to
redeployment of some of the existing fleet to home
waters, a fleet of mid-sized groundfish trawlers was
developed, and by 1980 the Faroese stocks of cod,
haddock and po l lock  were  exp lo i ted  a lmost
exclusively by domestic vessels. By the late-1980s
about 50% of Faroese catches originated from home
waters in contrast to 15% in the early-1970s.
Nonetheless, Faroese fishing in the zones of other
nations remained of importance to the Faroese
industry. Agreements were negotiated for reciprocal
access to EU, Norwegian, USSR and GDR waters,
and for unilateral access to Icelandic and Canadian
zones. However, these were purely catch allocation
arrangements.

The status of Faroese cod and pollock stocks
deteriorated in the 1980s (see below) and, despite
increases in fleet size, catches stopped increasing.
The industry had been the recipient of heavy
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Fig. 21. Areas around the Faroe Islands closed to otter
trawling on a seasonal basis in 1974–77 through
international agreement.

Fig. 22. Areas around the Faroe Islands closed to otter
trawling (letter designations) and gil lnett ing
(number designations) on a seasonal basis,
through domestic legislation. Trawling prohibited
within 12 mile limit (except under special licence)
and gillnetting prohibited within four miles of
land, all year, also.  (Areas closed varied over
time, the example illustrated being applicable in
or about 1989.)

government subsidies for some years and it became
clear that the objective of satisfactory economic
performance was not being met (Guttesen, 1992).
New policy initiatives followed establishment of the
fisheries directorate in 1986. It was recognized that
control of the fishing capacity of the fleet was
necessary if economic per formance was to be
improved, and a vessel l icensing system was
introduced in 1987 and financial incentives for
decommissioning of  vessels were also introduced
(Hoyda l ,  1988) .  A  rev ised approach was
implemented for the period 1990–92 which included
a new decommissioning scheme, withdrawal of
licences on bankruptcy, and a phased reduction of
subsidies. Its objective was to keep fishing pressure
on Faroese stocks at a level allowing a vessel which
is  operat ing normal ly  to  obta in  an adequate
economic return without subsidies. However, this
decommissioning scheme proved unattractive to
vessel owners, as had the initial one, and was
abandoned in 1991. In 1992 the home-waters fleet
was still operating with a substantial overcapacity.
Catches from home waters, and in total, had been
decreasing steadily after 1988 and towards the end
of  1992 the  i s lands  were  p laced under  the
administration of the Danish government which was
required also to provide substant ia l  f inancial
support (Eurofish Report, 1992a). A catch quota
system was finally introduced in 1994 (Mortensen,
1995).  I ts aim is to rebui ld cod and haddock
spawning stocks to target levels of 52 000 tons and
40 000 tons, respectively, by 1998.

Regulatory Actions. Regulation of harvesting
in Faroese waters depended almost exclusively on
trawl mesh size regulat ion and seasonal area
closures for the first 10 years after extension of
jurisdiction in 1977. A precedent had been set in
the 1974–77 agreement for use of catch limitations
for control of exploitation levels. However, catch
controls were viewed as economically inefficient and
when the need for control of exploitation levels in
domestic fisheries was recognized in the mid-1980s,
regulation of fleet capacity was the favoured method.

The NEAFC minimum trawl mesh size in effect
in 1977 was 130 mm manila equivalent (which
equated to 120 mm for most trawl materials), with
Danish seiners being al lowed to use 110 mm.
Faroese authorities dispensed with differentials for
both netting material and seine nets and adopted a
larger minimum mesh size of 125 mm in 1978
(Hoydal, Nordic-Atl. Coop., pers. comm.). Mesh size
was increased to 135 mm in 1984 and again in 1989,
to 155 mm. Whi le th is last  mesh s ize proved
sat is factory for  cod,  there was a substant ia l
immediate reduction in catch rates of pollock.
Haddock already had a low availability to trawling
as a result of area closures. The adverse effects on
pollock fishing  necessitated a roll-back in the mesh
size to 145 mm as of June 1990. (There were various
exempt ions f rom these regulat ions to  permi t
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Fig. 23. Faroese cod:  trends in stock parameters. Fig. 24. Faroese haddock:  trends in stock parameters.

d i rected f ish ing for  smal ler-bodied species. )
Gillnets used for cod fishing were required to have
a mesh size of 180 mm and when used for pollock
meshes had to be at least 150 mm but not greater
than 165 mm.

The NEAFC minimum fish sizes, in effect for
1977 for cod (34 cm), haddock (31 cm), pollock (35
cm), and various other species, were retained in
Faroese regulation without change until the mesh
size increase of 1989, when minimum sizes were
raised to 40 cm for cod, 37 cm for haddock and 45
cm for pollock. Emphasis was placed on area
closures, both permanent and temporary, to direct
fishing away from areas containing small fish.

Closure of areas on a seasonal, or year-round,
basis had several purposes. Initially, protection of
small fish from capture, and reduction of conflicts
between fixed and mobile gear, were the primary

motivations for closing areas to trawling. More
recently, protection of spawning stocks has been
an important factor motivating seasonal closure of
areas to al l  gears.  The 1974–77 internat ional
agreement closed to trawling the 12 mile zone
throughout the year and five additional areas for
periods of one to six months. In combination these
areas encompassed much of the fishing banks
shallower than 200 m (Fig. 21). After 1977, these
closures evolved in number, size and duration,
tending to become smaller but more numerous (Fig.
22). In addition to these “permanent” closures
def ined in regulat ion,  a system of  temporary
closures, comparable to that used by Iceland (see
below), was instituted in the early-1980s as an
additional way to protect young fish. Areas in which
catches conta ined more than an establ ished
percentage of fish below a certain size were closed
for  one week a f te r  wh ich they  automat ica l ly
reopened. If the small fish remained in the area after
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Fig. 25. Faroese pollock:  trends in stock parameters.

Fig. 26. Faroese stocks:  fishing mortality in the NEAFC
and Faroese management periods in relation to
Fmax and F0.1.  (Discontinuities in F0.1 line reflect
differences in ratios to Fmax).

the one week closure they were again subject to
f ishing, which l imited the effectiveness of this
measure. However, in 1992, the rules were modified
to al low closures to be maintained unt i l  con-
centrations of small fish dispersed, which may have
increased the usefulness of these closures. The size
of fish to be protected, and the percentage allowed
in  ca tches ,  a re  es tab l i shed per iod ica l l y  by
biologists based on expected abundance of young
fish on the grounds. Closures specifically to protect
cod on their spawning grounds were instituted in
1992, reflecting serious concern about the decline
in abundance of the spawning stock. As cod are
highly aggregated at this period, the closures, by
reducing fleet operating efficiency, were expected
to reduce annual fishing mortality.

Under the vessel l icensing scheme, which
app l ied  to  vesse ls  over  20  GRT when f i r s t
introduced in 1987 and to vessels over 5 GRT from

1989,  no  new en t ran ts  were  a l lowed and
replacement vessels were restricted to 90% of the
fishing capacity of the vessel(s) being replaced.
Vessel f ishing capacities were calculated by a
complex formula incorporating external dimensions,
horsepower and carrying capacity. Concurrent
decommiss ion ing  schemes o f fe red f inanc ia l
payments for scrapping vessels but these efforts
to encourage fleet reductions were undermined by
extensive subsidy schemes to support vessel
operations. Targets set for fleet capacity reduction
of approximately 35% were not the result of specific
analyses which related f leet  s ize to resource
exploitation rates. These targets did, however,
recognize that moderate exploitation rates, by
mainta in ing resource abundance,  and hence
satisfactory commercial catch rates and adequate
fish supplies, were a prerequisite for the economic
viability of vessel operations. However, capacity
reduction targets were not met under these schemes.
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Survei l lance and Compl iance .  Faroese
authorities are of the view that compliance with
regulations was high until the introduction of TACs
in 1994 encouraged discarding and misreporting
(Mortensen, 1995). Dumping of small f ish and
violations of closed areas were issues prior to this,
but heavy f ines on convict ion proved to be a
significant deterrent.

Resource Trends. Of the six primary species,
separate stocks of cod, haddock and pollock occur
in Faroese waters and can be managed auton-
omously by domestic authorities. Trends in these
stocks are illustrated in Fig. 23–25.

Although Faroese authorities set no exploitation
rate targets as a basis for their  management
actions, maintaining the economic performance of
the industry implied moderate rates of exploitation.
The multinational agreement of 1974–77, rather than
NEAFC, provided control over fishery expansion
and, in fact, fishing mortality was moderate during
this period. After 1977, reduction of foreign access
was enough to keep exploitation moderate, at least
until domestic fleet expansion created an overall
overcapacity situation. Fishing mortality of cod
increased steadily in the 1980s and that on pollock
also tended to increase, and as a result averaged
about Fmax for pollock but above that for cod (Fig.
26). In contrast, fishing mortality on haddock was
reduced after 1977, averaging close to F0.1.

Greenland

Fishing Limits. Denmark declared an extension
of fishing limits around Greenland from three to 12
mi les in 1961,  and to 200 mi les off  southern
Greenland in January 1977. Fishing boundaries off
northern Greenland, north of 75°N on the west coast
and 67°N on the east coast, were established in
June 1980. In actuality, along much of western
Greenland and off southeast Greenland equidistant
boundaries are shared with Canada and Iceland,
respectively (Fig. 27), and the claims of these
countries have not resulted in disputes relevant to
fisheries. Off eastern Greenland, the claims of
Denmark and of Norway (with regard to Jan Mayen)
overlap considerably and this dispute has been
referred to the International Court of Justice in The
Hague.

In the period since implementation of the 200
mile limit the northern shrimp supported the most
important fishery in Greenlandic waters. Of the six
pr imar y  spec ies  cons idered here ,  there  a re
significant, commercially exploitable, stocks only of
cod and capelin. Haddock, pollock and mackerel
do not occur off Greenland in commercial quantities
and herring support only a small local fishery in
southern Greenland.

Many of the stocks in Greenlandic waters can
be characterized as transboundary. The valuable
western Greenland shrimp, along with Greenland
halibut and roundnose grenadier, are to some
degree  shared w i th  Canada,  wh i le  shr imp,
Greenland halibut and redfish off eastern Greenland
are  shared w i th  Ice land.There  a re  in t imate
connections between cod stocks at Greenland and
Iceland, and the capelin which occur seasonally off
eastern Greenland are recognized as belonging to
the Icelandic stock. As far as is known, however,
the as yet lightly exploited capelin occurring along
the west coast are of substantial abundance and
are distributed entirely within the 200 mile zone.

Management Institutions. Greenland became
an integral part of the Kingdom of Denmark in 1953.
Thus,  when Denmark jo ined the EU in  1973,
Greenland automatically joined as well. However,
Greenlanders on the whole favoured administrative
autonomy and were unhappy to be part of the EU. They
were successful in obtaining home rule from the Danish
government in 1979 and subsequently negotiated
withdrawal from the EU as of the beginning of 1985.

Prior to 1977 the major fisheries off Greenland fell
under the auspices of two international fisheries
commissions. The convention areas of NEAFC and
ICNAF met at Cape Farewell on the southern tip of
Greenland. The primary fishery during this international
phase was for cod off western Greenland; thus the
activit ies of ICNAF were the more per tinent to
Greenland fisheries.

After extension of jurisdiction to 200 miles, the EU
was responsible for management of fisheries in
Greenlandic waters. However, the failure of the EU to
establish regulations allowed Denmark to maintain the
regulatory regime in place and to adopt new regulations
as long as the prior approval of the EU Commission
was obtained (see above under EU). The first effective
imposition of EU regulation did not occur until 1983–
84 and by this time negotiations for Greenland’s
withdrawal from the EU were well underway. Thus
national management actions, initially through the
Danish ministry responsible for Greenland and after
1978 by the Home Rule government, had a substantial
influence on management of fisheries in Greenland’s
waters. The EU influence came primarily through
negotiation of foreign allocation arrangements until
responsibility for international fisheries matters reverted
to Denmark in 1985.

Responsibi l i ty for conduct ing research on
fishery resources off Greenland was discharged by
a scientific laboratory in Copenhagen established
specifically for this purpose in 1946. In 1989 this
laboratory was transferred to the authority of the
Greenland government and thereafter reported to
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Fig. 27. Danish claim to jurisdiction in waters adjacent to Greenland, except that median line is shown (as lighter
dashed line) in disputed area between Greenland and Jan Mayen whereas Denmark claims full 200 mile zone.
Statistical Areas also shown.

the minister in that government with responsibility
for f isheries. The laboratory itself relocated to
Greenland, officially, in 1993 but a section of it is
expected to remain in Denmark for some years.

The Danish/Greenlandic authorities and the EU
continued to use the international scientific advisory
agencies for advice on management of Greenlandic
fishery resources after 1977. Although issues off
eastern Greenland continued to be considered
primarily in ICES and matters off western Greenland
by the scientific committees of ICNAF and subse-
quently NAFO, there was a gradual rationalization
of scientific responsibilities. When a shrimp fishery
developed off eastern Greenland in the late-1970s,
advice on shrimp management off both coasts was
consolidated within the NAFO Scientific Council.
Conversely, as the migratory component of the
Greenland cod populations, and hence the inter-
links with the Icelandic stock, became relatively
more impor tant ,  ICES took respons ib i l i t y  fo r
assessment of all cod at Greenland from 1992.

Greenland established an enforcement agency,
the Greenland Fisheries Licence Control, when
authority to manage fisheries was acquired from the
EU in 1985. This agency maintains an at-sea
observer system and sets reporting requirements
for foreign and domestic vessels. The Danish navy,
which maintains a base in Greenland, enforces
fishery regulations pertaining to foreign vessels in
the Greenlandic zone through patrols and at-sea
inspections.

Management Objectives and Strategies .
Greenland’s economy is largely dependent on the
fisheries, thus fishing is viewed as the primary
vehicle for economic development. Shrimp fishing
expanded greatly in the 1970s at the same time as
the cod fishery off western Greenland collapsed and
is now by far the most important resource for the
Greenland f isheries. Cod remained second in
importance until 1992, when Greenland halibut
came to support the major groundfish fishery.
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Management of the exploitation level in the
western Greenland cod fishery was initiated through
ICNAF in 1974 when TAC regulation was introduced,
and was continued by Danish, EU and Greenlandic
administrat ions. By the t ime catch l imits were
introduced, the stock had already collapsed from a
size in the 1960s which yielded over 300 000 tons
annually to a stock yielding less than 100 000 tons.
Thus, management considerat ions concerned
maintaining or increasing spawning stock size and
stock rebuilding. The intended strategy was to fish
lightly the occasional good year-classes which
recruited to the fishery, and thus to allow these to
contribute to stock rebuilding while also deriving
some social and economic benefits from them by
exploiting them at a low level over a number of
years. In some years TACs were set at, or even
below, the F0.1 level but no fixed-F strategy was
adopted (Horsted, 1991).

The cod fishery off eastern Greenland was much
smaller historically than that off western Greenland.
Catch restrictions were first introduced by the EU
for 1982–84 (although only legally binding for 1984)
and were subsequently maintained by Greenland.
Stock size off eastern Greenland is much influenced
by immigration from western Greenland and by
emigra t ion  to  Ice land,  thus  y ie ld-per- recru i t
considerations do not apply. Management strategy
has centered on maintaining an adequate spawning
stock off eastern Greenland.

In the late-1980s, the distribution of cod off the
west coast of Greenland became increasingly
restricted to the south and there was a large-scale
movement of the abundant 1984 year-class to
eastern Greenland. The TACs for the two areas were
amalgamated in 1990 to allow the fleets freedom to
fish allocations wherever the fish were to be found.
By 1991 it was evident that the 1984 year-class had,
in substantial part, moved out of the Greenland
area ,  p resumably  to  Ice land,  re f lec t ing  the
complexity of establishing a suitable management
strategy for cod in Greenlandic waters.

Development of a capelin fishery is likely to
require high volume removals for industrial uses.
However, the ecological importance of capelin as a
food fish is also recognized. Management policy for
capelin off western Greenland is to provide for a
control led expansion of f ishing to ensure that
biological knowledge for rat ional management
increases in step with exploitation pressure. The
specific strategy adopted from 1985 was to prohibit
fishing for capelin outside three miles from coastal
baselines, except on the basis of experimental
permi ts  which would prov ide for  government
control. In the coastal zone within three miles, the
traditional aboriginal fisheries remain unregulated.

No large scale fishery has yet developed off western
Greenland. Off eastern Greenland, the occurrence
of Icelandic capelin is sporadic and Iceland has the
predominant influence on management strategy.

Although Greenland shares a number of stocks
with adjacent states, l i t t le emphasis has been
placed on developing international conservation
arrangements for these resources. Arrangements
were  made fo r  jo in t  management  o f  shared
resources  in  NAFO Subareas 0  and 1 ,  most
importantly shrimp, as part of an overall fisheries
agreement between Canada and the EU in the late-
1970s, but these terminated after 1980 as a result
of  d isagreement over object ives.  Off  eastern
Greenland there is international agreement only for
management of Icelandic capelin; a 1989 tripartite
agreement between Denmark, Iceland and Norway
established catch shares, and an arrangement for
TAC setting. Although initially for a three year period
only, this agreement was renewed until 1994 and
again thereafter wi th l i t t le change. An ear l ier
agreement between the EU, Iceland and Norway
banned fishing for Icelandic capelin in 1982, but
this was a one year arrangement only.

On withdrawal from the EU, a comprehensive
fisheries agreement was reached between the two
parties which gave EU vessels extensive access to
Greenlandic waters in exchange for  f inancial
compensat ion  and t rade concess ions .  The
agreement establishes fixed allocation tonnages for
the EU and gives the EU preferential access to any
additional catch possibilities which are surplus to
Greenland’s needs. The preferential status of the
EU in Greenlandic waters is, therefore, an important
element of management policy, but it does not
explicitly concern conservation issues.

Regulatory Actions.  Pr ior to extension of
jurisdiction in 1977, TACs were established through
ICNAF for several species off western Greenland.
A TAC was placed on Subarea 1 cod in 1974, on
Subareas 0 and 1 roundnose grenadier in 1975, and
on Greenland halibut in these Subareas in 1976. A
TAC for shrimp in Subareas 0 and 1 was agreed to
in ICNAF for application in national zones in 1977.
There was no history of TAC regulation for stocks
off eastern Greenland through NEAFC.

In the inter- regium between jur isdict ional
extension and EU regulatory act ion, Denmark
largely retained the TAC controls established under
ICNAF. In 1978–79, TACs were not set for cod off
western Greenland but fishing was restricted to
Greenlandic vessels only with allowances for by-
catches of other fleets. However, catch limits were
re imposed fo r  1980.  Under  the  EU Common
Fisheries Policy, TACs were established in the
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period 1982–84 for cod (separate TACs for east and
west coasts), Greenland halibut, redfish, Atlantic
halibut, sand eel and shrimp, and for wolffish off
wes te rn  Green land and cape l in  o f f  eas te rn
Greenland. As for other areas under EU jurisdiction,
the 1982 and 1983 regulations were not legally
implemented unti l after the fishing season. On
withdrawal of Greenland from the EU in 1985, TAC
regulations were retained and control of fishing for
capelin off western Greenland was added.

Cont ro l  o f  t raw l  mesh s ize  used in  the
groundfish fishery has also been a central element
of regulation in Greenlandic waters. The first mesh
regulations introduced for the Northeast Atlantic by
the Permanent Commission in 1954 applied also off
eastern Greenland. Subsequent NEAFC regulations
included waters off eastern Greenland in a large
mesh area in 1964 and in 1967 revised the mesh
size to 130 mm manila equivalent. The 1967 NEAFC
action stimulated ICNAF, which had been attempting
for some years to implement a minimum mesh size
of 114 mm, to introduce a regulation identical to that
of NEAFC off western Greenland in 1968. Thus, at
the extension of jurisdiction in 1977, the mesh
regulations were already consistent throughout
Greenlandic waters at 130 mm, with differentials of
120 mm for trawls made of cotton, hemp, polyamide
and polyester and of 110 mm for seine nets. The
EU technical regulations established in 1983 dispensed
with the differentials, with all nets being regulated to
130 mm. Under Greenlandic regulation the minimum
mesh size was raised to 140 mm in 1985.

The Permanent Commission also established
minimum fish size regulations in 1954 which were
applicable to waters off the east coast of Greenland.
For cod, the only species relevant in the present
context, the initial size of 30 cm was revised to 34
cm in 1964 (when large mesh regulations were
ex tended to  th is  a rea)  a t  wh ich  i t  remained
thereafter. No minimum sizes were established by
ICNAF for fisheries off the west coast. Greenlandic
domestic regulation established a minimum landed
s ize  o f  cod o f  42  cm in  1970 wh ich  was
subsequently revised to 40 cm in 1973. This may
have had some general significance once the cod
f isher y  o f f  wes te rn  Green land became pre-
dominant ly  Green land ic  a f te r  1977.  The  EU
technical regulat ions of 1983 and subsequent
Greenlandic regulations retained 40 cm as the
minimum size for cod at Greenland.

Area closures have not been used to any
impor tant extent for conservation purposes in
Greenland waters except for redfish off eastern
Greenland, where closures were initiated in EU
regu la t ion  and ma in ta ined by  Green land ic
authorities.

Although licensing was introduced for offshore
boats (>80 GRT) in 1978 for shrimp fishing, 1979
for cod fishing, and subsequently for other species,
this was for administrative purposes and did not
represent a control on fleet size or activity. Catches
of  inshore boats  were not  res t r ic ted,  i .e .  an
al lowance system analogous to the Canadian
approach was adopted, fishing by large boats only
be ing under  res t r ic t i ve  overa l l  f lee t  quotas .
Recognit ion that the offshore shrimp fleet was
overcap i ta l i zed s t imu la ted in t roduct ion  o f  a
transferable catch quota scheme in 1991 which
resulted in a halving of that fleet over five years. A
capacity l imitat ion system was introduced for
inshore shrimp boats in 1991 also, but catches
continued to expand in the absence of direct limits
on catch quantities. Capacity restrictions have not
yet been introduced for the groundfish fleet.

Surveillance and Compliance. In the initial
years of Danish control, 1977–83, a substantial
amount of unauthorized cod fishing by third parties
occurred in Greenland waters. The NAFO Scientific
Counci l  and ICES est imated unrepor ted cod
catches totalling almost 200 000 tons in the period
1977–80. Two-thirds of this was from NAFO Subarea
1. In 1981–83, a further 30 000 tons was estimated
to have been taken in east coast f isheries, in
addition to catches recorded in official statistics.
However, discrepancies detected in later years were
minor. In the Greenland domestic cod f ishery,
allocations were usually established which allowed
vessels to operate during their normal season,
except in 1986–87 when trawlers and pound-net
fishermen (in large part) were closed out of the
f ishery.  Thus, there are no repor ts of  ser ious
enfo rcement  prob lems w i th  domest ic  ca tch
regulations for cod.

Resource Trends. The cod stocks off western
Greenland have,  in  genera l ,  been of  greater
commercial importance than those off eastern
Greenland. However, occurrence of cod off western
Greenland has been periodic. In the 19th century,
cod occurred there in commercial quantities only
in  the  1820s  and the  la te -1840s ,  and were
essentially absent thereafter until the 1920s some
70 years later. Commercial fishing expanded rapidly
after the Second World War and annual yields of
cod f rom off  western Greenland consis tent ly
exceeded 300 000 tons in the 1950s and 1960s.
The fishery collapsed by about 1970 and thereafter
fluctuated around a much lower level of about
50 000 tons (Fig. 28). The increase in cod stocks
o f f  Green land 's  wes t  coas t  in  the  1920s
corresponded with the occurrence of  warmer
climatic conditions and the decrease at the end of
the 1960s coincided with climatic deterioration
(Hovgård and Buch, 1990). Drift of eggs and larvae
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Fig. 28. Catches of cod off western Greenland, 1900–93
(based on Horsted (MS 1994)).

Fig. 29. West Greenland cod:  trends in stock para-
meters.

of Icelandic cod to Greenland in some years is well
documented and this has provided a mechanism
for colonization of Greenland waters by cod, and
for periodic replenishment of Greenlandic stocks.
Local spawning stocks became established off both
coasts of Greenland and in some western Greenland
fjords, although their contribution to local production
is uncertain. Also some, apparently high, proportion
of the cod originating from Iceland, migrate back
to Iceland on maturation and thereafter remain in
Icelandic waters. The stock situation is, therefore,
very complex.

The objectives of TAC controls on exploitation
level of cod off western Greenland from 1974 were
to maintain or increase local spawning stocks and
rebuild the population size through a strategy of
moderate or low exploitation. In fact, estimates of F
changed l i t t le  as a resu l t  o f  TAC regulat ion,
fluctuating around F = 0.3 on age 3+ fish (Fig. 29).

Changes in stock size off eastern Greenland
have a  s im i la r  pa t te r n  to  those  o f f  wes te rn
Greenland (Fig. 30). Off the east coast cod are older
before making a significant contribution to the
fishery than off the west coast, age 5 rather than
age 3, thus the trends off eastern Greenland are
displaced by two years. Fishing mortality off eastern
Greenland increased after 1970 and fluctuated
around F = 0.2 on age 5+ fish thereafter.

In the period after the extension of jurisdiction,
the cod stocks at  Greenland benef i t ted f rom
recruitment of only two large year-classes (spawned
in 1973 and 1984) and these are documented as
originating at Iceland rather than being of local
production. The larger year-class of 1984 had by
1991 in large part emigrated back to Iceland and
this frustrated Greenlandic efforts to rebuild local
spawning populations. In addition there were other
changes, including a southward regression of cod
dist r ibut ion a long the west  coast  and a very
substantial reduction in size-at-age of cod off
western Greenland, which have contributed to
management difficulties. It seems quite clear that
f i sher y  e f fec ts  a re  ver y  much secondary  to
environmental effects in determining the overall
status of cod at Greenland and that the rebuilding
of local populations likely must await a return to
more suitable oceanographic conditions. In the
interim a revised perception of the cod population
at Greenland as essentially a component of the
Icelandic stock presents some new questions about
the management objectives and strategies that it
would be best to adopt.
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Fig. 30. East Greenland cod:  trends in stock parameters.

ICELAND

Fishing Limits . Fishing has long been the
mainstay of the Icelandic economy, and protection
of resources on the continental shelf and their
preservation for Iceland ’s fishermen have been
cent ra l  to  Ice land ic  government  po l icy.  The
Ice land ic  par l iament  passed a  law on  the
conservation of continental shelf fisheries in 1948,
soon after Iceland achieved independence from
Denmark, which made clear the government’s view
that jurisdictional extension to the edge of the
continental shelf was necessary for protection of
marine resources off Iceland. A subsequent series
of extensions to fishing limits established Iceland
as the leading advocate of extended jurisdiction in
the North Atlantic. It also precipitated a series of
crises in diplomatic relations with distant water
f ish ing nat ions which f ished around Iceland,
particularly the UK, which developed in severity to

the stage of  physical  conf l icts on the f ishing
grounds known as "the cod wars" (Hart, 1976;
Jónsson, 1982).

The chronology of jurisdictional extensions
began in 1949 when the UK was informed of
Icelandic abrogation of a 1901 agreement between
Denmark and the UK under which Denmark had
established a three mile limit around Iceland. In
1950 Iceland declared its regulatory authority over
all the bays on Iceland's north coast, and a four
mile zone contiguous to them, and closed these
areas to otter trawling and Danish seine-netting by
Icelandic as well as foreign nationals (although UK
vessels were exempted until termination of the 1901
agreement, which required a two year notice, in
1951). This four mile zone was instituted around the
rest of the Icelandic coast in 1952 and all otter
trawling and Danish seining was prohibited in this
area also. The limits within which Iceland claimed
fishery jurisdiction were extended from four to 12
miles in 1958, then to 50 miles in 1972 and 200 miles
in 1975. Despite stiff opposition, Iceland was able
to sustain its claims while conceding to various
phase-out agreements. The UK fishery in Icelandic
waters terminated by agreement in 1976 and FRG
fishing ended in 1977. Agreements with Belgium,
Faroe Islands and Norway allowed for continued
small scale fishing in Icelandic waters.

The Icelandic claim to a 200 mile zone (Fig. 31)
was in fact constrained to the southeast and to the
west  by  prox imi ty  o f  the  Faroe  Is lands  and
Greenland, respectively. The equidistant boundaries
claimed by Denmark in respect of Faroe Islands and
Greenland in 1977 and those claimed earlier by
Iceland, whi le not coincident, were close and
differences have not yet proved to be obstacles in
a fisheries management context. A slight overlap
also with the fishery zone claimed by the UK was of
little practical fishery significance. To the north,
Iceland and Jan Mayen are separated by less than
400 miles. However, an agreement between Iceland
and Norway in 1980 sustained Iceland’s original 200
mile claim in waters between Iceland and Jan
Mayen.

The stocks of primary groundfish species, cod,
haddock and pollock, in Icelandic waters have been
managed autonomously. The Icelandic cod stock
somet imes  supp l ies  spawn ing products  to
Greenland waters depending on current patterns
and is consequentially augmented by migrants
returning from Greenland waters as mature fish.
There is  a lso some degree of  in termix ing on
occasion among large pollock of the Norwegian,
Faroe Islands and Icelandic stocks. However, the
biological information available supports the view
that it is indeed practical to manage the primary
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Fig. 31. Jurisdictional boundaries claimed by Iceland in 1975, ICES Statistical Areas, and areas around Iceland closed
to trawling by the late-1970s.

groundfish populations at Iceland as independent
units. Redfish and Greenland halibut stocks are
recognized as shared with Greenland and Faroe
Is lands,  and redf ish s tocks a lso extend in to
international waters.

Herring and capelin stocks occur off Iceland but
mackerel is not present in commercial quantities.
Two stocks of herring have been recognized in
Icelandic waters, spring-spawners and summer-
spawners, but the spring-spawning stock collapsed
in  the  la te -1960s  and the  f i shery  has  s ince
depended on  the  summer-spawning s tock .
Norwegian spring-spawning herring also occurred
in feeding and overwintering concentrations off

north and east Iceland until a stock collapse, again
in the late-1960s. No international arrangements
were necessary for management of Norwegian
spring-spawning herring as, after the collapse, the
res idual  s tock was very largely  rest r ic ted to
Norweg ian  waters .  However,  w i th  increased
abundance in recent years, the stock has re-
undertaken its oceanic migrations and occurred
again in Icelandic waters in 1994 (see below under
Norway). Capelin supported the most important
Icelandic pelagic fish fishery after the collapse of
the spring spawning herring stocks. The initiation
of a Norwegian capelin fishery off Jan Mayen in
1978 and documentation through surveys and
tagging that these fish were a summer feeding
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component of  the Icelandic stock, st imulated
discussions between Iceland and Norway which
resulted in the 1980 agreement already mentioned.
This agreement not only resolved the boundary
issue between Iceland and Jan Mayen but also set
up a joint fisheries commission and a method for
establishment of TACs and national allocations for
capelin (Hay, 1989). A new agreement in 1989
included Greenland in the management process for
capelin because significant fishing opportunities
occurred off East Greenland during summer feeding
migrations in some years. Thus, the importance of
capelin to the Icelandic fishery resulted in strong
emphas is  be ing  p laced on  in te rna t iona l
conservation agreements. Blue whiting occur in
Icelandic, as well as in Norwegian, Faroese, EU and
in te rna t iona l ,  wa te rs  bu t  no  conserva t ion
agreements have yet been reached.

Management Inst i tut ions .  The Ice landic
government ’s responsibil i ty for management of
f isheries is discharged through a Minister for
Fisheries. A Directorate of Fisheries was formed
within the Ministry of Fisheries in 1992 with specific
responsibilities to administer the conduct of the
fisheries including enforcement of regulations. This
Directorate employs inspectors (23 in 1993) who
monitor adherence to regulations both at sea aboard
commercial vessels and ashore. At-sea surveillance
is otherwise the responsibility of the Coast Guard
and is its primary duty. Surveillance is conducted
using surface vessels and aircraft. Weighout of fish
on landing is supervised by inspectors accredited
by the Ministry. The Fisheries Association of Iceland,
a fishing industry organization, also has delegated
responsibilities to collect statistics mainly from the
processing sector (Pálmason, 1994).

Scientific research is conducted by a Marine
Research Institute supported through the Ministry.
This institute is responsible for providing biological
advice on fisheries management to the government.
Icelandic scientists participate in ICES and ICES
has been used as a mechanism for analysis of stock
status for many of the stocks around Iceland. Cod,
by far the most important species for the domestic
f i sh ing  indus t r y,  and haddock  have  been
exceptions. This policy decision of "cod war" days
was reversed in 1992 when Icelandic cod (but not
haddock) were again discussed within ICES. The
transboundary Denmark Strait shrimp provide a
further exception, scientific advice on their stock
status being provided by the NAFO Scient i f ic
Council.

Management Objectives and Strategies. The
groundfish fishery is by far the most important for
Iceland, generating 75–80% of the total catch value.
Cod is the predominant species, alone accounting

for roughly half of the value of all species. Pelagic
fish, herring and capelin, although caught in high
volume, account for  only about 15% of value
(although in the early- and mid-1960s herring were
substant ia l ly  more impor tant) .  The overr id ing
dependence of the Icelandic economy on the
fisheries has thus made the conservation of cod,
and protection of Icelandic interests in the cod
fishery, the driving forces of national policy and
international relations. The series of jurisdictional
extensions, particularly the initial ones to four and
to 12 miles in the 1950s, appear to have been
primarily motivated by a desire to protect nursery
areas for conservation of cod. The extensions of
boundaries in the 1970s to 50 then to 200 miles
could also be justified by the Icelandic government
on the basis of conservation, given the failure of
NEAFC to institute any controls on the international
fishery around Iceland other than on mesh size and
minimum fish size. Protection of the Icelandic
economy by reservation of continental shelf fish
resources for Icelandic use was clearly the other
fundamental objective of jurisdictional extension
(Jónsson, 1982).

When ex tens ion  o f  ju r i sd ic t ion  p laced
groundfish resources under Icelandic control ,
however, initial actions were limited to strengthened
measures to protect small fish, i.e. minimum fish and
mesh size regulations and closure of areas to
trawling and Danish seining. A system of real-time
temporary  c losure of  areas found to  conta in
undersized fish was developed for groundfish in
1976. The government began adopting guidance
catch levels for cod from 1978 based on advice from
the Marine Research Institute and attempted to
manage fleet activities through a system of effort
controls so that cod catches were constrained and
effort was diverted to other, less heavily exploited
species. However, in the absence of entry controls
the  f lee t  expanded mak ing e f fo r t  con t ro l
increasingly unsatisfactory, and the approach was
abandoned for a system of TACs and individual
vessel quotas for the major groundfish species in
1984. The subsequent trend in management was
towards a comprehensive transferable catch quota
system.

The adoption of TAC and IQ management for
groundfish indicated a recognition that explicit
management of exploitation level was a prerequisite
if the dual goals of resource conservation and
economic viability of the industry were to be met.
Although the government did not annunciate the
specific objectives behind this radical departure
from previous strategies, one interpretation of
objectives has been given by Arnason (1986) as:

1. conservation of the demersal fish stocks,
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2. restoration of normal profitability in the industry,

3. maintenance, as far as possible, of the current
regional and personal distribution of benefits,
and

4. increase in economic rents.

A senior official of the Ministry of Fisheries gave
much the same statement of policy although in
different words (Jónasson, 1986):

1. to control total catch sizes,

2. to keep costs down and increase earnings
through improving the treatment of the catch,
and

3. to promote regional employment by spreading
fishing more evenly round the country as a whole.

Objective 3 in both lists reflected a long-standing
general pol icy of the Icelandic government to
preserve the regional distribution of settlement. The
important departure from previous approaches was
the recognition by government of the need to take
a direct interest in the economic performance of the
groundfish industry which was central to national
economic wel fare.  Nonetheless,  conservat ion
continued to be ranked first.

Regulatory authorities did not define specific
criteria which would guide their decision making
with regard to conservation. The Marine Research
Institute nonetheless used a number of biological
reference points in recommending catch options.
The cod stock was heavily exploited when TAC
controls were introduced and thus advice was
necessarily framed in terms of reductions in fishing
mortality and towards increase in spawning stock
size. A spawning biomass of 5–600 000 tons was
adopted as a target and the initial mortality target
was Fmax although Icelandic scientists consider that
targets below Fmax, possibly as low as F0.1, merit
consideration. However, fishing below Fmax has not
been a practical consideration to date. A further
element of the strategy was to use recruitment of
strong year-classes as an opportunity to increase
stock size by keeping catches on these year-
classes down. Scientific recommendations on catch
options served as a basis for wide consultations
between fishery managers and an industry which
greatly values catch stability. Resulting TACs were
consistently higher than the catch levels advised
on a purely scientific basis. Haddock and pollock
(and other important groundfish) stocks are also
under TAC regulation and similar procedures are
applied to determining al lowable catch levels
a l though the  spec i f ic  c r i te r ia  vary  w i th
circumstances. The historically low level of the cod
stock in the early-1990s caused the government to
adopt a firm strategy, beginning with the 1995/96
fishing season, of limiting catch to 25% of the age

4 and older stock biomass (but with a minimum
catch level of 155 000 tons).

The development of management systems for
pelagic f ish species also evolved as minimal
responses to fishery crisis rather than from an
interventionist approach. The collapse of the herring
stocks in the 1960s brought the introduction of
minimum fish size regulations, seasonal fishery
closures, then TACs and finally, in the early-1970s,
more or less complete fishery closure (Jakobsson,
1980, 1985). Recovery of the summer spawning
stock (spring spawners did not recover) allowed the
fishery to be reopened in 1975. At that time TACs
were reintroduced along with a boat quota system
for the purse seine fleet, and an exploitation level
strategy of fishing at F0.1 was adopted. Minimum fish
size regulations were retained and supplemented
by a  sys tem of  temporary  c losures  o f  a reas
containing small fish managed through an at-sea
observer program. Permanent seasonal closures
were also used but these had the objective of
regulating catch quality.

Capelin catches increased greatly in the 1970s
when purse seine effort diverted from the collapsed
herring stocks to the capelin stock. Minimum mesh
size and fish size regulations and seasonal closures
were introduced in the mid-1970s to protect juvenile
capelin. Although TACs were introduced from the
1979/80 fishery through bilateral agreements with
Norway these were essentially sharing arrange-
ments rather than conservation measures. Boat
quotas were introduced for the Icelandic fleet in
1980.  B io log ica l l y  based exp lo i ta t ion  leve l
management was introduced after stock collapse
required complete fishery closure for the 1982/83
season. Subsequently, harvests were limited to the
tonnage surplus to that  which provided for a
spawning stock biomass of 400 000 tons. This target
level for spawning stock biomass was essentially
arbitrary but was judged adequate to protect
against recruitment overfishing and also gave some
recognition to the importance of capelin as a forage
species, particularly for cod and Greenland halibut
(Vilhjálmsson, 1983, 1994).

In the case of both herring and capelin, boat
quotas were made increasingly  t ransferable.
Progressive standardization with other fisheries
culminated in a uniform system of completely
transferable boat quotas for all fisheries from 1991.

Regulatory Actions. During the period of the
in te rna t iona l  cod f i sher y  a round Ice land,
implementation of area closures to mobile gears for
protection of spawning and juvenile fish was the
preoccupation of Icelandic authorities. Through a
series of jurisdictional extensions and consequent
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negotiations with foreign governments, virtually all
areas wi th in 12 mi les of  the coast  and some
additional large areas, particularly off the northeast
coast, were closed to trawling. Most of these areas
were  c losed year- round,  os tens ib ly  fo r  the
protection of juvenile fish, whereas some were
seasonal  c losures pr imar i ly  for  protect ion of
spawning fish (Fig. 31). The latter were implemented
largely at the instigation of fishermen rather than
scientists. These closures, of course, also had
allocative implications, preserving coastal grounds
for smaller fixed gear vessels.

From 1976, when the groundfish fishery was
under exclusive Icelandic control, emphasis was
placed on real time fishery closures to prevent the
capture of small fish. Iceland appears to have been
the first country to establish a system of temporary
area closures, based on an at-sea observer system,
for protection of young fish. This system allowed
immediate closure of areas when the catch was
observed to contain more than a set percentage of
fish under a certain size. The critical sizes, and the
maximum percentages of undersized fish allowed,
were established annually by the Marine Research
Institute based on expected size composition of the
catches and it was the Marine Research Institute
which had the authority to order closures. These
closures were valid for seven days and could be
extended if necessary.

Protection of small cod, haddock and pollock
was strengthened also by increases in bottom trawl
mesh size to 135 mm (regardless of material) in
1976, and to 155 mm in 1977, from the previous
NEAFC leve l  o f  130  mm man i la  equ iva len t
(Appendix Table 15). Other gears (midwater trawls,
Danish seines and gillnets) were also regulated to
large mesh sizes with various compromises to allow
efficient capture of other species as well.

Minimum fish sizes were also increased greatly
in 1977 to 50 cm for cod and pollock (from the
NEAFC levels of 34 cm and 35 cm, respectively)
and to 45 cm for haddock (from 31 cm), to keep
regulations for minimum fish sizes and mesh sizes
consistent with each other. These minimum fish
sizes were set by regulation and are not to be
confused with those established under the system
of temporary area closures. Their intention was
nonetheless the same, i.e. protection of young fish,
but their applicability was at time of landing. Prior
to 1984, it was required that all catches be landed
but  unders ized f i sh  were  con f i sca ted.  Th is
encouraged discarding of undersized fish at sea.
When quotas were established in 1984, undersized
fish were not confiscated and not counted against
quotas. This, in turn, encouraged an increase in
landings  of undersized fish. Thus, in 1987, all

undersized fish were included in quotas but this
aga in  encouraged the  o r ig ina l  p rob lem o f
discarding at sea (highgrading). Finally, only one
third of the undersized fish landed were counted
against quotas, provided that no more than 10% of
the catch was of undersized fish, and this appeared
to provide a motivational balance which maximized
the conservation value of the regulation.

Regulations designed to control catches were
first implemented in 1978 when limits were placed
on the number of days each vessel could fish for
cod. This system was in place for six years but, as
there were no controls on entry to the fishery, the
fleet grew and the number of days each vessel
cou ld  f i sh  fo r  cod decreased w i th  adverse
repercussions for economic performance of the
fleet. A positive feature of this system was that
f ishing effor t was diverted to other groundfish
species but, by the early-1980s, these other species
were approaching full exploitation while the catch
of cod remained well above levels recommended
by the Marine Research Institute. A sharp, and
unpredicted, drop in cod catches in 1982–83, and
the resultant economic adversity, stimulated the
introduction of a direct catch control system.

The catch controls introduced in 1984 set TACs
for seven groundf ish species,  cod, haddock,
pollock, redfish, Greenland halibut, wolffish and
European plaice, and allocated individual boat
quotas based on histor ical performance. This
system was renewed for 1985 but only the first five
of the above species were included. (European
plaice were re-included from  1991.)  There were
further renewals of the boat quota system for two
years and then for a further three years until, in
1991, a new plan was introduced which was of
inde f in i te  dura t ion  thus  mak ing TAC shares
permanent assets of vessel owners.

Some prov is ions of  the in i t ia l  boat  quota
schemes proved to work against attainment of the
implied objectives of ensuring stock conservation
while at the same time improving the economic
performance of the overall fishery. One of these was
the exclusion of small boats, initially those under
12 GRT and then under 10 GRT, from the IQ scheme.
As there was no limitation on entry of boats to the
fleet the small boat sector rapidly expanded. Boats
of 6–12 GRT were brought into the scheme in 1988.
However, by 1991 it was necessary to limit entry to
boats  a l ready  in  the  f i shery  in  1990 and to
incorporate all boats into the catch quota scheme.
Nonetheless,  boats under 6 GRT f ishing wi th
handlines retained the option of fishing for a limited
number of  days,  rather than accept ing catch
quotas, at least for a further three years.
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For those boats included in the IQ scheme there
were also provisions which did not encourage the
hoped for rationalization of capital investment. Only
50% of the catch of longline boats in November to
February was counted against vessel quotas. This
exemption, introduced in 1984 and continued under
the 1991 scheme, was designed to support regional
employment during the winter. In general, the short
term nature of the f irst boat quota regulations
caused boat owners to retain, or even increase, their
f ishing capacity as protection against a future
change in policy direction. A fishing effort option
(permissible days at sea), introduced initially to
accommodate those boats disadvantaged by the
historical catch basis for boat quota allocations, but
subsequently extended to all boats, provided one
mechanism to expand fishing activit ies. Vessel
rep lacement  ru les  were  a lso  not  su f f ic ien t ly
restr ict ive, at f i rst,  to prevent replacement by
vessels of greater fishing power. Tightening of
replacement rules resulted in each new vessel being
restricted to a volume no greater than that of the
vessel (or vessels) replaced. Also, the 1991 scheme
eliminated the effort option and introduced TAC
share  a l loca t ions  o f  indeter mina te  dura t ion .
Furthermore, although annual quotas were freely
tradeable from the beginning of the IQ system in
1984, transferability of TAC shares was possible
only in conjunction with permanent retirement of a
vessel from the fishery. In 1991 shares became more
or less freely transferable between vessels, either
in  par t  or  in  whole,  and th is ,  a long wi th  the
comprehensive scope of  the 1991 plan,  was
expected to provide the conditions necessary to
promote a much fuller rationalization of fishery
investment (Arnason, 1986, 1995; Skarphédinsson,
1993).

A minimum fish size for herring of 23 cm was
introduced in 1966 and a closed season, from March
1 to May 15 was imposed in 1967. In 1968 the
minimum size was increased to 25 cm, the closed
season extended to August 15, and TACs were
introduced. In 1969 the closed season was again
extended to include February to August, but these
various measures did not stem decline of the herring
stocks and a ban on all herring fishing, except for
drift netting, was imposed from the beginning of
February 1972. This was almost a complete fishery
closure because no vessels had used drift nets
since 1960, although this method of fishing was
reactivated during the purse seine closure. The ban
was replaced by reintroduction of TAC regulation in
1975. The purse seiners’ catch share was divided
into individual boat quotas and reserved for smaller
boats,  as the larger purse seiners had catch
possibilities in the capelin and North Sea herring
fisheries. Minimum fish size was increased to 27 cm
in 1975 and real time closure of areas containing

small fish was instituted in 1976. Also a closed
season of about nine months resulted in the catch
being taken in the autumn when the fish are in prime
condition. Boat quotas were made transferable, with
few restrictions, in 1979 and the herring system
became part of the general boat quota system
introduced in 1988, and subsequently modified in
1991.

Exp lo i ta t ion  o f  cape l in  fo r  mea l  and o i l
production began in the mid-1960s as a winter
fishery on spawning and prespawning fish. When
the fishery expanded into summer and autumn
months on the feeding grounds north of Iceland in
the mid-1970s, measures were taken to prevent the
capture of small fish less than age 2. In 1975 a
minimum fish size of 12 cm, and an accompanying
minimum purse seine mesh size of 19.6 mm, were
introduced. Mesh size was increased in 1981 to
21 mm to improve escapement of the I-group
capelin. Spring and summer seasonal fishery, or
area, closures were also used to avoid capture of
small capelin.

Acoustic abundance surveys for capelin were
established in 1978 (at the time TAC controls were
initiated) to provide estimates of stock biomass.
However, for the f irst few seasons, TACs were
established at the beginning of the fishing season
in July whereas reliable abundance estimates did
not become available until the following autumn and
winter. By this time, much of the TAC had been
harvested and it proved difficult or impossible to
make adequate adjustments to TACs late in the
season. Furthermore, TAC levels were established
by Icelandic/Norwegian agreement and no controls
on catch were in place for Greenland waters, which
was then under EU jurisdiction. As a result, landings
exceeded biologically recommended levels by large
amounts in the first three seasons for which TACs
were in effect, and spawning stock escapements
were below the guideline of 400 000 tons adopted
in 1980. Prognosis of poor recruitment for the 1982/
83 fishing season necessitated complete fishery
closure. (Agreement was reached with the EU to
also prevent fishing in Greenland waters that year.)
The fishery was reopened the next season but a new
procedure was adopted which set low provisional
TACs subject to upward adjustment when acoustic
survey abundance estimates became available.
This greatly improved the ability to limit landings
so that the spawning stock target was met. Capelin
boat quotas became transferable in 1986 and, as
with herring, became part of the general boat quota
system introduced in 1988 and modified in 1991.

Survei l lance and Compl iance .  There  i s
believed to have been a high level of compliance
with Icelandic f ishery regulations. Vessels are
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allowed to carry only one mesh size at a time which
fac i l i ta tes  con t ro l .  There  i s ,  perhaps  most
importantly, widespread support among fishermen
for the mesh regulations which are in place.

There are multiple checks on the quantities of
fish landed. There are public officials in each port
to record landings and records are available on
sales, purchases and on plant production. As 99%
of the landings are exported, export records also
provide a check on quantities landed. Vessels can
land fish directly in foreign ports but inspectors are
employed at these locations to check validity of
reports. As a result, fishery managers have a high
confidence in landings statistics.

Discarding of fish at sea is not permitted but
there is evidence that less valuable components of

the catch in  terms of  species and s izes are
discarded to maximize the value of vessel quotas.
A government commission, repor t ing in 1993,
concluded that groundfish discards ranged from 1%
to 6% of total catch weight depending on gear and
vessel type, and that there had been no detectable
increase in discards since the introduction of the
vessel quota system (Arnason, 1995). Thus it is
thought by the fisheries ministry that discarding, at
least to this juncture, was a minor problem.

Subsequent to this government commission
report, however, particularly restrictive TAC levels
for cod may have put into jeopardy these high levels
of regulatory compliance. In particular, there are
reports of unreported landings and of landings
misspecified as to species (Eurofish Report, 1994),
and of discarding (Eurofish Report, 1995).

Fig. 33. Icelandic haddock:  trends in stock parameters.Fig. 32. Icelandic cod:  trends in stock parameters.
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Fig. 34. Icelandic pollock:  trends in stock parameters. Fig. 35. Icelandic herring:  trends in stock parameters.

Resource Trends. Trends in the stocks of the
primary species in Icelandic waters are illustrated
in Fig. 32 to 36. For the most important species,
cod, fishing mortality declined precipitously on
extension of jurisdiction but rose steadily thereafter,
to the highest levels recorded, in the late-1980s to
early-1990s. On average in the 1979–88 period, F
was about as high as it was prior to the 200 mile
limit, and in both cases was well above Fmax (Fig.
37). Spawning stock biomass remained at about half
the target level in the 1980s and early-1990s, and
the fishable stock in most recent years has been
the lowest recorded.

In contrast to cod, haddock mortality was lower,
on average, after the mid-1970s, between Fmax and
F0.1 (Fig. 37). Pollock continued to be fished at a
moderate level, between Fmax and F0.1 (Fig. 37). The
fisheries for both species remained stable under
domestic regulation.

In combination, the two Icelandic herring stocks
had a biomass of over 1.2 million tons in 1960. This
was reduced to about 25 000 tons in the early-1970s
but rebuilt during the 1970s and 1980s to 750 000
tons, composed entirely of summer spawners (Fig.
35). Peak catches, in 1962, were about 370 000 tons
whereas catches recovered to 100 000 tons by
1990. Fishing mortality was very high in the late-
1960s and early-1970s but was kept low, close to
F0.1, after the fishery reopened in 1975 (Fig. 37).

The level of capelin spawning escapement was
below the 400 000 tons target level in 1980 to 1983,
i.e. at the end of 1979/80 to 1982/83 seasons (Fig.
36). Subsequent to the fishery closure of 1982–83
and imposition of more stringent control of catches,
spawning stocks at or above the target level are
thought to have been achieved in 1984 to 1989. The
spawning stock was below the target in 1990 and
1991 but above it again in 1992. Recruitment (at
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Fig. 36. Icelandic capelin:  trends in stock parameters.
(Stock biomass and recruitment estimates are for
the beginning, and spawning biomass is for the
end, of the fishing season.)

age 2) was poor in 1980/81 to 1982/83 seasons,
causing the great decline in f ishable biomass
observed, and was poor again in 1989/90 and 1990/
91  and aga in  grea t l y  reduced s tock  s ize ,
particularly in the latter season. Catches were, of
course, highly variable, ranging from zero in 1982/
83 to 1.3 million tons in 1984/85 and 1985/86, as is
to be expected in fisheries managed for a target
spawning escapement.

In a comprehensive analysis of the economic
effects of f ishery management actions, unique
among Nor th  At lan t ic  management  sys tems,
Arnason (1995) concludes that the introduction of
ITQs in the pelagic fisheries produced substantial
increases in economic eff iciency. Even in the
groundfish fishery, in which many exceptions were

allowed and constraints imposed on the operation
of the ITQ system, there are strong indications that
significant net economic benefits were produced by
the fishery. Furthermore, the regional distribution of
groundfish quota holdings remained stable although
with a slight tendency for redistribution toward more
remote areas, and hence, to date, the results of the
ITQ sys tem have  been cons is ten t  w i th  the
government objective on regional distribution of
benefits. Other, more brief, descriptions of the
e f fec ts  o f  the  ITQ sys tem are  prov ided by
Daníelsson and Klemensson (1994) and Helgason
(1994).

Norway

Fishing Limits. Issues of fisheries jurisdiction
concern not only mainland Norway and its adjacent
coastal islands but also the islands of Jan Mayen
and Svalbard over which Norway acquired sover-
eignty in the 1920s (Fig. 38). Jan Mayen lies at ap-
proximately 71°N 9°E in the Norwegian Sea 450–
500 miles from the Norwegian west coast. Svalbard
is a group of islands 350–400 miles north of Nor-
way.

Fig. 37. Icelandic stocks:  fishing mortality in the NEAFC
and Icelandic management periods in relation to
Fmax 

and F0.1.  (Discontinuities in F0.1 line reflect
differences in ratios to Fmax).
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The importance placed by Norway on protec-
tion of coastal fisheries, which are a mainstay of
coastal communit ies, part icularly in the north,
caused it to be among the leaders in jurisdictional
claims over coastal waters. For many years Norway
claimed a 4 mile zone (one Scandinavian league),
rather than the conventional 3 miles, until establish-
ing a 12 mile zone in 1961. The European Fisheries
Convention of 1964, although it accepted the con-
cept of a 12 mile fishing zone, was rejected by Nor-
way because of its provision requiring recognition
of historical fishing activities by other signatories
in the 6–12 mile zone. Also, the equal success
principle in the EU Common Fisheries Policy was a
major stumbling block during Norwegian nego-
tiations to join the EU in 1972. Despite the offer of a
10 year derogation of this principle, it proved a key
factor in the  Norwegian referendum vote against
en t r y  to  the  EU.  Soon a f te rwards ,  Norway
established seasonal "no trawling zones" outside of
12 miles from its coast as a fur ther protective
measure for coastal fisheries (Anon., 1977). This
was  dec la red an  in te r im measure  pend ing
establishment of a 50 mile exclusive zone. However,
Norway claimed a 200 mile zone effective January
1977 (Fig. 38). Maintenance of domestic control
over fisheries policy was again an important factor
in  re jec t ion  o f  EU membersh ip  in  a  second
referendum in 1994.

Off southern Norway, in the North Sea and the
Skager rak ,  f i sh ing  zone boundar ies  w i th
neighbouring states, Sweden, Denmark (metropoli-
tan and Faroe Islands) and UK, were resolved based
on continental shelf boundary agreements. Off
northern Norway, however, resolution of a maritime
boundary with the USSR proved intractable. The
USSR, when it claimed a 200 mile fishing zone in
the Barents Sea in 1977, used as the western
boundary a meridian which had served as the west-
ern boundary to a previous claim to jurisdiction of
an Arctic "sector". This differed substantially from
the equidistant line proposed by Norway. As a prac-
tical solution a "grey zone" was established in 1978
(Churchill and Ulfstein, 1992; Hay, 1989), pending
resolution of the boundary issue, which covered
most of the contested area between boundary
claims, but also areas which lay within the uncon-
tested zones of both parties (Fig. 39). Within this
grey zone, each party has jurisdiction over its own
fleet and may, within a joint framework, licence fish-
ing by third parties.

The Treaty of Paris of 1920 regarding Svalbard
placed under Norwegian sovereignty all islands in
the area between 10° and 35°E and 74° and 81°N.
However, all 40 or so signatories to this treaty en-
joy equal rights of economic enterprise, including
fishing, on these islands and in their territorial

waters. Norway declared territorial waters to be 4
miles wide in 1971. It is the Norwegian view that
the r ights of  s ignator ies do not  apply to  the
continental shelf and waters outside the territorial
sea but  th is  c la im is  not  accepted by o ther
signatories and has been specifically rejected by
the USSR. In face of this opposition, Norway estab-
lished  a 200 mile "fishery protection zone" around
Svalbard in June 1977 as an interim solution which
al lowed i t  to  implement  f ishery  management
measures. The protection zone differs from an ex-
clusive fishing zone in the requirement to treat all
signatories of the Svalbard Treaty equitably. While
the USSR did not recognize this protection zone,
practical arrangement between Norway and the
USSR for orderly fishing in the zone proved to be
possible. Similarly, the EU,  although it establishes
its own autonomous TACs for the zone to maintain
its position on legalities, establishes catch levels
by mutual agreement with Norway. Norwegian
authority in the Svalbard zone has been directly
challenged through unregulated fishing by other
parties, most recently by trawlers from Iceland
(which did not become a signatory to the 1920 treaty
un t i l  1994) .  In  1994 th is  resu l ted  in  a t -sea
confrontations, with Norwegian patrol vessels cut-
ting trawl warps, reminiscent of the Icelandic "cod
wars" with the UK. The ambiguity about regulatory
authority in the Svalbard zone is a source of uncer-
tainty about the effectiveness of conservation ef-
forts.

The various jurisdictional claims made by Nor-
way and the USSR did not include the waters of the
Barents Sea in their entirety. An approximately tri-
angular area between Bear Island and Novaya
Zemlya remained unclaimed (Fig. 39). This was not
expected to create difficulties in the control of ex-
ploitation of Barents Sea stocks. However, in the
early-1990s French and Greenlandic vessels, and
subsequently Icelandic and other trawlers, found it
sufficiently attractive to fish for cod in this "loophole".
The political importance given to this uncontrolled
fishing suggests that it is viewed as a significant threat
to the success of Norwegian and (now) Russian
conservation efforts in the Barents Sea.

Norway and Iceland concluded an agreement
on a fishing zone boundary between Jan Mayen and
Iceland in 1980. Although Jan Mayen and Iceland
are less than 400 miles apart the agreement recog-
nized the full extent of Iceland's previous 200 mile
claim. Norwegian declaration immediately thereaf-
ter of an extended fishery zone around Jan Mayen,
precipitated Danish proclamation of a 200 mile limit
off east Greenland, north of 67°N. (Greenland’s more
southern limits were established in 1977.)  The dis-
pute created by these overlapping claims was re-
ferred to the International Court of Justice in the
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Fig. 38. Norwegian claims to jurisdiction in waters adjacent to the coast of Norway and off Jan Mayen, and to a fishery
protection zone around Svalbard.  Svalbard Treaty Area and ICES Statistical Areas also shown.  (Depth con-
tours are 200 m – solid line, 1 000 m – dashed line.)

Hague. The boundary agreement between Norway
and Iceland  also set up a fisheries commission and
a method for establishment of TACs and national
allocations for capelin. The latter was the issue of
immediate practical importance. The discovery by
the Norwegian purse seine fleet of commercial
quantities of capelin off Jan Mayen and the recog-
nition that these were summer migrants belonging
to the Icelandic stock, rather than being of local
production, immediately predated these diplomatic
activities (Vilhjálmsson, 1994).

Extension of jurisdiction did not give Norway ex-
clusive jurisdiction over many of the finfish stocks
on which its fishing industry depended, and bound-
ary resolutions were thus important in facilitating re-
source conservation and sharing arrangements.
However, it was the establishment of satisfactory
f isheries agreements with neighbouring states
which was crucial to Norwegian fishing interests.

The most important of these were with the USSR
with regard to Barents Sea stocks and with the EU
for the North Sea and Skagerrak stocks. Coopera-
tion between Norway and the USSR in imposing
catch limitations for Northeast Arctic cod began with
the agreement between these countries and the UK
for 1974 (Anon., 1975a). This was followed by an
Intergovernmental Agreement between Norway and
the USSR on cooperation in fisheries in 1975 which
established the Mixed Soviet-Norwegian Fisheries
Commission. A further agreement in 1976 provided
for reciprocal access in 12–200 mile zones, and the
subsequent grey zone agreement circumvented the
problems associated with failure to resolve a com-
mon boundary. Thus, mechanisms were in place for
bilateral agreement on TACs and sharing arrange-
ments for Barents Sea stocks from the time of juris-
dictional extensions. Indeed, sharing arrangements
for Northeast Arctic cod and haddock were estab-
lished prior to extended jurisdictions, based on
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Fig. 39. The political geography of the Barents Sea:  the
USSR (Russian) sector line claim (dashed line),
the Norwegian 200 mile zone claim including a
median line boundary with the USSR, the eastern
boundary to the 200 mi le Svalbard f ishery
protection zone claimed by Norway, the grey
zone of shared Norwegian–USSR jurisdiction,
and the loophole – an area which lies outside
200 miles from all adjacent territories.

historical fishing activities and without consideration
of resource distributions in relation to zonal claims.
Norwegian negotiations with the EU on a fisheries
agreement were concluded in 1977 but did not
come into force until 1981 due to conflicts internal
to the EU. Nonetheless, a succession of temporary
agreements was used to implement the necessary
measures in the interim. The Norway–EU framework
agreement identified shared stocks and the extent
of their "zonal attachments" as the basis of owner-
ship shares. Thus, this agreement provided a basis
from 1977 for establishment of TACs and agreement
on shares of joint North Sea stocks. Other agree-
ments containing provisions for fish stock conser-
vation, as well as for reciprocal fishing, include that
concerning Jan Mayen–Icelandic waters already
mentioned, and a tripartite agreement between
Norway–EU–Sweden for Skagerrak and Kattegat
stocks.

Management Institutions. Responsibility for
fisheries management lies with the Norwegian Min-
istry of Fisheries and this authority is exercised by

the Minister of Fisheries. The ministry maintains a
Fisheries Directorate for management planning,
regulation and development, and an Institute of
Marine Research in Bergen for biological research.
Shore-based enforcement of regulations is con-
ducted by officers of the Fisheries Directorate. How-
ever, at-sea surveillance and enforcement in the
Norwegian zone is the responsibility of the Coast
Guard which is organizationally part of the Ministry
of Defence. Sales organizations, which are owned
and operated by the fishermen, also play an impor-
tant role in the collection of fishery statistics in close
cooperat ion wi th the Directorate of  F isher ies
(Thorvik, 1994). An Institute of Fisheries Technol-
ogy Research, an autonomous institution estab-
lished in 1973 and funded jointly by government,
universities and business, conducted research on
fishing gear and methods (as well as vessel and
marine engineering, food processing and econom-
ics).  A reorganization of responsibilities placed the
fishing gear and methods division under the Insti-
tute of Marine Research.

A Committee on Fisheries Management pro-
vides the institutional framework for consultations
between the authorities and the fishing industry. This
committee is chaired by the Director of the Fisher-
ies Directorate and membership on it includes rep-
resentatives of different sectors of the industry as
well as of administrative bodies concerned with
management questions. Recommendations from the
committee are taken into account by the Minister in
his decisions. Fisheries issues which involve inter-
national relations are subject to consultations with
other ministries and government departments which
have an interest in international matters.

Norway continues to use ICES as the source of
biological advice for fisheries management. Scien-
tists from the Institute of Marine Research had long
contributed to the ICES advisory process for stocks
of interest to the Norwegian fishing industry, this ad-
vice being directed to NEAFC prior to extended ju-
risdiction. As most of the major finfish resources are
shared, international cooperation among scientists
is essential to the determination of stock status, and
ICES provided a well established forum for thorough
peer review and development of scientific consen-
sus. Prior agreement on scientific advice facilitates
bilateral negotiations on TACs and allocations. This
advice is, of course, also available as a basis for
domestic decisions. The director of the Institute of
Marine Research is a member of the Committee on
Fisheries Management.

Management Objectives and Strategies. The
Norwegian government announced a long-term plan
for fisheries in 1977 with three main goals: 1) to
maintain the main features of coastal settlement, 2)
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to protect and maintain fish resources, and 3) to
ensure safe and profitable employment in the fish-
ing industry. A revision to management objectives
in 1983 added, as objective 1, improvement in the
real profitability of the fishery, i.e. profitability after
deduction of state subsidies. The original three
goals were retained.

The strategies pursued by Norway to protect
and maintain fish stocks were in general consistent
with proposals by the ACFM of ICES that the spawn-
ing stock was to be maintained at, or built up to, a
level which would provide, on average, satisfactory
levels of recruitment and, within that constraint, the
exploitation level and exploitation pattern aimed at
were those which maximized yield, although a
phased approach was taken to major adjustments
(downward) in exploitation level to minimize disrup-
tion of fishing activities. This translated, for demer-
sal stocks, into a strategy of aiming for Fmax on the
yield-per-recruit curve. For the Barents Sea cape-
lin stock the strategy was to harvest all of the ma-
turing stock surplus to a target level of spawning
biomass of 500 000 tons in 1970–82 and 400 000
tons thereafter (Hamre and Tjelmeland, MS 1982).
The 400 000 tons target was seen as an optimal,
rather than a minimum, level and was based on an
observed relationship between stock size and re-
cruitment. The Norwegian spring spawning herring
stock collapsed prior to Norwegian extension of ju-
risdiction and, throughout the period from 1977,
management strategy was to rebuild the spawning
stock toward previous levels in the hope of restor-
ing the stock to its previous high productivity. A
minimum spawning stock biomass of 2.5 million tons
provided a guideline for gauging stock recovery.
However, the possibility for ongoing yields was not
totally discounted in favour of potentially much
higher future yields and a coastal fishery was al-
lowed in most years (Hannesson, 1985). Similarly,
the North Sea mackerel stock declined greatly in
the late-1970s and from 1980 stock rebuilding was
the primary management concern but, nonetheless,
as with herring, a fishery was permitted. The high
proportion of stocks shared between Norway and
its neighbours required compromise solutions where
strategies of interested parties differed.

Collapse of the fishery for Norwegian spring
spawning herring at the end of the 1960s left Nor-
way with a severe overcapacity problem in its purse
seine fleet. This was at least part of the motivation
for introduction of a comprehensive licensing sys-
tem in 1972. This system allowed licensing for par-
ticular fisheries in order to restrict participation, al-
though vessels using traditional gears, essentially
small coastal vessels, were exempted. While licens-
ing could prevent the worsening of existing over-
capacity problems and conceivably prevent devel-

opment of new ones, it did not provide a mecha-
nism for reduction in capacity to match resource
availability. For the latter purpose, a vessel decom-
missioning scheme was introduced in 1979 for the
purse seine fleet. It was necessary to extend this to
the entire Norwegian fishing fleet by 1984. Initial
targets for the decommissioning scheme, through
which the government paid for scrapping of ves-
sels, were reductions in both purse seine and
trawler fleets of about 25%. Fleet size targets were
not based on intercalibration of fleet catching ca-
pab i l i t y  and resource  exp lo i ta t ion  ra te ;  the
programme was driven largely by economic and
social considerations. Nonetheless, there was also
a recognition that fleet overcapacity exacerbated
problems of controlling exploitation level through
catch quotas. Thus, one objective of licensing was
to provide a crude control over fishing effort in par-
ticular fisheries and hence to serve a conservation
purpose (Brochmann, 1984a, 1984b, 1985; Paulsen,
1987).

Government objectives gave a strong empha-
s is  to  socia l  pol icy which was effected by a
longstanding strategy of industry subsidization,
particularly through price support. Subsidies greatly
increased in the early-1980s to the point where they
were contributing about 50% of net income of the
industry and, while fishermen's incomes were keep-
ing pace with these in other industries as a result,
price support was found to maintain participation
and stimulate investment in the industry despite
existence of fleet overcapacity and decline in real
pro f i tab i l i t y  (Hannesson,  1985,  Jen to f t  and
Mikalsen, 1987). This made resource conservation
more difficult by generating pressures for increased
fishing opportunities. It was this which stimulated
parliament to put profitability into the revised ob-
jectives of 1983 (Brochmann, 1985). Price subsi-
dies were great ly reduced in the ear ly-1990s
(Eurofish Report, 1992b).

Regulatory Actions. Norway retained NEAFC
minimum mesh size regulations in effect after ex-
tension of jurisdiction. Norway considered it impor-
tant to increase the age at first capture of North-
east Arctic cod, but agreement with the USSR was
viewed as essential as this was a shared stock.
Such an agreement was reached for 1981 which
raised mesh size to 135 mm from 130 mm (manila
equivalent) (Appendix Table 16). This was too small
an increase in Norwegian eyes and, being unable
to convince USSR authorities to go further, unilater-
ally raised mesh size again in 1983 to 145 mm (ma-
nila equivalent). The disagreement in part reflected
technical uncertainties about the selection proper-
ties of the netting materials used by the fleets of
the two countries but an underlying issue was that
cod in the USSR zone were mainly juveniles and
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hence smaller than in the Norwegian zone and a
mesh increase by the USSR f leet would have
benefitted Norwegian more than USSR fishermen.
Differentials for Danish seine nets were dispensed
with in 1981 but reintroduced in modified form in
1987 (Appendix Table 16) based on new selection
data which showed seines of polyamide had a
higher selection factor than trawls of the same ma-
terial.

In the North Sea groundfish fisheries, NEAFC
regulations had allowed nets with meshes as small
as 70 mm to be used, depending on material and
net construction. Norway dispensed with differen-
tials for this area (as did the EU which shared these
stocks) and established a mesh size of 90 mm from
1981. Mesh size was further increased to 100 mm
from 1987, resulting in Norwegian mesh sizes for
these stocks being rather higher than those of the
EU for most of the extension of jurisdiction period.
(See EU section regarding the complexities faced
by the EU in mesh regulation for North Sea fisher-
ies as a result of the mixture of species fished.)

Minimum fish size regulations of NEAFC for cod
and haddock in the North Sea were not changed
by Norway but those for Northeast Arctic cod and
haddock were increased in 1981, and again in 1990,
for an overall increase from 34 to 47 cm for cod
and 31 to 44 cm for haddock (Appendix Table 17).
Pollock size limits were increased in 1983 from those
of NEAFC with introduction of varied limits, decreas-
ing from 40 cm in the north to 32 cm off southern
Norway.

For pelagic species, minimum fish size regula-
tions were given modest importance in Norwegian
regulation but mesh size regulat ions were not
changed from those of NEAFC which required the
use of 16 mm mesh in trawls and Danish seines
when fishing for pelagic or industrial species. A
minimum size for herring of the Norwegian spring
spawning stock of 20 cm was imposed for 1970–
72. Although replaced by catch quotas for small
herring in 1973–74, a minimum size was again im-
posed for 1975 at 25 cm. The NEAFC minimum size
for North Sea herring of 20 cm in the human con-
sumption fishery was retained by Norway after ju-
risdictional extension. (Norway prohibited industrial
fishing for Norwegian spring spawning herring from
1971.)  For mackerel, the 30 cm NEAFC minimum
size for the industrial fishery was also retained. Mini-
mum fish size regulations were also employed (in
conjunction with the USSR) to prevent the capture
of age 1 capelin from the Barents Sea stock (mini-
mum size = 11 cm) and also at Jan Mayen (mini-
mum size = 12 cm, consistent wi th Icelandic
regulation).

Norwegian regulations provided for some toler-
ances in the amount of undersized fish in catches
which varied with species and area, usually between
10% and 15% by either weight or number. In a ma-
jor departure from NEAFC regulations, discarding
of cod, haddock, pollock, herring and mackerel (and
several other species) caught in the Norwegian
zone was prohibited. Fish of these species caught
in excess of small fish allowances were required to
be landed and counted against catch allocations.
Upon sale, proceeds from these fish did not accrue
to the offending vessel but to the fishermen’s sales
organization (Norwegian Authorities, 1993).

Another important innovation was the introduc-
tion in 1986 of a system, similar to that used in Ice-
land, of real–time closures of areas containing large
quantities of small cod, haddock or pollock. Areas
were closed when more than 15% of the catch was
below the minimum size. Chartered vessels and
observers aboard commercial vessels were used to
identify areas for closure through a special Surveil-
lance Service. Institution of closures was decided
upon by a working group comprised of one repre-
sentative of the Institute of Marine Research and
two from the Directorate of Fisheries (Thorvik, 1994).

Most of the important North Sea stocks (includ-
ing cod, haddock, herring and mackerel), as well
as Norwegian spring spawning herring and North-
east Arctic cod had been placed under TAC con-
trols by NEAFC prior to Norwegian extension of ju-
risdiction. Norway continued the use of catch con-
trols as the primary basis for control of exploitation
level of fish stocks within its new zone. Norwegian
Sea pollock, redfish and Greenland halibut stocks
are distributed almost exclusively within the Norwe-
gian and Svalbard zones and are viewed by Nor-
way as falling entirely within its control. From 1977,
TACs were established for these stocks essentially
as a basis for defining surpluses, as Norwegian
domestic catches were below resource potential
and were left unrestricted. Subsequently, only At-
lantic argentine was brought under TAC regulation
within the Norwegian zone, that occurring in 1983.

Agreements through the Soviet–Norwegian
Fisheries Commission continued TAC controls on
Northeast Arctic cod and, beginning in 1977, also
initiated TAC controls for Northeast Arctic haddock.
In 1976, fishing for haddock was required to cease
when cod quotas were reached, as a result of
NEAFC regulation. This was intended to provide
some control of catch as haddock were taken
largely as by-catch in the cod fishery. Similarly, al-
locations from 1977 and subsequent TACs were in-
tended to cover unavoidable by-catches while pro-
viding an obligation to restrain catches to levels
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Fig. 40. Norwegian cod:  trends in stock parameters. Fig. 41. Norwegian haddock:  trends in stock parameters.

consistent with protection of haddock stock produc-
tivity. Development of the Barents Sea capelin fish-
ery in the late-1960s and early-1970s was largely
by Norway and domestic controls, consisting of area
and seasonal closures, were placed on the fishery
in some years to allow adequate spawning escape-
ment and prevent capture of small fish. The USSR
fishery became significant by the mid-1970s and
thus coordination between the two countries in con-
servation measures became necessary. Overall
catch limits and national allocations for Barents Sea
capelin were imposed beginning in 1979.

Agreement was reached with the EU in 1977 on
TACs and allocations for North Sea stocks in 1978.
Cod, haddock, whiting and plaice stocks, which had
previously been regulated by NEAFC TACs, were
included in the Norway–EU agreement. Neither the
Norwegian share nor fishery interest in these stocks
was high (zonal attachments varied from 7% for pla-

ice to 23% for cod). However, North Sea pollock was
made subject to TAC agreement for the first time, a
stock of substantial interest to Norway (zonal attach-
ment 52%). The North Sea mackerel stock, the in-
dustrial fishery for which had been regulated by
NEAFC, was also included. Although no entitlements
were defined for North Sea mackerel, Norway had
a predominant fishery interest in this stock. How-
ever, the western mackerel stock, considered by
Norway to be another joint stock but viewed by the
EU as theirs, was not agreed upon. As a result both
parties autonomously establish TACs for this stock
within their own zones, the 62°N line being used in
Norwegian regulation to distinguish the manage-
ment areas. Early in 1977, Norway and the EU
agreed to a complete ban on fishing for North Sea
herring and this continued through 1980. Gradual
stock recovery allowed TACs to be established from
1981 to 1983 through joint agreement, but no agree-
ment could be reached on TAC levels for 1984 or
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Fig. 42. Norwegian pollock:  trends in stock parameters. Fig. 43. Norwegian herring:  trends in stock parameters.

1985 and each party established its own regula-
tions. For 1986 an ad hoc TAC agreement was
reached while a joint working group considered the
zonal attachment of herring which would provide a
formula for future sharing arrangements. This for-
mula, which established Norwegian shares at 25–
32% depending on the size of the spawning biom-
ass, provided the basis of agreement for 1987 and
subsequent years.

Control of fishing was facilitated by vessel li-
cence limitations in major fisheries, combined with
decommissioning schemes, and by allocation of
catch quotas to individual boats. However, ITQs
were not adopted as a mechanism to promote re-
duction of fleet catching capacity, and no direct
regulation of the amount of fishing effort exerted in
particular fisheries was employed. Small coastal
vessels were generally exempted from licensing and

catch  controls, not only for administrative practi-
cally but as a feature of social policy. However, ex-
panding catching capabilities of this sector required
imposition of constraints. In the cod fishery off
Northern Norway, for example, limits were imposed
from 1982 on the days when fishing was allowed
and on the maximum annual catch of any vessel.
By 1990 it was found necessary to impose individual
boat quotas on this coastal fleet except for the very
smallest boats.

Area closures, other than those instituted to re-
strict the capture of small fish, did  not feature
prominently in Norwegian management. Prior to TAC
regulation, spawning ground closures were used to
control spawning escapement of Barents Sea cape-
lin. Permanent trawler-free zones, and flexible closures
of fishing grounds, were persistent regulatory features
but these served primarily to reduce gear conflicts.
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Fig. 44.  Norwegian mackerel:  trends in stock parameters.

Fig. 45. Norwegian capelin:  trends in stock parameters.
(Stock biomass and recruitment, calculated for
1 October, assigned to 1 January of following
year for plotting purposes.)

Surveillance and Compliance. The complex
distribution of stocks among jurisdictional zones
places Norway in an unenviable position with re-
gard to enforcement issues. Some stocks occur in
part in international waters, and the legality of the
Svalbard protection zone has not received interna-
tional recognition, constraining Norwegian actions.
Also, the extent of resource sharing with adjacent
national jurisdictions makes the effectiveness of
fishery control in these neighbouring zones as im-
portant to Norwegian interests as is enforcement ef-
fectiveness in Norwegian domestic waters.

While Norwegian control of the Svalbard zone
was consistently challenged during the study pe-
riod, 1979–88, diplomatic efforts appear to have
prevented third party fishing becoming a serious
impediment to control of exploitation levels. None-
theless, the more recent challenges to Norwegian
authority off Svalbard by Icelandic and other flag

vessels, and their  ut i l izat ion of the high seas
"loophole" in the Barents Sea, represent a significant
threat to conservation programs.

There were persistent, but apparently unsub-
stantiated, claims by Norwegian fishermen of USSR
overfishing of its quotas of joint stocks in its own
zone. Be that as it may, the collapse of the USSR
had a negative effect on regulatory control of what
became Russian waters, according to Norwegian
authorities (Thorvik, 1994). Norwegian estimates of
overfishing of Northeast Arctic cod by Russian,
Faroese and domestic vessels was more than
100 000 tons in 1992, 25–50% of the TAC set
(Jakobsen, 1994). Problems of EU overfishing of
joint North Sea stocks in the late-1970s to early-
1980s were firmly based, however, and stemmed
from difficulties internal to the EU in establishing
control legislation (see above under EU). Further-
more, serious statist ical deficiencies for many
stocks in the North Sea are well documented in ICES
reports.

In domestic fisheries, discarding/high-grading
proved difficult to prevent and it became necessary
to put observers aboard some vessels in particu-
larly problematic fisheries, e.g. the mackerel purse
se ine f isher y  (Norwegian Author i t ies ,  1993) .
Misreport ing of area of capture also arose as
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a problem, particularly for mackerel between North
Sea and western stocks. Underreporting of landed
quantities and misreporting of species have been
noted as serious problems, at least in some areas
in the 1990s (Eurofish Report, 1993). Also, direct
landing of catches by Norwegian vessels in foreign
ports caused some landings to go unrepor ted
(Eurofish Report, 1990).

Resource Trends. Trends in the stocks of the
primary species in Norwegian waters are illustrated
in Fig. 40–45. The most striking features of the
groundfish trends are the continuing high levels of
fishing mortality, and the declines in stock sizes,
after extensions of jurisdiction. Average Fs in both
study periods were above Fmax, particularly for cod
(Fig. 46).

The Norwegian spring spawning herring stock
showed the first signs of recovery in the mid-1980s
from its spectacular collapse about 1970 (Fig. 43).
The 1983 year-class, and then those of 1989 and
subsequent years, were strong, and the minimum
target spawning biomass of 2.5 million tons was
exceeded in the mid-1990s. The large increase in
stock size resulted in readoption of the Barents Sea
as a nursery area and the open ocean of the Nor-
wegian Sea as a summer feeding area. Thus, its
management has again acquired international di-
mensions. Fishing mortality in 1979–88 was reduced
to well below F0.1 (Fig. 46), although still substan-
tially above the recommended level of ACFM of ICES
(of zero).

In summer months there is substantial mixing
between the western mackerel stock and the North
Sea stock in the North Sea and Skagerrak, and also
to some extent off the west of Scotland, so it is dif-
ficult to separate out catches from the North Sea
stock per se. As a result, trends in the North Sea
stock are not well estimated. Catches were high in
the late-1960s when Norwegian purse seiners be-
gan directing their attention to this stock. In the
North Sea, Skagerrak and Kattegat in 1967 over
900 000 tons were taken, the larger proportion of
which was derived from the North Sea stock. As a
result of poor recruitment throughout the 1970s and
1980s the stock biomass declined drastically in the
1970s and did not recover (Fig. 44). Estimated
catches from the stock declined from 226 000 tons
in 1973 to 10 000 tons or less after 1986. Fishing
mortality was moderate in the 1970s but is thought
to have risen to high levels in the late-1980s as the
stock became very small. Clearly, a management
strategy of rebuilding the North Sea mackerel stock
has so far failed.

Barents Sea capelin sustained high catches
throughout the 1970s and early-1980s, but rapid

Fig. 46. Norwegian stocks:  fishing mortality in the NEAFC
and Norwegian management periods in relation
to Fmax and F0.1.  (Discontinuities in F0.1 l ine
reflect differences in ratios to Fmax.)

collapse in the mid-1980s required fishery closure
in 1986 (Fig. 45). The fishery was reopened in 1991.
From the institution of TAC controls in 1979, the tar-
get spawning stock biomass was met in only about
two years (prior to stock recovery in the early-
1990s). Nonetheless, recruitment failure was not
attributed to low spawning stock size but to the
combined effects of predation of 0-group capelin
by herring and of older capelin by cod (Hamre,
1991).

The United States of America

This account is restricted to the sea area off
the northeastern USA, north of Cape Hatteras at
35°N. Indeed, the primary groundfish considered
here, and the herring, are mainly fished north of
39°N in NAFO Subarea 5. The mackerel fishery ex-
tends to more southern waters. Capelin do not oc-
cur in the USA zone.

Fishing Limits. In 1966, the USA established
a nine mile fishing zone contiguous with the long-
established three mile territorial sea, bringing the
total width of the fishery zone to 12 nautical miles
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from established baselines. A 200 mile fishery con-
servation zone was proclaimed under the Fishery
Conservation and Management Act of 1976 and be-
came effective in March 1977.

The original three mile territorial sea off each
coastal state is state territory and fishery jurisdic-
tion in these waters lies with the state level of gov-
ernment. (Although the territorial sea was extended
to 12 miles at the end of 1988 this did not affect the
limit of state jurisdiction.)  Neither the state nor fed-
eral level of government had legal jurisdiction over
domestic vessels engaged in high seas fishing, i.e.
outside of three miles, until extension of jurisdic-
tion in 1977 when the zone between three and 200
miles came under federal control. Thus, there was
little scope to take domestic regulatory initiatives
prior to that date. Nonetheless, the federal govern-
ment did have the authority to implement measures
required under international agreements, such as
ICNAF regulat ions (Hennemuth and Rockwel l ,
1987).

Off the northeastern USA, the 200 mile zone
claimed in 1977 was in conflict with that claimed
by Canada, creating a large disputed zone encom-
passing the northeast part of Georges Bank (Fig.
47). The area in dispute was of central importance
to the regional fisheries for groundfish and sea scal-
lops (Halliday et al., 1986). Negotiations between
the two parties on establishment of a framework
agreement for management of regional fisheries was
successful in producing a treaty for ratification, but
the agreement was rejected by the U.S. President
(VanderZwaag, 1983). The fishery agreement would
have circumvented the obstacles to coordination of
fishery management created by the conflicting
boundary claims. Subsequent to the treaty’s rejec-
tion the boundary issue could not be avoided and
the two parties agreed to refer the dispute to a
Chamber of the International Court of Justice in The
Hague. The Chamber ruled in October 1984 on a
boundary which lay intermediate to the two claims
(Fig. 4 – note that the claims put before the Cham-
ber by both parties were revised from those made
in 1977). The decision of the Court concerned the
boundary in the primary offshore fishing areas in
the Gulf of Maine and on Georges Bank; boundaries
in coastal waters and off the continental shelf re-
main unresolved. In the first year of extended juris-
dictions, 1977, Canada and the USA fished under
a provisional fishery conservation agreement which
implemented the provisions agreed to within ICNAF
but subsequent negotiations to extend this interim
agreement, pending conclusion of a more perma-
nent agreement, also failed. Both nations thereaf-
ter fished the disputed zone (Fig. 48) under their
independent f ishing plans. Although the 1984
boundary bisected the fishing areas for a number

of important stocks, no formal negotiations occurred
on a conservation agreement. Haddock, and prob-
ab ly  cod,  s tocks  on  Georges  Bank  a re
transboundary in distribution, as is the Georges
Bank herring stock. Coastal herring stocks also
appear to be shared to some extent. Mackerel con-
duct extensive migrations between Canadian and
USA zones. Pollock has a complex stock structure.
While there is some intermixing of pollock between
the two zones, Canadian scientists, at least, tend
towards the view that pollock could be satisfacto-
rily managed on the basis of jurisdictional zones.

Management Institutions. The Fishery Conser-
vation and Management Act of 1976 gave the fed-
eral government authority over marine fisheries
between coastal state waters and 200 miles from
March 1977, and established the institutional frame-
work for fishery management within this zone. (The
act was subsequently renamed the Magnuson Fish-
ery Conservation and Management Act: MFCMA.)
The primary federal authority under this act is exer-
cised by the Secretary of Commerce through the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), which is
an agency of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Adminstration within the Department of Commerce.
The Department of State is responsible for the in-
ternational aspects of fishery management, e.g.
foreign fishing agreements, and the Coast Guard,
which is part of the Department of Transportation,
is charged with at-sea surveillance and enforce-
ment. These same federal agencies were respon-
sible for similar functions in implementation of in-
ternational conservation actions agreed within
ICNAF prior to 1977.

A completely new element to the institutional
framework, the Regional Fishery Management Coun-
cil, was introduced through the MFCMA. Two Coun-
cils are relevant in the present context, the most
important being the New England Fishery Manage-
ment Council (NEFMC). This Council encompasses
the states of Maine, New Hampshire, Massachu-
setts, Rhode Island and Connecticut. To the south,
the Mid-Atlantic Council comprises the states from
New York to Virginia inclusive. Most of the primary
species examined here, cod, haddock, pollock and
herring lie off the New England states and only
mackerel, with its more southern distribution, falls
under the authority of the Mid-Atlantic Council. The
primary purpose of the regional Councils is to prepare
fishery management plans for the fisheries within their
geographical area of authority and to submit these to
the Secretary of Commerce for approval.

The New England Council has 17 voting mem-
bers, 11 of whom are appointed, for three year
terms, by the Secretary of Commerce based on lists
of qualified individuals submitted by the Governor
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Fig. 47. Jurisdictional boundaries in the Gulf of Maine
area claimed by the USA and Canada in 1977.
(See Fig. 4A for revised claims of both parties
put before a Chamber of the International Court
of Justice and for the Chamber’s boundary line
decision.)

Fig. 48. Those parts of the Gulf of Maine area fished by
both the USA and Canada under independent
fishing plans, 1979–84 (shaded areas).

of each member state, and six are appointed by
virtue of the positions they hold in state and federal
governments. These latter include the regional di-
rector of NMFS and the principal official with ma-
rine fishery management responsibility and exper-
tise in each state. There are also four non-voting
members, the regional director of the Fish and Wild-
life Service (Department of Interior), the district
commander of the Coast Guard, a representative
of the State Department, and the executive director
of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission.
(This last is an inter-state organization created in
1942 to study and advise members on cooperative
actions, but is without regulatory authority.) The Mid-
Atlantic Council is similarly constituted (as are all
eight regional councils) but has 19 voting members,
reflecting the different number of states involved.
All decisions of regional councils are by majority
vote of members present and voting.

Councils may appoint an executive director and
such other administrative staff which the Secretary
of Commerce agrees are necessary to perform its
functions. Each Council is also required to estab-
lish and maintain a scientific and statistical com-
mittee to assist in the development, collection and
evaluation of statistical, biological, economic, so-
cial and other scientific information relevant to the
Council’s work. The New England Council devel-

oped a strong technical capability within its own
staff and its scientific and statistical committee has
come to play a minor role advising on research
needs and budget priorities.

Councils can determine their own organization
and operating procedures. The New England Coun-
cil uses a system of oversight committees which
take responsibility for development and oversight
of management plans for particular species or spe-
cies groups. Each oversight committee is comprised
of five Council members and a variable number of
advisers. These advisors are appointed from an
advisory panel established by the Council under a
provision of the MFCMA. The oversight committees
relevant here are those for demersal finfish and for
herring.

It is the responsibility of the Secretary of Com-
merce to review plans received from Councils in
relation to the requirements of the MFCMA and other
laws, and to approve them or send them back for
amendment. The Secretary also has the authority
to establish preliminary management plans and
emergency regulat ions under cer ta in c i rcum-
stances.

A prominent element of the institutional arrange-
ments under the MFCMA is extensive public input
to management planning. Public hearings must be
held by Councils to allow all interested persons an
opportunity to be heard. The Secretary must also
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publish proposed plans and regulations, receive
wri t ten comments on them, and i f  considered
necessary hold a public hearing.

The MFCMA requires the Secretary of Com-
merce to initiate and maintain a comprehensive
programme of fisheries research, so that the objec-
tives of the act can be achieved. This was, in fact,
a reaffirmation of the central role played by the
National Marine Fisheries Service, and its prede-
cessors, in marine fisheries research. Each NMFS
region has a research arm. In New England the
Northeast Fisheries Science Center, composed of
several laboratories, conducts basic and applied
research to develop a better understanding of ma-
rine resources in the Northwest Atlantic sector of
the USA zone, and to provide advice on options for
resource utilization and conservation. Prior to ex-
tension of jurisdiction, research results were di-
rected to the scientific committee of ICNAF, and
advice on management was formulated within that
committee. Under the MFCMA, no formal mecha-
nism was provided for peer review of scientific
analysis and formulation of management advice.
The New England Council's scientific and statisti-
cal committee did not prove to be a suitable ve-
hicle and, as the USA had resigned from ICNAF at
the end of 1976 and did not join the successor or-
ganization, NAFO, until 1995, the scientific commit-
tees of these bodies could not be used for this pur-
pose. Ad hoc arrangements for peer review in ini-
tial years developed, from 1985, into a series of
Center sponsored Stock Assessment Workshops.
Subsequently, these workshops were managed un-
der a partnership between the Center, the North-
east Regional Office of NMFS, the New England and
Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Councils, and the
ASMFC, through a Stock Assessment Review Com-
mittee. Participants include representatives from
various federal and state agencies and the Man-
agement Councils as well as staff of the Northeast
Fisheries Science Center. Academic and private
institutions may also be represented and attendance
by Canadian scientific experts is sponsored on oc-
casion. The Committee produces advisory reports
on stock status for the advice of fishery managers.

The Secretary of Commerce is responsible for
implementation of approved plans, but enforcement
responsibility is shared with the Coast Guard, which
is the pr imary USA mari t ime law enforcement
agency. Generally, special agents of the NMFS con-
duct dockside enforcement while the Coast Guard
performs at-sea surveillance.

Management Objectives and Strategies. The
MFCMA embodies a set of "national standards" for
fishery conservation and management which must
be met, in the eyes of the Secretary of Commerce,

for a Council management plan to receive approval.
Conservation and management measures:

– shall prevent overfishing while achieving on
a continuing basis, the optimum yield from
each fishery,

– shall be based on the best scientific informa-
tion available,

– shal l  manage indiv idual  stocks as uni ts
throughout their  range, and interrelated
stocks as a unit or in close coordination, as
far as this is practicable,

– shall not discriminate between residents of
different states,

– shall promote efficiency in the utilization of
fishery resources,

– shall take into account and allow for varia-
tions among, and contingencies in, fisheries,
fishery resources, and catches, and

– shall, where practicable, minimize costs and
avoid unnecessary duplication.

Optimum yield is defined as the amount of fish a)
which will provide the greatest overall benefit to the
nation, with particular reference to food production
and recreational opportunities, and b) which is
prescribed as such on the basis of maximum sus-
tainable yield, as modified by any relevant eco-
nomic, social, or ecological factor.

The Act requires that each Council produce a
fishery management plan with respect to each fish-
ery within its geographical area of authority. The
plan must contain a comprehensive description of
the fishery concerned, a diagnosis of its condition,
a prognosis of its future status, definition of MSY
and OY, an assessment of the capability of the USA
fleet to harvest OY and hence of the surplus avail-
able for harvest by foreign nations, and the regula-
tory measures necessary to control fishing in order
to achieve OY. The information required from the
fishery with regard to catches, fishing effort and
area of capture, is also specified.

The Secretary of Commerce, in reviewing man-
agement plans, must ascertain that they conform
to the national standards, these other provisions of
the MFCMA, and also "any other applicable law".
There are a substantial number of other laws which
are relevant to the planning process, primarily those
concerned with environmental and budgetary im-
plications of management plans. Thus environmen-
tal assessments and cost/benefit analyses must
accompany management plans.

The MFCMA embodies a policy of providing
access to foreign vessels to catch fish surplus to
USA harvest levels, in conformity with the 1982 Law
of the Sea Convention. However, it is an expressed
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purpose of the act to encourage the development
o f  domest ic  f i sher ies  fo r  s tocks  wh ich  a re
underutilized, or not utilized, by USA fishermen.

The MFCMA, in its national standards and other
provisions, thus provides a primary objective of pre-
venting overfishing and thus allowing the optimum
yield to be extracted from each fishery on a con-
tinuing basis. The underlying strategy is to aim for
the maximum sustainable yield unless there are rea-
sons to expect that a modified strategy would pro-
vide greater overall benefits to the nation.

When the MFCMA came into effect, all the di-
rected fisheries off the northeast coast of the USA
were under regulations agreed to through ICNAF in
1976 as transitional arrangements. Catch controls
were in place which were intended to minimize ex-
ploitation of depressed stocks and for others to
control exploitation at  a moderate level at, or close
to, the newly adopted ICNAF target of F0.1. Actions
by USA authorities in the initial years of extended
jurisdiction can be characterized as being in gen-
eral conformity with the ICNAF approach. For mack-
erel, enhancement of recreational fishing was an
important objective and a low exploitation strategy
was maintained, i.e. fishing at F0.1, although this was
modified by adoption of a minimum spawning stock
target as an overriding element of conservation
strategy. In the case of herring, however, all con-
trols on exploitation were abandoned as unworkable
in 1982. Control of exploitation level of groundfish
was dropped, also in that year, in favour of strength-
ened controls on exploitation pattern. This new strat-
egy of minimum regulation subsequently remained
central to groundfish management; optimum yield
was defined as that which resulted from this ap-
proach. Controls on exploitation pattern were con-
sidered adequate for conservation purposes, i.e. to
prevent overfishing. Definitions of overfishing were
adopted in 1986 legislation in terms of minimum
acceptable levels of spawning potential for particu-
lar stocks. If it was demonstrated that such a bio-
logical reference point was not being met, additional
measures to restrict fishing mortality were to be
considered. Limitation of entry to the fishery, con-
trol of fishing effort, restriction of fleet capacity, and
introduction of quasi-property rights such as ITQs,
were all rigorously opposed by USA fishing inter-
ests. Resort to court of law by private conservation
groups was required in the early-1990s to force the
NEFMC to give serious consideration to some limi-
tations on fishing effort and fleet size in the ground-
fish fishery to restore cod, haddock and yellowtail
stocks from an overfished condition. As a result,
fishing effort controls and a moratorium on entry
were imposed from 1994. The evolution of these
strategies is described in more detail under the fol-
lowing chronology of regulatory actions.

Regulatory Actions. The tools provided by the
MFCMA for regulatory control of fisheries are as
follows:

1. permits may be required, and fees paid, to
fish in the fishery conservation zone,

2. zones and periods can be designated
where fishing is prohibited, restricted, or
permitted only by particular types of ves-
sels or with specific types and quantities
of gear,

3. TACs and catch quotas can be established,
4. types and quantities of fishing gear, of fish-

ing vessels and of equipment carried on
vessels, including devices to facilitate en-
forcement such as position locators, can be
controlled,

5. relevant fishery conservation and manage-
ment measures of adjacent states can be
incorporated in plans,

6. a l imited access system can be estab-
lished, and

7. such other measures and restrictions con-
sidered necessary can be prescribed.

This list includes all the traditionally used manage-
ment measures and appears to leave the door open
for adoption of any innovative approaches.

Groundfish:   For some years prior to extension
of jurisdiction to 200 miles, USA fishermen were
subject to the regulatory controls imposed through
ICNAF on the groundfish fisheries in Subareas 5 and
6. These comprised TACs and national catch allo-
cations for all stocks subject to directed fisheries,
including second tier quotas, minimum trawl mesh
size regulation and other restrictions on net con-
struction, and haddock spawning area closures
during the spawning season.

The USA, as well as Canada, used ICNAF in
1976 to establish a framework of regulation for 1977.
For the primary groundfish species, cod, haddock
and pollock, and also for redfish and flatfish, TACs
were reserved exclusively for the two coastal states,
and national allocations between Canada and USA
were agreed upon before 200 mile limits were imple-
mented. Third party allocations were limited to red
hake and silver hake stocks, and fishing for these
was restricted to defined spatial and temporal win-
dows within the USA zone. Although the boundary
between Canadian and USA zones in Subarea 5 was
in dispute, maintenance of the ICNAF agreements
and regulations was confirmed through an interim
reciprocal fishing agreement.

The first USA plan for groundfish species, the
Fishery Management Plan for Atlantic Groundfish,
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formulated by the New England Council, became
effective in March 1977. This plan established catch
quotas consistent with ICNAF and bilateral agree-
ments, although for the three species cod, haddock
and yellowtail flounder only. It also maintained the
ICNAF minimum codend mesh size regulation of 130
mm for codend meshes, and 114 mm for the body
of the net, for these species, but differentials were
eliminated (Appendix Table 18). The seasonal had-
dock spawning area closures of ICNAF were also
retained. An innovation was the introduction of a
minimum fish size for cod and haddock of 40.6 cm
(Appendix Table 19). A limit on by-catches of un-
dersized fish of each species was set at 10% by
weight of the catch on board. A 1978 amendment
established a minimum mesh size for bottom gillnets
of 140 mm.

The management plan quickly ran into difficul-
ties as a result of a marked improvement in the sta-
tus of cod and haddock stocks in 1977 and invest-
ment in new fleet capacity. In combination, these
factors resulted in rapid catching up of quotas and
required increasing subdivision of quotas among
fleet categories, defined by boat size and gear type,
and seasons, and upward adjustments to TACs.
Measures were also adopted to slow down catch
rates by limiting quantities which could be landed
on a per-trip or weekly basis. Although permits to
fish were required, these were not used to limit ac-
cess to the resource or restrict fishing effort. The
increasing complexity of the plan and difficulties in
its enforcement brought this plan into widespread
disrepute, and it was replaced by a second plan in
March 1982 which dispensed with catch quota con-
trols.

Deficiencies of the first plan were attributed in
substantial part to its failure to identify objectives.
Initially the implied objective of the plan was resto-
ration of depleted stocks but, with rapid stock in-
creases, the policy vacuum provided a poor foot-
ing for strategic planning. First TACs for cod and
haddock (and also yellowtail flounder) were imple-
mented at the levels agreed in ICNAF. For haddock,
the TAC was set to allow the greatest opportunity
for stock recovery that was possible, given the
unavoidability of by-catches in a mixed fishery. The
TAC for Gulf of Maine cod was set at the Fmax level,
whereas that for Georges Bank cod was set between
F0.1 and Fmax. Although they were above the new
ICNAF target of F0.1, these cod TACs still repre-
sented substantial reductions from previous catch
levels. Subsequent decisions on TAC levels were
complicated by uncertainties about stock status as
a result of discarding and misreporting. In the case
of cod stocks, OY came to be defined as the long-
term potential catch (MSY) level, whereas for had-
dock the plan was approximately consistent with

fishing at F0.1. The failure of Canada and the USA
to agree on a cooperative basis for management of
Georges Bank transboundary stocks was also a sig-
nificant complicating factor.

The Interim Fishery Management Plan for Atlan-
tic Groundfish implemented in March 1982 was in-
tended as a stop-gap measure until a more com-
prehensive plan could be developed. As with the
first plan, the Interim Plan only concerned cod, had-
dock and yellowtail flounder. The objectives of this
plan were to acquire reliable data on normal fish-
ing patterns of the industry, and on the biological
attributes of stocks, by deregulation of fishing while
providing minimal safeguards for stock conserva-
tion. Objectives included enhancement of spawn-
ing activities and reduction of the risk of recruit-
ment overfishing in comparison to the situation ex-
pected to prevail under total deregulation. No con-
trols were placed on catch or fishing effort and,
while permits to fish were still required, there was
no limitation to participation. Optimum yield was
defined as the amount of fish actually harvested by
USA fishermen in accordance with measures in the
plan. Conservation objectives were addressed
through mesh size, fish size and spawning area clo-
sure regulations. Emphasis was placed on improved
data collection from the industry. A large mesh area
was defined, which included the western Gulf of
Maine and Georges Bank west to Cape Cod (at
70°W), where only large mesh nets could be used.
Nonetheless, exemptions could be obtained to con-
duct small mesh fisheries in this area under restric-
tive conditions. Large mesh was defined as 130 mm,
as in the previous plan, for 1982. After 1982, the
mesh size increased to 140 mm. As before, these
were codend mesh sizes; mesh in the body of the
net could still be as small as 114 mm. Minimum
mesh size for gillnets was retained at 140 mm. Mini-
mum fish sizes were also increased for cod and
haddock caught commercially to 43.2 cm (and in-
stituted for yellowtail flounder). Minimum size re-
s t r ic t ions were a lso imposed on recreat ional
catches of cod and haddock. It became illegal to
retain on board any undersized fish, i.e. the 10%
by weight by-catch allowance was eliminated. The
previous seasonal closures of haddock spawning
areas were retained with minor modifications.

In September 1986 the Interim Plan was re-
placed by the Fishery Management Plan for the
Northeast Multispecies Fishery. The objectives of
this plan (termed "basic goals") were:

"1) to allow the multi-species fishery to oper-
ate with minimum regulatory intervention,
and

 2) to adopt initial measures to prevent stocks
from reaching minimum abundance levels,
defined as those levels below which there
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is an unacceptably high risk of recruitment
failure".

The management strategies (called objectives in the
plan) were:

" – to control fishing mortality on juveniles (pri-
marily) and on adults (secondarily) of selected
finfish stocks within the management unit for the
purpose of maintaining sufficient spawning po-
tential so that year-classes replace themselves
in the stock on a long-term average basis; and
to similarly reduce fishing mortality for the pur-
pose of rebuilding those stocks where it has
been demonstrated that the spawning poten-
tial of the stock is insufficient to maintain a vi-
able fishery resource; and further to promote
the collection of data and information on the
nature, behaviour and activity of the multi-spe-
cies fishery, and on the effectiveness of the
management program."

The plan categorized stocks into those requiring
specific regulatory efforts to achieve stock rebuild-
ing (Georges Bank haddock and Gulf of Maine
redfish), those requiring actions to achieve or main-
tain an acceptable level of spawning potential (cod,
haddock and various flounders in the Gulf of Maine,
cod, yellowtail and other flounders on Georges
Bank, yellowtail and other flounders in Southern
New England), and those which required no spe-
cific regulatory action at that time. This categoriza-
tion required that an "acceptable level" of spawn-
ing potential be defined for each stock (Sissenwine
and Shephard, 1987). The Council adopted the level
of 20% of maximum spawning potential (MSP) as
an acceptable level in general, but for the specific
cases of Georges Bank haddock 30% MSP was
chosen and for Gulf of Maine redfish the "largest
feasible value". MSP was taken as the potential egg
production of a virgin (unfished) stock. Optimum
yield from the multispecies fishery was defined as
"that level of yield which results on an annual basis
from implementation of the management program
over time", and was thus more or less identical to
OY in the Interim Plan.

The Multispecies Plan contained regulatory
measures directed toward conservation of 10 spe-
cies, cod, haddock, pollock, white hake, redfish,
and five flatfish species, and placed restrictions on
a variety of small mesh trawl fisheries for other spe-
c ies  to  con t ro l  by -ca tch  mor ta l i t y  o f  the  10
"multispecies finfish". Silver hake, red hake and
ocean pout were subsequently added as principal
species under the plan. Regulation of fishing again
depended exclusively on minimum fish size and
mesh size limits and on closed areas.

The provisions of the Multispecies Plan were
modified in a series of four amendments prior to
1994, when significant new elements were intro-
duced. The most important provisions concerning
cod, haddock and pollock over the period 1986–93
were as follows. Two large mesh areas were cre-
ated which encompassed all of the Gulf of Maine
and most of Georges Bank (Fig. 49) and, as a re-
sult, the minimum mesh size of 140 mm, established
under the previous Interim Plan, applied to a sub-
stantially larger area. The Georges Bank large mesh
area was subsequently extended west, south of
Cape Cod, to protect juvenile cod during Decem-
ber to March. An important exemption to the mesh
regulations was provided in coastal waters of the
Gulf of Maine which allowed small mesh fisheries
for certain species in particular seasons, although
under increasingly stringent conditions. The mini-
mum fish size regulation (of 43.2 cm) for cod and
haddock was extended to pollock in 1986, and the
minimum size for all three species was increased
to 48.3 cm in 1987. Seasonal closures of haddock
spawning areas were retained. The season was ex-
tended to include February and reopening was kept
at the end of May, but with provision to open earlier
if haddock spawning was complete. A temporary
area closure system to protect concentrations of
small or spawning fish introduced a new element to
the plan from 1990. This provided that, on the rec-
ommendation of the Multispecies Committee of
NEFMC, the Regional Director of NMFS could close
small areas for three weeks to six months to some
or all gears, or could specify the mesh sizes to be
used, or catches to be taken, within the specified
area. While these closures could be instituted much
faster than was possible through plan amendment,
consultation and public notification requirements
prevented the real-time response embodied in the
Icelandic-type temporary closure system. A particu-
larly significant innovation in the Multispecies Plan
was creation of a Technical Monitoring Group, at-
tached to the NEFMC, to monitor the fishery, report
on the status of resources, and on the operation of
the multispecies fishery in relation to the achieve-
ment of plan objectives. This group, composed of
six scientists and fishery analysts from the New
England and Mid-Atlantic councils and the NMFS,
could recommend changes to the plan.

The amendments to the Council’s Multispecies
Plan were responses to initial criticisms by the Sec-
retary of Commerce that the plan did not adequately
address conservation requirements, and to subse-
quent evaluations of the plan. The Council’s own
Technical Monitoring Group reported in 1988 that
the overall management system had not been very
effective. The underlying premises of the plan con-
cerning the willingness of fishermen to comply with
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Fig. 49. Regulated large mesh areas off New England, USA,
and that part of the Gulf of Maine large mesh area
in which small mesh fisheries for certain species
were allowed. (Large mesh areas illustrated are
those defined by the NEFMC Fishery Management
Plan for the Northeast Multi-species Fishery
(Amendment No. 1, 1987). Coastal boundary of Gulf
of Maine large mesh area is seaward boundary of
state territorial waters.)

its regulations, and the ability of government agen-
cies to enforce these, had proven invalid. However,
even if there had been full compliance, the regula-
tory measures in the plan were not adequate to re-
sult in spawning stock biomasses of cod, haddock
and yellowtail above the minimum target levels.
Measures to control fishing mortality were recom-
mended, including catch or effort restrictions. An-
other working group, the Massachusetts Offshore
Groundfish Task Force, concluded in late-1990 that
the plan had failed "because short-term economic
considerations were allowed to prevail" (Anon.,
1990). This group recommended a management
goal of recovery of groundfish stocks to pre-1960
levels in five to 10 years, that direct regulation of
fishing mortality through catch quotas be reestab-
lished, and that consideration be given to limited
entry, fleet size reduction, and ITQs. In 1991, the
NMFS and Secretary of Commerce were sued by
the Conservation Law Foundation and Massachu-
setts Audubon Society for failing to prevent over-
fishing of cod, haddock and yellowtail. A court
settlement required the Council to amend the plan
in such a way as to eliminate the overfished condi-
tion of cod and yellowtail stocks in five years and
haddock stocks in 10 years.

A radical change in management strategy was
required for the Council to meet the requirements
placed upon it by the court. This came in the form
of a moratorium on entry to the fishery, and of a fish-
ing effort reduction, in amendment No. 5 to the
multispecies plan introduced in 1994. The morato-
rium was based on a vessel permit system under
which vessels could be upgraded or replaced within
rules which allowed an increase of no more than
20% in horsepower and 10% in length, GRT and net
tonnage (over initially registered characteristics),
but otherwise permits were not transferable and
were retired permanently if not renewed. The fish-
ing effort reduction program, which applied only to
vessels greater than 45 feet (13.7 m), came in two
options. The first provided a days-at-sea allocation
and required reductions from it of 10% per year for
a total of 50% over five years. The second required
a progressively greater number of days, in blocks
of 20 days or more, out of the multispecies fishery
(either tied up or occupied in another fishery) from
80 days in the first year to 233 days in year six.
Hook and line vessels which fished no more than
4 500 hooks per day, and gillnet vessels, were ex-
empted from effort reductions (although the latter
faced reductions in order to reduce marine mam-
mal by-catches). It became mandatory to maintain
and submit fishing log records, to accept at-sea
observers and, for vessels fishing under the days-
at-sea restriction, to install an electronic vessel
tracking system. The previous elements of the plan
were retained and in some cases, particularly mesh
size regulations, strengthened. Minimum mesh size
in the Gulf of Maine/Georges Bank area, where cod,
haddock and pollock are primarily caught, was
raised to 152 mm, and a Southern New England area
was introduced in which 140 mm mesh was re-
quired.

Consultations between Canadian and USA man-
agement author i t ies resul ted in agreement to
strengthen protection of the Georges Bank haddock
stock, which had reached a very low level by the
end of 1993. In the USA case, this amounted to ex-
tension of the Georges Bank haddock spawning
area closure spatially and temporally, imposition of
strict possession limits for haddock of 500 lb (227
kg) for vessels fishing elsewhere until at least the
end of June, a ban on pair trawling and of transfer
of fish between vessels. Most of these measures
were subsequently incorporated into Amendment
No. 5 to the Multispecies Plan. The particular sig-
nificance of this event is in the cooperation exhib-
ited between Canadian and USA authorit ies in
implementing consistent conservation measures for
a transboundary stock. Previous cooperation had
been restricted to boundary enforcement issues
(Kraniotis, 1994).
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Herring:  Under ICNAF, TACs were established
for Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank herring stocks,
and a minimum size limit of 22.7 cm total length was
imposed, from 1972. The minimum size limit did not
apply within territorial waters where the historical
juvenile fishery occurred, but was intended to re-
strict offshore fishing to adult concentrations. For
1977, ICNAF introduced the window concept which
defined a spatial and temporal box within which
non-coastal state fishing for herring could occur.
This proved of little import however, as decline of
Gulf  of  Maine stocks and the col lapse of  the
Georges Bank stock left no surplus for foreign fish-
ing after extension of jurisdiction in March 1977.

The New England Council implemented a Fish-
ery Management Plan for Atlantic Herring in Decem-
ber 1978. Catch quotas were established, on the
basis of a July–June fishing year, for USA domestic
fisheries on Gulf of Maine, and Georges Bank and
south herring, of ages 3 and older. Catches in terri-
torial waters of the State of Maine were excluded,
however, although age 3+ fish were taken in con-
junction with juvenile catches. Juvenile fisheries
were not regulated. A plan amendment in March
1980 increased quotas, modif ied management
boundar ies and el iminated the exemption for
catches of age 3+ herring within Maine territorial
waters. However, a succession of strong year-
classes, entering these coastal fisheries in the late-
1970s and early-1980s, provided for a substantial
increase in catches, and large quota overruns oc-
curred. Domestic USA herring fisheries occurred in
substantial part in state territorial waters. Difficul-
t ies in coordinating regulatory controls among
states and with federal authorities caused the NMFS
to propose abandonment of the Council manage-
ment plan. The plan was officially withdrawn in Janu-
ary 1983. The ICNAF minimum size limit was not
carried forward into USA regulation.

Herring management was left to state agencies
after failure of the federal plan. The states of Maine,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island
did agree, in 1983, to an interstate management
plan which instituted fishery closures in state wa-
ters during spawning periods. In 1994, these regu-
lations were subsumed within a broader manage-
ment plan for state waters, agreed to through the
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission, which
defined overfishing in the context of spawning po-
tential. As for groundfish, an acceptable level was
taken to be 20% of MSP. A preliminary management
plan for herring in the adjacent federal waters,
complementary to that of the Atlantic States Marine
Fisheries Commission, was instituted by federal
authorities in 1995. The stimulus for these 1994–95
plans was the need to determine OY and thus the

level of catches, surplus to domestic requirements,
that could be allocated under joint venture process-
ing agreements with foreign interests. The plans
impose no restrictions on fishing activity, other than
spawning closures.

Mackerel:  Although there are two components
to the Northwest Atlantic mackerel stock, a north-
ern and southern, which in summer months occur
primarily in Canadian and USA waters respectively,
most mackerel of both components over-winter off
New England. The international fishery of the early-
1970s developed most strongly on these over-win-
tering concentrations. Catch controls for the mack-
erel fishery were initiated by ICNAF for 1973, and
by 1977 a single TAC was being set for all mack-
erel in the Northwest Atlantic, although this was
partitioned to control the distribution of catch be-
tween northern and southern areas (off Canada and
the USA respectively). A size limit of 25 cm total
length was implemented in 1976, and windows were
defined for non-coastal state mackerel fishing in
Subareas 5 + 6 in 1977.

The quota agreement in ICNAF for 1977 estab-
lished substantial foreign allocations of mackerel in
the new USA zone. The Secretary of Commerce ini-
tiated a Preliminary Fishery Management Plan for
1977 to establish an OY and foreign fishery alloca-
tions consistent with the commitments made in
ICNAF. However, the mackerel stock had been de-
clining substantially under ICNAF management and,
for 1978 and 1979, OYs were established which al-
lowed only for normal USA catch levels and by-
catches in foreign fisheries. Mackerel was the re-
sponsibility of the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management
Council and this Council developed a Fishery Man-
agement Plan for the Atlantic Mackerel Fishery of
the Northwest Atlantic Ocean which was imple-
mented in February 1980. This plan, which estab-
lished a rather higher TAC which allowed reinstate-
ment of a low level of foreign fishing, was replaced
in September 1983 by a combined Fishery Manage-
ment Plan for the Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and
Butterfish Fisheries. Under the 1983 plan, OY and
catch allocations became contingent on the level
of spawning stock biomass. The OY was defined
as the catch at F0.1, unless this resulted in spawn-
ing stock biomass falling below the level, based on
a stock-recruitment relationship, which was asso-
ciated with production of good year-classes (de-
fined for most of the period as 600 000 tons). In
addition to protecting resource productivity, this
strategy recognised the need to keep the total stock
size at a fairly high level to protect the viability of
recreational mackerel fishing which accounted for
a significant proportion of the USA catch. The ICNAF
minimum fish size regulation was not carried for-
ward into USA regulation.
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Fig. 50. USA cod:  trends in stock parameters.

Surveillance and Compliance. The MFCMA re-
quires the NMFS and the Coast Guard to enforce
the provisions of the Act, in cooperation with other
federal and state agencies if necessary. The Coast
Guard provides at-sea surveillance from ships and
aircraft, whereas the NMFS concentrates on shore-
based enforcement. State enforcement agencies
also play a role in enforcement of state regulations.
Council management plans have applied to all USA
waters. Full application of the plans thus required the
cooperation of state governments to implement, and
enforce, complementary legislation applicable to the
territorial waters in which they exercise jurisdiction.

Foreign fishing was not permitted for cod, had-
dock, pollock or herring, but was for mackerel and
for hakes and squids. The restrictive window sys-
tem promoted enforcement effectiveness and USA
observers were deployed on foreign vessels. Cov-
erage was about 20–25% in the late-1970s and
early-1980s, but a 1980 amendment to the MFCMA
required this be increased to 100%.

Enforcement of regulations on the domestic fleet
proved to be an intractable problem. In the initial
years failure to integrate state and federal regula-
tions left wide loopholes for circumvention of Coun-
cil regulatory measures. This compounded the al-
ready difficult task of establishing and enforcing
catch quota controls at a time when low catch lim-
its were required to encourage stock recovery. Prob-
lems were exacerbated by a substantial expansion
in fleet capacity. There was little acceptance among
industry that catch controls provided a satisfactory
solution to management requirements or, indeed,
that direct control of fishing mortality was neces-
sary, and as a result the New England Council aban-
doned them for both groundfish and herring in 1982.
Catch controls were retained for mackerel in the
Mid-Atlantic Council Plan but this resource was
lightly exploited and allocations to domestic fisher-
men were not restrictive.

Groundfish management after 1982 was based
on a policy of minimum interference in the fishery
while providing some safeguards for resource pro-
ductivity. The Council anticipated that, as this was
the plan fishermen appeared to want, there would
be a willingness to comply with the new regulations,
and also that enforcement agencies had the ability
to enforce them. However, evaluations of manage-
ment plan effectiveness concluded that Council's
expectations were not being met. These conclusions
were supported by a study which found that ground-
fish regulations for the Georges Bank area were fre-
quently violated by a quarter to a half of all fisher-
men, with illegal mesh being used on almost all
trips, and closed areas being violated on about one
third of tr ips by these f ishermen (Sutinen and

Hennessey, 1986; Sutinen et al., 1990). Violation
rates were lower in other areas. The 1988 report of
the Council’s Technical Monitoring Group also iden-
tified abuse of the small mesh exempted fisheries
program as a significant problem for groundfish
conservation, juveniles of regulated species being
landed or discarded in significant amounts. The
Technical Monitoring Group pointed out that there
were few incentives for fishermen to comply with
regulations. There were inadequate resources for
enforcement, and the plan contained regulations
which were difficult to enforce and provided ready
loopholes for evasion, so the risk of detection was
low. There were long delays in prosecution and
fines, if assessed, were low, whereas the economic
benefits from regulatory violation was significant.

Resource Trends .  Georges Bank cod and
haddock stocks, Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank
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Fig. 52. USA herring:  trends in stock parameters.Fig. 51. USA haddock:  trends in stock parameters.

herring, and Northwest Atlantic mackerel, are all
transboundary in distribution, and stock trends (Fig.
50–53) reflect the results of Canadian, as well as
USA, management actions. Crucial to the course of
events, however, were USA rejections of the 1979
draft fisheries agreement between the two countries
and of Canadian overtures to discuss cooperation
on management of transboundary stocks after the
1984 boundary settlement. The USA preference for
unilateral management, and for minimum regulatory
inter ference, just i fy assigning to the USA the
predominant influence on resource trends.

Georges Bank cod was exploited just as heavily
after extension of jurisdiction as before, over twice
the Fmax level (Fig. 54). Haddock exploitation was
apparently at a more moderate level, between Fmax
and F0.1, in both periods (Fig. 54), but stock rebuild-
ing required much lower fishing mortality levels as

recruitment was extremely low throughout most of
the period from 1965 (Fig. 51).

There were virtually no herring remaining on
Georges Bank by the time of extension of jurisdic-
tion and the area presented no opportunities for fish-
ing herring until stock recovery began in the late-
1980s. Coastal herring stocks experienced exploi-
tation rates as high and higher in 1977–82 as they
had prior to 1977. Perversely, fishing mortality de-
clined to low levels in these coastal stocks immedi-
ately after all management restrictions were re-
moved, reflecting a reduction in demand for her-
ring. The combined trends for herring stocks are
shown in Fig. 52. Fishing mortality over the whole
1979–88 study period decreased from that in 1967–
76 but, nonetheless, the average equalled the Fmax
level (Fig. 54). The mackerel fishery in the ICNAF
period was prosecuted predominantly by distant-
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Fig. 54. USA stocks:  fishing mortality in the ICNAF and
USA management periods in relation to Fmax and
F 0.1 .   (D iscon t inu i t i es  in  F 0.1 l i ne  re f lec t
differences in ratios to Fmax.)

Fig. 53. USA mackerel:  trends in stock parameters.

water fleets and severe restrictions on foreign fish-
ing protected the stocks during the low recruitment
period immediately after 1977, and allowed stock
rebuilding thereafter under an F0.1 management
strategy (Fig. 53). Fishing mortality appears to have
been below F0.1 prior to 1977 and very low thereaf-
ter (Fig. 54).

The low demand for mackerel in the domestic
commercial sector made it straightforward to imple-
ment conservative management plans and to meet
the objective of enhancing the important recre-

ational f ishery. For herr ing, reduced domestic
demand from the early-1980s (and a moratorium on
herring fishing by Canada on its side of Georges
Bank) allowed stock recovery in the absence of U.S.
management plans. In the case of groundfish, the
objective of OY could not fail to be met, as it was
def ined as the catch resul t ing from the plan.
However, the New England Council was forced to
abandon its minimum intervention strategy in 1994
and to introduce fishing effort controls to counter
the build-up of fleet capacity after 1977. As the
Council's Technical Monitoring Group concluded,
the regulatory measures in groundfish plans were
not adequate for the Council's objectives to be met,
and fishing mortality on cod and haddock in the
early-1990s was well above levels which could be
considered as consistent with Council objectives
(Anthony, 1993).



International Fishery Management:  Post 200-Mile Limits

This Section examines the records of the inter-
national fisheries commissions in their new roles,
after extensions of coastal state jurisdiction, in con-
servation of transboundary and high seas f ish
stocks. The accounts are necessarily unbalanced
as the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization
was custodian of an area in which there were fish-
eries of great traditional importance, the manage-
ment of which proved to be highly controversial in
the post-extension period. In contrast the Northeast
Atlantic Fisheries Commission was little used and
its role in Northeast Atlantic fishery management
was thus negligible. The latter organization is dealt
with first.

The New Northeast Atlantic Fisheries Commis-
sion (NEAFC)

In 1976 it was clear that extensions of fishery
jurisdiction were about to place virtually all of the
important Northeast Atlantic fisheries under the di-
rect control of coastal nations. Nonetheless, a con-
tinuing need for international cooperation in fishery
management  was recognized among NEAFC
members. The 1958 Northeast Atlantic Fisheries
Convention was not  a suitable vehicle for this in its
original form but a working group was established
by NEAFC to consider the future for international
management of convention area fisheries. A num-
ber of NEAFC meetings in 1976 and 1977 resulted
in a draft for a new convention being put before a
Diplomatic Conference in 1978, but this conference
ended in failure. The stumbling block was refusal
by eastern European states to accept the EU, as
distinct from its member nations, as a party to a
new convention. This was a political issue of a gen-
eral nature rather than one related to fisheries per
se. However, two years later a change of attitudes
allowed agreement to be reached and the "Conven-
tion on Future Multilateral Cooperation in the North-
East Atlantic Fisheries (North-East Atlantic Fisher-
ies Convention)" was opened for signature in No-
vember 1980. The Convention came into force on
17 March 1982, on receipt of the necessary seven
ratifications. The UK became the Depository Gov-
ernment for this Convention, as it was for that of
1958. The Convention established the North-East
Atlantic Fisheries Commission – the new NEAFC,
with headquarters, as for the old NEAFC, in Lon-
don, UK.

The Convention listed eligible signatories, elimi-
nating the need to specify criteria for membership.
By the first annual meeting of the Commission in
November 1982 there were seven members:  Den-

mark (on behalf of Faroe Islands), EU, German
Democratic Republic (GDR), Iceland, Norway, Swe-
den and the USSR. Portugal joined in 1983 and
Bulgaria, Poland and Spain in 1984. Denmark
became the representative of Greenland as well as
Faroe Islands with Greenland's withdrawal from the
EU in 1985. A decline in membership occurred, nu-
merically, when Spain and Portugal joined the EU
in 1986. Similarly, the GDR ceased to be a separate
member when unification with FRG in 1990 brought
it into the EU. The USSR was replaced by the Rus-
sian Federation after 1991. All these members were
on the initial list of eligible signatories but other
states could join if approved by three-quarters of
the Contracting Parties.

Authority, Organizat ion and Scope. The
objectives of NEAFC are to promote the conserva-
tion and optimum utilization of the living resources
of  the  Nor theast  A t lan t ic ,  and to  encourage
international cooperation and consultation with
respect to these resources. The Convention Area is
identical to that of the old NEAFC (Fig. 2) and the
Convention applies to all fisheries resources within
this area except marine mammals, and sedentary,
highly migratory and anadromous species. The
Convention Area is not divided into Regions, in con-
trast to the provisions of the 1958 Convention, and
thus there was no need to provide for a geographi-
cally based committee structure as was the case
for the old NEAFC.

The Commission can adopt recommendations
for regulation of fishing in areas beyond coastal
state jurisdictions. Recommendations become bind-
ing after a certain period unless objections are re-
ceived. If three or more Contracting Parties object
then the measure is not binding on remaining mem-
bers, unless some of these agree among themselves
to be bound by it. When adopting recommendations
for its regulatory area the Commission is required
to seek consistency with the regulatory actions of
Contracting Parties within their exclusive fishing
zones, when there is an interrelationship between
the stocks involved. The most obvious interrelation-
ship is when the stocks involved are transboundary
in their distribution. However, the Convention in-
cludes cases of species interactions as well.

The Commission can also adopt recommenda-
tions and give advice on fisheries within national
jurisdiction if requested to do so by a coastal state.
In this case recommendations require a positive
vote by the coastal state. Also, the coastal state is
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the only Contracting Party which can subsequently
object. If it does so, the recommendation is not bind-
ing on any party.

The regulatory measures which the Commission
can recommend for adoption are essentially the
same as those available to the old NEAFC:

– regulation of f ishing gear including the
mesh size of nets,

– regulation of the size limits of fish which can
be retained on board vessels, or landed or
exposed or offered for sale,

– establishment of closed seasons and of
closed areas,

– improvement and increase of marine re-
sources, e.g. artif icial propagation and
transplantation,

– regulation of total catch and its allocation
to Contracting Parties, and

– regulation of total fishing effort and its allo-
cation to Contracting Parties.

The Commission may recommend (on the same
basis as other recommendations) fishery control
measures to ensure that the provisions of the Con-
vention are respected and any regulatory agree-
ments are enforced. However, it is up to the Con-
tracting Parties to implement and enforce regula-
tions which have become binding. The Convention
requires that Contracting Parties take the measures
necessary, including imposition of sanctions for in-
fractions, to control its own fleet.

The Convention establishes ICES as the scien-
tific advisory body to the Commission. An annual
financial contribution is made to ICES to defray the
costs of providing the Commission with the advice
it requires to accomplish its work.

Regulatory Actions. The new Convention made
no provision to carry forward the regulations which
had come into effect under the old one, and the new
Commission decided also that these regulations
were  no t  su i tab le  under  the  changed
circumstances. Thus, the new Commission began
with a clean slate.

None of the primary species used in this study
have stocks which are distributed largely outside
national jurisdictions and hence which could be
called, for convenience, NEAFC regulatory area
stocks. The most important stocks for which NEAFC
carries what could be considered the weight of re-
sponsibility are blue whiting and oceanic redfish.
However, these too are shared with national juris-
dictions and, to date, attempts to reach agreements
on catch controls have been unsuccessful. In the
1980s, exploitation levels on these stocks were

viewed as moderate and this did  not encourage
urgency in establishing restrictions on catch. How-
ever, exploitation of oceanic redfish, in particular,
has increased in the 1990s.

The Commission took an interest in the man-
agement of Norwegian spring spawning herring,
which had an oceanic migration pattern prior to
stock collapse about 1970. Subsequent to collapse,
the stock remained restricted to Norwegian waters
(see Norway section), and the Commission's inter-
est translated into no more than annual appeals to
Norway to continue following ICES advice on stock
conservation. This situation changed drastically in
the 1990s, however, when stock recovery resulted
in a resumption of its oceanic migrations. Large
catches were taken in 1994 and 1995 in interna-
tional waters in the Norwegian Sea to the west of
the Norwegian zone (see Fig. 38) by a multinational
fleet operating without any agreed overall TAC and
sharing arrangements. Other resource management
issues involving fishing in international waters, such
as for cod in the Barents Sea loophole and mack-
erel in the Norwegian Sea loophole, could also be
perceived as coming under the purview of NEAFC.
However, management agencies have preferred to
pursue bilateral and multilateral accommodations
outside of NEAFC.

The Commission’s act iv i t ies in  re lat ion to
technical measures resulted in regulation of mesh
sizes used in fishing for capelin and blue whiting in
the regulatory area. Standardization of logbooks
was also pursued. Thus, overall, the Commission
has not had a significant role to play in management
of Northeast Atlantic resources, at least to this
juncture.

Nor thwest  At lant ic  F isher ies Organizat ion
(NAFO)

The announcements in 1976 by Canada and
USA of their intentions to extend fisheries jurisdic-
tion to 200 miles in 1977 stimulated an immediate
response by the member nations of ICNAF to adapt
to the new order. At its meeting of December 1976,
ICNAF adopted a resolution recommending fast
action to develop new institutional arrangements for
cooperation in Northwest Atlantic fishery manage-
ment. As an interim solution, amendments were
made to the ICNAF Convention which excluded
waters within national fishing limits and provided
for coastal states to receive scientific advice from
STACRES of ICNAF if they wanted it. Although these
amendments never came into effect the organiza-
tion functioned as if they had. Canada immediately
followed up the ICNAF actions with invitations to
attend a conference in Ottawa preparatory to es-
tablishment of a new convention for Northwest At-
lantic fisheries. This was held in March 1977 and
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followed by a second preparatory conference in
June and a final diplomatic conference in October.
This did not resolve all issues but a further "informal
meeting of experts" in May 1978 cleared the way
fo r  the  Convent ion  on  Fu tu re  Mu l t i l a te ra l
Cooperation in the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries to
be opened for signature on 24 October 1978.
Canada became the Depository Government for the
Convention. The Convention came into force on 1
January  1979,  hav ing by  tha t  t ime rece ived
adherence by  more  than  the  requ i red  s ix
signatories.

The inaugural meeting of the Northwest Atlan-
tic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) created under the
Convention was held in March 1979 and by the be-
ginning of 1980, when ICNAF was dissolved and
NAFO took over its full responsibilities, there were
13 members – Bulgaria, Canada, Cuba, Denmark
(on behalf of Faroe Islands), EU, GDR, Iceland, Ja-
pan, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania and USSR.
Spain although a longstanding and important par-
ticipant in the Northwest Atlantic fishery, did not join
until August, 1983. When Greenland left the EU at
the end of 1984, Denmark became the representa-
tive of Greenland, as well as Faroe Islands, in NAFO
(thus the number of members of NAFO did not
change). With the accession of Spain and Portugal
to the EU, these countries withdrew from NAFO at
the end of 1986. The GDR withdrew from NAFO at
the end of 1990 as a result of reunification with FRG,
and hence also became part of the EU. However,
membership of the organization was returned to 14
with accession of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania in
1992 following the breakup of the USSR. The Rus-
sian Federation (Russia) continued the membership
of the former USSR, also from 1992. The Republic
of Korea (South Korea) joined NAFO at the end of
1993, as did the USA at the end of 1995 and France,
on behalf of St. Pierre and Miquelon, in August 1996.
The headquar te rs  o f  the  o rgan iza t ion  i s  in
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada, as was that of
ICNAF.

Authori ty, Organizat ion and Scope . The
objective of the NAFO Convention is to contribute
through consu l ta t ion and cooperat ion to  the
optimum utilization, rational management and con-
servation of the fishery resources of the Conven-
tion Area. The Convention Area defined is equiva-
lent to ICNAF's Statistical Area, i.e. it encompasses
ICNAF’s Subareas 1–5 and also its Statistical Areas
0 and 6 (see Fig. 1). The Convention applies to all
f ishery resources in this area except cetacean
stocks managed by the International Whaling Com-
mission, salmon, tunas and marlins, and sedentary
species. That part of the Convention Area which lies
outside coastal state fishery jurisdictions is referred

to as the Regulatory Area, i.e. the area within which
NAFO has the authority to adopt regulatory mea-
sures for the fisheries. Most of the continental shelf
in the Convention Area lies within the 200 mile zones
of coastal states, but Flemish Cap and the south-
ern and eastern edges of Grand Bank lie outside
200 miles and are hence in the Regulatory Area (Fig.
55). Although these are quite small geographical
areas they support important fisheries and provide
the sole focus of NAFO regulatory attention. The
remainder of the Regulatory Area, although exten-
sive, encompasses oceanic waters in which no fish-
eries which lie within the NAFO mandate have de-
veloped to date.

The senior body within the organization is the
General Council which has the functions of super-
vising and coordinating the administration of the or-
ganization, and coordinating its external relations.
There is a Fisheries Commission charged with pro-
viding for the management and conservation of the
fishery resources of the Regulatory Area. Whereas
all Contracting Parties to the NAFO Convention are
members of the General Council, membership of the
Fisheries Commission is restricted to those who ei-
ther currently fish in the Regulatory Area or who
provide satisfactory evidence of their intention to
do so in the current or following year. There is also

Fig. 55. The NAFO Regulatory Area in the vicinity of
Grand Bank and Flemish Cap. (Depth contours
are 200 m – solid line, 1 000 m – fine dashed
line.)
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a Scientific Council responsible for providing ad-
vice to the Fisheries Commission, and to coastal
states on their request, and for promotion of scien-
tific research, and maintenance of statistics, on the
fisheries of the Convention Area. All members of the
organization belong to the Scientific Council.

The Fisheries Commission adopts proposals for
action by the domestic authorities of Commission
members. Once a Commission proposal is trans-
mitted to Contracting Parties, Commission members
have 60 days to object before the proposal becomes
binding. If an objection is received, other members
have further periods for objection. If less than half
of the members object, the proposal becomes bind-
ing at the end of these periods for those who have
not objected. If more than half the members have
objected then the remainder are not bound by the
regulation unless they themselves decide to be.

Members of NAFO, although responsible for
control of their own fleets, are required by the Con-
vention to ensure that their obligations under the
Convention are met, in particular by imposition of
adequate sanctions for violations. The Convention
also allows for adoption of international measures
of control and enforcement, and specifically, car-
ried over the ICNAF Scheme of Joint International
Enforcement.

The organization faced two serious challenges
to its authority, which fell to the General Council to
resolve. The first was non-member fishing. The 1982
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
makes quite clear the right of all states to fish on
the high seas and, as well, their obligations to co-
operate in the conservation and management of liv-
ing resources through regional fisheries organiza-
tions. Although the 1982 Convention did not enter
into force until the end of 1994, and hence did not
present a legal constraint on state behaviour until
that time (and then only to those who had acceded
to it), it at least reflected the predominant interna-
tional view of acceptable and responsible behaviour
in relation to high seas fishing. The NAFO view was
that non-members developing a fishing interest in
the Regulatory Area were to be encouraged to join
NAFO, the legally established regional management
institution, and share equitably the responsibilities
and benefits of resource management, a position
consistent with the Law of the Sea text.

The organization was immediately faced with a
non-member fishing problem when Spain refused
to sign the NAFO Convention despite having a sub-
stantial fishery presence in the Regulatory Area. The
underlying issue was that the large reductions in
TACs, particularly those of cod, imposed in the last
years of ICNAF had a particularly severe effect on

the catch allocations of Spain. The large Spanish
fleet was almost solely dependent on cod and was
composed primarily of vessels designed for salt cod
production which were not readily adaptable to al-
ternative uses. Although NAFO members were suc-
cessful in encouraging Spanish accession to the
Convention in 1983, this alleviated the problem of
non-member fishing only temporarily. As early as
1978 Canadian surveillance had reported vessels
of Spanish origin fishing under the flags of various
Central and South American states. The use of flags
of convenience increased and non-member fisher-
ies were initiated by the Republic of Korea and the
USA, particularly after 1985. (Some Korean vessels
also used flags of convenience.)  By 1990, accord-
ing to Canadian surveillance, more than 40 non-
member vessels were taking about 35% of the catch
from the Regulatory Area. Non-member fishing
clearly had reached a scale which threatened to
remove any possibility of NAFO controlling resource
exploitation in the area.

The General Council established a Standing
Committee on Fishing Activities of Non-Contracting
Parties (STACFAC) and, as a result of Committee
proposals, NAFO built on previous diplomatic ef-
forts by member governments and the Executive
Secretary by making further appeals to non-mem-
ber governments that had vessels fishing under
their flag in the NAFO Area. A decision by the Ko-
rean government to withdraw Korean-licensed ves-
sels from the NAFO Area in 1993, and to join NAFO,
was a notable success for the diplomatic represen-
ta t ions o f  member  governments ,  par t icu lar ly
Canada, and of NAFO. Little could be achieved re-
garding flags of convenience, however, as vessels
de-registered by one state as a result of NAFO pleas
easily found other states ready to provide the reg-
istry they required. There was, in fact, little scope
for NAFO to deal effectively with the problem. In
May 1994 the Canadian government passed amend-
ments to its domestic legislation which empowered
Canadian authorities to unilaterally enforce NAFO
regulations for transboundary stocks in international
waters. This resulted in immediate withdrawal of
non-member vessels which were f ishing trans-
boundary resources on the Grand Bank, although
the retreat was no further than to Flemish Cap to
fish stocks which are fully outside of Canadian ju-
risdiction. However, hope for a fuller and longer term
solution lies with implementation of the United Na-
tions agreement on Straddling and Highly Migra-
tory Fish Stocks, opened for signature in Decem-
ber 1995.

The General Council was faced, secondly, with
an internal crisis which was an equal or even more
serious challenge to its authority. Coincident with
accession of Spain and Portugal to the EU, the EU
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d isputed the  F isher ies  Commiss ion  v iew o f
"optimum utilization" (see below) and, beginning
with TAC and allocation proposals for 1986, system-
atically objected to most Fisheries Commission de-
cisions. The EU established much higher allocations
for NAFO regulated stocks, through its own domes-
tic regulations, than those proposed for it by the
Fisheries Commission. The General Council recog-
nized that this blanket use of the objection proce-
dure was emasculating the organization but  proved
impotent in dealing with the issue. A Canada–EU
fisheries agreement, reached at the end of 1992,
included a commitment by the EU to respect all
NAFO decisions. This brought at least a respite from
this particularly debilitating confrontation.

The scope of the organization's authority to
regulate fisheries in the Regulatory Area, the re-
sponsibility of the Fisheries Commission, is not con-
strained by any definition of optimum utilization, or
any list of acceptable regulatory measures, embod-
ied in the Convention. It is, however, obliged by the
Convention to seek consistency with regulatory
measures taken by a coastal state, where there are
biological relationships between stocks fished in
coastal state and Regulatory Area waters. In prac-
tical terms this constraint has applied to stocks for
which exploitable concentrations occur on both
sides of the Canadian 200 mile limit on Grand Bank.
Flemish Cap stocks of cod, redfish and American
plaice are recognized as lying entirely within the
Regulatory Area. Informal consultations between
Canada and ICNAF members in 1978 established
a list of seven stocks of shared interest – Grand
Bank cod (Div. 3NO), eastern Grand Bank redfish
(Div. 3LN), Grand Bank American plaice (Div.
3LNO), yellowtail flounder (Div. 3LNO) and witch
flounder (Div. 3NO),  Grand Bank capelin (then Div.
3LNO) and Illex squid (Subareas 3 and 4). The Fish-
eries Commission of NAFO inherited this list when
it took up its responsibilities in 1980. This list of
overlapping stocks was modified in 1982 when
Canada proposed, and the Fisheries Commission
agreed, to separate the management of capelin on
the northern Grand Bank  (Div. 3L) from those on
the southern Grand Bank (Div. 3NO), as accumu-
lated scientific evidence indicated that these were
different stocks. Capelin on the southern Grand
Bank continued to be recognized as a shared stock
but the northern Grand Bank capelin was accepted
as Canadian.

The most serious dispute about the l ist of
shared stocks occurred in 1985 when the EU chal-
lenged Canadian authority to manage autonomously
the Labrador–East Newfoundland cod (Div. 2J3KL),
Greenland halibut (SA2 + Div. 3KL), roundnose
grenadier (SA2+3) and northern Grand Bank (Div.
3L) capelin, and proposed that all be considered

overlapping (shared) stocks. Earlier in 1985, EU
vessels had found concentrations of cod in Div. 3L
outside the Canadian zone and caught substantial
amounts, evidence that cod of the Labrador–East
Newfoundland management uni t  had a t rans-
boundary distribution. The Scientific Council was
asked for  advice on the distr ibut ion of  these
resources and its report indicated that a small pro-
portion of all these stocks occurred in the Regula-
tory Area. Canada opposed any change in the list,
but nonetheless recognized a practical threat to its
interests in Labrador–East Newfoundland cod, the
most important stock in the Canadian zone, and the
only one of the four for which there was a signifi-
cant catch, at that time, in the Regulatory Area.
Canada argued that the proportion of cod from the
Labrador–East Newfoundland management unit that
occurred in international waters was so small (esti-
mated at 3–5%) as not to warrant designation of
Labrador–East Newfoundland cod as an interna-
tional stock. Also, the stock was already fully ex-
ploited in the Canadian zone. Canada therefore pro-
posed a moratorium on cod fishing in the Regula-
tory Area portion of Div. 3L for 1986. This was
agreed to by the Commission but the EU objected
and unilaterally established an EU allocation of Div.
3L cod under domestic regulation. This situation
persisted until 1992 when, after Canada had an-
nounced a moratorium on all fishing for Labrador–
East Newfoundland cod in the Canadian zone in
1992 and 1993 (subsequently extended indefinitely)
in recognition of its greatly reduced abundance, the
EU agreed with the Fisheries Commission proposal
for a moratorium in the Regulatory Area part of Div.
3L for 1993. This agreement came at a time when
Canada and the EU were finalizing a bilateral fish-
eries agreement which provided for EU access to a
portion of the Labrador–East Newfoundland cod
catch after the moratorium ended and to any sur-
plus catches from other Canadian stocks. While this
provided for control of catches from this cod stock,
the development of substantial new fisheries in the
Regulatory Area by the EU from 1990, particularly
for Greenland halibut but with substantial inciden-
tal catches of grenadiers, reopened the jurisdic-
tional question for these species.

Agreement on the list of shared stocks was, of
course ,  on ly  a  precursor  to  ach ievement  o f
"consistency" in regulatory measures between
NAFO’s Regulatory Area and the Canadian zone.
The ICNAF Commission had accepted a revision of
its exploitation strategy from Fmax to F0.1 in 1976 (see
ICNAF Section) and, in 1977–79, the scientif ic
advice on TAC levels provided by STACRES to the
Commission for groundfish stocks used F0.1, or
equivalent, as the general reference point. Annual
requests for advice originated from the Canadian
government. These Canadian requests included not
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only stocks which lay entirely within the Canadian
zone and those which overlapped the 200 mile
boundary but also Flemish Cap stocks. When the
NAFO Scientific Council and Fisheries Commission
took over advisory and management responsibilities
from ICNAF in 1980, the ICNAF practice continued,
and thus NAFO accepted F0.1,  de facto, as its
genera l  management  s t ra tegy.  Th is  met  the
requirement for consistency in exploitation strategy
with that in the adjacent Canadian zone.

The above approach was seriously challenged
by the EU from 1985. The EU viewed past practice
as Canada imposing its national management strat-
egy on the international fisheries of the Regulatory
Area. The EU preferred Fmax as a management ap-
proach to meet the socio-economic needs of its
fleet. With regard to TACs for 1986 and subsequent
years the EU systematically objected to those for
which the Scientific Council did not provide options
from which to choose and to these for which the
Fisheries Commission had not selected the Fmax
option when the EU considered it feasible to do so.

The Fisheries Commission, in 1985, initiated its
own requests for advice from the Scientific Council
for management of Regulatory Area and overlap-
ping stocks in 1987, and subsequent years, at the
instigation of the EU. These annual requests had
"the concurrence of the Coastal State" and hence
were joint requests by the Fisheries Commission and
Canada to the Scientific Council. The requests
asked for TAC options at exploitation rates corre-
sponding to the then current level of F, F0.1 and Fmax.
Although the Scientific Council strived to meet these
requests, data deficiencies prevented elaboration
of options for many of the stocks, i.e. recommen-
dations could be made on precautionary catch lev-
els only, thus providing the EU with continued
grounds for objection. In any case, the EU faced
implacable opposition from Canada to any move
away from an F0.1 strategy, particularly for overlap-
ping stocks, thus preventing the Fisheries Commis-
sion from adopting TACs at the Fmax level and pro-
viding further grounds for EU objection to virtually
all Fishery Commission TAC and allocation propos-
als.

The sharp EU dissent with NAFO's F0.1 manage-
ment strategy for groundfish coincided with acces-
sion of Spain and Portugal to the EU. These acces-
sions presented the EU with the difficult task of ac-
commodating a very large expansion in the EU fleet,
and provided motivation for its actions. By the early-
1990s, the discrepancy between NAFO allocations
and unilateral allocations for the EU had narrowed
but nonetheless were still important in 1992. No
progress was made in devising agreement on an
appropr iate NAFO management st rategy wi th

regard to groundfish exploitation over the period
1985 to 1992 and this disagreement contributed sig-
nificantly to NAFO's loss of control over resource
exploitation during this period. In the 1992 Canada–
EU fisheries agreement referred to above, the par-
ties agreed to support adoption by NAFO of regu-
lations in conformity with Article XI of the Conven-
tion; that requiring that the Fisheries Commission
"seek to ensure consistency" with coastal state mea-
sures for overlapping stocks. Coincidentally, the
debate on strategy moved from the merits of F0.1
and Fmax to the need to maximize protection of col-
lapsing stocks. There was agreement on that, and
no directed fisheries for transboundary stocks of
cod, American plaice, yellowtail and witch flounder
on the Grand Banks were allowed in 1994 and sub-
sequent years. This has deferred the question of
the appropriate exploitation strategy for these
stocks when they recover to more productive lev-
els.

The NAFO management strategy for capelin, the
only commercially exploited pelagic species in the
Regulatory Area, differed from that for groundfish.
Under ICNAF, capelin TACs were precautionary and
were fixed at arbitrary levels for the period 1976–
78. For 1979, STACRES of ICNAF adopted an arbi-
trary exploitation rate for capelin of 10% because
recruitment at that time was low and STACRES
thought exploitation rate should be kept low to pro-
tect the spawning stock biomass. However, in the
case of the capelin which spawned on the south-
ern Grand Bank the spawning stock was so low that
complete closure of Div. 3NO to capelin fishing was
advised. These proposals were accepted by the
ICNAF Commission in its last year of operation and
hence were inherited by NAFO. However, when
southern Grand Bank capelin recovered enough to
allow a small commercial fishery in 1987 the NAFO
Scientific Council adopted the even more conser-
vative strategy of a 5% exploitation rate. No pro-
jections of spawning stock size to the fishery year
were possible, so the Scientific Council used the
stock biomass observed in acoustic surveys, aver-
aged over several years, as a basis for calculating
TAC levels corresponding to the target exploitation
rate. The 5% rate was maintained for the 1988 fish-
ery but the Scientific Council reverted to 10% for
the 1989 fishery as it became more confident of
stock recovery. The Fishery Commission accepted
the Scientific Council proposed exploitation rate
strategy although not all members were satisfied
with it and the Scientific Council was asked to re-
consider the 10% in relation to the NAFO objective
of optimum utilization, and in particular to consider
adoption of a minimum spawning biomass target.
The Scientific Council re-affirmed in 1991 the im-
portance of retaining a conservative exploitation
rate strategy. Although recruitment was at that point
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better than when the 10% exploitation rate was origi-
nally adopted, it was recommended that this target
be retained for other reasons, in particular because
capelin is an important prey for cod and also to
compensate for the high level of imprecision in es-
timates of spawning stock size. This did not satisfy
the Fisheries Commission because it again asked
the Scientific Council to evaluate a minimum spawn-
ing biomass strategy and, in addition, a 20% ex-
ploitation rate. This debate was effectively deferred
by a Scientific Council recommendation for fishery
closure in 1993 and acceptance of this by the Fish-
ery Commission, but indicates that there remains
some uncertainty in NAFO on the appropriate man-
agement strategy for capelin.

Consistency in technical measures between the
Regulatory Area and Canadian zone proved as dif-
ficult to maintain as consistency in exploitation level
strategy, but this was very much a secondary is-
sue. Inconsistency arose in 1982 when Canada dis-
pensed with differentials based on netting material,
and proposals that the Commission follow suit were
rejected.

The Scientific Council is a coordinating body
and, as was the case with ICNAF, all actual data
collection and research is conducted by the domes-
tic agencies of Contracting Parties. However, the
Scientific Council identified many deficiencies in the
statistical and research support provided by Con-
tracting Parties and the Council members appar-
ently carried insufficient authority with their home
governments to correct the situation. As a result, a
number of attempts were made, through the Fisher-
ies Commission, to extend NAFO's authority in the
scientific area. The first initiative was for a scien-
tific observer program on commercial vessels fish-
ing in the Regulatory Area. Proposed by Canada in
1979, and adopted by the Commission, the scheme
was implemented in 1980. However, the implemen-
tation was through bilateral agreements, extensive
coverage was not achieved (maximum of 218 ob-
server days in 1980), and the scheme faded away
in the late-1980s. A NAFO Annual Scientific Pro-
gram, under which Contracting Parties would be
bound to conduct the required scientific work, was
proposed in the late-1980s but came to no more
than members being urged to meet their commit-
ments. In 1992, establishment of a special NAFO
scientific research fund was proposed, studied, but
not implemented. Thus, NAFO has been unable to
extend its authority over scientific data collection
and research beyond that of ICNAF.

Regulatory Actions. The TAC and Contracting
Party allocation scheme of ICNAF was carried over
to NAFO as the preferred method of controlling
exploitation level. Trawl regulations of ICNAF were

also inherited by NAFO, but none of the ICNAF
minimum fish size restrictions or its area/season
closures applied to the NAFO Regulatory Area. The
Subarea 3  t rawl  regu la t ions  appl ied to  cod,
haddock, pollock, white hake, redfish and five
species of flatfish, although redfish in Div. 3NOP
were exempted. The minimum mesh size was 130
mm manila equivalent with a differential of 120 mm
for hemp, polyamide and polyester netting and of
110 mm for seine nets. Canada dispensed with dif-
ferentials in domestic regulation in 1982 but the
Fisheries Commission saw no need for change at
that time. However, from 1989, increasing evidence
that significant quantities of small American plaice
and yellowtail flounder were being caught, followed
by similar reports of the capture of small cod, pro-
duced a change in view. In 1992, regulations were
put into effect restricting the size of fish which could
be retained on board to 41 cm fork length and above
for cod and 25 cm total length and above for Ameri-
can plaice and yellowtail flounder. In addition, a
minimum size for Greenland halibut of 30 cm was
adopted at the September 1995 Annual Meeting.
Also in 1992, mesh size regulations were revised to
include all groundfish species and differentials were
dispensed with, the latter taking effect 1 June 1994
(with an exception until January 1997 that nets con-
structed of the polyamides caprolan, dederon and
kapron could continue to be of 120 mm mesh size,
i.e. materials used by states which were former re-
publics of the USSR). Furthermore, from 1994 the
Grand Bank was established as a large-mesh-only
zone, preventing the development of a shrimp fish-
ery there. A shrimp fishery had already developed
on Flemish Cap in 1993 and, in that area, use of a
separator grate in the trawl codend was made man-
datory in order to reduce finfish by-catches, par-
ticularly of redfish.

Surveillance and Compliance. The NAFO
Convention specifically required that the ICNAF
scheme of  jo int  in ternat ional  enforcement be
maintained in force and makes provision for new
measures of control and enforcement within the
Regulatory Area to ensure the application of the
Convention and implementation of measures in
force under it. The Convention also requires Con-
tracting Parties to take such action as is necessary
to make effective the provisions of the Convention,
including the imposition of adequate sanctions for
violations. The NAFO Fisheries Commission ap-
proved a NAFO Scheme of Joint International En-
forcement in 1981 which was a rewording of the
ICNAF scheme to take account of the change in cir-
cumstances but was without change in substance.

Canada was the only active participant in the
Joint Enforcement Scheme of ICNAF in the Grand
Bank – Flemish Cap area, carrying out regular air
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and surface vessel surveillance and boardings for
inspection purposes. At the beginning of NAFO,
Canada proposed some equitable sharing of the
enforcement burden. In response, the USSR put an
inspection vessel in the Regulatory Area in 1980 and
subsequent years. Other Contracting Parties agreed
in principle but failed to establish a continuing in-
spection presence in the Area.

Aircraf t  over f l ights,  combined wi th at-sea
boardings, provided Canadian surveillance authori-
ties with sufficient information to detect gross vio-
lations of catch allocations on a fleet basis. Imme-
diately after extension of jurisdiction in 1977, Ca-
nadian surveillance detected a dramatic increase
in fishing activity adjacent to the Canadian zone in
Div. 3M. In the last years of ICNAF, 1977–79, sur-
veillance provided strong evidence of overfishing
of ICNAF catch allocations, particularly by Spain
and Portugal. Canadian surveillance also detected
the first Spanish vessels f ishing under Central
American flags of convenience from 1978. Spain did
not joint NAFO immediately and thus, in 1980–83,
was not bound by NAFO catch restrictions, but
Spain did indicate that it would abide by most other
NAFO regulations. However, Canadian surveillance
continued to record Spanish fishing practices which
were contrary to NAFO requirements such as un-
der-recording of catches (by more than half) and
utilization of small mesh trawls, and also established
that there was a continued lack of control of Portu-
guese fleet catches, which greatly exceeded NAFO
allocations in a number of cases.

Accession of Spain and Portugal to the EU in
1986 brought the EU into the longstanding and es-
calating dispute between Canada and Spain. The
EU immediately took up with the Fisheries Commis-
sion the charges made by Spain against Canada,
the primary of which were that the disproportionate
attention given to the Spanish fleet by Canadian sur-
veillance amounted to harassment, and that Canada
was abusing the provisions of the Joint Enforcement
Scheme. The EU proposed in 1986 that the Fisher-
ies Commission replace i ts Joint Enforcement
Scheme by one which was impartial, objective and
effective and, to provide incentive, announced its
withdrawal from the existing scheme by July 1987.
The Commission responded positively and a revised
scheme, renamed the Scheme of Joint International
Inspection (rather than Enforcement), came into
effect in mid-1988. The new scheme added some
notification procedures, restricted to some degree
the information inspectors could gather, and re-
quired inspections, as far as possible, to reflect the
ratio of fishing activity of fleets, but it was not fun-
damentally different from the previous scheme. This
process nonetheless contributed to an improvement
in Regulatory Area surveillance. The EU withdrawal

from the joint scheme in mid-1987 was accompa-
nied by a commitment to have in place a corre-
sponding unilateral scheme. European Union in-
spectors conducted inspections from two commer-
cial vessels for the balance of 1987 and the EU had
an inspection vessel deployed in the Regulatory
Area prior to joining the new NAFO scheme in mid-
1988. Thereafter deployment of EU inspection ves-
sels in support of the scheme became routine.

The Fisheries Commission was presented with
evidence at its September 1990 meeting which
made perfectly clear that its regulatory efforts were
largely futile as a result of uncontrolled fishing. The
chairman of the Scientific Council gave estimates
of catches of Flemish Cap cod of 40 000 tons per
year in 1988–90, years in which the TAC had been
set at zero with agreement of all Commission mem-
bers. The increased surveillance by Canada, EU
and USSR, joined by a Faroese inspection vessel
in 1989, left no grounds for doubt as to the exist-
ence and scale of the organization's problems. The
Commission set about to improve the Inspection
Scheme and a number of measures were imple-
mented at the beginning of 1992. A hail system,
whereby vessels reported entering and leaving
management zones, was perhaps of most immedi-
ate importance. However, a pilot NAFO Observer
Scheme was also agreed upon for the period Janu-
ary 1993–June 1994 to "monitor a vessel's compli-
ance with NAFO Conservation and Enforcement
measures". This Observer Scheme was init ially
weak, as it was not tied in with the Inspection
Scheme, there was no requirement to collect sci-
entific data, and  Contracting Parties were to have
their own observers on their own vessels and they
alone were to receive observer reports. Further-
more, only Contracting Parties expecting to fish in
the Regulatory Area for more than 300 days in 1993
were obliged to have observer coverage, and then
only at a 10% level. The pilot scheme was extended
through 1995, however, and for 1996 there was
agreement for 100% coverage, observer reporting
of infringements to a NAFO inspection vessel within
24 hours, and availability of observer reports to all
parties within 30 days of completion of assignment.
Proposals for implementation of an electronic ves-
sel tracking system  remain under study.

The failure of NAFO to establish control over ex-
ploitation of Regulatory Area stocks has three ele-
ments – non-member fishing, unilateral establish-
ment of allocations by Contracting Parties, and il-
legal over-running of allocations and disregard for
other regulations by Contracting Parties. The NAFO
surveillance and enforcement measures, can ad-
dress directly only the last issue of regulatory vio-
lations by Contracting Parties. Whether the present
round o f  improvements  makes  the  scheme
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sufficiently strong to result in deterrence, rather than
simply detection, of illegal behaviour remains to be
seen, al though adoption of a strong observer
program is particularly encouraging. However, the
other issues require diplomatic solutions and the
wi l l  to  so lve  the  prob lem on the  par t  o f  the
Contracting Parties.

Resource Trends. As an organization, NAFO
accepted a management strategy of fishing at F0.1
as an adequate definition of its objective of optimum
resource utilization. This provided for consistency
wi th  the  Canad ian  management  reg ime fo r
transboundary stocks, thus meeting Convention
obligations. However, the organization faced a
number of serious regulatory control problems, and
catches for groundfish stocks generally exceeded
the levels advised by the Scientif ic Council as
corresponding to an F0.1 strategy. These problems
wou ld  seem to  prec lude any  poss ib i l i t y  o f
management success. Nonetheless, for Grand Bank
cod, NAFO appeared to be successful in the early-
1980s in maintaining a moderate exploitation level,
thus bringing about some stock recovery (Fig. 56).
Fishing mortality in 1979–88 averaged about F 0.1,
well below the 1967–76 level of more than twice
Fmax, according to available estimates. However,
after the mid-1980s the stock trend reversed, fishing
mortality increased and there were reports of an
increased dependence on smal l  f i sh .  Trans-
boundary flatfish stocks, the next most important
groundfish stocks on Grand Bank, showed similar
trends. There are so few data for Flemish Cap stocks
that trends cannot be described but there can be
no doubt that cod was extremely heavily exploited
throughout the NAFO period. The general similarity
in trends between the Grand Bank groundfish stocks
and those entirely within the adjacent Canadian
zone suggests  that  there was an under ly ing
environmental influence, the adverse effects of
which reduced recruitment in the period from the
mid-1980s and which in turn reversed the improve-
ments in stock status that occurred after the mid-
1970s. However, for all groundfish stocks that are
fished in the NAFO Regulatory Area, inadequate
data on the level and composition of catches make
the estimates of the effects of fishing on these
stocks particularly uncertain.

For the only NAFO pelagic stock, capelin, the
exploitation rate target was established by the Sci-
entific Council at an arbitrary rate of 10%, although
for most of the NAFO period, the recommended
exploitation rate was actually zero because of the
low stock size (Fig. 57). This conservative approach
reflected the importance of capelin as a forage fish
for other species but also the high level of uncer-
tainty in prognosis of potential yields. On those
occas ions  when a  f i shery  was  per mi t ted ,

Fig. 57. NAFO capelin:  catches and stock biomass.

Fig. 56. NAFO cod:  trends in stock parameters.

the exploitation rate appears to have been well
below 10%. Thus, in this case the fishery was
prosecuted in  a  manner  cons is ten t  w i th  the
organization's strategy.





Discussion and Conclusions

The section on fishery management in national
fishing zones described the actions of regulatory
authorities to control fishing activities within the
zones created by jurisdictional extensions to 200
miles, their philosophical underpinnings in terms of
objectives and strategies, and the changes in
stocks and catches which occurred as a result, or
in spite of, these actions. The same was then done
for the international commissions in regard to high
seas f isheries in the post-200 mile era. In the
present section, these post-200 mile regimes are
compared to each other. The comparisons are
organized in a similar way to the accounts of
individual management regimes. Firstly, the institu-
t ional  f rameworks for  managing f isher ies are
compared, followed by comparisons of manage-
ment objectives and of harvesting strategies and
tactics. Enforcement and compliance are then dis-
cussed, although information is scant and compari-
son of compliance levels is not possible. Finally, the
differences in exploitation level brought about for
the stocks of the primary species under the new
jurisdictional regimes, compared to the previous
international commission era, are summarized.

Institutions

There are substantial variations among manage-
ment regimes in their institutional framework for
devising and implementing fishery regulation pro-
grams. These differences could influence the pros-
pect for management efforts to have a satisfactory
result. The most common North Atlantic institutional
model is that where authority for marine fishery man-
agement rests with a ministry of the national gov-
ernment, which then supports a scientific research
agency to generate the biological information nec-
essary for decision making, an enforcement agency
to ensure implementation of, and compliance with,
decisions, and an advisory body of clients which
provides domestic fishermen and other interested
parties with the opportunity to participate in the
decision making process.

When international commissions had authority
to propose regulations for coastal fisheries, these
commissions made provision for the review and
synthesis of scientific results from national labora-
tories so that all commission members had the ben-
efit of the same advice arrived at by scientific con-
sensus. In the Northeast Atlantic ICES served that
purpose and in the Northwest Atlantic ICNAF had
its own Standing Committee on Research and Sta-
tistics as well as committees of Scientific Advisors
to each of its Panels. It is difficult to envision how

these commissions could have functioned if each
delegation had a separate view of the status of the
resources. The commissions were dependent on
member governments to implement proposed regu-
lations through domestic laws and to enforce them
on their own fleets, although the commissions also
achieved some success in implementing joint in-
spection schemes to improve regulatory compli-
ance. The implementation of 200 mile limits required
new international commissions but these retained
the same institutional model as their predecessors
(although in the case of the new NEAFC no interna-
tional inspection scheme has yet been required as
it has generated almost no regulations). Scientific
advice is provided to the new NEAFC by ICES, as it
was to its predecessor. In NAFO, a Scientific Coun-
cil is supported to provide the Fisheries Commis-
sion with the advice required.

In the post-200 mile regime the institutional ar-
rangements for management of domestic fisheries
were close to the standard model in Canada, Faroe
Islands, Iceland, Norway and, from 1985, also
Greenland. Centralized decision making resides in
the hands of the government Minister responsible
for fisheries who maintains consultative mechanisms
to gather the views of  clients. The EU and USA sys-
tems were quite different.

The power to adopt new fishery conservation
measures has lain with the EU, rather than its mem-
bers, from 1979. Thus, it is the EU that has the au-
thority to function as a coastal state with regard to
fisheries (Churchill, 1987b). Decision making au-
thority lies with the EU Council which is composed
of member governments represented at ministerial
level. Thus, fisheries policies and regulations are
compromises between the sometimes disparate in-
terests of EU member governments, as determined
by a voting procedure. The EU administrative arm,
the Commission, is responsible for initiating legis-
lation whereas the input of the fishing industry is
largely channelled through member governments
and then through ministers to the Council.

The USA management system is formalized in
federal law which gives power to regional councils
to develop regulatory plans. The bulk of the coun-
cil members are individuals who are knowledgeable
or experienced in fishery management or fishing,
while the remainder are state and federal officials.
The councils are required to conduct public hear-
ings to ensure that all interested persons have an
opportunity to be heard. The role of the federal gov-
ernment, through the Secretary of Commerce, is to
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review council plans against the national standards
for conservation and management and other legal
provisions and either approve them or return them
to the council for amendment. The Secretary of
Commerce also has various emergency powers to
directly implement plans. Prior to implementation,
the Secretary is also required to receive comments
on the proposed plans and also has the authority
to call hearings on them. The USA system thus gives
actual participants in the fishing industry a strong, even
predominant, influence on management planning.

The EU and USA decision making systems thus
differ from those regimes which conform to the
"standard model" both in the distribution of deci-
sion making power and in the complexity of the
mechanisms used for arriving at a decision. There-
fore, not only is the nature of decisions affected, so
too is  the abi l i ty  to  make decis ions and the
timeframes within which they can be made.

The distribution of enforcement and scientific
authorities are also pertinent to regulatory effective-
ness. In the countries conforming to the standard
model the central agency responsible for fisheries
supports an enforcement force, although in all cases
these receive some degree of logistical or other
support from the armed forces or coast guard. In
the EU case, enforcement authority resides with
member states and the agency responsible for fish-
ery management, the EU Commission, can only in-
fluence enforcement indirectly by evaluating mem-
ber state enforcement and encouraging improve-
ments. Enforcement responsibility in the USA lies
with federal authorities and is shared by the Secre-
tary of Commerce and the Secretary of Transporta-
tion, who is responsible for the Coast Guard which
does essentially all at sea enforcement. There is no
a priori reason why any of these arrangements can-
not result in effective enforcement of fishery regu-
lations. Nonetheless, there is a greater scope for
imbalance between the regulatory aspirations of a
management agency and its ability to ensure that
its regulations are respected if there is a weak con-
nection between regulators and enforcers. The USA
system would appear weakest in this regard. Not
only do those determining management plans, i.e.
the Regional Councils, have little or no influence
over the capabilities of the agencies responsible
for enforcement, much of the enforcement authority
resides in a government department other than that
responsible for fisheries management. The connec-
tions in the EU system are also tenuous and enforce-
ment efforts are viewed as unsatisfactory by the EU
Commission. According to Holden (1994) many
member states, while guarding their authority for
enforcement, demonstrate a lack of political com-
mitment to effective control of fishing. In the other
(standard model) cases there is also variation in the
degree to which enforcement capability resides

under the contro l  of  the f ishery management
agency. At one end of the scale, the Canadian De-
partment of Fisheries and Oceans maintains a sub-
stantial fleet of dedicated enforcement vessels and
contracts commercially for overflight and observer
services. Thus armed forces support is not central
to enforcement efforts although utilized on occasion.
In contrast, Norwegian at-sea surveillance is the
responsibility of the Coastal Surveillance Service
which is part of the Military High Command. There
is greater opportunity to tailor management aspira-
tions to enforcement capabilities or, conversely, to
expand enforcement activities to meet management
needs, when regulators and enforcers are part of
the same management agency. It is, nonetheless,
only an opportunity, not necessarily a consequence.

The national scientific laboratories which con-
ducted the research on fish stock dynamics and the
effects of fishing continued after the extensions of
jurisdiction much as before. The EU did not set-up
its own research capability, depending on the al-
ready well established national laboratories of mem-
ber states. The primary changes came in the way
scientific results were evaluated and how advice on
management options was developed and delivered
to regulatory authorities. Years of experience in pro-
viding scientific advice to the international commis-
sions convinced scientists of the importance of a
committee structure for peer review of research re-
sults and the development of a consensus on stock
status and yield prospects. This provided a sound
mechanism for quality control, a way to develop and
use consistent methods in the application of scien-
tific theory and biological knowledge to practical
fisheries problems, and a vehicle for documenta-
tion of the scientific basis for management which
made results available for public scrutiny.

In the Northeast Atlantic, ICES, which functions
under its own international convention, was not af-
fected directly by jurisdictional changes. All re-
gional management agencies saw virtue in continu-
ing to use ICES as the vehicle for generating scien-
tific advice for stock management after jurisdictional
extensions. Management responsibility for many
Northeast Atlantic stocks continued to be shared,
of course, and ICES advice provided a common
scientific footing  on which regulatory agreements
between the interested parties could be based.
However, ICES advice continued to be sought even
for resources entirely within the jurisdiction of each
management authority. Indeed, Iceland, which had
withdrawn their cod and haddock stocks from ICES
consideration at the time of the cod wars, returned
there for advice on cod in the early-1990s. The EU
main ta ins  i t s  own Sc ien t i f i c ,  Techn ica l  and
Economic Committee for Fisheries but this builds
on advice received from ICES and does not serve
as an alternative to it.
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In the Northwest Atlantic, scientific advice was
provided by a standing committee of the ICNAF
Commission, and this disappeared along with
ICNAF as a whole to be replaced by the Scientific
Council of NAFO. In addition to its obligation to
provide the NAFO Fisheries Commission with all
necesary scientific advice, the Scientific Council
was given the authority to provide scientific advisory
services to coastal states on their request. However,
as the USA chose not to join NAFO (until 1995) these
services were not available to it, whether it wanted
them or not. They were available to Canada and
were used quite extensively in the initial years when
there was a strong foreign presence in a variety of
domestic fisheries. Over time however, usage was
reduced to advice for straddling stocks and a very
few domestic stocks which were still fished almost
exclusively by foreign fleets.

On extension of jurisdiction many stocks in the
new Canadian zone were reserved for exploitation
by domestic fishermen only and it was decided to
establish a domestic science advisory committee,
CAFSAC, to assess these stocks and also to pro-
vide an advisory vehicle for all other aquatic re-
sources along Canada's Atlantic coast. I t  was
thought that CAFSAC, which was allowed to func-
tion with a great deal of autonomy, provided a more
effective vehicle for scientific review of these re-
sources than did the NAFO Scientific Council which
could not attract the broad scientific participation
previously enjoyed by STACRES of ICNAF. However,
the decline in groundfish resources in the late-1980s
and early-1990s brought CAFSAC under severe
criticism, and it was disbanded by the Minister of
Fisheries in 1992, and subsequently replaced by
stock assessment reviews within regional laborato-
ries organized by science managers, an approach
which leaves some doubt about the ability of Cana-
dian scientists to provide the same standard of ad-
visory services as previously.

Each of the USA regional councils is required
by law to maintain a scientific and statistical com-
mittee to provide scientific information for manage-
ment plan development. However, that of the New
England Regional Council did not function effec-
tively and scientists of the Northeast Fisheries
Science Center of the National Marine Fisheries
Service felt it necessary to establish their own
scientif ic review (Stock Assessment Workshop)
system, star t ing in 1985, which became more
broadly sponsored and developed into a Stock
Assessment Review Committee which embodies
many of the features of the now defunct Canadian
CAFSAC. Despite the use of domestic, rather than
international, scientific advisory mechanisms by

Canada and the USA, both countries are members
of ICES and participate fully in the functions of that
organization. Thus, there is a continuous flow of
information among the fishery scientists in the North
Atlantic and a conformity of standards and procedures.

Domestic and international science advisory
agencies have their own strengths and weaknesses,
but both can function effectively if they retain their
freedom to conduct an open system of peer review
and to document publicly the results of their work.
Fortunately, these safeguards for collective scien-
tific objectivity are generally (if not universally) ap-
preciated within fisheries bureaucracies.

The fact that it is only natural scientists who
maintain such elaborate mechanisms to monitor
fisheries and fish stocks and to deliver their end
product, scientific advice, to management agencies
is a reflection of the predominance of fish stock
conservation considerations in fishery management.
There appear to be no comparable institutions,
ma in ta ined by  soc ia l  sc ien t i s ts ,  d i rec ted to
promoting the economic and social well-being of
the fishing industry. Nor do the  scientific institutions
described above generally include economic and
social research within their mandate, although the
USA regional counci l  scient i f ic and stat ist ical
committees do have scope to provide economic and
social as well as biological information. Also, in
1992, new EU legislation broadened the scope of
its advisory committee to include economics, and
yet more recently, ICES began to invite economists
and sociologists to its annual meetings. The general
lack o f  research coord inat ion  and adv isory
mechanisms in the economic and social fields does
not mean of  course,  that  data col lect ion and
analysis are not going on within government and
other institutions and that the results are not entering
into the decision making process. It does indicate,
however,  tha t  th is  i s  no t  happen ing in  any
systematic, organized and consistent way.

Objectives

Other than the statements of purpose of inter-
national commissions which are contained in their
respective conventions, official statements concern-
ing the objectives of fisheries policy were found for
the Canadian, EU, Norwegian and USA manage-
ment  reg imes (Tab le  1 ) .  For  Faroe  Is lands ,
Greenland and Iceland it was necessary to depend
on personal communications from government
sources and on the conclusions of previous authors,
who imputed objectives based on government ac-
tions, to reach conclusions about governmental
aspirations.
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TABLE 1. Objectives of the fisheries management policies of each management regime as stated in international conventions
or policy statements of domestic governments when available, or as interpreted in secondary sources (see main
text) when official documentation was not available.

Management
 Regime Objectives of Fisheries Policy Notes

old NEAFC to ensure the conservation of the fish stocks and the rational As stated in its convention.
exploitation of the fisheries

ICNAF investigation, protection and conservation of the fisheries... As stated in its convention.
in order to make possible the maintenance of a maximum sustained
catch (modified December 1971 to: achieve the optimum utilization,
defined on the basis of scientific investigations and economic and
technical considerations)

Canada 1) best use, as defined by the sum of net social benefits derived Published statement of
from the fisheries and the industries linked to them (also defined Government, 1976.
in 10 "operational goals" and 20 "precise objectives")

2) 1. economic viability of the fishing industry on an ongoing basis Task Force report accepted
2. maximization of employment at reasonable income levels, and by Government, 1982.
3. Canadianization of the fishery within the 200 mile zone.

European 1) to ensure the protection of fishing grounds, the conservation of the Preamble to EU Council
Union biological resources of the sea and their balanced exploitation on a legislation on conservation

lasting basis and in appropriate economic and social conditions policy, 1983.

2) as concerns the exploitation activities the general objectives of the Preamble to EU Council
common fisheries policy shall be to protect and conserve available and legislation on conservation
accessible living marine aquatic resources, and to provide for rational policy, 1992.
and responsible exploitation on a sustainable basis, in appropriate
economic and social conditions for the sector, taking account of its
implications for the marine ecosystem, and in particular taking account
of the needs of both producers and consumers

Faroe Islands satisfactory economic performance of the industry According to officials of the
Directorate for Fisheries.

Greenland to use fisheries as the primary vehicle for economic development According to non-government
sources.

Iceland –  conservation of the fish stocks According to non-government
–  restoration of normal profitability in the industry sources for the groundfish
–  maintenance, as far as possible, of the current regional and personal fishery, but could apply to all
      distribution of benefits, and fisheries.  No formal state-
–  increase of economic rents ments of Government policy

have been issued but the
present interpretation has
been confirmed in general by
Government officials.

Norway 1) 1. maintain the main features of coastal settlement Government policy as report-
2. protect and maintain the fish stocks to Parliament, 1977.
3. ensure safe and profitable employment in the fishery industry

2) 1. improve the real profitability of the fishery, i.e. profitability Revised Government policy
after deduction of state subsidies as reported to Parliament

2–4. Same as 1–3 above 1983.

USA conservation and management measures shall prevent overfishing As specified in the Fishery
while achieving, on a continuing basis, the optimum yield from Conservation and Manage-
each fishery (National Standard No. 1) ment Act of 1976

– optimum yield is that which provides the greatest overall benefit
to the Nation, with particular reference to food production and
recreational opportunities, and which is prescribed as such on the
basis of the maximum sustainable yield, as modified by any
relevant economic, social or ecological factor

– six other National Standards are defined which are ancillary to the
first

New NEAFC to promote the conservation and optimum utilization of the fishery As stated in its Convention
resources of the Northeast Atlantic area and to encourage international
cooperation and consultation with respect to these resources

NAFO identical to new NEAFC except applicable to the Northwest Atlantic area As stated in its Convention
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Conservation of fish stocks receives a promi-
nent place in most statements of objectives but is,
of course, implicit in all, as continued achievement
of social  and economic object ives requires a
successful program of stock conservation. In other
words, if the ability of the stocks to maintain a high
level of production is undermined by fishing, attain-
ing other long term objectives is compromised. The
international commissions saw conservation as a
necessary basis for achieving optimum utilization
of the stocks. This term adopted by ICNAF, can be
considered equivalent to the objective of "rational
exploitation" in the old NEAFC convention, to "best
use" in Canada’s 1976 objectives and "balanced
exploitation" in EU, and "optimum yield" in USA, leg-
islation. ICNAF, Canadian, EU and USA objectives
make clear that the concept of optimum utilization
includes biological, economic and social consider-
at ions. Nonetheless, USA legislat ion uses the
biological criterion, maximum sustainable yield, as
a foundation for defining optimum yield.

These statements about optimum utilization can,
of course, mean anything a management agency
wants them to mean. They do convey the idea that
the resources are to be fully utilized by the fishing
industry to provide economic and social benefits at
least to participants in the industry and possibly
more broadly to society in general. Canada and
Norway, from 1982 and 1983 respectively, adopted
more concrete guidance statements about the level
of economic performance which the industry was
intended to achieve. In Canada’s case, economic
viability was defined as an ability to survive down-
turns with only  a normal rate of business failure
and without government assistance. In Norway, the
intention was to improve the real profitability of the
industry, i.e. profitability after deduction of state
subsidies. Both these countries share broadly simi-
lar social objectives, in particular maintaining high
employment in the fishery to maintain the viability
of settlements in coastal areas, while also ensuring
a reasonable level of income. Both jurisdictions rec-
ognize that their social and economic objectives are
to some extent conflicting and must be balanced.

Although USA regulations provided much the
same starting point of optimum yield, the New
England Fishery Management Council's thinking
evolved in quite a different direction from that of
Canadian and Norwegian authorities. This Council's
objective became limitation of regulatory inter-
ference to the minimum necessary to prevent
resources being completely fished out. This could
be viewed as a policy with objectives limited strictly
to  prov id ing min imum resource conservat ion
safeguards.

In the application of EU conservation policy, the
economic and social  elements translated into

pre fe ren t ia l  ca tch  a l loca t ions  to  suppor t
employment and income in coastal regions which
were economica l ly  d isadvantaged or  la rge ly
dependent on fishing. Other elements of the overall
Common F isher ies  Po l icy  wh ich  re la ted  to
"structures" and markets  clearly also had economic
and soc ia l  mot iva t ions .  Nonethe less ,  the
preoccupations of the EU during the 1970s and
1980s  were  the  i ssues  o f  access  and o f  an
acceptable system of allocation, at a national level,
of catch shares.

These regimes for which official statements of
objectives have not been located nonetheless make
clear by their actions in most cases that they share,
generally, the objectives of Canada and Norway who
have documented their intentions more thoroughly.
Faroe Islands, Greenland and Iceland, with econo-
mies that are heavily dependent on fishing, are ob-
ligated to give economic viability of their fisheries
a  h igh  pr io r i t y,  a l though Faroe  Is lands  and
Greenland have their continuing political associa-
tion with Denmark as a safeguard in times of adver-
sity, a factor of great importance to the Faroe Is-
lands when its fish stocks declined substantially in
the early-1990s. The complete independence of
Iceland required particularly rigorous attention to
economic efficiency. In Iceland, maintaining the
regional distr ibution of benefits, and hence of
community settlement, is also a central element of
policy.

As far as can be ascertained then, it appears
that a number of post-200 mile management re-
gimes have functioned without benefit of much or
anything in the way of  "formal" or "official" state-
ments of overall policy objectives. The objectives
of those regimes which did make public the inten-
tions underlying their actions on the whole share a
generality which allows for wide interpretation. This
does not mean that they were necessarily of no
value in guiding the actions of the management
agencies concerned, but there is no information to
suggest that any of these agencies went to the
lengths of establishing quantitative targets for other
than their stock management objective, and that in
itself was not universal. Their economic and social
objectives presumably served to give only a gen-
eral context within which to implement regulatory
controls. Thus, it seems fair to say that fisheries in
the post-200 mile limit period operated in an im-
poverished policy environment which was restricted
to little more than resource conservation and allo-
cation. The definition of conservation varied greatly
among regimes of course, and in some encom-
passed the concept of obtaining the fullest sustain-
able advantage from the resource. This meant that
social and economic issues were legitimate consid-
erations when imposing regulatory controls on har-
vesting but nonetheless required that actions be
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justifiable in terms of protecting or enhancing re-
source productivity. The focus of attention, there-
fore, remained on the strategies and tactics of
resource harvesting, as it did in the international
commissions.

Harvesting Strategies and Tactics

Maintaining the productivity of fish stocks by
controlling the level and pattern of exploitation has
been a preoccupation of management. However,
controlling the level of catch, for example, will serve
the purpose of stock conservation only if it results
in fishing mortality being reduced to, or maintained
at, an appropriate level. A TAC may be established,
without reference to a particular fishing mortality,
to create a regulatory basis for equitable catch
sharing, i.e. a social purpose, or to limit supply to
market demand as an economic motivation, or
simply to establish adequate control over fishing,
i.e. to close regulatory loopholes. Similarly, the
pattern of exploitation may be modified, or limits
placed on the amount of capital or labour employed
in the fishery, to address various combinations of
these purposes. In the following text, all regulatory
actions that controlled the level of catch, directly
or indirectly, are summarized under "control of ex-
ploitation level", whatever their purpose(s). Similarly,
all measures that controlled the size or age of fish
caught are summarized under "control of exploita-
tion pattern". A third category of regulatory action
is also recognized; "spawning closures". There is a
widely held belief among fishermen that leaving fish
undisturbed by not fishing during spawning will re-
sult in improved, or sustained, recruitment. That
such closures enhance the success of the spawn-
ing act has not received general acceptance among
scientists and regulators. However, these latter have
seen other values to spawning closures, such as
reducing fishing effort. Closures, spawning or oth-
erwise, also have allocative significance. The rea-
sons behind spawning closures are usually poorly
documented but, as the concept of the intrinsic
conservation value of undisturbed spawning is dif-
ferent from those of controlling level and pattern of
exploitation, these spawning closures are summa-
rized separately.

Control of exploitation level:  Faroese and USA
authorities placed few or no controls on domestic
resource exploitation levels (Table 2). As domestic
fleet demands on home water resources increased
the Faroese found these could, for a number of
years, be accommodated by displacement of for-
eign fleets. It was not until the late-1980s that re-
strictions were placed on domestic fleet size for
economic reasons, and 1994 that TACs were used
to limit fishing mortality on particular stocks for con-
servation purposes. The USA New England Coun-
ci l  abandoned control  of  f ishing mor tal i ty  for

groundfish and herring at the beginning of the
1980s, but f ishing effor t  l imi ts for  groundf ish
conservation purposes were introduced in 1994.
(The Mid-Atlantic Council maintained management
at F0.1 for mackerel.) The new NEAFC could be
grouped with the Faroe Islands and USA, as blue
whiting and oceanic redfish stocks lay within NEAFC
responsibilities but remained unregulated. However,
exploitation of these resources was low during the
study period and this inaction can hardly be used
to character ize the organizat ion ’s  regulator y
"philosophy".

In the remaining management regimes, regula-
tion of exploitation level was an important element
of control measures, and all used TACs as the pri-
mary mechanism (Table 2). The EU system of na-
tional catch quotas (not fully established until 1984)
was essentially for allocative purposes and TAC lev-
els set by the EU Council bore no relation to a par-
ticular mortality rate strategy, although the Commis-
sion, through its proposals to Council, attempted
to stabilize mortality at prevailing levels (Holden,
1994). For most stocks, these levels were above
Fmax. Norwegian and Icelandic approaches were
quite similar in that regulatory authorities had a
general intention of fishing at about Fmax, but the
importance given to stability of catches and, in the
case of Norway to reaching agreement on manage-
ment of shared stocks, caused mortality to be higher
than Fmax on the most important stocks. Both these
countries adopted lower exploitation levels for her-
ring, and for the special case of capelin, most of
which die after spawning, target spawning stock
size was used as a conservation reference point.

The Canadian management approach was
unique both in the extent to which TAC regulations
were hinged to a particular biological reference
point, and in the fact that this was a low exploita-
tion rate strategy, fishing at F0.1. This was seen as
addressing economic, as well as conservation, ob-
jectives (but ran counter to other measures which
promoted high employment in the fishery). This
same F0.1 strategy had been adopted by ICNAF, al-
beit under coercion from coastal states, particularly
Canada, and was inherited by NAFO. However, un-
restricted fishing by non-members of NAFO and
unilateral actions by one of its most influential mem-
bers, the EU, made NAFO adoption of an F0.1 strat-
egy  nomina l ,  a t  leas t  f rom the  mid-1980s .
Greenland, although not adopting a fixed-F strat-
egy, consistently favoured  low exploitation in its
management of cod and hence was closest to
Canada and NAFO in its strategy. The low exploita-
tion approach of Canada, Greenland and NAFO
extended to the capelin fisheries, although in the
case of Greenland the fishery has yet to be indus-
trialized and is under a "controlled-development"
strategy. Canada and NAFO adopted an arbitrary
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10% exploitation level for capelin, combined with
fishery closures when stock size was low, in con-
trast to the Norwegian and Icelandic minimum
spawning biomass targets.

The general use of TAC regulation reflects its
value as a straightforward, readily understood, way
to allocate shares of the resource to interested par-
t ies, internationally to countries and nationally
among vessel size and gear type categories and,
increasingly, to individual enterprises or boats.
Sometimes boat quotas were not made tradeable,
e.g. in Norway, but in most cases some element of
tradeability was allowed to provide a necessary flex-
ibil i ty in vessel operation. Tradeabil i ty of TAC-
shares, i.e. entitlements, as distinct from annual
quotas, was less common. Transferability of shares
was allowed in the Canadian herring purse seine
fleet from 1983 and in the Icelandic groundfish fleet
from 1984, but in both cases only upon withdrawal
of the selling vessel from the fishery. A full-fledged
quasi-property rights system, with relatively unfet-
tered trading of shares, was established only in Ice-
land and not until 1991. The subdivision of TACs
allowed management agencies to pursue a variety
of social and economic goals but equity in sharing
arrangements among participants was a primary
motivation, and the principal criterion for sharing
was invariably their historical performance in the
f ishery. Quota al locat ion, to the extent that i t
promoted an orderly approach to harvesting, was

also important to maintaining control over the fishery
and hence to ensuring that catch limits were re-
spected. The increasing interest in quasi-property
rights schemes was by no means entirely motivated
by a desire for economic rationalization of fleets.
The ant ic ipated economic rat ional izat ion was
expected to contain the solution to the excess
fishing capacity which drives overexploitation. The
overexploitation results both from pressures to set
too high catch targets and from the difficulty in
controlling catches to the levels set, when fleet sizes
are much in excess of those required to exploit the
available resource.

All domestic management agencies, sooner or
later, gave importance to controlling participation
in the fishery through licensing, vessel decommis-
sioning, restrictions on vessel size on replacement,
fleet size restrictions, direct control of fishing ef-
fort, or some combination thereof. These are all
methods designed to more directly counter the ten-
dency toward fleet overcapacity inherent in com-
mon property fisheries.

Virtually all agencies made exceptions to quota
and vessel capacity restrictions for small coastal
boats, partly as an element of social policy but also
to avoid the practical difficulties of controlling large
numbers of small vessels. This typically encouraged
expansion of the activities and fishing capabilities
of these fleets, and this required that exemptions
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be largely or completely eliminated, e.g. in Canada,
Faroe Islands, Iceland and Norway.

Despite these many efforts to control fleet com-
position, in terms of both vessel numbers and ves-
sel and overall fleet size, by almost all management
agencies, 15 years after acquiring control of their
own fisheries destiny, all recognize fleet overcapac-
ity as an important to extremely serious problem
constraining their ability to meet their management
objectives. In most jurisdictions, licensing and fleet
management were not directly linked to exploita-
tion level targets, and increasingly stringent con-
trols were reactive rather than preemptive. This
lacklustre performance of input controls, i.e. of re-
strictions on investment of labour and capital, re-
sulted in the strong emphasis on output controls,
i.e. on catch, and made a market solution based on
tradeable TAC-shares an attractive alternative in
several jurisdictions, e.g. Iceland, Canada. How-
ever, in contrast, the USA made input controls a
central element of its management plan in 1994 and
the EU is greatly strengthening the input control
elements of the CFP because output controls are
viewed as not having work at all well.

Control of exploitation pattern:  Regulatory mea-
sures to reduce the catches of small fish in the
groundfish trawl fisheries were essentially the sole
preoccupation of the international fisheries commis-
sions in the 1950s and 1960s. Although emphasis
was shifted in the 1970s to control of exploitation
level, protection of small groundfish was still viewed
as impor tant  and a l l  post -extens ion regimes
strengthened their regulations in this regard. In-
deed, in the initial years of national jurisdiction, Ice-
land and Faroe Islands made protection of small fish
the central element of groundfish conservation strat-
egy. Iceland quickly developed a broader regula-
tory base, placing increased controls on the level
of exploitation. However, the USA took the reverse
approach by abandoning controls on exploitation
level in the early-1980s in favour of almost exclu-
sive dependence on protection of small fish.

Protection of small specimens of pelagic spe-
cies has a less extensive history than that for
groundfish. The fisheries commissions began intro-
ducing regulations to restrict catches of small sizes
of pelagic fish only in the early- to mid-1970s just
prior to extensions of jurisdiction, although Iceland
introduced a minimum fish size in its domestic her-
ring fishery as early as 1966. While the yield-per-
recruit argument for protection of young fish is as
applicable to pelagic as to demersal fish, there are
differences in other aspects of the biology and in
the fisheries for the two types of species. In the case
of herring, one important difference is that there are
commercial products based on small herring, e.g.

the Canadian and USA Atlantic coast "sardine", and
these may be more valuable than products from
adult herring such as fish meal. In other words, the
economic yield-per-recruit, as distinct from the
physical yield-per-recruit, would in these circum-
stances favour exploitation of young fish. A further
difference is the tendency for pelagic species to
show a greater spatial segregation by size than do
groundfish. This results in regulation of the tempo-
ral and spatial distribution of fishing being a more
effective management tool to reduce catches of
small pelagic fish than it is for groundfish, and also
allows fishermen themselves a greater control over
the size of fish they catch. Many pelagic fisheries
are directed towards pre-spawning or spawning
concentrations, either by regulation or because this
is when fishermen have the greatest fishing suc-
cess (or can obtain the desired product, e.g. her-
ring roe); a circumstance under which few if any
small fish will be caught. Moreover, it is more diffi-
cult to achieve effective size selection by fishing
gears for pelagic species than it is for groundfish.
Small mesh is required if meshing problems are to
be avoided. The Icelandic purse seine fishery for
capelin is a special case, where the difference in
size between age 1 fish and the older fish is suffi-
ciently large to allow good escapement of age 1
f i sh  w i thou t  ser ious  mesh ing prob lems
(Vilhjálmsson, 1994). Trawl selection for pelagic fish,
at commercial catch rates, is poor and most fish
which do escape are damaged and likely die (Casey
et al., 1992; Suuronen, 1995).

The following comparisons of the specific regu-
lations adopted in each regime with regard to mini-
mum mesh and fish sizes is intended as a factual
summary only. There is no intention to imply that
the regulations should be the same for all regimes.
To the contrary, stocks vary in their growth charac-
teristics, the fisheries on them vary in their inten-
sity, and the objectives of management vary among
regimes. Thus, "optimum" minimum mesh and fish
sizes will vary accordingly, and differences in the
regulations among regimes are to be expected.
When comparing minimum fish sizes between re-
gimes it is important also to remember that some
were in terms of fork length whereas in other cases
total length was used. For pelagic species, the con-
version between fork and total length is roughly
10%. For groundfish the difference is much less,
about 3% for haddock and about the same percent-
age for pollock, whereas the two length measures
are essentially identical for cod.

The primary method of preventing the catch of
small groundfish was to specify how fishing gear
was to be constructed, with most attention being
devoted to controlling the codend mesh size used
in mobile gears. Trawl regulations can be complex
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but essentially all of the technical specifications for
construction are intended to ensure that the net is
rigged in a proper way so that, when it is used, size
selection by the codend meshes is effective. Among
fixed gears, gillnet mesh sizes were usually regu-
lated also. During the study periods used in this
paper, all netting was constructed of synthetic ma-
ter ia ls ,  a l though regulat ions cont inued to be
phrased in terms of manila equivalents until exten-
sions of jurisdiction or later. It is a safe assumption
that, differentials or not, nets in use had a mesh size
no larger than the smallest allowed, as  no ready
way was available to enforcement officials for de-
termining the different types of synthetic twines.
Most post 200-mile regimes dispensed with differ-
entials based on material. Danish seine nets were
classified with otter trawls as a mobile, trawl, gear
but were allowed to use smaller mesh than otter
trawls in international commission regulations. A
differential for Danish seine nets was dispensed with
by all post 200-mile regimes, as there were insuffi-
cient selection data to justify its retention (but was
reintroduced in Norway and Iceland).

In the gadid fisheries of the North Atlantic as a
whole, the otter trawl is by far the predominant gear
used. Thus, a comparison of minimum mesh size

allowed in otter trawls, i.e. the minimum allowed for
any material, provides the best standard for com-
parison of gear regulations among regimes. The
otter trawl mesh sizes in effect in 1972 and 1984,
the mid-years of the study periods used in this
paper, and in 1990, to represent recent years, pro-
vide one such set of comparisons (Table 3). All
regimes increased the mesh size required after
obtaining management authority. The range in mesh
size was 70–120 mm in 1972 under international
commission regulation whereas by 1984 it was 80–
155 mm, and three regimes had implemented further
increases by 1990. However, excluding the special
case of the EU fisheries in the North Sea and west
of the British Isles, the range in mesh sizes among
regimes was much less pronounced, in 1972 varying
from maximum to minimum by 20 mm and in 1984
and 1990 by  25  mm.  The  reg imes wh ich
implemented the largest proportional increases
between 1972 and 1984 were Iceland, Faroe Islands
and USA at 30%, whereas at Greenland and in the
northern Canadian zone and NAFO Regulatory Area
the increase was less than 10%.

In the Northeast Atlantic fishery commissions,
minimum fish size regulations for groundfish were
viewed as useful supplements to mesh size regula-

TABLE 3. Minimum trawl mesh sizes and fish sizes for cod, haddock and pollock, in effect in 1972, 1984 and
1990 in each of the North Atlantic regulatory zones.  Mesh sizes cited are the minimum size permitted
in otter trawls regardless of material. (Canada/NAFO = NAFO Subareas 0, 2 and 3; Canada–south
= NAFO Subareas 4 and 5 [Canadian Part].)

Minimum Fish Size (cm)

Regulatory Zone (mm) Cod Haddock Pollock

1972 1984 1990 1972 1984 1990 1972 1984 1990 1972 1984 1990

Norway (N of 64°) 120 1351 1351 34 42 472 31 39 442 – 32/403 32/403

European Union  70  80  90 30 30 35 27 27 30 –   30   35

Faroe Islands 100 135 145 34 34 40 31 31 37 –   35   45

Iceland 120 155 155 34 50 50 31 45 45 –   50   50

Greenland 120 130 140 344 40 40 314 31  – –   35   –

Canada/NAFO 120 1305 1305  –  – 415  –  – 415 –    –   415

Canada–south 1056 130 130 –  – 41  –  – 41 –    –   41

USA 1056 1406 140  – 43 48 – 43 48 –    –   48

1   USSR 125 mm mesh may be equivalent to Norwegian 135 mm mesh.
2   Norway only.
3   Five Zones – 35–40 cm north of 64°N, 32–35 cm south of 64°N. (30 cm in Skagerrak.)
4   East Greenland only.
5   Canadian Zone and Canadian vessels only in NAFO Regulatory Area, NAFO Regulation was 120 mm mesh size, no fish size

limits.
6   Not applicable to pollock.

Minimum Mesh Size
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tions. It was recognized that the two regulations
should be consistent with each other so that fish-
ing with regulation mesh size should result in few
undersized fish being caught. The benefit of the
minimum fish size was that it provided a way to regu-
late fishermen's behaviour through shore-based in-
spection of landings, whereas mesh size regulation
required expensive and logistically difficult obser-
vation of fishermen’s practices at sea. Furthermore,
fish size regulations provided a control over sizes
landed by gears other than trawls. In the Northwest
Atlantic, ICNAF depended solely on mesh size regu-
lation to reduce the catch of small groundfish. The
post 200-mile regimes in the Northeast Atlantic all
retained minimum fish size regulations for ground-
fish, and increased the regulated sizes from those
of NEAFC (Table 3). In the Northwest Atlantic, the
USA imposed minimum fish size regulations imme-
diately on extension of jurisdiction. Canada followed
suit, but not until 1988, as did NAFO from 1992.
Thus, all North Atlantic jurisdictions now have mini-
mum fish size regulations for the primary ground-
fish. Regulations for pollock lagged those for cod
and haddock; NEAFC did not introduce size limits
for pollock until 1976 and in the case of the USA it
was 1986, reflecting the lesser fishery importance
of pollock.

The actual regulated sizes for cod and pollock
were quite similar while those for haddock tended
to be lower reflecting its lower growth potential
(Table 3). By 1990, minimum sizes for cod ranged
from 35 cm in EU waters to 50 cm at Iceland. The
smallest minimum size for pollock was 30 cm in the
Skagerrak (based on tripartite agreement between
EU, Norway and Sweden), and the largest was 50
cm at Iceland. For haddock, the smallest size was
30 cm for the North Sea and west of Scotland stocks
(EU waters) and the largest was 48 cm in USA wa-
ters.

It is doubtful that, in any jurisdiction, the regu-
lated minimum size reflects the actual minimum fish
size which can be legally landed because ancillary
clauses of the regulations, or enforcement prac-
tices, allow for some tolerance. In Norwegian regu-
lation, for example, there are various fisheries for
cod, haddock and pollock for which tolerances of
15% by number or 10% by weight of small fish are
specified. Tolerances are not specified in Canadian
regulation but there are cases where enforcement
plans have allowed 15% by weight of small fish in
cod fisheries. Small fish caught in excess of these
tolerances are required to be discarded at sea by
some jurisdictions, e.g. the EU, but in others, e.g.
Iceland and Norway and recently Canada, these fish
are required to be landed.

Area closures have been used also to protect
small groundfish from capture. These fall into two

classes, permanent and temporary closures. To pro-
vide effective protection, closures must on aggre-
gate encompass most of the area of distribution of
small fish for most of the time period that they are
available to the fishery. As there is usually a sub-
stantial intermixing of small gadids with commer-
cial-sized fish, it is normally difficult to define fixed
areas for permanent (seasonal or year-round) clo-
sure which do not also cause severe interference
with the conduct of normal fishing operations. Fur-
thermore, such geographically-based restrictions
usually have greater adverse effects on some fish-
ermen than on others, i.e. they are discriminatory.
For these reasons mesh size and fish size regula-
tions are the generally preferred methods of pro-
tecting small groundfish.

Permanent closures to protect small fish were
prominent  features of  Ice landic and Faroese
groundfish management but the restrictions applied
primarily or exclusively to large foreign trawlers, at
least initially. Temporary closures more clearly have
the singular motivation of protecting small fish. This
method was pioneered by Iceland and an almost
identical system was adopted by Faroe Islands in
the early-1980s, by Norway in 1986 and by Canada
in 1993. Based on size composition data from ob-
servers aboard commercial vessels, immediate clo-
sure was instituted, typically for a week with possi-
bilities for extension, of any area where too many
small fish were being caught. The definition of a
small fish was not, in the cases of Iceland and the
Faroe Islands, the minimum size specified in regu-
lations. It was a size established annually, based
on advice from  the respective government research
laboratories, which depended on the size compo-
sition of recruiting year-classes. The percentage of
the fish allowed to be under this size was also es-
tablished by scientists in these two countries. A tem-
porary closure system was also instituted by the
USA in 1989 but this did not provide for real-time
closure, Regional Council and government consul-
tations being required, and closures were for ex-
tended periods of three weeks to six months.

In the Northeast Atlantic, the ban on industrial
fishing for herring was of  overriding importance in
limiting catches of small herring. The EU was the
only regime in which trawl mesh size restrictions
were adopted for pelagic species and, as noted
above, Iceland established mesh size regulation for
the capelin purse seine fishery.

Minimum fish size regulations were applied to
herring in most jurisdictions and ranged from 20 cm
in EU waters to 29 cm off Canada, but there were
important exceptions in some cases, such as in
Canada where the fishery supplying the sardine in-
dustry was exempt. Capelin size l imits for the
Barents Sea and Icelandic stocks, of 11 cm and 12
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cm respectively, were important in protecting age
1 capelin from exploitation, but no size limits were
used in management of Northwest Atlantic capelin.
Size limits were imposed for all the mackerel stocks,
although not for all fisheries, and varied from 20 cm
for the western stock to 30 cm for the North Sea in
the Northeast Atlantic to about 25 cm in the North-
west Atlantic.

Area closures of various coastal waters estab-
lished in EU regulation were largely to protect small
herring from fishing, and an area was closed off
southwest England to safeguard small mackerel.
Closure of areas to purse seining by Canada was
used to protect small herring when these were par-
ticularly vulnerable, e.g. when overwintering in the
Bay of Fundy. The real-time closure system in Ice-
land applied to herring as well as groundfish.

Spawning closures:  Seasonal closure of spawn-
ing areas has been little used as a regulatory tool.
When spawning areas were closed, it was almost
invariably as an indirect means of controlling ex-
ploitation level rather than to enhance the success
of the spawning act per se. Spawning area closure
was one of the limited arsenal of regulatory mea-
sures available to the international commissions and
it was used by NEAFC to reduce exploitation of west
of Scotland herring in 1974 before the authority to
establish TACs was acquired. When TAC control was
adopted in 1975, the spawning closure was retained
as a supplementary measure, and subsequently
became incorporated in EU legislation. In the North-
west Atlantic, ICNAF included closure of spawning
areas, along with TACs, in regulation of haddock
stocks in 1970, in ICNAF's first venture in control of
exploitation level. Proposals for these spawning clo-
sures originated from USA fishermen, but were
viewed by regulators as supplements to TAC regu-
lation. After extension of jurisdiction, these closures
were retained in Canadian and USA regulations.

Norway used spawning ground closures to con-
trol spawning escapement of Barents Sea capelin
prior to adopting TACs for this purpose, and hence
this was intended to control exploitation level, i.e.
it was designed to leave enough fish for a success-
ful spawning rather than to allow spawning fish or
spawning products to be undisturbed. The purpose
of the Icelandic closure of several cod spawning
areas is not clear, but the Faroese closure in 1992
of cod spawning grounds was a fishing effort re-
duction measure to protect the declining cod stock.

Enforcement and Compliance

An enforce-ment program for fishery regulations
typically utilizes enforcement officers and data col-
lectors in ports of landing, and aircraft overflights,
surveillance vessel patrols and observers aboard

commercial fishing vessels, to deter or detect vio-
lations on land and at sea respectively. Differences
in enforcement methods among North Atlantic regu-
latory regimes are more in terms of emphasis given
to these methods, rather than in the methods them-
selves. Land-based enforcement is the least expen-
sive but unfortunately, many of the important regu-
latory controls on fishing require enforcement at
sea. Observers are the cheapest at-sea enforce-
ment method, followed by surface craft then aircraft.
Each have their strengths and weaknesses.

Observers are unique in their ability to ensure
a high level of regulatory compliance but can exert
control over the behaviour only of the vessels on
which they are aboard and thus a high coverage
level is required if compliance at the fleet level is to
be reasonably well assured. In special cases, how-
ever, such as closure of areas containing under-
sized fish, conditions on a few vessels can be ex-
trapolated over the whole fleet within a particular
area, and thus fleet closures can be effected with a
low level of observer coverage. In general, however,
a low level of observer coverage, while possibly col-
lecting important scientific information, does little
to ensure widespread regulatory compliance. Com-
prehensive observer coverage of foreign fleets fish-
ing within domestic zones was adopted by both
Canada and USA as a primary means of ensuring
high regulatory compliance. In Canada the program
was extended to give partial coverage of domestic
fleets but in special circumstances, when compli-
ance became a contentious, high profile, issue,
complete observer coverage of particular domes-
tic fisheries or fleet sectors was instituted. An ob-
server program  with only scientific responsibilities
was sponsored by NAFO in its initial years, but this
came to nothing. In the early-1990s tentative steps
were taken by NAFO to establish an enforcement-
oriented observer scheme. Thus, observers play a
more extensive role in Northwest Atlantic regulatory
systems than in those of the Northeast Atlantic, and
Canada is unique in its level of utilization of observ-
ers for both regulatory and scientific purposes.

Aircraft are most effective in detecting regula-
tory violations which relate to area of fishing such
as patrolling jurisdictional boundaries, closed ar-
eas, and detecting unlicensed fishing vessels, be-
cause large areas can be covered in short periods.
Surface vessels can also perform these tasks but
in most cases less effectively. Patrol vessels have
the advantage, however, of being able to inspect
fishing boats and their gear at sea and have the
unique capability to arrest violators (where the le-
gal authority exists of course).

Enforcement which can be done ashore en-
sures, most importantly, the accurate recording of
landed quantities and that sizes of fish in landings
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conform to regulation. Fishing gear can also be
inspected before departure and on return to see that
it conforms to regulations. Unfortunately, this does
nothing to ensure that gear is not modified at sea
to retain small fish, that the catch is not high-graded
at sea by dumping undesirable species, undersized
fish or catches over quota limits, or that the fish
landed were caught in the proper area. Nonethe-
less, effective shore-based enforcement can put
important limits on the extent to which fishermen
can profit from illegal behaviour.

The most important question, of course, is not
how enforcement was conducted in each manage-
ment regime, rather how effective was it in ensur-
ing a high level of compliance with the regulations.
Unfortunately, measurements of compliance are
extremely scarce. The tradit ional emphasis in
enforcement activities is towards detection of illegal
actions and apprehension and prosecution of the
culprits. Penalties assessed against the perpetra-
tors of illegal acts by the courts hopefully deter them
and others in the fishery from committing such of-
fenses in future. Whether or not this works depends
on the balance between the financial gains to be
had from illegal fishing on the one hand and the
probabilities of being caught and convicted, and
on the severity of the penalties assessed, on the
other. There are trade-offs among these factors, e.g.
if penalties are very severe this may deter illegal
activity even if the probability of detection is low.
This leaves the question of how to measure compli-
ance. If no illegal activities are detected, does this
mean that none occurred or that surveillance was
ineffective?  If there are lots of convictions, does
this mean that surveillance is catching culprits very
efficiently or that flaunting regulations is so wide-
spread that culprits cannot be missed and, in real-
ity, that penalties are viewed as no more than a
business overhead?  These are not questions which
can be answered using the standard operational
statistics usually collected by enforcement agen-
cies such as days at sea by surveillance vessels,
number of violations detected, or percentage of
successful prosecutions. They require specific data
collections and statistical analysis by appropriately
qualified analysts, i.e. it is a research activity and
as such has not usually been viewed as being part
of enforcement agency mandates. While fishery re-
search laboratories typically employ staff with the
qualifications to conduct compliance analysis, it has
not usually been viewed as their job and this im-
portant issue has fallen between stools. Thus, con-
clusions about the level of compliance with regula-
tions are usually based on anecdotal reports from
informal intelligence networks in the industry. This
kind of information can have some serious biases
and can mislead a management agency as to what
might be an appropriate course of action. Nonethe-
less,  i f  data are col lected f rom f ishermen in

an object ive and systematic way some useful
measures of compliance can result. For example, a
professionally-conducted questionnaire survey of
fishermen illustrated quite convincingly a high level
of regulatory non-compliance by the USA fleet
fishing Georges Bank groundfish (Sutinen et al.,
1990).

A case where a surveillance agency itself de-
signed an observational program to quantify illegal
and unauthorized fishing is that of Canadian actions
in the NAFO Regulatory Area under the auspices of
the Fisheries Commission's Joint International In-
spection Scheme. In the NAFO Regulatory Area
there was not only the issue of whether contracting
parties were observing agreed catch limits but also
that of documenting catches of members who re-
fused to be bound by NAFO regulations and catches
of non-members. This presented a statistical esti-
mation problem and required the deployment of
surface vessel surveillance and boardings, and air
surveillance, to provide valid catch estimates. These
estimates, whether fully accepted or not, put a
quantitative factual perspective on NAFO’s conser-
vation problems which drove the organization’s
agenda from the mid-1980s.

The NAFO and USA situations appear to be ex-
ceptions, however, and an overall assessment of
compliance in North Atlantic management regimes
is largely a matter of accepting the views of the re-
sponsible agencies as the best estimates available.
On this basis it appears that the geographically
more isolated management regimes of Faroe Is-
lands, Iceland and Greenland have experienced
quite a high level of regulatory compliance. Faroese
regulations, of course, concerned little more than
mesh size and area closure regulations in most of
the period considered, but the quality of landing
statistics deteriorated with introduction of catch
controls in 1994. In Iceland too, compliance became
an important issue when tighter constraints were
placed on the cod fishery in the last few years.
Norway, Canada, EU and USA experienced severe
enforcement difficulties in some areas. Under-re-
porting of landings, of sufficient severity to preju-
dice effective management of some important re-
sources, was documented in Canada and the EU,
and to a lesser extent in Norway. In the USA, catch
limits were dropped altogether for groundfish and
herring as unworkable. Mesh size regulations were
frequently violated in Canada, EU and USA. Mini-
mum fish size regulations, when enforced, resulted
in discarding at sea, even when this was illegal as
in Norway. Highgrading, the dumping at sea of less
valuable or unwanted species or sizes, was alleged
to be widespread in Canadian enterprise allocation/
boat quota managed fleets, although not quantified.
In the case of NAFO, the problems were separable
in to  bo th  lega l  and i l l ega l  non-compl iance.
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Non-member fishing, and fishing by members who
had exempted themselves from official conservation
measures, was not illegal but nonetheless repre-
sented a non-compliance with serious repercus-
s ions  fo r  the  success  o f  the  conserva t ion
programme. However, members, even when actu-
ally bound by NAFO regulations were also recorded
through surveillance as exhibiting a high non-com-
pliance.

It is readily apparent that the information which
it is possible to gather, is not at all adequate to
quantify the level of compliance with conservation
programs. It is nonetheless obvious that most re-

Fig. 58. Cod:  biomass trends in North Atlantic stocks, 1967–88.
(Break in USA graph indicates a data discontinuity.)

gimes experienced a variety of severe non-compli-
ance problems, and it is safe to say that a failure to
meet some conservation objectives resulted from
an inability to effectively enforce the management
measures adopted.

Resource Trends

Biomass estimates for the stocks in each man-
agement regime during the 22 years studied,
1967–88, are summarized by species in Fig. 58–
63. All cod stock biomass estimates (Fig. 58) varied
by at least a factor or two, i.e. the highest biomass
was at least twice the lowest biomass in the period,
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and this was true also for haddock (Fig. 59) and
pollock (Fig. 60), except for Faroe Islands pollock
where the factor was 1.7. The median variation for
all groundfish stocks was about 3.5. Biomass of pe-
lagic stocks varied even more, the median factor
being about 7.5, and the most extreme values were
possibly as great as two orders of magnitude. At
the end of the study period, most cod and haddock
stock biomass estimates were below the 22 year
average, whereas the reverse was true for herring
stocks. For the other species, as many stocks were
above as below the average by the end of the pe-
riod. These trends in biomass are largely a function
of variation in fishing mortality and in recruitment.

Changes in fishing mortality in each manage-
ment regime are examined in two ways in  Table 4.
The change between periods in the fishing mortal-
ity of the fished population as a whole is given to
indicate whether the population experienced a
change in overall mortality. Secondly, the level of
fishing mortality in relation to Fmax is shown. (See
section above on Convention and Methodology for
explanation of average F calculations.)  Capelin is
not included in this table because strategic targets

were established in terms of spawning stock biom-
asses and arbitrary exploitation rates rather than
standard fishing mortality reference points.

There was a slight overall reduction in the ex-
ploitation level of North Atlantic stocks after exten-
sion of jurisdiction. Fishing mortality was decreased
in almost half of the cases (Table 4). The stocks
fished above Fmax decreased from two-thirds, to less
than half, of the total. Mortality decreased in most
pelagic stocks, none being fished above Fmax in the
second period. Although f ishing mortal i ty de-
creased in some groundfish stocks, it increased in
almost as many, and about 60% continued to be
fished above Fmax in 1979–88, the same percent-
age as before. Thus, the overall improvement in ex-
ploitation level is attributable more or less entirely
to more moderate exploitation of herring stocks.

Success in reducing fishing mortality in herring
stocks in the Nor theast At lant ic in each case
required a number of years of more or less complete
fishery closure. In the Canadian zone there were
fishery closures for some small stock components
but the most decisive events were a ban on indus-

Fig. 59. Haddock:  biomass trends in North Atlantic stocks, 1967–88.
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trial fishing from the mid-1970s and stringent con-
trols on the activities of purse seine fleets. In USA
waters the removal of foreign fleets, which were re-
sponsible for almost all offshore fishing for herring,
did little immediately to reduce mortality as most
remaining stock components were in coastal wa-
ters and vulnerable to expanded domestic fishing.
However, the economic decline of the sardine in-
dustry from the early-1980s resulted in greatly re-
duced fishing effort, and thus the consequential
reduction in fishing mortality was not brought about
by any regulatory action. Thus, with the exception
of USA herring, success in reducing fishing mortal-
ity required Draconian regulatory actions. The ac-
counts in the above section on Management in Na-
tional Fishery Zones make clear that these actions
were taken only when the stocks were on the verge,
or in the process, of complete collapse. Fishery clo-
sures for groundfish stocks, however, were unheard
of until the Canadian closure of the fishery for
Labrador–East Newfoundland cod in 1992, again
when faced with strong evidence of collapse. This
history would suggest that adoption of measures
which were adequate to reduce exploitation level

proved possible only when a large scale industrial
failure was occurring.

Recruitment varied much more in some stocks
than others, over the 22 year study period. The dif-
ference in size between the largest and smallest
year-classes recruiting to a particular stock was a
factor of two in the least variable case, and as high
as almost 2 000 times in the most variable. Stock
biomass does not vary as much as individual year-
classes, of course, because typically there are four
to seven or eight year-classes which simultaneously
make an important contribution to the biomass of
the fished stock. Recruitment was averaged over
periods of five consecutive years to provide esti-
mates of how much stock biomass might be ex-
pected to vary as a function of varying recruitment.
The ratio between the highest five year average re-
cruitment and the lowest, in the time series of data
for each stock, varied from 1.5 to almost 60 (Fig.
64). Haddock recruitment was the most variable,
followed by that of herring, whereas pollock recruit-
ment was the most stable. The median factor for all
stocks was about four. Thus, variation in recruitment

Fig. 60. Pollock:  biomass trends in North Atlantic stocks, 1967–88.
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Fig. 61. Herring:  biomass trends in North Atlantic stocks, 1967–88.

Fig. 62. Mackerel:  biomass trends in North Atlantic stocks,
1967–88.

alone was great enough to explain the variation in
biomass of most stocks.

In contrast to this large variation in recruitment
levels during the study period, it has already been
noted that F levels in most stocks did not change
greatly after extensions of jurisdiction. Thus, there
are relatively few cases where a substantial change
in stock biomass could be attributable to a change
in fishing mortality. In addition, the changes in F
that did occur usually did not result in F being
reduced greatly below Fmax and, as the relationship
between f ished b iomass-per- recru i t  and F is
strongly concave, little response in biomass could
be expected. In other words, the greatest changes
in biomass-per-recruit in response to changes in F
occur when F is relatively low, whereas when F is
high, e.g. at Fmax and above, the change in biom-
ass-per-recruit is relatively small for quite large
changes in F (Beverton and Holt, 1957).

This relationship between biomass-per-recruit
and F was examined empirically using present data
by dividing stocks into three broad categories cor-
responding to the changes in F experienced be-
tween periods. The categories chosen were 1)
stocks fished at Fmax in 1967–76 and at a yet higher
level in 1979–88 (eight stocks), 2) stocks fished
above Fmax in both periods but lower in the second
(seven stocks), and 3) stocks which, regardless of
F in 1967–76, were fished below Fmax in 1979–88
(eight stocks). Two stocks, pollock at Iceland and
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Fig. 63. Capelin:  biomass trends in North Atlantic stocks, 1967–88,
and spawning stock biomass (circles) in relation to targets for
Icelandic and Norwegian stocks (as percentages of mean total
stock biomass).   (For Iceland, stock biomass is for the
beginning, and spawning biomass is for the end, of the fishing
season.  For Norway, stock biomass calculated for 1 October
is assigned to 1 January of following year.)

Faroe Islands, did not experience a change in F
which corresponded to one of these categories and
were excluded. (Note that, for this comparison, av-
erages of F and recruitment were offset to include
2–4 years earlier and exclude the last 2–4 years of
the base periods, as biomass in base periods was
more influenced by recruitment and F on these re-
cruits which occurred immediately prior to the base
periods than at the end of them.)  Changes between
periods in F and biomass-per-recruit in the three
categories were:

Category Fishing Morality Biomass-per-Recruit

1 +45% -20%
2 -30% +30%
3 -50% +100%

As expected, the largest proportional response
in biomass-per-recruit occurred when Fs were

reduced below Fmax. It so happens that the stocks
in category 3 had an average F close to their
average Fmax value in this first period, and in the
second period average F was about their average
F0.1. This puts a scale on the expected change in
biomass-per-recruit if F was reduced from Fmax to
F0.1, i.e. an approximate doubling.

General Conclusions

The transition to coastal state management of
continental shelf resources could be characterized
as an evolution from international management,
rather than a revolution. The opportunities pre-
sented by the greater level of control over domes-
tic resources (most regimes still shared important
resources to some extent) to rationalize the social
and economic elements of fishery policy, were not
firmly grasped. In several regimes, failure to con-
struct a coherent policy framework that reconciled
policy elements has been diagnosed as a major
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Fig. 64. Variabi l i ty of  recrui tment to North At lant ic
stocks:  the ratio of the number of recruits in
the period of f ive consecutive years when
recruitment was highest to that in the f ive
consecutive years when recruitment was lowest,
in the 22 years studied.

TABLE 4. Fishing mortality: direction of change between 1967–
76 and 1979–88 in fishing mortality for the stocks
assoc ia ted w i th  each management  reg ime (+
ind ica tes  an  inc rease ,  0  no  change  and  –  a
reduction) and the relation of fishing mortality to Fmax
in each period  (+ indicates F above, 0 at, and -
below, reference F).  (A stock was classed as 0 if F
in the later period was within 15% of that in the earlier
period in the first case, and if F was within 15% of
the reference F level in the second case.)

F relative to Fmax in:
Management Change between
Regime Stock  periods in F 1967–76 1979–88

Norway Cod 0 + +
Haddock 0 + +
Pollock 0 + +
Herring – + –1

Mackerel ... ... ...

Iceland Cod 0 + +
Haddock – 0 –
Pollock 0 – –
Herring – + –

Faroe Is. Cod + 0 +
Haddock – – –
Pollock + – 0

EU Cod + + +
Haddock – + +
Pollock + + +
Herring – + 0
Mackerel + ... –

Canada Cod – + +
Haddock 0 + +
Pollock – 0 0
Herring – –1 –1

NAFO Cod – + –1

USA Cod ... + +
Haddock 0 - -
Herring 0 + 0
Mackerel – –1 –1

1 F at or below F0.1.

deficiency in management approach (e.g. Angel et
al., 1994; EU, 1991; Hanneson, 1985) and the same
criticism can be extended to other regimes. As a
consequence, all regimes, 15 years after extensions
of jurisdiction, recognize excess capital and labour
employed in the fishery as a serious, or critical prob-
lem. Fleet overcapacity creates pressures for high
exploitation rates, and can make adequate enforce-
ment of regulations prohibitively expensive. Under
such circumstances the fishing industry is poorly
positioned to withstand adversity, such as a down-
turn in resource productivity. It is not a situation that
is consistent with long-term economic viability of
the  indus t r y,  w i th  s tab le  and adequate ly
renumerated employment for fishermen and other
workers in the industry, or with proper protection of
the resource base from over-exploitation.

Most regimes are introducing potentially radi-
cal reforms to their regulatory systems in the 1990s,
subsequent to the study period used here. Iceland
has already introduced a comprehensive ITQ sys-
tem and Canada is moving in that direction. The
USA has introduced a fishing effort limitation sys-
tem for groundfish and the EU has laid the ground-
work for effort limitation also. It is too early to judge
whether these approaches will put the fisheries on
a sounder footing. Much will depend on how well
they are implemented and whether adequate con-
trol of the behaviour of participants is established.
This historical review reveals a tendency to resort
to new tools when the results of management are
judged unsatisfactory, with relatively little attention
being paid as to whether the previous tools were
utilized effectively.
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APPENDIX TABLE 1. List of common names used to refer to species and their corresponding scientific names.
(E and W after common names indicate species which occur in commercial concentra-
tions only in the eastern or western North Atlantic respectively.)

Common Name Scientific Name

Atlantic cod Gadus morhua
Haddock Melanogrammus aeglefinus
Pollock (saithe) Pollachius virens

Atlantic herring Clupea harengus
Atlantic mackerel Scomber scombrus
Capelin Mallotus villosus

Pollack (E) Pollachius pollachius
European hake (E) Merluccius merluccius
Silver hake (W) Merluccius bilinearis
White hake (W) Urophycis tenuis
Red hake (W) Urophycis chuss
Roundnose grenadier Corphaenoides rupestris
Whiting (E) Merlangius merlangus
Blue Whiting (E) Micromesistius poutassou
Norway pout (E) Trisopterus esmarki
Blue ling (E) Molva dipterygia

Atlantic halibut Hippoglossus hippoglossus
Greenland halibut Reinhardtius hippoglossoides
Witch flounder Glyptocephalus cynoglossus
American plaice Hippoglossoides platessoides
European plaice (E) Pleuronectes platessa
European flounder (E) Platichthys flesus
Common sole (E) Solea vulgaris
Lemon sole (E) Microstomus kitt
Yellowtail flounder (W) Limanda ferruginea
Megrims (E) Lepidorhombus spp.

Atlantic argentine Argentina silus
Redfish Sebastes spp.
Wolffish Anarhichas spp.
Anglerfish Lophiidae
Sand lance Ammodytidae
Ocean pout (W) Macrozoarces americanus

Tuna Thunnus spp.
Swordfish Xiphias gladius
Jack & Horse mackerels (E) Trachurus spp.
Sprat (E) Sprattus sprattus
Anchovy (E) Engraulis encrasicholus
Atlantic menhaden (W) Brevoortia tyrannus
Atlantic butterfish (W) Peprilus triacanthus
River herring Alosa spp.

Squid (Canadian zone) Illex illecebrosus
Squid (USA zone) also Loligo pealei
Shrimp (northern) Pandalus borealis
Norway lobster (E) Nephrops norwegicus
Sea scallop (W) Placopecten magellanicus
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APPENDIX TABLE 2. Abbreviations referred to in this paper.

Abbreviation Meaning

ACFM Advisory Committee on Fishery Management of ICES
CAFSAC Canadian Atlantic Fisheries Scientific Advisory Committee
CFP Common Fisheries Policy of the EU
DFO Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Canada
EU European Union (prior to 1993 called the European (Economic) Community – EC or EEC)
F Instantaneous rate of Fishing Mortality
Fsubscript Biological reference points (F0.1, Fmax, etc.)
FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
FRCC Fisheries Resource Conservation Council, Canada
FRG Federal Republic of Germany
GDR German Democratic Republic
GRT Gross Registered Tonnage
ICES International Council for the Exploration of the Sea
ICNAF International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries
IQ Individual catch Quota, sometimes called boat quota
ITQ Individual Transferable catch Quota
MFCMA Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act, USA
MSP Maximum Spawning Potential (defined as spawning potential of virgin stock in USA

legislation)
MSY Maximum Sustainable Yield
NAFO Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization
NEAFC Northeast Atlantic Fisheries Commission (Convention)
NEFMC New England Fishery Management Council, USA
NMFS National Marine Fisheries Service, USA
OY Optimum Yield
STACRES Standing Committee for Research and Statistics, ICNAF
TAC Total Allowable Catch
UK United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
USA United States of America
USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

APPENDIX TABLE 3. Geographic names for the stocks of the six primary species analyzed in this paper and the statistical
areas which define their distribution for stock assessment purposes.  Stocks are arranged by the man-
agement regime to which they are assigned in this paper (Footnote 1), and sources of stock assess-
ment data are indicated (Footnote 2).  The first age used in calculation of stock parameters for the
present analysis is given.

Regime/ First Data
Species1 Geographic Name Statistical Areas Age Source2

Norway cod Northeast Arctic ICES Subareas I & II 4 a
Norway haddock Northeast Arctic ICES Subareas I & II 3 a
Norway pollock Northeast Arctic ICES Subareas I & II 2 a
Norway herring Norwegian spring spawning Depending on distribution 3 b
Norway mackerel North Sea Depending on distribution 2 b
Norway capelin Barents Sea ICES Subareas I & II (east) –3 b

EU cod includes: North Sea ICES Subarea IV 1 b
West of Scotland ICES Div. VIa 1 b
Irish Sea ICES Div. VIIa 1 b
English Channel ICES Div. VIId 1 b
Celtic Sea ICES Div. VIIf,g 1 b

EU haddock includes: North Sea ICES Subarea IV 1 b
West of Scotland ICES Div. VIa 1 b

EU pollock includes: North Sea ICES Subarea IV & Div. IIIa 2 b
West of Scotland ICES Subarea VI 2 b

EU herring includes: North Sea ICES Subarea IV & Div. VIId 1 b
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APPENDIX TABLE 3. (Continued). Geographic names for the stocks of the six primary species analyzed in this paper and
the statistical areas which define their distribution for stock assessment purposes.  Stocks are arranged
by the management regime to which they are assigned in this paper (Footnote 1), and sources of stock
assessment data are indicated (Footnote 2).  The first age used in calculation of stock parameters for
the present analysis is given.

Regime/ First Data
Species1 Geographic Name Statistical Areas Age Source2

West of Scotland ICES Div. VIa (north) 1 b
Clyde ICES Div. VIa (Clyde) 2 c
West of Ireland ICES Div. VIa (south) & VII b,c 2 c
Irish Sea ICES Div. VIIa 1 b
Celtic Sea ICES Div. VIIf,g,j 1 c

EC mackerel Western Depending on Distribution 1 a

Faroe cod – ICES Div. Vb 2 b
Faroe haddock – ICES Div. Vb 2 b
Faroe pollock – ICES Div. Vb 3 b

Iceland cod – ICES Div. Va 4 d
Iceland haddock – ICES Div. Va 3 d
Iceland pollock – ICES Div. Va 4 d
Iceland herring includes: spring spawning ICES Div. Va 1 d

summer spawning ICES Div. Va 1 d
Iceland capelin – ICES Div. Va & Subarea II (west), XIV –3 a,d

Greenland cod includes: East Greenland ICES Subarea XIV 5 a*
West Greenland NAFO Subarea 1 3 e

Canada cod4 includes: Labrador–East Newfoundland NAFO Div. 2J+3KL 4 e
St. Pierre Bank NAFO Subdiv. 3Ps 4 f
Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence NAFO Subdiv. 4Vn (Jan–Apr) +Div. 4T 4 f
Eastern Scotian Shelf NAFO Div. 4VsW 2 f
Southwestern Nova Scotia NAFO Div. 4X 3 f

Canada haddock includes: Eastern Scotian Shelf NAFO Div. 4TVW 3 f
Southwestern Nova Scotia NAFO Div. 4X 3 f

Canada pollock Scotian Shelf NAFO Div. 4VWX+5Zc 3 f
Canada herring includes: Newfoundland bay stocks NAFO Div. 3KLPs 2 f

West Coast of Newfoundland NAFO Div. 4R 3 f
Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence Depending on distribution –5 f
Southwestern Nova Scotia NAFO Div. 4WX 1 f

Canada capelin includes: Labrador–Northeast Newfoundland NAFO Subarea 2 + 3K –3 f
Northern Grand Bank NAFO Div. 3L –3 e

NAFO cod Grand Bank NAFO Div. 3NO 3 e
NAFO capelin Southern Grand Bank NAFO Div. 3NO –3 e

USA cod Georges Bank NAFO Div. 5Z + Subarea 6 2 g
USA haddock Georges Bank NAFO Div. 5Z + Subarea 6 2 h
USA herring includes: Gulf of Maine NAFO Div. 5Y 2 h

Georges Bank NAFO Div. 5Z 2 h
USA mackerel Northwest Atlantic NAFO Subarea 2–6 1 i

1 "includes" indicates cases where stock assessment results were combined for two or more stocks to give single estimates of parameters
for each species in each zone. Catch, biomass and recruitment estimates were summed across stocks. Fishing mortalities were
averaged using population numbers as a weighting factor.

2 Stock assessment data were from the following sources (dates of most recent reports consulted are given, data for early years were
obtained from previous reports in same series):

a,b & c) ICES Working Group Reports for 1993, 1992 and 1991 respectively (a* – 1989 ICES WG for stocks of cod at East Greenland)
d) Icelandic Hafrannsóknastofnun Fjölrit No. 29, 1992 (except spring spawning herring from Jakobsson, J. 1980.  ICES Rapp.

P.-V. Réun. 177: 23–42)
e) NAFO SCR Documents 1992
f) CAFSAC Research Documents 1992
g,h & i) USA Stock Assessment Workshop Reports, 15th, 13th and 12th Workshops respectively.  Northeast Fisheries Science

Center Reference Documents 93-07, 92-02 and 91-03 respectively.
3 Capelin biomass estimates are for the sexually maturing component of the stock for Northeast Atlantic stocks and roughly comparable

for Northwest Atlantic stocks.
4 Canada cod "others" – excludes Labrador–East Newfoundland stock.
5 Age 2 for spring spawners and age 3 for autumn spawners.
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APPENDIX TABLE 4. Minimum mesh size regulations in the Northeast Atlantic pertaining to cod, haddock and pollock, established
under international conventions to 1976.

Mesh Size
Authority Year in Effect Area of Application Gear/Materials Affected (mm)

   1937 – Northern Norway and Barents Sea Trawls, seines or other nets towed or hauled 105
Convention (Convention did (north of 66°N, east of 0°E) at or near the bottom of the sea - of any

 not come into material, measured wet.
    effect)

All other waters Trawls, seines or other nets towed or hauled 70
at or near the bottom of the sea – of any
material, measured wet

   1946 – Northern Norway and Barents Sea Trawls, seines or other nets towed or hauled 110
Convention (Original (north of 66°N, east of 0°E) at or near the bottom of the sea – of any

provisions did material, measured wet
not come into
effect) Icelandic waters (62°–68°N, Trawls, seines or other nets towed or hauled 110

10°-28°W) at or near the bottom of the sea – of any
material, measured wet

All other waters Trawls, seines or other nets towed or hauled 80
at or near the bottom of the sea – of any
material, measured wet

Permanent 1954 Northern Norway, Barents Sea Trawls or other nets towed or hauled at or 110 1,2,3

Commission and Icelandic waters (coordinates near the bottom of the sea – of any material
 (created as above) measured wet, except seine nets
under 1946
Convention) Seine nets 100

All other waters Trawls or other nets towed or hauled at or 75 1

near the bottom of the sea – of any material
measured wet, except seine nets

Seine nets 70

Permanent 1964 Northern Norway, Barents Sea, Seine nets 100
Commission Icelandic and eastern Greenland
(inherited by waters (north of 66°N from Such part of any trawl net as is made of cotton, 110
NEAFC under Norwegian coast to 10°W, south hemp, polyamide and polyester fibres
1959 Convention) to 62°N, west to 28°W, south

to 59°N, thence west to 44°W) Such part of any trawl net as is made of any 120
other material

Other waters Seine net or such part of any trawl net as 70
is made of single twine and contains no
manila or sisal

Such part of any trawl net as is made of 75
double twine and contains no manila or sisal

Such part of any trawl net as is made of 80
manila or sisal

NEAFC 1966 NEAFC Region 3 (36°–48°N) Seine or part of trawl net 60
(Not part of 1946 Convention Area).

NEAFC 1967 NEAFC Region 1 except at Faroe Seine net 110 5

Islands (N.B. extends large mesh
area south to 62°N from 66°N Such part of any trawl net as is made of 120
along Norwegian coast)4 cotton, hemp, polyamide or polyester fibres

Such part of any trawl net as if made of any 130
other material

Faroe Islands (essentially ICES Seine net 95 6

fishing area Vb)
Such part of any trawl net as is made of 100 6

manila or sisal

Such part of any trawl net as is made of any 95 6

other material
NEAFC Regions 2 and 3 No change
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APPENDIX TABLE 4. (Continued). Minimum mesh size regulations in the Northeast Atlantic pertaining to cod, haddock and pollock,
established under international conventions to 1976.

Mesh Size
Authority Year in Effect Area of Application Gear/Materials Affected (mm)

1969 NEAFC Region 3 Seine net, or such part of any trawl net as 60
is made of single twine and contains no
manila or sisal

Such part of any trawl net as is made of double 65
twine and contains no manila or sisal

Such part of any trawl net as is made of 70
manila or sisal

1971 Mesh regulations for all areas extended to
include midwater trawls

1 Agreed in 1955 that "light trawls", i.e. those of single twine and containing no manila or sisal could have a mesh size 5 mm smaller.
2 Agreed in 1961 that the 5 mm differential for "light trawls" be replaced by a 10 mm differential for trawl nets with codends of cotton, hemp, polyamide or

polyester.
3 Effective 1 January 1963, mesh size in northern Norway and Barents Sea increased to 120 mm.
4 Agreed in 1970 to move boundary between Regions 1 and 2 from 62°N to 64°N to exempt pollock fishery at 62°–64°N from large mesh regulations.
5 Effective at Iceland and east Greenland in 1968.
6 Revised to 110 mm for trawls of manila or sisal and 100 mm for other nets in 1970.  Made identical to rest of Region 1 (i.e. 130 mm manila equivalent) in

1974.
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APPENDIX TABLE 5. Minimum fish size regulations in the Northeast Atlantic for primary species (cod, haddock, pollock, her-
ring, mackerel and capelin), established under international conventions to 1976.  (Fish size is total
length.)

Size
Authority Year in Effect Species Limit (cm) Application

  1937 – cod 24 Cannot carry on board, land or sell fish of smaller size caught in
Convention (Convention haddock 24 Convention Area

did not come
into effect)

  1946 1954 cod 30 Cannot carry on board, land or sell fish of smaller size caught in
Convention haddock 27 the Convention Area

Permanent 1954 Exemption: 10% by weight of each industrial landing may consist
Commission of undersized fish of species subject to size regulations
(created under
1946 1963 cod 34 In waters for which a minimum mesh size of 110 mm applies, i.e.
Convention) haddock 31 northern waters (see Appendix Table 4)

NEAFC 1964 Size limits of Permanent Commission carried forward to NEAFC
Convention Area north of 48°N (the southern limit of 1946 Con-
vention)

1967 Larger size limits for cod and haddock applicable in northern
part of Convention Area extended to the area between 66°N and
62°N off Norway, and thus apply to all of NEAFC Region 1 except
at Faroe Islands

1969 Larger size limits for cod and haddock extended to include Faroe
Islands (i.e. to apply to all of Region 1)

1970 Decided to move boundary between Regions 1 and 2 from 62°N
to 64°N

1974 mackerel 30 Applies to industrial fishery for North Sea stock (ICES Subarea IV
+ Div. IIIa), tolerance of 20% by weight of undersized mackerel

1975 herring 20 West of Scotland stock (ICES Div. VIa), tolerance of 10% by weight
of undersized herring

1976 mackerel 30 Extended to West of Scotland (ICES Div. VIa) the regulation
applying in IIIa and IV

1976 herring 20 Applies to human consumption fishery in North Sea (ICES Sub-
area IV) (and Skagerrak), tolerance of 10% by weight of under
sized herring (industrial fishing for herring was banned in 1975)

1976 pollock 35 Region 1, tolerance of 10% by weight of undersized pollock until
December 1977

30 Region 2, except Skagerrak, tolerance of 10% by weight of
undersized pollock until December 1977
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APPENDIX TABLE 6. Catch controls in the Northeast Atlantic in the pre-200 mile jurisdiction period.

In Effect Agreement Parties

1971–73 Norwegian spring spawning herring - catches restricted to proportions of 1969 levels, decreasing in Iceland, Norway
successive agreements. USSR

1974 Norwegian spring spawning herring – fishing prohibited (except 20% of 1969 catch of small and fat NEAFC
herring could still be taken for human consumption or bait by each Contracting Party).

1975 Norwegian spring spawning herring – prohibition continued and exemptions reduced to 10% of 1969 NEAFC
catch levels.

1976 Norwegian spring spawning herring – prohibition continued and exemptions limited to gillnet catches NEAFC
within national baselines for personal consumption and own use as bait.

1971 North Sea herring (ICES Subarea IV & Div. IIIa) – fishing prohibited in May and from 20 August to NEAFC
30 September inclusive with allowance during closure for directed fishery catches of 1 000 tons per
Contracting Party for human consumption or bait, and by-catch allowance of 10% by weight in other
fisheries.

1972 North Sea herring – fishing prohibited from 1 April to 15 June inclusive with allowance during NEAFC
closure for directed fishery catches of 1 250 tons per Contracting Party (Faroe and Denmark
treated separately) for human consumption or bait, and by-catch allowance of 10% by weight in
other fisheries.

1973 North Sea herring – fishing prohibited from 1 February to 15 June, except that in February and NEAFC
March Contracting Parties could take catches for human consumption and bait equal to the highest
catches taken for these purposes in the same months in the years 1969–72. Those benefitting
from this provision could take an additional 1 250 tons during the remaining closed period, those
who did not could take 2 500 tons, in directed human consumption and bait fisheries.  By-catch
allowance of 10% by weight in other fisheries.

1974 North Sea herring – 1973 closure regulations extended to also apply in 1974. NEAFC

1974–75 Celtic Sea herring (ICES Div. VIIg, h and part of VIIa) – fishing prohibited from 1 April 1974 to NEAFC
31 March 1975 except for exemptions, allocated by Contracting Party, totalling 32 000 tons
(equivalent to catch allocations).

1974–76 Demersal stocks at Faroe Islands (ICES Div. Vb) – restricted catches and established specific Belgium,
national catch limits for cod and haddock, and restricted GRT of trawlers fishing in the area; Denmark
established subareas seasonally closed to trawling. France, FRG,

Norway, Poland,
UK

1974 North-East Arctic cod (ICES Subareas I & II) – established specific national catch limits for Contracting Norway, UK,
Parties and an allowance for others. USSR

1975 TACs and national allocations established for the following stocks (for the calendar year 1975 unless NEAFC
otherwise stated):

– North Sea herring (1 July 1974–30 June 1975)
– Celtic Sea herring (1 April 1975–31 March 1976)
– North Sea cod (ICES Subarea IV)
– North Sea haddock (ICES Subarea IV)
– North Sea whiting (ICES Subarea IV)
– North Sea sole (ICES Subarea IV)
– North Sea plaice (ICES Subarea IV)
– English Channel sole (ICES Div. VIId, e)
– English Channel plaice (ICES Div. VIId, e)
– Bristol Channel sole (ICES Div. VIIf)
– Bristol Channel plaice (ICES Div. VIIf)
– Irish Sea sole (ICES Div. VIIa)
– Irish Sea plaice (ICES Div. VIIa)
– West of Scotland herring (ICES Div. VIa)
– Northeast Arctic cod (ICES Subareas I & II)

Catch restrictions also imposed on the North Sea (ICES Subarea IV & Div. IIIa) mackerel industrial
fishery – catches in January–June period restricted to 2 500–10 000 tons per Contracting Party
depending on historical catches during this period.

1976 TACs and allocations established for 1976 for all stocks1 for which such regulations were NEAFC
established for 1975, with the following addition:

– North Sea sprat (ICES Subarea IV)

Catch restrictions on mackerel industrial fishery extended to include West of Scotland (ICES
Div. VIa) – catches in Div. IIa, IIIa & Subarea IV in January–June period restricted to
2 500–12 000 tons per Contracting Party depending on historical catches during this period.

Northeast Arctic haddock (ICES Subareas I & II) directed fishery to cease when Northeast
Arctic cod allocations taken.

1 Objections to North Sea herring regulations for the latter half of 1975 and for 1976 prevented these from coming into effect.
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APPENDIX TABLE 7. Minimum mesh size regulations in the Northwest Atlantic pertaining to cod, haddock and pollock, established
under ICNAF1.

Year in Mesh Size
Effect Area of Application Gear/Materials/Species Affected (mm)

1953 Subarea 5 (Gulf of Maine and Trawl nets of any material, measured wet, when fishing for haddock 114
Georges Bank) (10% or 5 000 lb. by-catch exemption for small mesh gear).

Equivalent dry measurement permitted from 1954.

1957 Subarea 3 (Grand Banks) Trawl nets of manila, measured wet after use or the equivalent size 102
when measured dry before use or when constructed of other materials,
when fishing for cod or haddock (10% or 5 000 lb. by-catch exemption
for small mesh gear).

Subareas 4 and 5 (Gulf of St. As for Subarea 3 114
Lawrence, Scotian Shelf, Gulf
of Maine and Georges Bank)

1968 Subarea 1 (West Greenland) When fishing for cod, haddock and five other species:
–  seine net 110
–  such part of any trawl net as is made of cotton, hemp, polyamide 120
   or polyester fibres
–  such part of any trawl net as is made of manila or any other 130
   material not mentioned above
–  (measured wet after use or equivalent when measured dry before use,
   no by-catch exemptions).

Subareas 2–5 (Labrador When fishing for cod or haddock (all Subareas), pollock (in Subarea 3
to Georges Bank) only) and up to seven other species:

–  seine net 100
–  such part of any trawl net as is made of cotton, hemp, polyamide 105
   or polyester fibres
–  such part of any trawl net as is made of manila or any other 114
   material not mentioned above
–  (measured wet after use or equivalent when measured dry before
   use, no exemptions in Subarea 2, exemption for small mesh redfish
   fishery in Div. NOP of Subarea 3, general small mesh fisheries
   exemption in Subareas 4 and 5, by-catch exemptions all 10% or
   5 000 lb).

19712 Subareas 2 and 3 (Labrador Mesh size increase only, equivalents remain and exemptions 130 manila
and Grand Banks) unchanged. equivalent

1974 Subareas 4 and 5 (Gulf of St. Mesh size increase applies to codend only, other netting can be 130 manila
Lawrence, Scotian Shelf, Gulf 114 mm, equivalents remain and exemptions unchanged. equivalent
of Maine and Georges Bank)

1 ICNAF Comm. Doc. 79/12, Ser. No. 5441 provides a key to regulations reported in ICNAF Annual Proceedings.
2 1972 for Poland, Portugal and Spain, and for Canada in Subarea 3.
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APPENDIX TABLE 9. Minimum mesh size regulations pertaining to cod, haddock and pollock in Canadian waters from 1977.

Year in Area of
Effect Application Ancillary Information Mesh Size (mm)

–1 Newfoundland Cod trap nets
  –   walls 89
  –   leader 177

1977 All ICNAF trawl regulations retained (See App. Table 7). 130
manila equivalent

1982 All Differentials for netting material and for seine nets removed. 130
All species included unless specifically exempted.

1984 All Groundfish gillnet mesh size standardized. (Previously 140
varied between 127 mm and 152 mm depending on Province
from which fishing occurred.)

1991 Div. 4VsWX+ Differentials introduced based on type of mesh in codend:
(March) Subarea 5 –  square mesh netting 140

–  diamond mesh netting 155

1991 Div. 4VsWX+ –  square mesh netting 130
(July) Subarea 5 –  diamond mesh netting 145

1994 All All mesh size regulations revoked; replaced by specifications –
in annual "conservation harvesting plans" for each fleet
sector.

1 The minimum mesh size for netting in cod traps was set at 3 1/2 inches (89 mm) in 1919 or possibly earlier.
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APPENDIX TABLE 10. Catch controls established in Canadian Atlantic fishing zones.

Year in
Effect Stocks Remarks

1972 Herring – Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence Included Div. 4T and southwest Newfoundland fishing areas

1974 Herring – St. Mary's Bay Southeast coast of Newfoundland

1974 Herring – Placentia and Fortune Bays Southeast coast of Newfoundland

1976 Herring – East coast of Newfoundland Defined by bays
Cod – West coast of Newfoundland Div. 4RS – 3Pn
Redfish – Gulf of St. Lawrence Div. 4RST

1977 Herring – West coast of Newfoundland Div. 4R
American plaice – Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence Div. 4T
Witch flounder – Northern Gulf of St. Lawrence Div. 4RS

1982 Cod – 4X total Previously only offshore area
Greenland halibut – Gulf of St. Lawrence Div. 4RST
White hake – Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence Div. 4T

1983 Greenland halibut – Div. 2GH Previously managed as a single unit – Subarea 2 & Div. 3KL
Greenland halibut – Div. 2J3KL

1987 Haddock – Grand Banks Div. 3LNO
Haddock – St. Pierre Bank Subdiv. 3Ps
Pollock – St. Pierre Bank Subdiv. 3Ps

1988 Atlantic halibut – Gulf of St. Lawrence Div. 4RST
Atlantic halibut – Atlantic coast Div. 3NOPs + VWX +Subarea 5

1989 Haddock – Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence Div. 4T added to Div. 4VW management area

1990 Pollock – Div. 4VWX + 5Zc Redefined management unit to exclude USA waters

1991 (Yellowtail flounder – Georges Bank) Deregulated

1993 Redfish – Units 1, 2 and 3 Previous management units Div. 4RST, Div. 3P and Div. 4VWX
rearranged into Unit 1 – Div. 4RST + Subdiv. 3Pn (Jan–May) +
Subdiv. 4Vn (Jan–May), Unit 2 – Subdiv. 3Pn (Jun–Dec) + Subdiv.
4Vn (Jun–Dec) + Subdiv. 3Ps + Subdiv. 4Vs +Div. 4W (statistical
areas f g j), Unit 3 – Div. 4W (statistical areas d e h k l) + Div. 4X

1994 Flatfish – Div. 4VW Previously managed as a single unit, Div. 4VWX, and included
Flatfish – Div. 4X+5Y American plaice, yellowtail flounder and witch flounder. Div. 5Y

added and winter flounder added in Div. 4X+5Y management area

1995 Witch Flounder – Div. 4RST Div. 4T added to management area.
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APPENDIX TABLE 11. Species and stocks in EU waters1 subject to TAC regulation in 1992, typical of the period from 1987
subsequent to the accessions of Spain and Portugal.  (Council Reg. (EEC) No. 3882/91, OJ No.
L367, 31-12-91.)

Species Stock Areas

Herring IIIa; IIIb, c, d (EU zone); IIa (EU zone), IVa, b; IVc, VIId; Vb (EU zone), VIa north, VIb; VIa
south, VIIb, c; VIa Clyde; VIIa; VIIe, f; VIIg, h, j, k; (10 stocks).

Sprat IIIa; IIIb, c, d (EU zone); IIa (EU zone), IV (EU zone); VIId, e; (4 stocks).

Anchovy VIII; IX, X, Morocco; (2 stocks).

Capelin IIb (1 stock).

Cod IIb; IIIa Skagerrak; IIIa Kattegat; IIIb, c, d (EU zone); IIa (EU zone), IV; Vb (EU zone), VI, XII,
XIV; VIIa; VII b, c, d, e, f, g, h, j, k, VIII, X, Morocco; (8 stocks).

Haddock IIIa, IIIb, c, d (EU zone); IIa (EU zone), IV; Vb (EU zone), VI, XII, XIV; VII, VIII, IX, X, Morocco;
(4 stocks).

Pollock (Saithe) IIa (EU zone), IIIa, IIIb, c, d (EU zone), IV; Vb (EU zone), VI, XII, XIV; VII, VIII, IX, X, Morocco;
(3 stocks).

Pollack Vb (EU zone), VI, XII, XIV; VII; VIIIa, b; VIIIc; VIIId; VIIIe; IX, X, Morocco; (7 stocks).

Norway pout IIa (EU zone), IIIa, IV (EU zone); (1 stock).

Blue whiting IIa (EU zone), IV (EU zone); Vb (EU zone), VI, VII; VIIIa, b, d; VIIIe; VIIIc, IX, X, Morocco; (5
stocks).

Whiting IIIa; IIa (EU zone), IV; Vb (EU zone), VI, XII, XIV; VIIa; VII b, c, d, e, f, g h, j, k; VIII; IX, X,
Morocco; (7 stocks).

Hake IIIa, IIIb, c, d (EU zone); IIa (EU zone), IV (EU zone); Vb (EU zone), VI, VII, XII, XIV; VIIIa, b,
d, e; VIIIc, IX, X, Morroco; (5 stocks).

Jack and horse mackerels IIa (EU zone), IV (EU zone); Vb (EU zone), VI, VII, VIIIa, b, d, e, XII, XIV; VIIIc, IX; (3 stocks).

Mackerel IIa (EU zone), IIIa, IIIb, c, d (EU zone), IV; II (excl. EU zone), Vb (EU zone), VI, VII, VIIIa, b,
d, e, XII, XIV; VIIIc, IX, X, Morocco; (3 stocks).

European plaice IIIa Skagerrak; IIIa Kattegat; IIIb, c, d (EU zone); IIa (EU zone), IV; Vb (EU zone), VI, XII, XIV;
VIIa; VIIb, c; VIId, e; VIIf, g; VIIh, j, k; VIII, IX, X, Morocco; (11 stocks).

Common sole IIIa, IIIb, c, d (EU zone); II, IV; Vb (EU zone), VI, XII, XIV; VIIa; VIIb, c; VIId; VIIe; VIIf, g; VIIh,
j, k; VIIIa, b; VIIIc, d, e, IX, X, Morocco; (11 stocks).

Megrims Vb (EU zone), VI, XII, XIV; VII; VIIIa, b, d, e; VIIIc, IX, X, Morocco; (4 stocks).

Anglerfishes Vb (EU zone), VI, XII, XIV; VII; VIIIa, b, d; VIIIe; VIIIc, IX, X, Morocco; (5 stocks).

1   Also in Svalbard zone (IIb) for capelin and cod.  See Norway section.
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APPENDIX TABLE 12. Minimum mesh size regulations pertaining to cod, haddock and pollock in EU waters from 1977 (excluding
Skagerrak and Kattegat for which mesh regulations were established under Norway–Sweden–EU agreement).

Year in Mesh Size
Effect Area of Application Ancillary Information (mm)1

1977 Member governments were expected to retain NEAFC regulations
in effect until replaced by EU regulations.  Temporary EU
regulations also in effect in October 1980–October 1981

19832 Region 1 EU Region 1 is EU waters within NEAFC Region 1 and in NAFO
Area off West Greenland (Subarea 1) and off St. Pierre and
Miquelon (in Subarea 3)

– NAFO Subarea 1, Greenland waters and small parts of ICES V which lie inside EU zone 130
  ICES XIV, V

– other parts of the Region 120

Region 2 Equates to NEAFC Region 2

– Irish Sea ICES VIIa
– single twine nets 70
– double twine nets 75

– English Channel ICES VIId,e 75

– other parts of the Region 80

Region 3 Equates to NEAFC Region 3 65

19873 Region 1 Equates to NEAFC Region 1  (Greenland and St. Pierre and Miquelon waters
no longer under EU jurisdiction)

– ICES Vb (EU Zone) Standardized with mesh size to be phased in for Region 2 90

– other parts of the Region 130

Region 2

– Irish Sea ICES VIIa (Distinction between single and double twine dropped) 70

– English Channel ICES VIId, e 75

– West of Scotland and Ireland ICES VI, VIIb, c, f, g, h, j, k 80

– North Sea ICES IV, the adjacent part of IIa lying south of 64°N, and a small western 85
part of IIIa

– other parts of the Region 90

Region 3 65

19893,4 Region 2 (Regions 1 and 3 regulations unchanged)

– Irish Sea ICES VIIa 70

– English Channel and ICES VI south of 56°N, VII excluding VIIa 80
  west of Ireland

– other parts of the Region 90

19925 Regions 1 and 2

– west of Ireland, Irish ICES VI south of 56°N, VII 80
  Sea and English Channel

– other parts of the Regions Mesh size specified as diamond mesh, but upper half of the trawl may 100
comprise a section (panel or window) of square mesh netting of 90 mm

Region 3 65

1   Mesh sizes are irrespective of material of construction in all cases.
2   Council Reg. (EEC) No. 171/83, OJ No. L24, 27-1-83.
3   Council Reg. (EEC) No. 3094/86, OJ No. L288, 11-10-86.
4   Council Reg. (EEC) No. 2968/87, OJ No. L280, 3-10-87.
5   Council Reg. (EEC) No. 345/92, OJ No. L42, 18-2-92.
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APPENDIX TABLE 13. Minimum fish size regulations pertaining to primary species (cod, haddock, pollock, herring, mackerel
and capelin) in EU waters from 1977 (excluding Skagerrak and Kattegat for which size regulations
were established under Norway–Sweden–EU agreement). (See Appendix Table 12 for definitions of
Regions.  Fish size is total length.)

Year in Size Limit
Effect Species (cm)  Ancillary Information

1977 Member governments were expected to retain NEAFC regulations in effect
until replaced by EU regulations. Temporary EU regulations also in effect in
October 1980–October 1981 which were closely similar to those subse-
quently introduced in permanent legislation in 1983.

19831 All undersized fish must be immediately discarded at sea (exemptions noted
below).

Cod 34 Region 1, except 40 cm off Greenland and in ICES area V.

30 Regions 2 and 3, except 45 cm in Irish Sea between October and Decem-
ber. By-catch of cod 30–45 cm of 10% by weight allowed during this pe-
riod.

Haddock 31 Region 1

27 Regions 2 and 3

Pollock 35 Region 1

30 Regions 2 and 3

Herring 20 Regions 1, 2 and 3.  By-catches of 10% by weight allowed.

Mackerel 30 Applicable only to North Sea.  By-catches of 15% by weight allowed, re-
duced to 10% after 1983.

Capelin –

19872 Discarding requirements and exemptions as in 1983.
(* indicates
effective Cod 35 Region 1 (Greenland no longer EU waters).
date of 1989)

35* Regions 2 and 3.  Irish Sea 45 cm provision rescinded after 1987.

Haddock 30 Region 1

30* Regions 2 and 3

Pollock 35 Regions 1 and 3

35* Region 2

Herring, mackerel No change
 and capelin

19923 Mackerel 20 Regions 1, 2 and 3, except North Sea.

30 North Sea

Other primary No change
  species

1   Council Regs. (EEC) No. 171/83, OJ No. L24, 27-1-83; No. 2931/83, OJ No. L288, 21-10-83.
2   Council Regs. (EEC) No. 3094/86, OJ No. L288, 11-10-86; No. 2024/88, OJ No. L179, 9-7-88.
3   Council Regs. (EEC) No. 345/92, OJ No. L42, 18-2-92.
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APPENDIX TABLE 14. Minimum trawl mesh size regulations pertaining to herring, mackerel and capelin in EU waters
from 1977 (excluding Skagerrak and Kattegat for which size regulations were established under
Norway-Sweden–EU agreement).  (See Appendix Table 12 for definitions of Regions.)

Year in Mesh Size
Effect Region                           Ancillary Information (mm)1

1977 Member governments were expected to retain NEAFC
regulations in effect until replaced by EU regulations.
Temporary EU regulations also in effect in October 1980–
October 1981 which were identical to those subsequently
introduced in permanent legislation in 1983.

19832 Region 1 herring, mackerel, capelin 16

Region 2 herring 16
(32 from
1-1-84)

mackerel – North Sea (Skagerrak and Kattegat) 32
– other parts of the Region 16

capelin 16

Region 3 herring, mackerel 40

capelin  –

19923 Regions 1 and 2 herring, mackerel 32

Region 3 herring, mackerel 40

All Regions capelin  –

1   Mesh sizes are irrespective of material of construction in all cases.
2   Council Regs. (EEC) No. 171/83, OJ No. L24, 27-1-83; No. 2931/83, OJ No. L288, 21-10-83.
3   Council Regs. (EEC) No. 345/92, OJ No. L42, 18-2-92; No. 1465/92, OJ No. L155, 6-6-92; No. 3919/92, OJ No. L397, 31-12-92; No. 3676/93, OJ No. 314,

31-12-93; No. 3362/94, OJ No. L363, 31-12-94; No. 1909/95, OJ No. L184, 3-8-95.

APPENDIX TABLE 15. Minimum mesh size regulations for Icelandic waters pertaining to cod, haddock and pollock
after 1975.  (Mesh sizes are irrespective of material used for construction.)

Year Fishing Method Mesh Size (mm)

1976 bottom trawling and Danish seining 135

1977 bottom trawling except for redfish 155
Danish seining 170

1978 midwater trawling for cod, haddock and pollock 155

1979 Danish seining 155

19781 Cod gillnets winter 178
summer 152

1984 Danish seining Faxaflói Bay 155
Other Areas 135

1   Previously 178 mm in winter, 140 mm in summer.  Revised to 152 mm all year in 1993.
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APPENDIX TABLE 16. Minimum mesh size regulations in the Norwegian zone pertaining to cod, haddock and pollock
from 1977 (excluding Skagerrak and Kattegat for which mesh regulations established under
Norway–Sweden–EU agreement).

Year in Area of Mesh Size
 Effect Application Ancillary Information (mm)

1977 All areas NEAFC regulations were continued in effect (see App. Table 4)

1981 North of 64°N Trawls of cotton, hemp, polyamide or polyester 125
Trawls of any other material 135
Danish seines 125

South of 64°N All nets irrespective of material  90

1983 North of 64°N Trawls of cotton, hemp, polyamide or polyester 135
Trawls of any other material 145
Danish seines 135

South of 64°N No change

1987 North of 64°N Danish seines of hemp, cotton, polyamide or polyester 125
Danish seines of any other material 135
(Trawl nets – no change)

South of 64°N All nets irrespective of material 100

APPENDIX TABLE 17. Minimum fish size regulations pertaining to primary species (cod, haddock, pollock, herring,
mackerel and capelin) in the Norwegian zone from 1977 (excluding Skagerrak and Kattegat for
which mesh regulations established under Norway–Sweden–EU agreement).  (Fish size is total
length.)

Year in Size Limit
 Effect Species (cm) Ancillary Information

1977 NEAFC regulations in effect (see App. Table 5).

1981 Cod 42 NEAFC Region 1. By-catch of 15% by number of undersized cod allowed.

Haddock 39 NEAFC Region 1. By-catch of 15% by number of undersized haddock allowed.

1983 Pollock 32–40 Size limit varied with latitude, 40 cm in north, 37 cm, 35 cm, 32 cm off southern
Norway.  By-catch of 10% by weight of undersized pollock allowed in coastal zone.

1990 Cod 47 NEAFC Region 1. By-catch of 15% by number of undersized cod allowed.

Haddock 44 NEAFC Region 1. By-catch of 15% by number of undersized haddock allowed.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cod and Haddock Size limits in NEAFC Region 2 unchanged from those of NEAFC (30 cm and 27 cm
respectively) and thus remained consistent with those of EU until latter increased
minimum sizes in 1989.

Herring NEAFC limit of 20 cm in human consumption fisheries in North Sea retained, consis-
tent with EU regulations.  A minimum size of 25 cm was introduced in 1975 for Nor-
wegian spring–spawning herring.  By-catch of 10% by weight of undersized herring
allowed.

Mackerel NEAFC limit of 30 cm retained but applied to all North Sea catches.  This coincided
with EU regulation.  By-catch of 15% by weight of undersized mackerel allowed.  (EU
limit reduced to 10% from 1984.)

Capelin Size limits were established at 11 cm in Barents Sea in 1978 and at 12 cm for the Jan
Mayen zone (consistent with Icelandic regulation).  By-catch of 10% by number of
undersized capelin allowed.  There were no capelin size limits established in NEAFC
regulation.

Prohibition on discard It is prohibited to discard catches of various fish species including cod, haddock,
pollock, herring and mackerel.
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APPENDIX TABLE 18. Minimum mesh size regulations pertaining to cod, haddock and pollock in USA waters from
1977.  (Data sources:  NEFMC management plans and amendments, U.S. Federal Register.)

Year in Mesh size1

Effect Area of Application Ancillary Information (mm)

1977 Entire zone Applicable when fishing for cod, haddock, and
yellowtail flounder, with trawl nets

– codend 130
– body of net 114

1978 Entire zone Bottom gillnets 140

1982 Large mesh area – Trawl and seine nets
S.W. Gulf of Maine – codend (until 31 December 1982) 130
and Georges Bank – codend (from 1 January 1983) 140

– body of net 114

Bottom gillnets 140

1986 Large mesh areas – Trawl and seine nets
Gulf of Maine and – codend 140
Georges Bank – body of net2 –

Large mesh areas, Bottom gillnets 140
and rest of zone
in November–February
period

1994 Large mesh areas – Trawl, seine and bottom gillnets 152
Gulf of Maine and
Georges Bank

Large mesh areas – Trawl, seine and bottom gillnets 140
Southern New England
and Nantucket Lightship
ground

1   Mesh sizes are irrespective of material of construction in all cases.
2  Codend defined as last 75 meshes of net in 1987 and 140 mm mesh regulation extended to include the whole net effective

1 January 1990.

APPENDIX TABLE 19. Minimum fish size regulations pertaining to cod, haddock and pollock fished commercially in
USA waters from 1977. (Fish size is total length. Different conditions applied to recreational
fishing.  Data sources: NEFMC management plans and amendments, U.S. Federal Register.)

Year in Size Limit
Effect Species inches (cm) Ancillary Information

1977 Cod and Haddock 16 (40.6) By-catch limit of 10% by weight of each species for commercial
fishing vessels.

1982 Cod and Haddock 17 (43.2) No undersized fish could be retained on board, landed or pos-
sessed.

1986 Cod, Haddock and Pollock 17 (43.2) No undersized fish could be landed or possessed.

1987 Cod, Haddock and Pollock 19 (48.3) No undersized fish could be landed or possessed.
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N O T I C E

What Future for Capture Fisheries

SYMPOSIUM

A Shift in Paradigm:   Visioning Sustainable Harvests from the Northwest Atlantic
in the Twenty-first Century

Hosted by the Scientific Council of the
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO)

10–12 September 1997
St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada

Objectives

1. Present the international profile of NAFO – a model of international collaborative research, management and
cooperation.

2. Undertake a visioning exercise of sustainable international fisheries cooperation and management for the twenty-first
century.

3. Examine shifts in the traditional capture fisheries and new livelihoods for the coastal community.
4. Produce a book based on the outcome of the symposium – commemorating 500 years of Northwest Atlantic

livelihoods based on harvesting the Sea.

The Symposium is built around an opening session with three keynote speakers and five sessions. Each session will
have introductory comments from the Chair and a general session discussion.

Opening Session: Keynote The NAFO model of international collaborative research, management and
cooperation.

Keynote The framework within which capture fisheries will operate in the future – Devel-
opment of UNCLOS 1982, Agenda and FAO code of conduct of responsible
fishing.

Keynote Sustainability – Ecological impact from fisheries – the political environmental
issue and how this will affect how capture fisheries will operate in the future.

Session 1 – History of Fishing the Northwest Atlantic

1. History of fisheries in the Northwest Atlantic – the 500 year perspective.
2. The history of fisheries management and the scientific advice – the ICNAF/NAFO history from the end of World War

II to the present.

Session 2 – Management Approaches – Caring for the Future Resources

1. Trends in international cooperation in fisheries – monitoring, surveillance and control.
2. Controlling marine fisheries 50 years from now – satellite surveillance or a changed regime – can economy and

biology cooperate?

Session 3 –  Fisheries Research:  Perspectives for the Twenty-first Century

1. What can technology offer the future fisheries scientist – possibilities for obtaining better estimates of fish stock
abundance by observations from the sea.

2. What can technology offer the future fisheries scientist – laboratory and aquaria technology – possibilities for
obtaining better understanding of the stock structure (eg DNA technology).

3. Where is fisheries science heading – special emphasis on fish stock assessment work.
4. What can information technology and science offer – will we be able to process the mass of data future technology

will enable us to collect?
5. Integrating fisheries observations with environmental data – towards a better understanding of the conditions for fish

in the sea.
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Session  4 – Sustainable Livelihood for the Coastal Community

1. Aquaculture – marine fisheries – will capture fisheries remain competitive?
2. Impact on coastal livelihood from future changes in production and demand for fish.
3. The future for fishery dependent communities – Faroe Islands.
4. The future for fishery dependent communities – fishery dependent regions of the EU – Galicia and other areas.

Session 5 – The Future for Capture Fisheries

1. The future economy of capture fisheries – which sectors will be economically viable?
2. Capture fisheries and the environment issue – implications for the viability of future capture fisheries.
3. The future consumer market for fish – will there be a place for capture fisheries?
4. The capture technology of the future – large trawlers with sea going factories or small vessels of the Coastal State?
5. Development in fish food technology – implications for capture fisheries.

This Symposium is being held in conjunction with 19th Annual Meeting of NAFO and the Cabot 500th Anniversary
Celebration in St. John's, Newfoundland. For further information, please contact.

Convener NAFO Secretariat

Hans Lassen Tissa Amaratunga, Assistant Executive Secretary
Danish Institute for Fisheries Research Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO)
Charlottenlund Slot P. O. Box 638
DK 2920 Charlottenlund Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
Denmark Canada  B2Y 3Y9

Telephone: +45 33 96 33 57 Telephone: (902) 469-9105
Fax: +45 33 96 33 33 Fax: (902) 469-5729
E-mail: hl@dfu.min.dk E-mail: nafo@fox.nstn.ca



Information for Authors in Preparing Manuscripts
for NAFO Scientific Publications

General Guidelines
The manuscript should be typed in English on

white paper, preferably 21.5 x 28 cm (8.5 x 11 in.),
on one side only. All typing should be double-
spaced with at least 2.5 cm margins around the
page. Avoid breaking words at the end of lines.
Number all pages, including the title page, con-
secutively with arabic numbers in the center of the
top margin. The sequence of the material should be:
title page, abstract, text, references, tables, cap-
tions for figures, and figures.

Content of Manuscript
Title page

This page should contain the title, followed by
the name(s) and address(es) of the author(s) in-
cluding professional affiliation, and any related  foot-
notes. Limit the title to what is documented in the
manuscript, and keep it as concise as possible.

Abstract

An informative abstract must be provided, which
does not exceed one double-spaced page or about
250 words, the ultimate length being dependent on
the size of the manuscript. The abstract should
concisely indicate the content and emphasis of the
paper. It should begin with the main conclusion
from the study and be supported by statements of
relevant findings. It is important that the abstract
accurately reflect the paper's contents, because it
is often separated from the main body of the paper
by abstracting and indexing services.

Text

In general, the text should be organized into
Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Dis-
cussion, Acknowledgements and References. Au-
thors should be guided by the organization of pa-
pers that have been published in the NAFO Journal
or Studies and by such authorities as the Council of
Biological Editors Style Manual (CBE, 9650 Rockville
Pike, Bethesda, MD  20814, USA). The Introduction
should be limited to the purpose and rationale of the
study, with literature review and other information
limited to what is needed to define the problem. The
Materials and Methods should provide  the frame-
work for obtaining answers to the problems which
concern the purpose of the study. The Results should
answer the questions evolving from the purpose of
the study in a comprehensive manner, avoiding any
confusion between facts and inferences and the
restatement of table and figure captions in the text.
The Discussion should give the main contributions

from the study, with appropriate interpretation and
comparison with those of other authors. Speculation
should be limited to what can be supported with
reasonable evidence, in the case of short papers, it
is often useful to combine Results and Discussion to
avoid repetition. Acknowledgements should be lim-
ited to the names of individuals who provided sig-
nificant scientific and technical support, including
reviews, during the preparation of the manuscript,
and the names of agencies which provided financial
support.

Mathematical equations and formulae must be
accurately stated, with clear definitions of the vari-
ous letters and symbols. If logarithmic expressions
are used, the type of function (base 10 or natural
logarithms) must be clearly indicated in the text or
by appropriate symbols ("log10 " or "log" for ordinary
logarithms, and "loge" or "ln" for natural logarithms).

References

Good judgment should be used in the selection
of references, which must be restricted largely to
significant published literature. References to un-
published data and documents, manuscripts in
preparation, and manuscripts submitted to other
journals (if not yet accepted for a particular issue)
must not be cited in the list of references but may be
noted in the text as unpublished data or personal
communications (with full mailing address of the
authors). Citation of meeting documents which have
limited circulation should be avoided whenever pos-
sible, except when such documents contain signifi-
cant new findings for which no other published
sources of the information exist.

Literature references cited in the text must be
by author's surname and year of publication, e.g.
(Collins, 1960). The surnames of two authors may
be used in a citation, but, if more than two authors
are involved the citation should be (Collins et al.,
1960). The citation of mimeographed manuscript
reports and meeting documents should contain the
abbreviation "MS", e.g. (Collins et al., MS 1960). All
papers referred to in the text must be cited in the
References alphabetically by the author's surname
and initials, followed by the initials and surnames of
other authors, year of publication, full title of the
paper, name of the periodical, volume and/or num-
ber, and range of pages. Abbreviations of periodi-
cals should, if possible, follow the "World List of
Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Serials Titles", pub-
lished periodically by FAO (Food and Agriculture
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Organization of the United Nations). References to
monographs should, in addition to the author(s),
year and title, contain the name and place of the
publisher and the number of pages in the volume.
Reference to a paper in a book containing a collec-
tion of papers should also contain the page range of
the paper, name(s) of editor(s), and actual title of
the book. The accuracy of all references and their
correspondence with text citations is the responsi-
bility of the author.

Tables

All tables must be discussed or mentioned in
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